


FOR CLARITY AND RUGGEDNESS IN PORTABLE WORK! 

·J~h Artieulatio 

C:ENTIJR,Y 

Ctystol Mi-crophones lkensed under Bm'ih Potent~ 

CARBON • DYNAMIC 

New! Economical! 

High articulation gets the 

message through •.. lessens 

listener fatigue! High output. 

Slide-to-talk relay control switch, 

48" cable. Hang-up hook. 

Model 215-SR. Carbon. 
List Price .... $10 

Model 615-SR. Dynamic, 
List Price .... $20 

Send for Bulletin No. 137 
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ECONOMICAL! Total tube invest
ment approximates the cost of one 
"50-watter". 

BIG• LEAGUE! WIii voice-modulate 
any medium or high-power final up to 
900 w, or lust under legal-limit r-f Input. 

T HESE are but two advantages of 
G.E.'s newest plus-package line

up. Another ••• it's a simple modulator 
tc,,build! See your G-E tube distributor 
foraa copy of the complete circuit design, 
to learn how easily you can construct , 
this capable 5-tube unit. 

\Vith the 6SJ7 serving as a mike pre
amplifier, the 6J5 and 6L6 act as two 
successive driving stages for the pair 
of GL-811 Class B modulator tubes. 
The latter operate at only 1,500 v, yet 
give a high (225-w) audio output that, 
as noted, will handle any final short of 
a full kilowatt. 

GL-811 

Still another feature: the GL-81 l's 
operat~ zero-bias at full ratings. Even 
when you're pushing this modulator 
hard, you need no C battery or voltage
regulated bias pack. That saves both 
cost and space. 

Efficient, economical tube applica
tions like this are a plus service you, as 
an amateur, may expect from contact 
with your nearby G-E distributor. To 
get the most for your money in tube 
performance, visit his up-to-the-minute 
establishment! Electronics Department, 
General ElectricCompan_y, Sckenectad_r 5, 
New York. 

• • • 
For what's new, helpful, practical ... read Ham 
Newsf Published bi-monthly in eight fact-cram
med pages, with plenty of explanatory circuits 
and other illustrations. Ask your G-E tube dls
trcbutor for your free copy of each issue as it 
comes off the press. 

ELECTRONIC TUBES OF ALL TYPES FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR 

GENERAL. ELECT~.!.~ 
1 



CONSIDER THESE FACTORS ... contributing to 
better tetrode performance ... they are the result 
of extensive research plus the ultimate in vacuum 
tube "know-how" and they are your assurance of a 
tetrode tops in performance, mechanically and 
electrically rugged, stable in operation and with 
long life. 

BEAM POWER . controlled 
by electron optics, and 
the placement of grids 
and plate alone. Elec
trons are emitted from 
the entire length of the 
filament and are actually 
channeled between the 
grid and screen bars. Careful engineering 
lowers internal feedback capacitances and 
increases screen-grid effectiveness. 

SYMMETRY OF DESIGN . . . enables manufac
ture of a mechanically rugged tetrode, with 
self-supporting internal elements. Gassy, 
inactive, internal insulators, shields and in
effective portions of the elements are 
eliminated. 

•'J'.rademarf.;s r•g. US Patent Office. 
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PYROVAC* PLATES ... are incorporated in all 
radiation cooled Eimac tetrodes. This new 
material contributes a mechanically rugged 
plate structure, high resistance to over
loads, and exceptionally long life. The use 
of Pyrovac also enables the elimination of 
"getters" likely to form troublesome con
ductive deposits on the inner surfaces of 
the glass envelope. 

PROCESSED GRIDS ... by an exclusive Eimac 
technique ... possess a high degree of sta
bility and desirable non-emitting character
istics that contributes to over-all circuit 
stability. " 

INPUT-OUTPUT SHIELDING .. 
plus inherent operational 
stability enables simplifi
cation of the associated 
circuits. Effectiveness of 
the shielding is so com
plete that mounting pro
cedures require only that 
the bottom of the base shell be flush with 
the top of the deck and grounded. 

Further comprehensive data on Eimac tetrodes or 
other Eimac vacuum tubes is yours, by writing 
direct. 

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, INC. 

196 San Mateo Avenue, San Bruno, California 
EXPORT AGENTS: Fmar l Hansen-JOI Clay St.-S•n Fronclsco, C•lil. 
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What hallicrafters MODEL HT-18 
variable master oscillator does 
for improved amateur transmission 

The HT-18 is called by hams who have used 
it the most efficient, flexible piece of gear to 
he developed in recent years. Easily added 
to your present transmitter, it brings it right 
up to date. Narrow hand FM and calibrated 
5 band V.F.O. complete in one compact cabi
net with all coils and power supply concen
trates and simplifies your entire operation. 
Put your transmitter anywhere, place the 
neat, highly functional HT-18 on the operat
ing table and you're in action. Narrow band 
FM quality like you've never heard before. 
The HT-18 places your signal anywhere in 
the band with exce1lent stability. Go to your 
nearest Hallicrafters distributor today 
for a demonstration and complete technical 

data on this splendid $ l l O OO 
instrument • . . . • • 

Amateur Net 

Copyright 1948. The HallicrofJers Co. 
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EASY, PRECISE, FLEXIBLE OPERATION 
FOR THESE REASONS: 

• Converts any good CW transmitter 
to a high quality phone transmitter. 

• Eliminates 90 o/o of broadcast inter
ference. 

• Puts your signal anywhere in the 
band with stability comparable to crys
tal controlled transmitter. 

• Gives you direct calibration, direct 
output on all bands 80, 40, 20, 15, 
11, 10. 
• Simplifies operation of entire sta
tion. Puts both frequency selection and 
power control at your finger tips. 
72 ohm oµtput. Remote power control 
terminals. 

hallicrafters 
RADIO 

THE HALLICIAFTERS CO. 
4401 W. Fifth Av•., Chicago 24, Illinois 

MANUFACTUIEIS OF IADIO AND ELECTRONIC IQUll"MENT 
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Yttl'ING 
f..: 
1 .::¥0U'''WANl .. J .. in a high quality 

low cost receiver 1lt«/et 
hallicrafters NEW S-53 
Hallicrafters Model S-53 takes an important position in the 
Hallicrafters line of high quality communications receivers. 
Completely modern. Superbly engineered for top flight perform
ance at remarkably low price. All the Hallicrafters built-in 
quality features amateurs expect and demand in a good receiver. 
Extended frequency range from 540 kc to 54.5 Mc in five bands. 
Uses two Mc IF which positively eliminates all amateur station 
images or repeat points within the ham bands. The strikingly 
designed, edge lighted dial is precisely calibrated. A separate 
bandspread control provides full electrical bandspread on all 
frequency bands. Latest series type noise limiter circuit; voltage 
stabilized oscillator; iron core I F's; built-in PM dynamic speaker. 
Rich satin-black steel cabinet with satin chrome trim. Complete 
with seven tubes and rectifier. 105-125 volts, 50-60 $ 7 9 5 Q 
cycles AC. • • • • • • 

Overall tuning range: 540 kc to 54.5 ·Mc. Band· 1: 
540-1630 Kc; Band 2: 2.5-6.3.Mc; Band 3: 6.3-
1.6 Mc; Band 4: 14-31 Mc; Band 5: 48-54 .. 5 Mc. 

Controls: main tuning, bandspread, band
switch, RF gain, audio volume, tone control, 
noise limiter, standby-receive, phone-code switch, 
speaker-headphone switch and phone jack on rear 

LISTEN FOR THE GATTI 
HALLICRAFTERS EXPEDITION 

Hallicrafters mobile, radio-equipped 
expedition now operating via short 
wave from the Mountains of the 
Moon, Africa. Listen for these call 
letters: 
VQS-GHE VQ3-HGE VQ4-EHG VQS-HEG 

Visit your distributor for maps, itiner
ary, schedules, other details. 

panel. Input jack for record player pickup con• 
nection. 

New superhet circuit uses: 1-6C4 oscillator; 
1-6BA6 mixer; 2-6BA6 IF's; 6H6 detector
AVC-noise limiter; 6SC7 BFO-lst audio; 6K6GT 
audio output and SY3 rectifier. 

Size: 123/s" x 63/s" x 73/s". 

Copyright 1948, The Halllcrafters Co. 

hallicrafters 
RADIO 

THE HALLICIIAfTEIIS CO. 

4401 W. Fifth Ave., Chicago '24, Illinois 

MANUFACTURERS OF UDIO AND ELECTRONIC fQU/PMENT 
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Section Communications Managers of the ARRL Communications Department 
Reports Invited. All amateurs, e!:'l:pedall}· League members. are invited to report station activities on the first of each 

month (for preceding month) direct to the SCM, the administrative ARRL official elected by members in each Section, 
Radio Club reports are also desired by SCMs for inclusion in QST. All ARRL Field Or~anizatlon appointments are 
now available to League members. These inclttde ORS, OES, OPS, 00, and OBS. Also, where vacancies exist SCMs desire 
applications for SEC, EC, RM, and PAM. In addition to station and leadership appointments for Members, all amateurs 
are invitee! to join the ARRL Emergency Corps (ask ior Form 71. 

----------ATLANTIC DIVISION _________________ _ 
Eastern i'enn~yivan.ia 
Marylanri-Ddawan.•- D.t ·. 
~..:ou lh('TTI N ~w J crsey 
\\'f'~ti~ru New York 
\V<-stern l 'cnn~ylvania 

Hlinois 
Imliana 
\Visconsin 

W.lBES 
W3BWT 
\V20~X. 
\V1PGT 
W3KW!, 

{?~ ~~\~~rne ~~ ~~~~~~~:-x~:e., N.E. 
G. \V. (Bill,, Tunnell 2] \Vyoming .Avt'. 
Harding A. Clark ;,i:;J \Ve.stmoreland Ave. 
Ernest J. Hlinsky 509 Beechwood Ave. 

(~lenside l~ardens 
\Va~hington 2, D. C. 
Audubon 
Syracuse 10 
FarTdl 

________ CENTRAL DIVISlON-------------------

~t{)~~t: \~:r1rz. tiifto8
nrrincr ~~1~

Ol~e~~1J;r;;ter Road ~~~~Vayne 8 
\V9RQM Reno W. Goetsch 929 S. 7th Ave.. \Vausau 

------------------::------DAKOTA DIVISION ____________________ _ 
\V0GZD Prtul M. Bossolctti North Dakota 

~outh Dakota 
Minnesota 

W0NGM ,I.;;. Foasberg 
W¢CWBJ Walter ti-. Hasskomp 

204 Polk St. 
509 l<laho Ave., 8.E. 
116 3rd Ave., 8. W. 

f ;rand Fnrka 
Huron 
Crosby 

11-------------------·----DELTA DIVISION---------------------
Arkansas 
l.ouh,iana 
l\.li::!..C>:iSRiJ)J)i 
Tennessee 

WSJIC 
WS\'T 
W$Jr,W 
W4QTj 

Man;hall Ri,g_gs -4405 HoweH Ave~ 
i¥~r~·1fg:;,nsan. jr. ~~~~ ~!~o~4j~son Hot~l 
\Av'ard Buhrman 1000 Overlook Ave. 

Fort Smith 
Shreseport 
Cret'nville 
Chattanooga 

--------------:---ccc-:-----::·GREAT LAKES DIYISION--------
K!mtucky W4CUA \\". C .. Alcock 155 St. Mildred's Court Danville 

Detroit 
Cincinnati 30 

.Michigan \V~~C\V fos{mh R. B~Jjan. jr. uo;;Q Tuller .\vr. 
Ohio \V8PNQ \.Villiam D. Montgomr-ry 1190 Coolidge .Ave. 

------------::----::c=c-----:-~m=uDSON DfflSION--------,-----.,,-,------
F:aste.rn New York \1\/?.HZT. 1:-.:rne~t. E. C.eorge .1044 Lexington Parkway S,.:h.enectady 8 
N. V. C, & Long lsland \VJKDC C.harlR's Ham, jr. 200 Harvard St. \\'estbury 
Northern New Jersey \V2IIN John J. Vitale 57 Sayre St. F..lh:abeth .3 

11------------------::oc::-----::---=MIDWEST DIVISION _____________________ ,• 
\V0Pf' \\'i!liam r;.. Davi1:1, 3rci St. .Mit("ht•llville .r~wa 

1• .. ansct!:': 
Missouri 
Nebraska 

~•0.--\ \VP \ldn B. Unruh 8-l! N. Terrace Drive \Vichi ta<, 

~;g~Qil tJriii1;;;t¥·~ ,~ei!?:~rcrtield i}6sMWZ!t~~ihy~t. {Sg;ih l'latte 

-------------==~----NEW F,NGLAND DIVISION--
\Vt VB \Vatter L. G-lover ("l'lovcr Ave, N(•wtown C.onnccticut 

l\tainc 
E:ist'-"rn Massachusetts 
\V('Htern Ma::.sachusctts 
New Hampshire 
khoctc lsland 
Vermont 

Alaska 
Idaho 
:Cviontana 
C )fP.Q:Oll 

\Va.shington 

Hawaii 
Nevada 
~-,anta l ·Jara Valley 
.East Bav 
San Franci~co 
Sacramento Valley 
Philippines• 

San Joaquin Valley 

\.\'1GKJ I•. Norman Da\'ls kFD t 
\\'1ALP Frank L. Baker. jr. 91 _Atlantic St. 
\V1XZ\V l_•rentiss M. Bailey (i'.? Dexter St. 
\\'1AOQ Gilman K. Crowell 15 Ac-ademy St. 
\\.1HRC Clayton C. Gordon 70 Columbia Ave .• Gaspee 
\\'1NDL, Crlc'rald Benedict 23 Foster St, 

==---NORTHWESTF:RN DIVISION---···--
K.7C.BF August G. Hiebert Box 879 
\\.'71\\711 Al.in K~ Ross 1017 East Jefferson $t. 

ir4iq~: l~~t~r!h8
A~1kunkres ii~2

x
6 ,1The.rSt Ave, 

V\'7 ACF Clifford Cavanaugh Route 1 

f)ld Orchard Brrwh 
~i~~J~1uincy 71 
Con.cont 
Platc>-nu. Providence S 
Montpelier 

Anchorage 
Rnise 
Butte 
Baker 
Auburn 

----PACIFIC DIVISION t}f ~1zL t~~r~li~~~Sowle -B-_ n_x_2_U_'_S----------,::~~tku, Maui 

\\'6BPT .Hny E. Pinkham 1061 Fremont St. !4anta l.~lara 
\V6TI Hnrace R. c;r~r •H4 Fairmount Ave~ Oaklanci ft 
\V6NL Ktrnu.t~l C. Van Liew 215 .Knowles A\·e. Dnly City 
\\'61vIGC John .R. Kinney 5240 Jay St. Sacram<;>nto 16 
KA.1CB Craig B. Kennedy 25 Roosevelt Road San Franeisro lJel Monte 

James I•, Wftkefield '2940 Adoline Ave. ~~~~~n City, Rhml W6PSQ 
11--------------====------=ROANOKE OIVISION------- --··-· __________ _ 

\V4CYB \V. J. \Vortma.n i:'(11 Duke Power Co. Charlotte 1 North Carolina 
f~nuth Carolina 
Virginia 
'\Vest Virginia 

f:.olorado 
Utah-\Vyoming 

\\'4BQF/ANG Ted Fr-rguson J422 Rosewood Drive Columhia 25 

~:JflK {}g~~d 1:!. ~i~~~i!ton J61°H~~e ~t~ Lane, R~ 
1 :!i~:a°:td 23 

W0QVT 
W7NPU 

_ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVlSIO"',~--------~---------
,.~len Bond 2~50 "K<"ndall -Oe-nv'f:r 14 
,\kin M. Phillips 3887 Quincy A\~e. Og<lcn, Utah 

1---------------c---:-,c-,cc-c---SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION _____ _ 
\VJ(;Jw Dr. Arthur W. Woods 41.I WQOdward Bldg, Rirmln~harn 

lac.lcson\·ille 
Jlcnsncola 
Atlanta 

Alabama 
Eastern Florirla 
Wf':d.ern Florida 
(;eorgia 
\.\'<'st lndies (Cuba-P.R.~V.I.) 

\\'..l.F\VZ John \V. Hollister 3820 L:J.uric 
\V.tDAO Luth~r M. Holt 223 W. Romana St. 
\V4DXI C1.:tY f;,.riftin 1557 Athens A.ve., 'E,,,W. 
KP4KD Evf'rett Mayer P. 0. Box 1061 ban Juan ,Ii, P. R. 

11---------------:c:-:-:::=- -- SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION----
\.\'6IOX Vincent J. Haggerty 1017•lndio Mur.rto St. Santa Barhara Los Angrle" 

Arl7nna 
.s~n l.Ji~go 

N orthcrn 1 exa.:. 
f)k.lahoma 
::-;:outlu~rn Texas 
NC'w Mexico 

\\'71\-(LL Gladden C:. Elliott J':) North Mc1wood Tur~on 
'W6GC Irvin L. Emig 4852 Marlborough Drive San Diego 

------------WEST GULF DIVISI0"',"------------------
\:V5D.--\S/MNL N. C. Settle 5630 McCommas Da!l:J~ 
\V5HXl Bert \Veidner Box 14 t:.~~ce-nt 

~~iW& '[;;1~~~t~.'.~alsh ir:,u. t'ox~t~gje! st· L~::A~~ii:h:iSti 
··--·---·----·:\1ARITIME DIVISION __________ _ 

Maritime (Ntld, & Lal.Jr. att.l VE1DQ .\. M. Crowell 69 Dublin St. Ha1ifax, N. S. 
1---------------,---------0NTARIO DIVISIO,"''--------,---,-------c---------

VE3Dli Da .. ri<l S. Hutchinson 90 \Vellington Road London, Ont. Ontario 
---------------,-,---,-------QUEBEC DIVISIO,'" ..... ---cc--,---.,.-------------

VF:2GL Gordon A. Lynn c/o Radio Division, 
Montreal Airport 

Que.bee 
Montreal, P. Q. 

----------------,.,.,c-:-,,-----VANALTA DIVISION---------------------11 

~~~~¼,1 lt: ~: ~i~r~~art 1~i~5-!~v~112:d"Ave. ~~~~~~~· Alta. 
Alberta 
Rritish Columbia 
Yukon VE8AK W.R. \.\.'illiamson Radio Range Sta., D.O.T. Tt:Slin, Y. T. 

11---------------,---------PRAIRIE DIVISION--ccc----,--------::----cc--:--------
\'"E-lAM :-\~ \V. MorlE'Y u, LR"nnox St. St. Vital 

6 

Manitoba 
Saskatchewan 'VESCO Norman Thompson 1120 7th Ave., N. W. Moose Jaw 

* Officials appointed to act temporarily in the absence of a re&11lar oilic.ial. 



Progress is dependent upon advancement and 
development. Here at Thordarson, we are 
never satisfied with a "status quo" po•ition. 
That i• why we have a staff of highly quali
fied engineers who are pioneering improve
ments in power circuits involving transform• 
ers • . . for the amat'eur • . • a• well as 
highly specialized industry. As a result, our 
"in stock" list of transformers are trans
formers that incorporate every new develop• 
ment. This creative thinking by Thordarson 
engineers eliminates costly suppositional 
thoughts in the resolution of new product•. 
let· Thordarson engineers translate your needs 
in practical, workable shop specifications 
that make development jobs easier for all 
industry. 

Shown on this page is a typical variable power 
supply •.• Write for our latest catalog show
ing a variety of matched components. 

The New Thordarson 
Catalog Is Now Avail
able, Send For Your 
Copy Today. 

Fil 

'i t 
I..IIIE 

D. C. Yalta11 and Current T1 Tt T3 CH1 Vt Ct R1 ~ti\: 
-5-0·_4_0_0_V_2_0_0_M_A_T_.2_1P_8_9_T_-2_1_FI_O ____ T--2-0C_5_4_2_0_50 ___ 8_Mfd.20K i 
,oo-1soov SOOMA T•21P79 T-21F02 T-21F10 T-20C57 TT17orFG17 4Mld 

1500-2500V SOOMA T·21P75 T-21F20 T-21F10 T-20C57 873 4 Mid. 75K 

The variable power supplies shown in the circuit are ideal for amateur 
phone and CW transmitters as well as in laboratory applications where a 
variable source of D. C. voltage is desired without resorting to expensive 
methods of primary voltage control. There are a variety of applications of 
this circuit. For further details write directly to Thordarson. 

TtlORDARSON 
Manufacfurin9 Quality Electrical Equipment Sine, 1895 

i 
I 
RS"· 

500 WEST HURON CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS 
A Division of Maquira lnd11,trit1-

7 
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AFTER months in the laboratory and a 
long and costly tooling program, this domi

nant new line of HYPEX Projectors is now 
ready. In their design, JENSEN engineers started 

with complete recognition of the shortcomings of all 
equipment of this kind and then added their own 
high concepts of performance and convenience re
quirements. The result is a striking new high in every 
detail of design and performance, and a new low 
in price. 

Generous use of such materials as stainless steel 
and other corrosion-resistant materials, plus elaborate 
treatment of necessary steel parts, insures against 
weather exposure. Mounting brackets using clutch. 
type, heavy trunnion mountings (on all except VH-
91 ), solve finally the problem of adjustment and posi. 
tive locking into position. 

Weatherproof terminal boxes provide a long 
needed feature in equipment of this kind. The 
completely new driver unit with molded plastic 
diaphragm is entirely enclosed within the one-piece 
rigid horn. And, of course, the recognized superiority 
of the Hypex formula is employed in the reflexed 
horn design. 

The sound industry has long deserved equipment 
of this kind. Now it is here and at prices right back 
to prewar levels. 

U"'rite or wire for complete jnformation,. u·e hai•en't spac,. here 
to gi,,e more than an outline of the features and performanc, 
ability of these ou/Jtandingly neu• products, 

JENSEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
6611 5. LARAMIE AVE., CHICAGO 38 

tn Canada: Copper Wire Products, Ltd., II Ktng St., W., Toronto 



'1/ou can 
test the paper for density ••• thick~ 
ness ... porosity .•• ppwer fac
tor •.• chloride content ... di
electric constant • • • dielectric 
strength. 
And then fest the foil for thickness 
•.. purity ... softness of the an
neal . . . freedom from oil . • • 
cleanliness of surface • • • ab
solute smoothness. 

,apocitor for shorts, grounds, and 
opens at 

1

overvoltage between 
terminals and between terminals 
and case • • . and measure the 
capacitance of every single unit 
• . . and then check every single 
capacitor to see that it has an air
tight, leak-proof hermetic seal. 

buy General Electric capacitors ... which 
have already passed every one of 
these tests : 
•.. on the materials when they 
were made. 
... and again before they were 
used . 

HOW TO 

BE SURE 

YOU GET 

w 

THE BEST 

IN 

•.. and on the capacitors during 
manufacture. 
..• and then, finally, on every 
single capacitor before ship
ment . 

SPECIALTY CAPACITORS 
General Electric makes a wide 
variety of specialty capacitors, 
all of which must pass similar 
comprehensive tests. For full in
formation on types, ratings, 
dimensions, types of mounting, 
and prices, address the nearest 
General Electric Apparatus Office 
or ApparaiJtsDepartment, General 
Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y. 

And then test the liquid dielectric for 
specific gravity ••• viscosity ••• 
power factor ••• color ... acidity 
• . . flash point . • . dielectric 
strength . . . dielectric constant 
• . . insulation resistance ..• water 
content. 
And after that, test every single finished GENERAL. ELECT~!~ 

~cl,tt; 
,FOR 

Motors 

lumin11us-tube 
transfomien 

ltid~st;.i~l···co~;;;j 

llodio filters 
lodar 
Eledroni< equlpment 

Communi<ation 
systems 

Flash photogrophy 

Shobosc~pic 
equfpmenf 
Television 
Dust pre<ipitators 

Radio interference 
Cal'Ocitor discharge suppression 

welding fmp11I~ gen11r11t110 
/\NO. MANY OT)IEI! Al'Pll(ATIOMS 
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THE AMERICAN 
RADIO RELAY 
LEAGUE, INC., 
iJ a noncommercial association of radio amatevrf, bonded 
the promotion of interest in amatevr radio communl~gtlon and 
experimentation, for the relayfng of messages b)' radi9, for the 
advc.mcemenl of the radio art and of the public v,elfore, .for the 
representation of the radio amafevr in legislative matters, and for 
the maintenance af fraternalism and ~ high standard of ~M~uit, .•. 

It is an incorporated association without copit<lJ steel<, chtirl~red 
under the lows of Connecticut. Its affairs C\te gover,,ed by Q Bpai'cl 
of Directors, elected every two years by the generaLmembershif>, 
The officers are elected or appointed b}' the Dire<:!ors. The t,ggue 
is noncommercial Qnd no one CQmmerdc:,!ly enggged .in tli.e 111gnv~ 
focture, sale or rental of radio apporoto~ is eHgible to membenhip 
on its board. 

"Of, by and for the amateur," it nurriben within its ronl<s pract!• 
catly every worth-while amateur in the nation and has a history 9f 
glorious achievement as the standard•l>eQrer in amateur affairs, 

Inquiries regarding membership ore solicited'. . A bona fide 
interest in. omateur rod!o is the only essentigl qvalification; owner• 
ship of o tronsmitting station and knowledge of the .:ode ore not 
prerequisite, although full voting membership Is granted only to 
licensed amateurs. · 

All general cormpondence should .be oddrested to the Setr~tory 
at the administrative headquarten at West Hartford, Conne.ellcuf: 

. • 
.. ········ - ..... 

HIRAM PERCY MAXIM, WlAVl, 191,i:..1936 
fUGENE'C. WOODRUFF, VfBCMP, 1936-1940 ....... 

OHlce.x• 
President • , • GEORGE W: llAILEY, W2KH 

W oshington, o; C. . 
Vice,President. • •••• J, LINCOLN MCCARGAR, W6EY 

Oakland, Calif9rnfa 
Secretary. • • • •••••. K~Nl:tH B. WARNER; Wil:H 

West Hartfc,rd, C6nriecticut . . 
Cammunicafions Manager • • •· • • ~CIS I:. HANDY, Wl BPI 

West Hartford,. Coijn,c.f!cut .. . •... ·· .. · .. · .• 
Treasurer. • • • • • • , • , , , , (PAVID H. HOUGHTON 

West Hartford, Coniiii.cticut 

• • • • • 

DIRECTORS 
Presjdent 

GEORCm W. BAILEY .... ,, ...... , ..... W2Kll 
!rll 19th St., N. \V., Washington, D. C. 

Vice-President 
J. LIXCOLN :MCCARGAR ... , •... , , ... W6EY 

ti6 Hamilton Place, ual<Iand 12, Calif. 

Canadian General Manager 
ALEX REID .. , , ..................... VE2BE 

~?40 Logan Ave .. 8t. Lambert, 1•. Q. 

A.lternnte: Leonard W. r-..ntehE"JL ••••••••• VE3AZ 
7.S. Raglan Ave., Toronto, Ont. 

Atlantic Division 
WALTER HRADLEY M.\ RTIN .... , ... W3<lV 

lo:~a Arhuta Hd., Abington, Pa. 
Alternate: Henry \V. \\,.kkenhl.":ier, Jr ..... \V3T{WA 

Tl 12 Htate Ave., ("ora.opolls, Pu.. 

Central Division 
CLYDJ;; l'. RICHEi.TEL' ...•.. , ..•.•. W9ARP: 

~larnl11lalrL Wisconsin 
.-tlternate.: Harold II. Jansen .•........... \V9DJO 

3!'H9 ('all!ornia Ave., Alton, Ill. 

Dakota Division 
GOODWIN' L. DOS LAND .... , ....... W~TSN 

l\.toorhend, :Minnesota · 
,i!ternqte: Hobert. A. Kimber ............ W¢BLK 

<'aoyon Lake Rd., Rapid t'lty, S. D. 

Delta Division 
VICTOR CANFIELD .•............... W5BSR 

P. 0. Brue 965, Lake Charles, La. 
~-tlternn.te: James \V. \Vat.kins ............ W4FL8 

!:l:.?O N. Howell St., Chuttanooga, Tenn. 

Great Lakes Division 
HAROLD <:'.HIRD .. ,,, ........•.... W81JPF: 

114 Hiclrnry l>r., Cresceut Luke, Poutluc 2, .Mich. 
.-11/ernote: John H. Brahb ..•....... , ... , W8;lPF 

la:!1 Bcrktthire Rd., Grosse Pointe Park :rn, 1\llch. 

Hudson Division 
JOSEPII !IL .JOIINATON., .. •·•·· .•.. w2sox 

Avon-b.v-the-Kea, N~ J. 
A.lternate: Robert A. Kirkman •.. , . , ..... WiDl:lY 

HHO Oak Drive, '\Vest lle1mnr, N. J. 

Midwest Division 
LEON ARD COLLETT, , •........... , WjlDEA 

c'ivil AP..ronUutlcs Administration 
Box 776, Joplln. I\Io. 

Alternate,.,· Alvtn G. Keye£{ ....... : .... : . \V~KTQ 
1201 J\Ierchantll Nat'! Bunk Hldg., Cedar Rapids, Ia. 

New England Division 
PER<"Y C. NOBLE, ........... , ..•.. WIBVR 

Altern.t1.te: 
;~7 Brand i::;t., \Ve.C1tt1eld, !\las~. 

Northwestern Division 
HAROLD W. JOIINATON ... , .... , ... W7DXF 

2727 Relvldere Ave., Seattle 6, \VaRh. 
,1ttemnte: R. Rex Roberts .. , ........... \Y 7CPY 

ll0 W. Brennan ~t .. Glendive. hlont. 

Pacific Division 
WILLL-1.l\I A. LAD LEY ..•...... , .••. \V6RBQ 

211U Naylor Kt., 8an 1;•rancisco 1:l, Calif . 
.t.1ltern(lte: Kenneth 1,;. IIughcs ........... wo,~rs 

810 W. orange Ave., So. San 1,'fanct:-:c(), Calif. 

Roanoke Division 
II. L. CA\"EN'F:RA .................... W4DW 

2607 Vancterullt Ave., Raleigh, N. C'. 
Alternate: J. Frank Key .. , ............... W3ZA 
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Rocky Mountain Division 
FRANKLIN K. MATEJKA .• , ......... WjlDD 

P. o. Box 212, E-:;tes .Park, Colo. 
Alternate: P. Arthur Smull •....••••.... WllKVD 

!',29 No. Xevada Ave •• Colorado Spring,;:, Colo. 
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'WILLIAM C. SHELTON' ........... ,. W4AflR 
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Alternate: William P. Rides, ....•....... W4AUP 
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4:J:l .I Fairway Ave.., Dallas 4, Texas 
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"It Seems to Us ... " 

TVI 
The American public in the vicinity of our 

biggest cities is going for television with an 
avidity reminiscent of the early days·of sound 
broadcasting. Receivers are selling by the 
thousands, construction permits are now being 
issued even for the smaller cities, coaxial 
cables and microwave relay systems for net
works are going in, and in the foreseeable 
future the interest will cover most of the na
tion. People a hundred miles from a television 
transmitter are putting up hundred-foot 
towers and buying custom-made four-stage 
prearnplifiers to scoop up almost nonexistent 
signals. That they also hear the trolley cars in 
Topeka, the washing machines in Walla Walla 
and the ignition systems of most of the auto
mobiles in the county does not seem to deter 
them - it's television! The frequency alloca
tion is a defective and insufficient one, all of 
the services are . in each other's hair, ISM 
("diathermy") interference is rampant- but 
it's television. It's financial news, stage news, 
industrial news. It's as exciting as a Klondike 
gold-mine camp-and just as jerry-built. 

In short, fellows, the television boom is here 
and it brings to us and the other radio services 
the same sort of interference problems and 
public-relations problems that the blossoming 
of sound broadcasting did in the mid-'20s -~
only this time the difficulties are much greater 
because of the broad-band characteristics of 
television and because that service is on higher 
frequencies than most others, consequently 
receiving hash, harmonics and corruption from 
most of the usable spectrum. Television re
ception is getting a great deal of interference 
and tempers are running high. There is much 
in this situation to anger an amateur. We are 
blamed for most of the interference, with the 
set-dealers frequently helping to spread that 
impression, while every amateur knows that in 
truth we cause only ·a small fraction of the 
trouble. Amateurs know, too, that the tele
vision allocation is an unwise and practically 
unworkable one, and that ARRL has made 
recommendations for changes that would ease 
the lot of all the services concerned. We all 
Jm9w 1/4at soIIJ.e. receiy(;lrs ::i,re deficient in se-

lectivity and shielding; that remote lookers-in 
are attempting the impossible and squawking 
about results and blaming us; that the whole 
business is experimental and there are as yet 
no FCC standards for the protection of tele
vision reception. Amateur indignation over 
absurd charges and unreasonable demands is 
understandable. Nonetheless, men, we have 
here a condition and not a theory and there are 
some things we ought to do about it, as indi
,>iduals. The League and the other communi
cation services have made strong recommen
dations to FCC concerning the inadequacies of 
the present allocation but there can be no 
assurance that the Commission's decision will 
solve the difficulties. The League for years has 
maintained contact with the receiver eom
mittees of the industry, looking to higher 
selectivity standards, but we cannot rely upon 
that for protection. We have to look after our
selves. It is our feeling that, despite the lousy 
allocation, the open front ends of receivers, the 
lack of field-strength standards, the dumb and 
sometimes vicious blaming we receive. our 
duty to ourselves requires that each t)f us 
makes sure that his transmitter is not at fault. 

We fear that the understandable irritation 
amateurs have felt over the unreasonableness 
of the situation has sometimes got the better 
of their judgment and has resulted in some 
instances in_ undiplomatic actions and a reluc
tance to do anything about a bad local situa
t,ion. We won't get anywhere that way, fellows. 
Although it is true that this whole situation is 
messy and confused and that there are some 
problems that we don't yet know how to cure, 
we know enough about it now to be able to say 
that many of our transmitters are at fault and 
that in the average case the trouble can be 
satisfactorily reduced. We should be working 
on those rigs instead of sitting back and yelling 
for ARRL to conjure up something that will 
take care of the situation by political magic 
without the need to houseclean our sets. The 
same energy put on the rigs would clean up 
half of the (lRM. We visit FCC constantly 
and we can tell you that there is now a well
defined feeling there that from here on out all 
services are going to be under the necessity of 
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spending a lot more attention on the efunina.. 
tion of spurious emissions, harmonics, hash 
and so on than they ever did before. It is not 
at all a case of singling out amateur radio for 
persecution or special disfavor. It is something 
affecting every service, ::;imply including us. 
Such spurious ernis::;ions aren't supposed to 
exist, of course, but in the past it hasn't made 
too much difference whether they did or not. 
The advent of television has made it necessarv 
for us all to clean up ---· not only amateurs but 
the host of fixed and mobile services, the 
broadcasters, the Government stations.· 

Harmonics and overmodulation are our 
main troubles. Most of us have them in varying 
degree. It seems to us that we must now regard 
those dear days as passed when we could afford 
to run a disorderly "he.ap" and not care what 
its effects were in the higher reaches of t,he 
Rpectrum. The very fact that some amateur 
transmitters cause little or no television inter
ference while others of less power and at greater 
distance but on the same band and mode do 
cause serious trouble shows that the latter ones 
need working on. Particularly in respect of 
the most prevalent difficulty, harmonics, there 
is sound and practical help to be found in one 
of this month's articles, "TVI C'an Be Re
duced." The whole art is moving onward and 
upward, OM. The. days of breadboards and 
had teclmiques are over. It is a pmctical 
necessity for each station in each service to 
observe t.he highest, :1ttainable standards. 
Until we have shielded, filtered, screened and. 
adjusted to reduce harmonics t,o negligible 
strength and to eliminate overmodulation 
products, we haven't done our part. 

Don't try to laugh off TVI - or grouse it 
off. Ten to one you can fix it ---- ;;ufiiciently to 
liwi happily ever after. 

OUR COVER 
Firing up a new rig in the Headquarters lab, 

WlIIDQ records an out-put of 200 watts on 225 
Mc. The exciter unit appears in t.h.is issue, and 
a description of the huffor-ampli.ficr will follow 
shortly. An 83:l amplifier drivei:1 a pair of 4-6/i-As 
running up to WO watts input with forced-air 
cooling. 

\,-Stray~ 
(\mi;tructors of ,J. L.A. McLaughlin's "Simple 

Simon" s.s.s.r. adapter unit (April QST), please 
note: Recent tests in the labs of t,he Billey Elec
tric Co. have indicated that connection of a 
10-µµfd. napacitor across L1 helps reduce t.he 
drive_ on the 405,5-kc. crystal. 
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25 Yea. rs Ago 
this month 

AH SPruNu ! - antenna time. May 1923 QST 
ft anticipates the vernal exodus to trees an<l 
rooftops with a jam-pa(Jked Antenna Number. 
'Nill vours be a "T" or an inverted "L" t,his 
seaso;, OM? And by the way, you'd better watch 
the resonant length of your guy wires-· we'll be 
working down to 50 meters shortly! 

A score of top-notch antenna articles gives us 
t.he authoritative opinions of t,he experts. The 
losses of 200-meter antennas, cage antennas 
versu.~ multiwire flattops, the theory of multiple-
tuned aerials, the use of loop antennas for trans
mission, mast construction and erection, down 
leads and earthing systems, and the ratings of 
imtenna insulators all come in for a goodly share 
of discussion. Contributing to t.lus issue's store of 
knowledge arc Stuart Ballantine, L. C. Young, 
H. II. Newell, L. C. Smeby, Albert F. Murray, 
!\I. Adaire Garmhauscn, John L. Reinartz, Ross 
Gunn, Dr. A. N. Goldsmith, F. M. J. Murphy, 
Parker E. Wiggin, Dr. ,T. II. Dellinger, John C. 
Warner, C. P. Sweeny, and the entire QST staff 
under the direct-ion of Technical Editor Kruse. 

Our antenna fancyings are grounded by this 
month's announcement of the Rtringcnt fre
quency proposals of the Hcconrl National Radio 
Conference, a meeting called by Sceretary of 
Co=crce HoovPr in a move to end the confusion 
ealliled by the rapid growth of the commercial 
radiophones. For the first time our licenses would 
permit operation within a band of frequencies, 
150-200 meters for c.w. and 176-200 meters for 
spark. There would be special authorizations for 
operation in the range 200-220 meters by stat-ions 
located in the Rocky !\fountain area, to expedite 
t,raffic handling. It is also recommended that the 
radiophone broadcasters be assigned the waves 
222 to .545 meters, and that nighttime operation 
of ship stations be shifted from 450 t,o above 600 
meters. ARRL President Maxim was the amateur 
representative on Secretary Hoover's commission, 
and was assisted by the testimony of League 
Secretary Warner and Paul F. Godley. 

The ever-growing importance to the amateur 
of reliable test equipment is emphasized by the 
description of two laboratory-type radio-fre
quency oscillators. One unit, built by Elliott 
White, 1 YB, covers the range 50-375 meters, 
while the other, the handiwork of II. J. Walls, of 
WWV, has a sc~pc of 100 to 1000 meters. A novel 
thermo "batterv" for WD-11 tube filaments, 
detailed by nECT, should intrigue the Pxperi
mentally-inclincd ham. 

Amateurs turned in outstanding operatin11: 
1u1rformances during the late winter months. 

(Coritinued on paqe 118) 
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What About Single Sideband? 
What It Offez·s in Amateur 'Phone Communication 

BY DONALD E. NORGAARD,* W2KUJ 

• If you operate a 'phone transmitter 
you can't afford to pass up this article. 
It tells exaetl:r: why and how single 
sideband steps up the effectiveness of 
your transmitter - ,,quivalent to at least 
an 8 times power increase - and at the 
same time increases the effective width 
of the 'phone bands by several times.' 

This is the first of a series of three ar
ticles. The second and third will co\·er a 
new, ,;in1plified method of generating 
and receiving s.s.s.e. signals. 

RECENT articles in QST1,2,3,4 have indicated 
that the time is ripe for single-sideband 
amateur telephony. Actually, in one sense, 

it always has been the time for single-sideband 
operation because of the congestion of our ama
teur bands, but single-sideband techniques of the 
past have not been very well suited to amateur 
use. This article, the first of a series of three, is 
presented in the hope that the concepts of single 
sideband can be explained in as easily-assimilated 
form as possible, and to incite enough interest. 
among QRM-weary hams so that our 'phone 
bands finally become useful property. These 
bands can become so only if we all get together and 
dean house. 

Fortunately, "house cleaning" on the 'phone 
bands is going to be oasier than many of us se
cretly think. New techniques of generating and 
receiving single-sideband signals have been de
veloped, and these techniques are of such a 
nature that the change to single-sideband, opera
tfon will become a real pleasure. Remember this: 
t,wenty years ago we did clean house in tµe case 
of c.w., and everybody shared the benefits when 
T9x signals became the order of the day. At least, 
nobody was hurt except the guy who wouldn't or 
didn't follow the trend. 

Goodman1 and Grammer4 along with others 
have indicated that there are selfish motives to be 
;;erved in changing over to single-sideband 'phone. 

* Research Laboratory, Genera.I Electric Co., 
1 

Scheneo
tady, N. Y. 

1 Byron Goodman, "What Is Single-Sideband Tele
phony?" QST, January, 1948. 

~ 0. G. Villard, jr., "Single-Sideband Operating Tests," 
QST, January, 1948. 

a Arthur H. Nichols, "A Single-Sideband Transmitter for 
Amateur Operation," QST, January, 1948, 

4 George Uram.mer, 11 Single-Sideband Power Gain" 
(Technical Topicsj, QST, March, 1948. 

May 1948 

Good sportsmanship also demands that we do so, 
now that it is going to be relatively painless. 
Even this point of view serves our selfish motives, 
too, since QRM is the wrecker of most 'phone 
contacts, and it is definitely true t,hat single
sideband 'phone is capable of resisting QRM 
better than any other known system, as well as 
being least offensive in creating QRM. What are 
we waiting for? 

Let's get down to facts and details. How and 
why can single sideband "buy" us better com
munications'? First of all, a single-sideband signal 
uses up /,es8 than half the Bpace in the band than 
that occupied by properly-operated a.m. or n.f.m. 
transmitters, regardless of power. Next, it doesn't 
"waste any steam blowing the whistle"! By that 
is meant the relatively tremendous amount of 
power devoted to transmission of the carrier com-

pared to intelligence-bearing sidebands. There 
just isn't any V-.J day "whistle blowing" to blot 
out the other fellow and rob yourself of "steam." 
These things are mentioned first because t.hey 
should be obvious and we want to start out agree
ing with one another in this discussion. 

Carrier and Sideband Relationships in A.M. 
Some of the best heads in the country have 

been scratched bald by their owners in trying to 
figure out the best way to predict on a theoretical 
basis how single sideband stacks up alongside our 
old acquaintance, amplitude modulation. The 
head scratching is over now, and the following 
analysis, which is backed up by thorough Iabora
t,ory investigations aimed at finding the facts, 
should give us an idea of what to expect. 

Tu keep things on a simple basis at first, assume 
that an ideal a.m. transmitter has a carrier output 
of lOO wfl.tti:J. We luiow t}iat when this cllJ"rier js 
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modulated, sidebands are generated in proportion 
to the strength of the modulating signal (until we 
reach 100% modulation), and that the carrier 
strength itself is not affected at all by modulation. 
A plot of the frequency spectrum (voltage versus 
frequency) of the simple case of steady 100% 
modulation of the carrier by a single tone (sine 
wave) of 1000 cycles would look like Fig. 1. The 
envelope (a plot of voltage versus time) would, of 
course, have the appearance of Fig. 2. All right, 
so far? Our Handbook tells us 5 that in a resistive 
circuit where the resistance stays constant the 
power is proportional to the square of the voltage 
applied. In the case we are talking about, three 
voltages are applied; one is the carrier, and the 
other two are the upper and lower sidebands, re
spectively, in accordance with Fig. 1. 

l'.? 
~ ,.. 
"' ~ 
"' "' 

3/4. 
"" ~ 
:.'ii l2 
~ ·• §! 

'.;;! !4 i::: 

" i.:l 
~ 0 

lower 
Sidehand 

/000 
u;,:-tes 

Carrier 
/ 

1000 
'"fGfes 

FREQUENCY 

Fig. 1 - Example of 100% modulation of a carrier by 
a single tone of 1000 cycles per second. 

The voltage of each of the sidebands is half that 
of the carrier. Therefore, the power in each side
band is (½)2 times that of the carrier. Since it 
was assumed that the carrier output was 100 
watts, the power in each sideband is 25 watts, and 
t,he total sideband power is 50 watts. This, inci
dentally, is the maximum single-tone sideband 
power that can be generated by amplitude modu
lation of a carrier of 100 watts. No one has ever 
been able to do better, because it just isn't pos
sible to do so. (It doesn't help to overmodulate! 
This cuts down the desired sideband power and 
generates spurious sidebands called splatter. 
Hint: check your own sideband splatter.) 

We can represent the information in Figs. 1 and 
2 by means of a vector diagram and make some 
more calculations. In Fig. 3 the carrier voltage is 
given one unit length. Therefore, the upper and 
lower sideband voltages have one-half unit 
length, and are so indicated. Now, watch out for 
this one: In Fig. 3 the carrier vector is assumed to 
be standing still, though actually it makes one 
revolution per cycle of carrier frequency. Imagine 

4 A.RRL Handbook, 25th Edition (1948), p. 25. 
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you are standing at the origin of the carrier vector 
and are spinning around with it at carrier fre
quency. What you would see are the upper- and 
lower-sideband vectors rotating in opposite direc
tions at the modulation frequency in such a way 
that the terminus of the last vector in the chain 
of three lies along the line of the carrier, bobbing 
up and down at 1000 cycles per second. As far as 
you could tell, the carrier vector does not move · 
or change at all, and that is the impression Fig. 3 
is intended to convey. At the instant of time 
(To, Fig. 2) chosen for Fig. 3 the three vectors are 
all in line and add up to two voltage units. One 
two-thousandth of a second later the sideband 
vectors have rotated one-half turn each, and the 
three vectors add to zero, since 1 - H - % = 0. 
This should make it, easier to understand the 
relationship between Figs. 1 and 2 without too 
much trouble. 

Now, here is the point of all this: The carrier 
vector is one voltage unit long - corresponding 
to a power of 100 watts. At the instant of time 
shown in Fig. 3, the total voltage is two units -
corresponding to (2)2 times 100, or 400 watts. 
One two-thousandth of a second later, the answer 
is easy - the voltage and power are zero. There
fore, the transmitter must be capable of delivering 
400 watts on peaks to have a carrier rating of 100 
watts. Stated differently, the excitation, plate 
voltage, and plate current must be such that the 
output stage can deliver this peak power. What 
about this? We are already up to 400 watts ori a 
100-watt transmitter! Yes, we are, and if the 
transmitter won't deliver that power we are cer
tain to develop sideband splatter and distortion. 

Under the very best conditions that can be 
imagined we need a transmitter which can deliver 
400 watts of power on peaks to transmit a carrier 
power of 100 wat,ts and a total maximum side
band power of 50 watts. What does this 100-watt 
carrier do for the transmission? The answer is it 
does nothing - for the simple reason that it does 
not change at all when modulation is applied. 
The carrier i'l just like a hatrack - something 
to hang sidebands on. It seems silly to carry a hat
rack around with us just so that we can say that 
we have brought two hats along. Yet, that is just 
exactly what we do when we hang two sidebands 
just so on a carrier and go out with the whole 
thing into our crowded 'phone bands to be jostled 
about. Far better to put on a hat and leave the 
hatrack home where it belongs! One hat? Cer
tainly. It is ridiculous to go around trying to wear 
two dinky hats at the same time - especially in 
the rain! 

Leaving the Carrier at Home 

Sure, take a look at Figs. 1 and 3. Suppose we 
leave the carrier home and double the amplitude 
of each of our sidebands. This will still run our 
transmitter at its peak output capacity of 400 
watts, all it can do. Well, the sideband power 
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goes up all right. The sideband voltages are 
doubled, so our sideband power is four times what 
it used to be. That means each sideband is 100 
watts, and our transmitter is not overloaded on 
peaks. The total sideband power is, of C?urse, 
200 watts. But this sideband power doesn't do 
much for us if it can't all be put to work. That is 
the situation with two sidebands and no carrier: 
nobody can take advantage of this sid!;lband 
power, for it is in such a form that it doesn't lend 
itself to readability, no matter how you try to use 
it. Yet, the power is there and it can be read on 
a meter, but that's about alL 

What if we leave one of the sidebands home, 
too? If we do, we can increase the voltage on the 
remaining one to two units and run our trans
mitter at its maximum peak power output of 400 
watts. This time it is all sideband power.' It so 
happens that sideband energy in this form is 
usable. Yes sir, all of it can be used, for it is just 
like c. w. I It is indeed, and we receive it in just the 
same way. All that is necessary is to set the b.f.o. 
in our receiver so that it is at the same frequency 
as the carrier we left home. Good. We don't have 
to carry our own hatrack around, and we don't 
have to go out with two little pint-size hatB on 
f'ither. Your host will let you hang your hat on 
his hatrack, and your hat won't know the dif
ference, either, because the ha.tracks we are talk
ing about are identical. What a fine thing that is. 
We put out 400 usable watts with a transmitter 
that could put out only .50 usable watts in the 
form of amplitude modulation. , 

Expressed in decibels, the ratio of 400 watts to 
50 watts (8:1) is 9 db. How big an antenna would 
it take to get 9 db. gain on the 7.5-meter ~phone 
band? Even on 10 meters this is quite an antenna! 
Make no mistake about it, 9 db. antenna gain is 
valuable, but the same gain attained without 
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Fig. 3 - Vector di
agram of 100% modu
lation of an a.m. car
rier at the instant (cor• 
responding to T. in 
Fig. 2) when peak 
conditions exist. The 
broken vectors show 
the relationships at 
an instant when the 
modulating signal is 
somewhat below its 
peak. 

even touching the antenna has the same value. 
Any antenna gain is additional gain, of course. 
But this isn't the complete story. The transmis
sion covers only half the spectrum of the a.m. 
transmission and isn't blowing a loud whistle in 
the middle of it all. This kind of 9-db. gain doesn't 
bother the other fellow as much as if it were ob
tained with antenna gain on a.m. transmission. 
But why should we worry about the other fell9w? 
We should, because far too frequently, "the other 
fellow" is yourself, and that hurts! 

Before climbing down from the ivory tower of 
theory we ought to see what hanging our hat on 
our host's ha.track really means. First of all, his 
hatrack has not been dragged through the mud 
and rain of propagation. It has our wet hat hang
ing on it and the hat won't fall off unless the hat
rack is unsteady - it won't provided we are not 
careless about how the hat is put there. The point 
is this: The sideband must be based on a good 
clean carrier of immaculate frequency stability, 
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and our host's carrier must be stable, 
too. There is nothing difficult about 
pjther of these things any more. A 
good crystal-controlled oscillator or a 
really stable VFO is a necessary part 
of a presen1:rday transmitter, any-

CIIRRIER 
VOLTAGE 

way, so there is no worry on this 
point. Receiver stability has become 
increasingly important through the 
years and it is quite likely that our 
host is today in possession of a fairly 
good receiver. At least, to hear him 

i 
tell about it over the air or at the club, 
there never was a better one! But 
even if he doesn't have the very best 
that can be constructed, he might be 
willing to steady it a little bit by hand 
or to do some tinkering with it in the 
free time between rag-chews and 
schedules (or CQs) so that he doesn't 

Fig. 2 - Envelope of carrier 100% modulated by a 1000-cycle sine 

have to coax it along constantly. 
There is no denying that it can be 
done. wave. 
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Transmitter Ratings 

Back to earth again, we might worry about the 
little 100-watt transmitter straining itself to put 
out 400 wat.t:,;, for !.hat is what we sai<l we wanted 
it to do. It can do it for a short percentage of the 
time, but it probably would burn up if we kept 
that one sideban<l generated by the 1000-cycle 
tone pumping through it steadily. Fortunately, 
speech is used for 'phone modulation (well, most 
of the time, anyway) and speech waveforms have 
a high ratio of peak to average power. It is aver
age dissipated power that burns up tubes, so 
t,here is nothing to worry about on this score until 
we learn how to talk with waveforms having a 

much lower ratio of peak to average power. Ac
tually, the steady 100-watt carrier of an a.m. 
signal causes most of the dissipation in the 100-
watt transmitter, but it was built to stand up 
under that kind of treatment. If dissipation sets 
the rating of the 100-watt a.m. transmitter, it is 
quite reasonable to expect that we may be able 
to get over 600 watts peak power out of the same 
final amplifier when it handles a single sideband 
of speech input. Dissipation usually does deter
mine the carrier power that a final amplifier can 
deliver in the case of a.m. 

While shrouded in theory, we were t,alking 
about output power, and managed to show that 
we could get 400 watts of sideband power output 
with single sideband at the same peak power that 
gave only 50 watts of sideband power in the case 
of a.m. That's fine for comparison purposes on a 
theoretical basis, but there is the practical matter 
of efficiency to consider. Let's lean over back
ward and say that a good Class C plate-modu
lated amplifier such as the one in our ideal 100-
watt a.m. transmitter runs with an efficiency of 
80%. Neglecting the fact that the total input 
under modulation with speech is somewhat higher 
than the carrier input (which is 100/0.80 = 125 
watts), the dissipation in the output stage is 25 
watts. Let us say, however, that the modulation 
still drives the transmitter to its peak output 
power of 400 watts, but has very low average 
power. Therefore, the peak sideband power out
put is 50 watts, with very low average power. 
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Here is a strange way of rating things, but it 
means something: The peak 11.~eful sideband 
power is ,'iO watts ohtained with a final-stage 
dissipation of slightly over i5 watts in the a.ill. 
transmitter. The peak input power is, of course, 
400 /0.80 = 500 watts, since the efficiency of 
80% is pretty nearly constant with this type of 
operation. You have already guessed what the 
next thing is. The peak useful efficiency is 

peak u.~eful power output 
peak input 

or 50/500 = 10%. Who says high efficiency? This 
figure is not the true efficiency of the output 
stage -- that's the assumed 80% -- but it is the 
"communication" efficiency. The transmitter, of 
course, cannot tell the difference between carrier 
and side-band signals it deals with in the unholy 
eombination called a.m., so we must be satisfied 
with 10% "communication" efficiency as we have 
defined it. 

Now let's look at the single-sideband situation. 
The output stage must be a linear amplifier. This 
linear amplifier will have characteristics quite 
similar to Class B modulators used, for instance, 
in the little 100-watt platc~modulated a.m. trans
mitter. Suppose we put into this transmitter the 
same speech waveform we used in the example 
above. This wave had a high peak-to-average 
power ratio, if you recall, and we were concerned 
only with conditions during the peak period. 
Things are adjusted so that the peak output is 
400 watts in order to fall into our theoretical pat
tern. The theoretical maximum peak efficiency 
of a linear amplifier is 78.5%, but nobody ever got 
that much out of such an amplifier. However, 
with modern tubes we can get 70% peak efficiency 
quite comfortably, so let's use that figure in our 
calculations. All right, the peak power input is 
400 /0. 70 = 572 watts, which, if sustained, would 
get some tube,g mighty hot at 70% efficiency, if 
they could dissipate only 2,'i watts. This signal 
isn't sustained, however, for we assumed a speech 
input wave having a high peak-to-average power 
ratio, and it is average power that makes plates 
incandescunt. Well, all of this 400-watt peak out
put is u.~cful "communication" power, and it is· 
obtained at 70% efficiency. Thus we can say that 
the communication efficiency of the final stage of 
this single-sideband transmitter is 70%. Did 
somebody say something about low efficiency in a 
linear amplifier? 

All this does sound wonderful What about 
plate dissipation in the final stage? If we neglect 
the average dissipation during modulation with 
our speech wave, then one might say that the 
total dissipation is close to zero. It certainly 
would be if we had vacuum t,ubes with linear 
lr,-vs.-/iJg curves right down to <mt-off. At t.he 
present time it seems impossible to buy tubes like 
that because of a critical shortage of linear 
vacuum curve extractors in the tube-manufactur-
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ing business. But there are plenty of tubes that 
make good linear amplifiers, and they do not have 
linear [p-Eg curves at all. This generally means 
that the linear amplifier is opPrate<l in such a way 
that there is d.c. input even though there is 110 

signal input. This d.c. input power, of 11ourse, 
heats the tubes when no signal is there, and repre-
::;ents most of the dissipation that the tubes arc 
called upon to stand under conditions of speech 
modulation. In most, cases good linearity is ob
tained when the no-signal input plate current is 
about 5% of the maximum-signal plate current. 
This means that the no-signal dissipation is about 
f,% of the maximum input power, since t,he d.c. 
input voltage is held constant. 'Therefore, the 
total tlissipation would be something close to 
.572 X (1.05 = 28.6 watts. 

That's within gunshot of the 2.5 watts which 
our a.m. transmitter burned up in the plates of its 
tubes. You have guessed it again; the output 
stage of the single-sideband transmitter deliver
ing 400 watts peak communication output can 
use the same tubes that are necessary in the 100-
watt-carricr-output a.m. transmitter which de-
livers 50 watts peak communication output. This 
is good enough to interest almost, any red-blooded 
'phone man. 

The foregoing comparison isn't absolutely ac
curate, since the actual waveform of speech input 
is unknown. But it is a fair comparison, and ex
perience and tests support the argument. That is 
what really proves the point. 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

The business of receiving a single-sideband 
signal probably needs a little clarification yet. 
Let us examine t,he characteristics of receivers 
and find out what happens when a signal is re
eeived. To do this let's take a receiver to the ivory 
tower of theory for a few minutes. 

Theory says (and experience bears this out) 
that noise power is proportional to t,he effective 
bandwidth employed in a system. The noise we 
are considering now is "thermal noise," fre
quently called ''receiver hiss." This is not to be 
eonfused with man-made noises of the impulse 
t,ype such as automobile ignition, commutation 
noises, or even an interfering radio transmission. 
No, it is just pure "theoretical" noise, which, 
however, is no figment of the imagination, since 
it can be measured, and, equally important, 
heard in our receivers. The single-sideband signal 
requires only half as much i.f. bandwidth as the 
a.m. signal requires to provide a given audio 
bandwidth. Therefore, we should not use more re
ceiver bandwidth than the type of transm,ission 
requires us to use, since we do want to deal with 
pertinent facts in comparing one system, with 
another. Reducing the effective receiver ):iand
width by a factor of two cuts down the• noise 
power output of the receiver by the same factor, 
when only thermal noise is considered. But this 
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reduction in bandwidth does not affect the abilitv 
of the receiver to respond to all of t,he sideband 
power it receives from a singlc-Ricleband trans
mitter. At least nothing is being wasted. This 
begins to look as though we receive all of the 
single--Bideband power available at the receiving 
location and hear only half the noise power that 
would be heard when receiving an equivalent 
:t.m. transmission with the same receiver gain. 
This is absolutely true, so in haste we might put 
in another 2:1 factor of improvement in signal-to
noise ratio simply because we measure half the 
noise power when the bandwidth is cut in half. 
Apparently, this would t,hen give the single
sideband system a 12-db. (16-to-1 power ratio) 
Rignal-to-noise ratio gain over the idealized a.ru. 
system. In one sense this is true when considering 
power relationships alone, but before we reach 
any conclusions we should see how a detector 
responds to signals furnished to it by an i.f. 
amplifier. 

We see from Figs. 1, 2 and 3 that the two side
bands in our idealized a.m. system each have 25 % 
of the carrier power, but 50% of the carrier volt
age, In an idealized a.m. receiver the detector is 
a linear or envelope detector, and linear detectors 
respond to voltage - definitely not to power as 
such. Therefore, the detector output corresponds 
t,o the envelope voltage, giving a demodulated 
signal voltage having a peak value equivalent to 
one voltage unit if we assume that each sideband 
is .Hi voltage unit at the detector. The demodu
lated signai in this case is our modulating signal, 
a 1000-cycle sine wave. This may be expressed as 
one unit of 1000-cycle audio power at the detector 
output. The characteristics of thermal noise, 
however, arc such that this same detedor pro
duces noise power output in proportion to the i.f. 
bandwidth, which, of course, is necessarily twice 

as great for a.m. reception as it is for single
Ridcband reception. So we can say that the a.m. 
receiver detector output (or audio output) haR 
oue ~ignal power unit and two noise power units 
when two sidebands totaling one-half a power 
unit are applied to the detector. (These units are 
not necessarily the same, but are in the same 
classification. Obviously, this depends on the 
relative strengths of the signal and the noise.) 
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In order to produce the same detector output 
when only one sideband is applied to the detector 
(along with a sufficient amount of locally-gen
erated carrier at the correct frequency) its voltage 
must be the same as the combined voltage of the 
two sidebands that were applied in the case of 
a.m. reception. The power in this one sideband is 
t,wice the combined power of the two sidebands 
which produce the same voltage output from the 
detector. This is the same thing we saw when 
comparing total sideband power of two sidebands 
with the power of one sideband having the same 
voltage as the combined voltage of the two side
bands, when we discussed the t,ransmitters. At 
the receiver we can say that we get one signal
power-unit audio power output from the detector 
with one unit of sideband power input applied to 
the detector, and one unit of noise power, since 
we can slice the i.f. bandwidth in half to reduce 
the noise power output by half. 

It doesn't take much figuring to see that if it 
requires twice as much single-sideband power as 
it does double-sideband power, to get the same 
&'ignal output power from a receiver with the noise 
power output half as much for single-sideband op
eration as for double-sideband operation, nothing 
has been gained in signal-to-noise ratio. But 
nothing has been lost, either. Since measurements 
confirm the reasoning we have just been through, 
we should give back that a db. we thought at first 
we had earned by reducing the bandwidth by two 
to one. Therefore, on an idealized theoretical basis 
we must conclude t,hat single-~ideband operation 
can give 9-ab. signal-to-noise ratio improvement 
over amplitude modulation operating at the .snme 
peak power 01itput. 

Back again from the ivory tower we begin to 
1vonder what significance this 9-db. system gain 
has, since we arrived at this figure on an idealized 
basis. This idealized condition included considera
tion of only the necessary facts in order to avoid 
confusion. But to the amateur, confusion in the 
form of QRM is not avoidable except under 
idealized conditions, which seldom, if ever, occur 
in the ham bands. In fact, commonplace man
made disturbances so completely mask out ther
mal noise in a good receiver operated on our low
and medium-frequency bands that we should 
try to evaluate the performance of single side
band working under the conditions we know 
we do have. 

Impulse noise - the clicks and pops we hear -
produces detector output voltage more or less 
proportional to bandwidth. Immediately we can 
say that single-sideband reception at half band
width will give us almost 3 db. receiver s/n gain 
with this kind of noise, provided we cut down the 
bandwidth in the right way. That's fine, because 
we can get a practical gain of almost 12 db. over 
this type of noise when we use single-sideband 
transmission. That's the kind of noise we want to 
beat! 
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QRMin A.M. and S.S.S.C. Reception 

Another type of QRM is the usual one - inter
fering radio transmissions. These fall into several 
classifications which deserve individual considera
tion. The first case is that of interference which 
has a signal strength definitely lower than that 
of the desired transmission. (Quite a rare thing, 
but sometimes it does happen that way.) With 
conventional receiver conditions (a.m. reception), 
all of the interfering energy that reaches the 
detector heterodynes with the carrier of the a.m. 
signal being received and produces a beat note 
between the two carriers, along with "monkey 
chatter" caused by the voice sidebands of the 
undesired transmission beating with the relatively 
strong desired carrier. A crystal filter may be 
used to put a notch in the i.f. pal3sband so that 
the carrier heterodyne is practically eliminated, 
but most of the monkey chatter remains. (This 
depends, however, on the shape of the i.f. pass
band when the crystal filter is switched in.) In 
almost every case of this kind the heterodyne 
between carriers is much more bothersome than 
the monkey chatter, so it pays to notch out the 
interfering carrier. With single-sideband recep
tion., t.he exposure to interference is cut down to 
half, but auy interfering signals (carriers or side
bands) that lie within the band occupied by the 
desired transmission will cause heterodynes and 
monkey chatter in proportion to their strengths. 
The crystal notch may be used to eliminate one 
carrier heterodyne, but that is about all it can do. 
The advantage of single-sideband reception in 
this case is principally that, on the average, only 
half the number of heterodynes will be heard, 
where interference is the only disturbance to 
otherwise flawless reception. Well, that helps. 

The case of an interfering signal of about the 
same strength as the desired signal is next. If 
nothing is done to eliminate the interfering car
rier before it reaches the detector, all of the side
bands that are passed by the i.f. amplifier are 
demodulated against each carrier, and there is 
as much monkey chatter caused by the desired 
sidebands beating with the interfering carrier as 
there is from the undesired sidebands beating 
with the desired carrier. In addition, there are 
usually equal amounts of halfway-intelligible 
speech outputs from each transmission. Of course, 
the heterodyne of the carriers is by far the loudest 
signal heard, and it consists of a fundamental 
heterodyne note and a series of fairly strong har
monics throughout the audio band. Add a little 
QSB on both signals to this picture and not much 
is left of either signal - f'_,apecially, it seems, to 
the desired one! When the carrier of the inter
fering signal is put in the crystal notch a lot of 
t,he curse is removed. The remaining monkey 
chatter is, of course, more bothersome than in the 
case where the interfering signal was not so 
strong. With single-sideband reception under the 
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same conditions, an interfering carrier produces 
a single-tone heterodyne, and the interfering side
bands produce monkey chatter, but nothing intel
ligible. Use of the crystal-filter notch can elimi
nate the carrier heterodyne, leaving only monkey 
chatter. Here again, the exposure to QRM is cut 
in half, since the receiver bandwidth can be cut 
in half without sacrifice of audio bandwidth, so 
the situation is similar to the first ease (inter
ference weaker than the desired signal) but, of 
course, worse. When the desired transmission is 
besieged by more than one interfering signal of 
equivalent strength only one of the carriers.can be 
put in the crystal notch, and the others have to be 
t.olerated along with monkey chatter. The re
maining heterodynes, however, are definit~ly less 
disturbing since they are not distorted in the detec
tor. What is left is then purely a fight on the basis 
of strength and intelligibility. Single-sideband 
intelligibility is definitely of a superior nature. 

When the interfering signal is stronger than the 
desired one, the only intelligible one is the 
stronger in a.m. reception, since the situation is 
the reverse of the first case. This is true until at 
least the undesired carrier is notched down so that 
it does not reach the detector. But all the t,rpubles 
are not so easily disposed of. The low-level speech 
sidebands of the interfering transmission appear 
as monkey chatter, while the stronger ones which 
exceed the level of the desired carrier serve as 
virtual carriers against which the desired carrier 
and its sidebands are demodulated to produce 
whistles, groans, and monkey chatter of a kind 
that is horrible. It's all a weird mess in spite of 
anything that can be done with the very best con
venti.onal receiver. With single-sideband rccep
t.ion of the desired weaker signal, all of t,hc unde
sired noises are, of course, louder than in the 
previous cases, but that is the only difference. 
Notching out the chief offender - the interfering 
earrier -··· frequently wins the battle, but it is not 
certain to do so. After all, there are limits, but you 
have a fighting chance, because somewhere there 
in the background is perfectly clean intelligible 
speech without distortion. The only trouble is 
that the monkey chatter may be louder, but not 
funnier. Of course, two strong interfering trans
missions partly or wholly within the receiver pass-
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band make just that much more trouble. Here 
again, the fact that the receiver bandwidth can 
be cut in half cuts down the average probability 
of trouble by a factor of two to one. 

It has been assumed in the discussion of the 
QRM problem that the rncciver is not over
loaded by signals, and that the interfering signals 
arc of good quality and frequency stability. The 
difficulties are greatly eompounded when "rot
ten" signals arc involved. The rotten signal not 
only does more damage than necessary to others 
using the band, but is out of luck when it is the 
recipient of QRM from other transmissions. 

When single-sideband signals are in the r6le of 
interfering signals, the principal effect is monkey 
chatter unless the sideband strength is sufficient 
to put the interference in the class of a signal 
which exceeds t,he carrier strength ( of an a.m. 
signal). Single-sideband reception clears up this 
difficulty, but does not eliminate all interference. 
Single-sideband reception of standard a.m. and 
n.f.m. signals with exalted carrier is possible and 
feasible. Such a receiving method improves the 
present situation tremendously, but the full ad
vantages cannot be exploited until single-side
band transmissions are t,he only ones involved. 
The techniques for this type of reception will be 
the subject of one of the articles of this series. 

Laboratory tests and on-tho-air experience 
with single-sideband transmitting and receiving 
equipment indicate that single-sideband signals 
are the most QRM-proof signals that are known, 
as well as the least troublesome in creating QRM. 
This makes it sound as though amateur teleph
ony, when based on single-sideband operation · 
exclusively, could be a great deal better than it is 
now. It can be, and will be. As Art Nichols said, 
"It's up to you." 3 

We haven't tried it yet, but an ardent practi
t,ioner of the worm warmer's art, who prefers 
anonymity, writes; ".For a good underground 
transmitting antenna use Type USE-8-600-V 
Impervcx Trenchwire, made by Crescent Wire 
and Cable Co." 

W6AGO was instrumental recently in handling 
a message from an overseas G.I. to his mother 
in this country, giving her power of attorney. The 
message was held legal, and the serviceman's 
desires subsequently recognized by a large bank
ing institution, which speaks well for the esteem 
in which amateur traffic handling is held. 

If you're searching for strap-iron "U" brackets 
to brace that new antenna boom or mast, contact 
your local railroad signal depot and get permis
sion to look over their scrap heap. W2VP found 
just what he needed on such a jaunt--- discarded 
pipe-line hangers that fit a 2 X 4 snugly. 
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Crystal Control on 220 Mc. 
An Excitei· 01· Portable Transmitter Using Miniatui·e Components 

BY EDWARD P. TILTON,* WIHDQ 

• Not so long ago we thought of erystal 
control on 144 Mc. as something difficult 
to achieve, yet today it is the accepted 
standard. Now, as we prepare £or the 
220-Mc. band, we find that it is still no 
great problem to make a multista11:e 
transmitter perform there. Actually, as 
this little rig demonstrates, it need not 
be much more difficult to employ crystal 
control on 220 lVIc. than on any lower-
frequency hand. · 

rrHOUGH our v.h.f. bands at 50 and 144 Me. 
have been enjoying unprecedented popu
larity, and even our 420-Mc. band is be

ginning to show signs of life, activity in t,he 
intermediate band has been relatively low. This 
has been attributable, at least in part, to doubt as 
t,o t,he permanence of our assignment, as the 235-
Mc. band was authorized on a temporary basis. 
Now that we arc about to receive permission to 
operate in the 220-225-Me. band we can get down 
to business. 

The new assignment has at least one definite 
advantage over the old: a considerable portion of 
it can be covered with crystals which are also 
suitable for 144-Mc. use. The transmitter herein 
described uses crvstals in either the 8- or 12-Mc. 
ranges; if they ar~ selected to lie between 8148 and 
8222 kc. or 12,223 and 12,333 kc. they will be 
useful for both 144- and 220-Mc. operation. 

Contrary to expectations, there arc quite a few 
tubes that will operate i;atisfactorily on 220 Mc. 
J n the miniature line, particularly, lead length 
and tube capacitance are generally low, and by 
proper selection and placement of other ()Ompo
ncnts it is possible to build compact and inex
pensive gear that will deliver reasonable dli
cicncy in the new band. The employment of 
push-pull stages is one means of achieving efli-
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cient performance at these frequencies, so push
pull circuits, with 6,J6 dual triodes, are used in 
the v.h.f. stages. 

Circuit Details 

The first 6J6 operates as a combined triode 
oscillator and frequency multiplier. The oscillator 
section employs 8- or 12-Mc. crystals, the second 
section doubling or tripling, depending upon the 
crystal frequency. Tuning is less critical, and the 
various stages operate more efficiently, if the 
higher frequency is used, but it has been found 
that the rig may be tuned up for optimum set
tings with an 8-Mc. crystal, and then a 12-Mc. 
rock substituted without additional adjustment.'!. 
Center-tapped permeability-tuned coils are em
ployed in the oscillator and multiplier plate cir
cuits, the end of the oscillator coil opposite to 
that connected to the plate serving as a conven
ient means of coupling to the succeeding stage. 

The second and third 6J6s serve as push-pull 
triplcrs from 25 to 75 Mc. and 75 to 225 Me. The 
output stage is a neutralized amplifier on 225 Mc. 
Capacitive coupling is used throughout between 
stages. If this seems strange, it should be remem
bered that the principal barrier to the use of this 
coupling arrangement at high frequencies is the 
loading effect of the tube's input capacitance 
across the plate circuit of the preceding stage. 
The input capacitance of the 6J6 is low enough 
so that, even on 225 Mc., the plate coil of the 
preceding stage is of reasonable dimensions, pro
vided the smallest possible components and the 
shortest possible connecting leads are employed. 
The combination of push-pull circuits and capac
itive coupling makes for a neat and compact 
layout, and the bottom-view photograph demon
strates that, the unit itself is actually simpler than 
t,he schematic diagram. 

To assure minimum lead length and stray 
capacitance, the tuning condensers used for 0 9, 

Crn and C11 are the smallest available, the new 
miniature butterfly units recently announced by 

• 

.Front view of the 220-l\fo. transmitter-exciter. Acros• 
the front of the chassis are the oscillator plate-coil 
adjustment, crystal, multiplier-coil adjustment, first
tripler plate condenser, and tip jacks for final cathode 
metering. Second-tripler and final plate condensers arc 
mounted on the top portion of the chassis. Output ter
minals are at the far right. 
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25Mc. 

C1, C1 - 680-µµfd. mica. 
C2, C4 - 3-:l0-µµfd. mica trimmer. 
Ca - 68-µµfd. mica. 
C5, CB ----- 4 7-µµfd. mica. 
Cx, C12 - 330-µµfd. mica. 
Cg, C13 -2.7-8.5-µµfd. midget butterfly variable 

(Johnson 160-208). 
C10, Cu, C14, C15 - 50-µµfd. ceramic (National XLA-C). 
C16 - 200-µµfd. ceramic. 
C11 -1.7-3.3-µµfd. midget butterfly variable (Johnson 

160-203). 
CNt, CN2 - Neutralizing capacitors made of 75-ohm 

Twin-Lead; see text. 
Rt, Rs - 6800 ohms, h watt. 
R2 --470 ohms, % watt. 
R, ---· 3400 ohms, 1 watt. 
Rs, R6, Ro, Rio -22,000 ohms, ~1 watt. 
R1, Ru, Ria -- 470 ohms, 1 watt . 

. John.son. The eoupling capaeitors in the last two 
stages were also selected for their small physical 
size. They are National XLA-C ceramic con
densers. Neutralization of the final 6J6 is aeeom
plished through the use of short lengths of 75-ohm 
Twin-Lead approximately l ½ inches long. 

The chassis is 2% inches wide, 2 inches high, 
and 12 inches long, with _L2-inch edges folded 
over. It was made from a single piece of sheet 
aluminum 7½ by 12 inches in size. A standard 
ehassis of somewhat similar dimensions may, of 
course, be used. The first 6,J 6 socket is 1.½ inches 
in from the left end and the ot,her sockets are 
spaced along the chassis, 2Ji inches center-to
center. The tuning condensers are spaced equally 
between t,he sockets, the last two, 013 and 011, 
being mounted on t,he top surface of the chassis 
for minimum lead length and symmetrical layout,. 

Tuning Up 

For t,he sake of eompact,ness and simplicity, no 
jaPks or other provision for metering were pro
vided, except for the pin jacks on the front wall 
of the chassis. These are labeled a and b on t,hc 
schematic diagram and are connected in the 
r.athode lead of the final 6J6. They may be used 
for metering or keying of that stage. Individual 
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Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram of the 6J6 transmitter
exciter for 220 Mc. 

Rs, R12, R14 - lfi00 ohms, 1 watt. 
L1 - 34 turns No. 28 d.s.c .• close-wound on National 

XR-50 slug-tuned form, center-tapped. 
Lz - 12 turns No. 24 d.s.c., close-wound on National 

XR-50 slug-tuned form, center-tapped. 
Ls--· 7 turns No. 16 enaiw,l, %-inch inside diameter, 

spaced wire diameter, center-tapped. 
L4 - 2 turns No. 16 enamel, %-inch inside diameter, 

spaced .¼ inch, center-tapped. 
L5 - 1 !"2 turns No. 12 enamel, ¾-inch inside diameter, 

<'enter-tapped. Space turns about ~1 • inch apart. 
Coil 1 ½ inches long over-all. See bottom-view 
photograph. 

LB - Hairpin loop No. 16 enamel inserted between 
turns of L5. 

RFC1 -- 2!i0-µhy. r.f. choke (Millen 34300). 
RFC2, RFCa -Solenoid v.h.f. choke-·· No. 28 d.s.c. 

"-ire wound on 1/2-watt carbon resistor, >"s •inch 
diameter, Ho inch long. 

metering jacks were not considered necessary, 
since there will be little occasion to shift fre
quency in this band ordinarily, and once the rig 
is properly adjusted there will seldom be any 
necessity for further tuning. Initial adjustments 
were made by opening the circuits at the desired 
points and measuring with a portable meter. 

Starting with the oscillator, the meter is con
neded in series with R2. The core in L1 is set at an 
intermediate position, and with the crystal i11 
place, the t,rimmer C2 is adjusted for minimum 
current, or about 10 ma. The frequency and note 
should be checked in a receiver, to be sure that the 
crystal is determining the oscillator frequency. 
The operation of the second section should be 
cheeked similarly, by inserting the meter in series 
with R4. The output frequency should be checked 
with an absorption wavemetcr. Adjustment of 
t,he multiplier plate condenser may be critical if 
fundamental-type crystals are used, the crystal 
tending to pop out of oscillation if 04 is tuned on 
t,he nose. With "overtone"-type 12-Mc. crystals 
this trouble is- not in evidence and the setting of 
C'1 (or the core in L2) will not he fussy. It may be 
set for minimum plate current., or for maximum 
output from the stage as indic:i.ted by the grid 
current in the second 6,Jfi, 
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Adjustment of the push-pull stages is merely a 
matter of resonating the circuits for maximum 
output, as indicated by grid drive in the stage 
following, and checking to be certain that the 
proper frequency multiplication is taking place. 
This is important - we found that our first 
att,empt at a coil for £3 was giving us a fair amount 
of output on t,he jifth harmonic, or 125 Mc., 
rather than tripling to 75 Mo. With such small 
components and low rircuit capacitances, coils 
turn out to be surprisingly large. Each of the 
push-pull stages has sufficient cathode bias so 
that it will not be harmed if operated without 
excitation, but adjustment will be found easier if 
t,he plate· voltage is applied only to the stages 
under test, as one progresses toward the final 
stage. Input to each pusu-pull stage will run about 
20 to 25 ma. at 200 volts. 

Neutralization of the final stage is accomplished 
in the customary manner. 'fhe length of the sec
tions of 75-ohm Twin-Lead should be reduced a 
small amount at a time until tuning the plate 
circuit through resonance (with no plate voltage 
on the final) produces no downward kick in the 
final grid current. The neutralizing "condensers" 
will be approximately 1 ½ inches long, but it is 
well to start with about 2 inches to be safe. Very 
small portions should be removed at each opera
t.ion when the correct length is approached, as a 
difference of 1/32 inch will be noticeable. 

Performance 

With the voltages shown, the output on 225 
Mc. will be about two watts, as indicated by a 
full-brillance indication in a No. 46 (blue bead) 
pilot lamp. Considerably more output can be ob
tained by raising the voltage higher than the 200-
volt level, but the increase is hardly worth the 
extra strain on the tubes. At 200 volts all stages 
operate well below ratings, and the unit has seen 
continuous service for hours on end in the ARRL 
lab without tube failures, and without indications 
of drift or deterioration. Using a single 6V6 t,he 
final has been modulated satisfactorily, delivering 
a potent signal locally. The output is sufficient 
for portable or mobile work, and the unit serves 
admirably as an exciter for an 832-A amplifier, 
which will raise the power level to about 12 watts 
output. 

Though the excitation is somewhat lower, and 
the plate dissipation is slightly higher all along 
the line, it has been found that there is no 
appreciable difference in the output from t4e l!li!lv 
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Bottom view of 
the 6J6 220-Mc. rig, 
sho,-ing the simplicity 
of the layout. 

• 

6,J6, whether 8- or 12-Mc. crystals are used. 
However, because the latter make for less critical 
adjustment, they are to be preferred. 

The unit is designed so .that it may be used 
separatdy, for operation as a low-powered trans
mitter, or as an exciter unit for a driver-final 
combination, running inputs up to 500 watts. 
Details of the high-level stages will appear in a 
subsequent issue. 

HAMFEST CALENDAR 
CALIFORNIA - 'rhe San Joaquin Valley Radio Club ia 

sponsoring the 1948 Fresno Hamfest on Saturday, May 8th. 
Registration starts st 9 A.M. at the Hotel Californian, Fresno. 
Tfokets are $3.65, and include the dinner Saturday night at 
the San Joaquin Light & Power Bldg. Registration chair
man: Ed Andress, W6KUT, 1915 Harvard A.-e., J<'resno, 
Galli. 

MICHIGAN - Sunday, May :Jard, is the date of the 
Annual Harn.fest of the Detroit Amateur Radio Assn., which 
is to be held at the National Guard Armory, Y pailanti, 
Michigan, 30 miles west of Detroit, on the route to Chicago. 
Contests, short talks, traffic meetings, and YF and YL 
doings are scheduled. Registration: $1.00, Further informa
tion may be obtained from G. H. Goldstone, WSl\fGQ, 1745 
W. Boston Blvd .. Detroit 6, Michigan. 

MISSISSIPPI - The Mid-South Hamfest, under the 
a11spices of the ,Tackson Amateur Radio Club, will be held on 
Saturday aud Sunday, May 15th and 16th, at the Edwards 
Hotel, Jackson, Miss. An excellent program has been ar
ranged, including many speakers of note. Hotel mservations 
and advance registration can be ma.de through Secretary 
J.P. Brown, WSITL, 1108 Central Street, Jackson, Miss. 

NEBRASKA- The North Platte Amateur Radio Club 
announces its Second Annual Free "Gabfest," to be held on 
Sunday, J·une 6th. at North Side Park. North Platte. Bring 
your own picnic lunch-· e.-erything else is free. ~'or further 
particulars write to G. N. Sinclair, Wl!ZOQ, 1802½ We-st 
3rd St., North Platte, Nebraska. 

NEW YORK-·· Rochester's Liederkranz Club will be 
the scene of this year's Hamfest of the Rochester Amateur 
Radio Assn., which is to be held on May 8th. Registration 
is at 2 P.M., dinner at 7 o'eloek. A gala time is assured all 
who attend. For rnser.-ations write: Rochester Amateur 
Radio Assn., P. 0. Box 1388,'Rochester, N. Y. 

TEXAS-· A. business meeting and convention of the 
Southern Tex:as Emergency Net will be held at Cuero, 
Texas, on !\fay 29th and 30th. Headquarters will be at the 
Ame.rican Legion Hall, with acti.-ities starting promptly at 
l P.>r. Further information may be secured from B. B. Thorn, 
W5CIX, 601 E. Main Street, Cuero, Texas. 

i::\ASKATCHEWAN-The Regina (Canada) Amateur 
Radio Assn. is staging a Hamfest-Field Day on Sunday, 
May 28rd. A large list of a.cti.-ities has been scheduled, and 
all hams are in.-ited to attend. Secy.-Treas. A. Driver, 
VE5CM, will gladly handle ad.-ance registrations. 
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Establishing Antenna Resonance 
Checking the Match by Standing-Wave Observations 

BY MARK L. POTTER,* W9FQU 

• If you know your standing waves, it's 
easy to tell which direction to go in 
making adjustments to an antenna and 
matching system. 'fhis article discusses 
the interpretation of commonly-en
countered conditions. 

IT is possible to resonate an antenna by observ
ing the positions of the current minima of the 
standing wave set up along the transmission 

line. If the current minima occur at integral mul
tiples of a quarter wavelength from the antenna, 
as shown in Pig. l at A and B, then the antenna is 
resonant and only a mismatch in impedance 
exists. In Fig. 1-A the impedance ZL of the 
transmission line is greater than Z,1, the im
pedance of the antenna (generally the case with 
parasitic beams), so a current maximum exists 
at the point where the transmission line con
nects to the antenna. The first I min, therefore, 
occurs at a distance of 'A/4 from the antenna. 
In Fig. 1-B the line impedance Zr, is less. than 
ZA (quite possible when a folded dipole is used 
for the driven element), so a current minimum 
exists at the point where the line joins the an
tenna; the second lrnin occurs at a distance 
'A/2 from the antenna. Referring to Figs. 1-A 
and -B, the following rule can be formulated: 
If the current minima occur at odd 'A/4s from 
the antenna, the antenna impedance is less 
than that of the transmission line (Fig. 1-A); 
if the current minima occur at even 'A/4s from 
the antenna, the antenna impedance is greater 
than that of the transmission line (Fig. 1-B). 

If the antenna is nonresonant (i.e., of im
proper length), the current minima will not 
occur at integral quarter wavelengths from the 
antenna but at points between these distances, 
as shown in Figs. 1-C and -D. When the an
tenna is too short (Fig. 1-0), its impedance Z,1 
is not a pure resistance; it contains a capacitive
reactance component -jX,1, whose value in
creases as the antenna is made shorter. The 
first I m,n, for such a condition, will occur at a 
point between 'A/4 and 'A/2 from the antenna, 
as shown in Pig. 1-C. On the other hand, when 
the antenna is too long (Fig. 1-D), its impedance 
ZA contains an inductive-reactance component 
+jX,1, whose value increases with antenna 
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length. The first I min, for this condition, occurs 
at a distance between O and A/4 from the antenna, 
as shown in Fig. 1-D. From Figs. 1-C and -D, 
the following rule can be formulated: If the cur~ 
rent minima occur at points on the antenna side 
of the even X/4 points (Fig. 1-C), the antenna is 
t.oo short; if the current minima occur on the 
antenna side of the odd >-./4 points (Fig. 1-D), 
the antenna is too long. 

Resonating an Antenna When a Matching 
Transformer Is Used 

If possible to do so, it is better to adjust the 
antenna length before installing the 'A/4 matching 
section, because the magnitude of the standing 

ANTENNA CONNECTED DIRECTLY m TRANSMISSION LI NE 

¾x 
Antenna impedance le" 
than· line impedance 

{A) 

-· --- A 
Antenna too short 

(C) 

- ---¾X 
Antenna ,impe4ance e,eater 
than I me rmpodance 

(Bl 

- --- A 
Antenna too lont 

(D) 

Fig. 1 - Standing-wave patterns with the transmis
sion line connected directly to the antenna. In A and 
B the antenna is exactly resonant. 

waves is much greater and the location of I min is, 
therefore, much easier. However, it isn't always 
convenient, or possible, to do this. Fig 2 illus
trates the positions of the current minima for 
different conditions; in Fig. 2, the junction of the 
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transmission line and the A/4 matching 
transformer is taken as the reference point 
from which the distances are measured. 
Comparing Figs. 1 and 2, it is observed 
that, if the distances are measured from 
the antenna in both cases, the positions of 
the current minima are essentially the 
same. If this is done. the rules formulated 
in the previous section are applicable. In 
Fig. 2, the dotted portions of the standing 
waves do not represent the actual condi
tions along the A/4 matching transformer; 
they were included merely to illustrate the 
similarity between Figs. 1 and 2. 

rn Fig. 2, the impedance, Zs, is the input 
impedance of the A./4 matching trans
former; it should be a pure resistance and 
equal to the transmission-line impedance, 
ZL. 

Figs. 2-A and -B illustrate the effect of 
improper impedance, ZT, of the matching 
transformer. In Fig. 2-A, the impedance 
ZT is greater than that given by tho rela-
tion v'Z.4Z.c,; and in Fig. 2-B, ZT is less 
than that given by this relation. The an
tenna is assumed to be resonant for these 
two cases. 

Two other conditions should be consid
ered: (1) that in which the length of the 
matching transformer is grca ter than a A/ 4; 

ANTENNA CONNECTED DIR£c'TLY TO IMPEIJANCE - MA'fCHING TRANSFORM£!\; 
TRANSMISSION LINE CONNECTED TO OiHER SIDE OF MATCHING TRANSFORMER 

Anten11,1 resonant
Zr too larae 

(A) 

¾ 

Antenna too short 
(C) 

Antenna resonant
Zr loo small 

(B) 

Antenna too lont 
(D) 

and (2) that in whichitis less than a A/4. If Pig. 2 -- Transmission line and antenna connected throu11:h 
t.hc antenna is resonant and the length of a quarter-wave matching transformer. C 

the matching transformer is greater than 
A/4, the impedance Zs contains a capacitivc
rcaetance component -jXs and a condition 
similar to that of Fig. 2-D exists. Jf the antenna 
is resonant and the length of the matching trans-
former is less than A/4, the impedance Zs con
tains an iuductivc-reactancc component -tjX s 
aud a condition similar to that of Fig. 2-C exists. 
In fact, if the standing-wave observations were 
made and the position of Imin was as shown in 
Fig. 2-C, it would indicate either a short antenna 
or a matching section less than a A/4 Jong. This 
,mggcsts that the antenna should be resonated by 
Rome other method - such as using an r.f. am
meter at the junction of the antenna and the 
matching transformer to indicate antenna reso
nance; or the antenna length can be adjusted with 
t,he transmission line connected directly to the 
antenna as shown in Fig. 1. Once the antenna is 
resonated, then the length of the matching trans
former can be checked as outlined above. 

In taking measurements of one's own antenna 
system, it is necessary to take into consideration 
the velocity of propagation of the transmission 
line (generally 0.975 for open wire and 0.657 for 
coaxial cable); also, the indicating device for 
locating Imin should be one that measures cur
rent - not a neon hulb, which indicates voltage 
·-· current and voltage always being 90° or ;>./4 
out of phase. 
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Fig. 2 indicates a A/4 matching section which 
could be either coaxial cable, parallel tubes, or 
parallel wires, depending upon the characteristic 
impedance desired. However, any impedance
matching network can be used, in which case the 
information given in this article can be followed 
with equal success without any changes. 

COMING CONVENTIONS 

,Jl!lle 5th-6th - Atlantic Division, Hotel 
Statler, Washington, D. C. 

August 21st-22nd- West Gulf Division, 
Rice Hotel, Houston, Texas 

Sept. 4th-15th-6th-- NATIONAL CON
VENTION, Hotel Schroeder, Milwau
kee., Wis. 

Oct. 2nd-3rd - Southwe~tern Division, 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

Oct,. 8t,h-9th - Eastern Canada, Mount 
Royal Hotel, Montreal, Que. 

SWITCH• · 
TO SAFETY! I 
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A Beginner's C.W. Transmitter 
Two Methods of Starting Right with a 40-Watt Rig 

BY RICHARD M. SMITH,* WIFTX 

I~' you've ever juggled both a single-tube trans- equaling the simplicity of most one-tube rigs and 
mitt.er and an ant,enna, you'll know what this surpassing it in the case of the Tri-tet oscillator. 
is all about before we begin. But if you The oscillator circuit was first kicd with a 6Vo, 

haven't, and are searching for something "sim- and then a 61<'6, but in both instances results were 
pie," look before you leap! Yes, thoRe single-tube unsatisfactory, because crystal current was cxces
oL6 rigs look awfully simple on paper. And they ;;ive and the resulting signal chirped badly. The 
are just as simple to build. If you've ever oper- oAG7, however, is very easy on the crystal, and 
ated one, however, you know t,hat simplicity keys well without chirp. Keying characteristics 
ends right there. Oscillators have a way of mis- arc controlled to a certain extent by the value of 
behaving when coupled to an antenna, and expe- the regeneration condenser, 04, which is con
rience has shown that the only way to eliminate nected from screen to ground inspead of the usual 
all possibility of trouble grid-to-ground connec-
is to isolate the oscil- tion. 
lator from the antenna. The 807 circuit uses 

Described here are a series-fed plate cir-
two 40-watt transmit-- cuit, link-coupled to a 
f,ers that avoid all of parallel-resonant an-
t,he headaches that arc tenna coupler. Also in-
often encountered with eluded in the K07 cir-
single-tube rigs, yet the cuit are a small grid 
desired simplicity is choke RFC4 and a sup-
maintained. Each is a pressor resistor R5, used 
complete, self-contained to eliminate a v.h.f. 
transmitter, with built-- parasitic oscillation in 
in power supply, an- the 140-150 Mc. region. 
t.enna coupler, and key- The antenna-coupler 
click filter. The same circuit shown is de-
circuit is used in each, signed to permit cou-
one huilt in a miniature piing to any balanced 
rack-and-panel made of antenna system, such 
;;crap 1 X 2 lumber from Fig. 1 _ A compact ,to-watt c.w. transmitter. The as a center-fed half-
an old packing case, the entire transmitter, power supply, antenna coupler and wave. An alternate ar
nt.her in the more con- key.click filter are contained in one unit that measures rangement for instances 
ventional metal-chassis only 11 by 7¼ by 8¼ inches. where an end-fed single
st,yle. In both units, the accent is on compactness, wire antenna is used is suggested at the lower 
yet all parts are readily accessible and the wiring right in Fig. 2. 
is not complex. Keying is made "soft" and.plean by the addi-

The Circuit 
The circuit, shown in Pig. 2, uses a 6AG7 

oscillator-buffer, capacitan%~couplcd to an 807 
amplifier. Excellent isolation between the oscil
lator and the output circuit is obtained by using 
the screen grid of t,he 6AG7 as the anode of a 
triode Pierce oscillator, with electron-stream 
eoupling to the untuncd plate circuit. The output 
obtained from the oscillator in this arrangement 
is not great, but is sufficient to excite the 807, 
which, for reasons of power-supply economy, is 
operated at about 400 volts. Only one tuning con
t,rol is required in t,he transmitter itself, thus 
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tion of an 8-µfd. condenser, C,'3, connected across 
the key. It was found that the crystal oscillator 
did not need the usual lag circuit to insure a 
soft "make" when the key was closed, but 
required additional capacitance to eliminate a 
heavy thump which occurred when the key was 
opened. 

Output in either the 3.5- or 7-Mc. bands may 
be obtained by using crystals in the 8.5-Mc. 
range. It should be remembered, however, that 
t,lie frequency of any 8.5-Mc. range crystal to be 
used for 7-Mc. output must be below 3650 kc. 
or the resulting output frequency will be outside 
the high-frequency limit of the 7-Mc. band. 
When doubling to 7 Mc. from 3.5-Mc. crystals, 
the output of the 807 is somewhat less than when 
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Fig. 2---Circuit diagram of the beginner's low-power c.w. transmitter. 

C:1 - 680-µµfd. mica. 
C2 - 0.0068-µfd.. mica. 
C;, - 8-µfd. 150-volt electrolytic. 
C4 --·- 100-µµfd.. mica (see text). 
(:5 - 100-,,µfd.. mica. 
Co --- 0.01-µfd. 400-volt paper. 
C; - 0.01-µfd. 600-volt paper. 
Cx --- 140-µµfd. max. receiving-type variable (Hammar

lund MC-140-M). 
C9 -- 0.0022-µfd.. mica. 
C10 - 250-µµfd.. max. receiving-type variable (Hammar-

lund MC-250-M). 
Cu, C12 - 4 µfd., 600 volts. 
R1 - 56,000 ohms, ½ watt. 
R2 - 330 ohms, 1 watt. 
Rs. R~ -· 22,000 ohms, l watt. 
Ra-·· 68 ohms, H watt. 
RB - 20,000 ohms. 5 watts, wire-wound. 
R1 ---- 50,000 ohms, 20 watts. wire-wound. 
L1 --· 3.5 Mc. - National AR-80-E with 20 turns re

moved-·- :i5 turns No. 24 d.s.c., 1.½ inches long, 
l}i-inch diam., 3-turn link. 

it is acting as a straight amplifier, but it is still 
Pntirely adequate for good operating results. (In 
fact, contact with a Virgin Ids. station was made 
in just this manner!) Crystals in the 7-Mc. 
range may be used to produce output in either the 
7- or 14-Mc. bands. When the transmitter is work
ing straight through its output is approximately 
25 watts. When doubling to 7 Mc. from 3.5-Mc. 
nrystals, output is about 20 watts, and when 
doubling to 14 Mc. from 7-Mc. crystals, output 
is about 10 watts. It should be noted that it is 
not possible to use third-harmonic type 14-Mc. 
crystals to obtain output in t,he 14-Mc. band 
with this transmitter. \Vhilc such crystals will not 
be damaged, their output at the third harmonic 
is insufficient to drive the 807. 
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7 Mc. - National AR-20-E-·· 14 turns No, 18 
enam., l};i inches long, Hi-inch diam., 3-turn 
link. 

14 Mc. - National AR-10-E -- 8 turns No. 18 
enam., 1% inches long, l.¼-inch diam., 3-turn 
link. 

L2 -3.5 Mc., 7 Mc. ---- National AR-40-S, 20 tnrns No. 
20, center-tapped, 1% inches long, l½-inch 
diam., 5-turn variable center link. 

14 Mc. - National AR-20-S, 12 turns No. 18 
center-tapped, 11/s inches long, !¾-inch diam., 
,!-turn swinging center link. 

.Ls - Receiver-type· filter choke, 8 by. at 150 ma., 
approx. 150 ohms d,c. resistance. 

.Tt - Closed-circuit 'phone jack, 
MA -- 0-200 d.c. milliammeter. 
RFC1, RFC2, RFC3-2,5 mh., 100 ma. 
RFC4 - 1.7 turns No. 18 d.s.c., wound on I-watt 

I-megohm resistor. 
81 - S.p,s.t. toggle switch. 
'ft - Replacement-type power transformer, 400-0-400 v. 

a,c. at 160 ma., 5 volts at 3 a., 6.3 volts at 2 a. 
(Stancor P-4081). 

Construction 

The metal-chassis version of the transmitter is 
pictured in Figs. 1, 3 and 4. The parts layout is 
shown in the top view. The three tubes are ar
ranged in a line down the center of the 7 X 13 X 
2-inch chassis, and the remaining parts are 
grouped around them, with the plate condenser 
for the 807 at the right of the oscillator tube and 
t,he antenna condenser at the left. Both con
densers are mounted on ceramic stand-off in
sulators (.National GS-10). Insulated couplings 
are used to bring the tuning shafts through the 
front panel. The sockets for the plug-in coils are 
mounted at right angles to each other, imme
diately behind their respective tuning condensers. 
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• Single-tube transmitters look simple 
on paper, hut they often prove unruly on 
the air. Here's the way to avoid trouble. 
Two tubes are used, yet only one control 
is needed, and the resulting signal is 
better. 

The link line between the two coils iB a short 
length of 75-ohm Twin-Lead, although a pair of 
twisted insulated wires may be substituted with 
equal results. 

The panel is a 7¼ X 6¼-inch piece of ½-inch 
tempered Presdwood with a gray-enamel finiBh. 
Metal may be used if desired, but it is more diffi
cult to work, and is not needed for shielding. The 
panel does not overlap t,he front of the chassis, 
but is supported above it., flush to the surface, by 
two standard 8-inch panel brackets. To add to the 
appearance of the unit, the panel is recessed 
slightly from the front edge of the chassis as 
shown in Fig. 1. 

The power-supply components are arranged on 
the rear of the chassis. They may be grouped in 
any manner that is convenient, but some 'care 
should be taken to keep adequate space between 
them and the plug-in coils. 

The wiring is shown in Fig. 3. Two 6-terminal 
tie-strips (Jones No. 2006), mounted 
near the tube sockets and spaced about 
5 inches apart., are used to support the 
various components, each of which is 
identified by symbol designation in the 
photograph. The leads to the meter pass 
through a grommet-lined hole visible to 
the right of the a.c. line switch. A similar 
hole passes the +B supply lead through 
the chassis to the stator connection of 
the 807 plate-tuning condenser. The -
grid choke, RFC4, is mounted right at 
t,he grid pin on the socket for the 807. 
All ground connections are made to the 
screws that hold the sockets to the metal 
chassis. The ground ends of C1, Cs and 
0 9 are all returned to the same screw, 
as shown. 

All wiring in the tank cirnuits asso
ciated with the antenna coupler and the 
807 plate coil is made with No. 14 bare 
tinned wire. All other leads are No. 18 
stranded insulated wire. 

• 

Fig. 3- Bottom 
view of the metal ver• 
Rion of the transmitter. 

• 
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The wooden rn.ck-and-panel version of the 
transmitter is built in two separate units. The 
frame unit contains t.he power-supply compo
nents, while the transmitter components are all 
bolted to the 7 X 1:3 X Ys-inch Presdwood panel. 
Slats are nailed across the side rails of the wooden 
base, spaced to permit the tube socket, the filter 
condensers, and the choke to be mounted with 
their terminals occupying the space between slats. 
The rack is also finished with gray enamel. 

The 807 is mounted in a shield-and-bracket as
sembly (Millen 80009) which is bolted to the 
panel as shown. The socket for the 6AG7 is sup-, 
ported between t,wo brackets made by bending 
two ½-inch strips of .½ 5-inch aluminum. Ordinary 
dime-store brackets may be used if desired. A 12-
terminal tie-strip with a metal mounting base 
(,Jones 20012) is mounted across the bottom of 
the panel, spaced about two inches below the tube 
sockets as shown in Fig. 6. Most of the compo
nents are then connected betwep,n the socket ter
minals and adjacent points on the tic-strip. The 
metal base that runs the full length of the t.ie
strip serves as a ground buss, and all ground con
nections are soldered to it. Where necessary, 
jumpers of insulated wire run from one terminal 
t.o another to complete the electrical circuits. 
Grounding jumpers of heavy wire connect the 
ground strip to the 807 shield assembly, and to 
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one of the angle brackets that holds the 6AG7 
socket. ·· 

The r.f. chokes (Millen 34102) are mounted 
wit,h their threaded mounting screws passing 
through the tube brackets, serving to bolt them 
to the panel. The crystal socket is mounted on 
the front panel between the two brackets that 
support the 6AG7 socket, and the small mica 
condenser (\ that conneds the crystal to the 
screen of t-he tube is mounted between one of the 
l'fystal-soeket terminals and the screen con
nection on the tube socket. This, and screen 
dropping resistor R6 in the 807 circuit, are the 
only parts not visible and identified in the photo
graph. The dropping resistor jg tucked under the 
"arch" formed by the components assoeiated 
with the 6AG7 stage, and is supported between 
the left-hand terminal of the tie-strip ( +B) and 
the terminal adjacent to the scret'..n connection on 
the 807 socket. From this point a short insulated 
wire runs to a smaller tie-point that is bolted to 
the base of the 807 bracket. The suppressor rc
;;istor is connected from this tic-point to the 
screen connection on the 807 socket. 

The plate tuning condenser C's and the socket 
for t,he plug-in coil L1 arc mounted directly above 
the 807, with just en,ough space allowed to permit 
removal of the 807 from its socket. The shaft of 
the tuning condenser is not insulated from the 
panel. For this reason, a well-insulated tuning 
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TABLE I 
RepresentativeVol!ageandCurrentMeasutements 

C,.mditions: :J .. 5-Mc. crystal, 7-Mc. output, 25-
watt lamp used as dummy antenna, 807 stage loaded 
to 100 ma. 

807 stage: 
Pia te vol ts: 420 
Plate ma.: 100 
Hcreen volts: 310 
Grid ,·olts: --65 
Grid ma.: 2.9 

tiAG7 stage: 
Plate volts: 420 
Plate ma.: 35 
Screen vol ts: 2{,0 

knob is a tnui:;/ because the condenser shaft carries 
the full d.c. plate potential. The knob should"not 
have a metal flange, and its setscrew must be 
well recessed. 

The antenna condenser C10 and the antenna 
coil L2 are mounted side by side at the top of the 
panel, with the axis of the coil at right angles to 
that, of the plate coil. 

The arrangement of the power-supply parts and 
their wiring i8 shown in the photographs. F'or 
neatness, all leads arc grouped and run close to the 
wooden frame wherever possible. The three lea<lil 
t,hat connect the power supply to the transmitter 
panel arc grouped and arc tacked in position with 
insulated staples. Enough slack should be left in 
these leads to permit the panel to be removed 

from the rack without unsoldering the 
leads, so that the transmitter may be 
worked on while still connected to it-R 
power supply, if desired. 

Adjustment 

Operating ease and simplicity of ad
justment are features of these trans
mitters. The procedure is the same for 
both. After checking the wiring, plug in 
the coils specified below F'ig. 2. The 
a.c. line switch roust always be off 
when L1 is being plugged in or re
moved, because it carries the full 
plate voltage. Plug the key into the 
keying jack, and turn the a.c. switch on. 
'Wait about twenty or thirty seconds for 
the cathodes of the tubes to come up to 
operating temperature. Close the key, 
and tune the plate condenser until plate 
current dips sharply as the rlrcuit is 
t-uncd to resonance. Off-resonance plate 
current will be about 120 or 1:{0 ma., 

• 

Fig. -l - Top view 
of the metal version of 
the transmitter. 

• 
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Fig. 5 ----- Front view of the rack-and-panel version of 
the transmitter. Strips of 1 X 2 are used for the uprights 
and side rails of the frame, while the side brackets are 
made of ½-inch Presdwood. Thin strips nailed across 
the side rails support all of the power-supply compo
nents, and all of the transmitter parts are bolted to the 
front panel. The framework is 13 inches high, 11 
inches deep, and 7 inches wide. 

dipping to about 5 ma. when the 807 is used as a 
straight amplifier, and to 10 or 15 ma. when it 
is used as a doubler. A 25-watt lamp bulb may be 
used as a dummy load for test purposes. Connect 
the bulb across a few turns of the antenna coil, 
and tune the antenna tuning condenser. As 

• 

Fig. 6 - Close-up 
view of the wiring of 
the rack-and-panel 
version of the trans
mitter. A 12-point tie
strip is used to hold 
most of the small com
puncntA . 

. • 
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resonance is approached, plate current will rise 
and the lamp ,rill glow. It should be possible to 
light a 25-watt bulb to full brilliance by this 
method. Another 25-watt bulb, connected to the 
115-volt lines, may be used as a basis of com
parison. If the dummy load does not seem to light 
to full brilliance, yet the plate current has in
creased to 90 or 100 ma., it is possible that the 
lamp bulb is not absorbing all of the energy, and 
some of it is being dissipated in the plate coil 
Jt,_9elf. If this is the case, the coil will become hot. 
To correct the condition, change the position of 
the taps on the coil until maximum loading, as 
evidenced by plate current, and maximum output 
as shown in the lamp bulb, coincide. When the 
amplifier is full loaded, current will be between 
90 and 100 ma. If it is not possible to load to 
t,his figure, push the swinging link on the an
tenna coil in. If still unable to load to maximum, 
relocate the points at which the dummy load 
is connected to the antenna coils. To eheck 
keying, listen to t,he !:lignal in a receiver, after 
first disconnecting the antenna from the re
cmiver input. Keying should be clean and chirp
less. If a chirp is present, reduce the size of 
regeneration condenser C'4, substituting first a 
7.5-µµfd. capacitor and then a somewhat smaller 
size, until chirpless keying is obtained. With the 
crystals used in the laboratory models (Billey 
A .... X-2), keying was found to be best with the 
value shown beneath the eircuit diagram, but 
with other crystals a slightly different-sized con
denser may be required. It should be possible to 
obtain good keying with almost any active 
crystal. The best method of nhecking for key 
clicks is t.o listen to the signal in a near-by re
ceiver with the b.f.o. turned off. Key the trans
mitter slowly, listening first for a click on "make" 
as the key is closed, and then for a click or thump 
on "break" as the key is opened. If clicks or 
thumps are present, they will show up immedi-
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Vig. 7- Rear view of the panel assembly. All trans
mitter components are monntcd on a 13 X 7-inch sheet 
of ½-inch l'resdwood. 

ately when the b.f.o. is turned off, but wili be 
screened somewhat if the b.f.o. is left on. With 
t,he circuit constants shown in the diagram, key
ing should be "soft" and clean. 

Table I shows representative voltages meas
ured at important parts of the circuit. These 
measurements were made with a 20,000-ohm-per
volt meter, and were made under the conditions 
outlined above the chart. Departure from the 
tabulated voltage is permissible except in the case 
of the screen voltage of the two tubes. 
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• 

Fig. 8---- .Bottom 
view of the rack-and. 
panel transmitter .. 'l'he 
power-supply parts are 
identified. F'or indcn
tifica tion of other parts 
see Figs. 6 and 7. 

• 

Operation 

Adjustment for operation is exactly the same 
as described above, except that the antenna, in
stead of the dummy load, is connected across a 
portion of the antenna coil. It is impossible to 
specify the exact locations of the taps on the an
tenna coil, a,i they will vary depending on the 
nature of the antenna used. Several conditions 
should be tried until the one that produces maxi
mum antenna current is found. In the absence of 
a low-range (0-1 amp.) r.f. ammeter, a small flash
light bulb may be inserted in series with the an
tenna to serve as a temporary current indicator. 
The bulb should be removed, or shorted out, 
when the transmitter is used on the air. If a sin
gle-wire antenna is used, an t>..nd-linked coil 
should be used for L2 instead of the swinging-link 
coil specified, and the antenna should be tapped 
on the coil as shown in .Fig. 2. The proper location 
of the tap must be determined by trial, using 
maximum antenna current as an indication. 

In actual on-the-air checks, both transmitters · 
have performed well. Their signals are husky 
enough to provide reliable contact with most 
W districts, and on several occasions European 
stations have been worked from Wl in the 3.5-Mc. 
band. More important than this, however, is the 
fact that voluntary reports indicate that the 
signals are clean. They are free from the clicks 
and chirps that often plague single-tube rigs, and 
are unaffected by tuning adjustments. The power 
output is sufficient to produce many solid QSOs 
if a reasonably efficient antenna is used. Thus we 
seem to have accomplished the primary purpose 
of our project. No, you don't have to spend weeks 
building an elaborate rig in order to have a clean 
signal right from the start. You can build either 
of these rigs in a few evenings, get yourself on 
the air, and be free of the worries you might have 
m1countcred if you had built a one-tube rig. 
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TVI Can Be Reduced 
Transmitter Treatment That Has Given Results 

BY· PHILIP S. RAND,* WIDBM 

• There's a big difference between caus
ing general interference to television 
reception and confining it to within a 
couple of hundred feet of your transmit
ter. The general interference certainly 
.-an he eliminated- and by relatively 
simple means, as this article shows. You 
may even wind up by having no TVI at 
all, if the TV receiver isn't hacked up 
against your transmitter! 

M
Y investigation into TV!, and w.hat could 
be done about it, started during a rather 
heated battle in our local newspaper be

tween myself and some television dealers. Every 
few weeks our local paper would print a short 
paragraph on the front page blaming local ama
teurs for all the interference to all television sets 
in town, and asserting that the dealers were 
going to have amateurs put off the air. An inves
t,igation showed that only three or four of the 36 
amateur stations were causing general interfer
ence to about 50 receivers. It also showed that 
practically all of the 1000 television receivers in 
town were bothered by other types 'of interfer
ence, such as diathermy. 

In order to make this check a receiver was built 
that tuned from 50 to 100 Mc. and the television 
channels were monitored aurally. A few surprising 
facts turned up. A I-kw. amateur station about 
eight miles and two towns away put in an S7 sig
nal stripped of modulation while a 500-watt job at 
1 ½ miles could not be heard. 

The kilowatt station was contacted and re
quested to turn off his final and disconnect his 
antenna -- after which he was still S6, showing 
direct radiation of the second harmonic from his 
buffer stage. (That was why there was no modu
lation.) But how come the 500-watter located at 
1½ miles couldn't be heard at all? Further in
vestigation showed · the ,500 watts caused no 
television interference, even on Channel 2, to a 
receiver 300 yards distant. No wonder we couldn't 
hear it! 

In the case of two of the stations that caused 
general interference, it so happened that there 
was another station across the street from each 
with equivalent power. Listening tests on C~annel 
2 showed strong signals from the two stations 
known to cause inuirference and no trace of a 
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signal from the stations across the street from 
them. By this time our interest was thoroughly 
aroused in the whole problem. 

A spot survey was made to determine types of 
TV! encountered by many television receivers in 
different parts of town. It was interesting to find 
t,hat, with the exception of those living in close 
proximity to a ham station, very few were ever 
bothered to any extent by amateurs. Those who 
were, however, were plenty burned up about the. 
whole thing. 

ln view of the above findings I wrote the loct).l 
paper defending the radio amateur and pointing 
out the many causes of interference to television 
other than amateur; and, while admitting that 
some amateur stations do cause some interfer
ence, stated they were not the main cause. This 
brought a scathing reply from an unknown writer 
two nights later claiming I didn't know nothing 
from nothing and should buy glasses. I hear from 
the underground that there will be no more 
publicity on TV! here in town as the dealers have 
lost some sales because of the publicity given to 
interference. 

Handling t.b.e TVL 

All of the above - and a little listening to 
TV! discussions on 10 meters - reveals two 
fundamental points that need clearing up. First, 
the amateur definitely can clean up his rig to 
reduce harmonics and spurious radiations. 
Second, the amateur needs a course in diplomacy 
in dealing with TV!. 

While this article will deal chiefly with the first 
point, a few words concerning the second will not 
i)e amiss. Go out and find out if you are blocking 
Channel 2 on near-by sets.1 If you are, do not as
sume that nothing can be done about it. This 
applies not only to IO-meter stations but also to 
other bands as well. There are plenty of cases of 
3.5- and 7-Mc. rigs causing TV!. Above all, make 
no remarks about your 'rVI customers over the 
air, either personal or otherwise. Don't say, for 
example, that you guess you'll get off the air in 
an hour or so "to give the TV set-owners a 
break." A TV looker hearing such a statement 
always interprets it - wrongly - as an admis
sion of deliberate interference. You know you are 
going out of your way t,o observe quiet hours, 

1 The author has in mind here, of course, those areas 
where Channel 2 is in use. In those areas where Channel 2 
is not assigned the chief problem is likely to be Channel 3. 
-Editor 
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,\ copper-s<'reen shield can easily be constructed 
about the exposed r.L circuits, using aluminum angle as 
the support. Machine screws threaded into the angle 
hold the screening in !)lace. 

without being required to do so. But the listeners 
assume you have been knowingly and deliber
ately spoiling their programs and are now brag
ging about it to your radio friends, and about this 
time t,hey hit the ceiling. I have had this one 
statement held up to me, in my battle with the 
press, more times than I can count, as proof that 
amateurs delight in interfering with TV programs. 

We all know from past experience with BC! 
that close eo/iperatfon bet.ween the receiver 
owner and the amateur is necessary for the suc
cessful elimination of the interference. This is 
doubly true for TVI, so don't let things get to 
such a state that you are not on speaking terms 
with your TV neighbor, or that amateur radio is 
being given a black eye in the papers. Use utmost 
diplomacy on the air as well as in your personal 
and telephone contacts with him. Remember that 
visual interference in the picture is much more 
annoying than audio interference on the broad
east band. Also remember t,hat it is possible to 
jam the picture for a mile or more and never once 
be heard in the sound channel In this way you 
may have been causing interference for a year, 
unknowingly, and you can rest assured that when 
it becomes known that it was you, you won't be 
very popular. So check your harmonic at regular 
intervals with your nearest TV set-owner to be on 
the safe side. 

KindsofTVI 

Now to get down to types of TV interference 
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from amateur stations, as found in Norwalk. The 
worst type is the second harmonic from ten 
meters falling in Channel 2, the old five-meter 
band. It may be strong enough to louse up com
pletely the front end of t,hc TV set and cause 
cross-talk, jamming all channels. As you reduce 
the strength of the harmonic the interference to 
adjacent channels usually clears up, leaving just 
Channel 2 jammed. :Further reduction of the 
second harmonic will clear up Channel 2 so that 
it. will at least be usable, in many cases, to within 
a few hundred feet of t,he transmitter. 

Twenty-meter rigs also cause trouble, al
though not to the same extent as ten. One way of 
dcaring up this type of TVI has already been 
covered in QST, 2 although I believe the principles 
to be outlined here will work on twenty as well as 
on ten. · 

.Forty-meter rigs can produce a third harmonic 
which may fall into the TV i.f. channels and cause 
interference. Here again it is a problem of elim
inating or reducing harmonics . 

.Eighty-meter rigs put out soup right in the 
video range and may require different treatment 
- possibly r.f. filters in the power lines at the 
transmitters and more adequate shielding in the 
receivers. Wavetraps for a.5 Mc. will probably 
help in the receiving-antenna lead. 

Key clicks from c.w. on any band bother. Here, 
more efficient key-click filters are in order, plus 
r.f. filters in the power line. 

Starting to Work 

It was decided to see what could be done at 
home before venturing afield, so all the literature 
was gone over again 3 and League headquarters 
contacted for any red-hot dope. The latest dope 
was that filtering all leads and thorough shield
ing, as applied in the FCC t<"-Sts with an oscillator 
for diathermy use (September ()ST) showed 
great promise, and that good filtering was at least 
as important as shielding--· possibly more so. 

Before we get into the actual delousing of the 
rig, let me point out that WlDBM has never had 
a TVI complaint of any kind from anyone at a 
distance of over 250 feet. We have consistently 
operated on ten right through the evening with an 
input of 600 watts. At a distance of 2.50 feet we 
did take out Channel 2 on an RCA projection set, 
while at 150 feet we took out Channels 2, 4 and 5 
in various degrees at various times on a home
made receiver. This set 1rned a rhombic antenna to 
make up for lack of gain because of the omission 
of an rJ. stage and an i.f. stage. We had always 
assumed that all rigs produced harmonics in pro-

'See third reference in footnote 3. 
•.T. '\V. Pa.ddon, "Parallel Standing Waves," QST, 

January, 1948; G. Grammer, "Interference with Television 
Broadcasting," QST, September, 1947; 1\1. Seybold, "C'uring 
Interference t.o Television Reception." QST, August, 1947i 
G. Grammer1 "'Keeping Your Harmonics at llome/ 1 Q8T, 
November, 1946. 
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No.903 

40-150 Mc. 
1N34 

Remove pilot ramp 
/ 

/ 
/ 

,001 

JJfd. 

0-200 
Microamp. 

Fig. 1--- The "gimmick" for checking the presence 
and strength of harmonics. It's the same old "Little 
Gem" that has proved so valuable in past battles with 
harmonics. Without one, you're tryiog to work in the 
dark with yonr hands tied. WlDBM uses a commcr
cially-availahle wavemeter for the tuned circuit, hut 
anythiog that will tune to the necessary range (56 to 88 
Mc.) can be nscd. A 25-µµfd. variable and a 10-turn 
coil 1 ioch long and ½ inch in diameter will be satisfac
tory. The crystal detector can be coupled to the tuned 
circuit by one or two turns of the same diameter. 

portion to their power input and that the above 
conditions were normal for 600 watts. Since there 
was nothing that could be done about it we had 
so informed our neighbors and everybody was 
apparently happy. Only one little thing kept 
bothering us: the observed signal strength of har
monics from local stations bore no relation to the 
plate input to the final amplifier. And then we 
kept thinking of that buffer stage eight miles away 
that we heard S7. 

Obviously if we were going to be able to tell 
where we had made an improvement we needed 
some kind of a "gimmick" or indicating qevice 
that would tune sharply to our harmonic and give 
an indication of relative power or signal strength. 
It cannot be stressed too strongly that you will 
get nowhere fast without such a gadget. Being 
already the owner of a Silver 903 set of wave
meters, we mounted a 0-200 rnicroammeter on a 
small panel and bolted them together as shown in 
t,he photo. The circuit is shown in Fig. 1. 

The gadget can, of course, be built up from 
junk-box parts and the meter can be obtained 
surplus for $1.60 (blind-landing indicator). By 
using the Silver 903 unit with its calibration you 
can check other bands, too, as it covers from 
1.5 Mc. to 500 Mc. with calibrated plug-in coils. 

I 
The "gimmick" all ready to p:o. It's a commercial 

wavcmeter set to which a crystal detector and micro
ammeter have been added. 
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Brfore we started using our newly-built 
"gimmick" we sat down and did a little thinking. 
Where would we look for a second harmonic 
first'? We recalled again hearing the buffer S7 
from eight miles away; and for a double check wc 
called an amateur about 1½ miles away whose 
harmonic we had logged at S9 and asked him to 
come on and rotate his antenna. No difference in 
the harmonic signal strength. We next asked him 
to cut off his final and disconnect his antenna. 
Still no change in the signal Next we had him 
''kill" evrrything except his exciter and could 
:;till hear him, although the signal was somewhat 
weaker. 

You probably have reached the same conclu
~ions that we did: (1) Harmonics are not ncces
Rarily radiated by the antenna. (2) Strong har- · 
monies are not necessarily generated in the final 
ur buffer stage. (3) The amount of harmonic 

lo Cirtu1t 
___________ ·--- ______ Chass,. ________ _ 

25 
)lhy. 

·-~ 
I 

Mounted under 
chassi,.\ 

\ 

Ohmite 
z-1-

or z-o 
1)005 

.:r:yfd 

.000!, 
)lfd. 

(Volta£• and current 
r•hngs to suit circuit) 

Fig. 2 -· Filter for reducing harmonic currents in 
supply leads. It "ill attenuate other stray r.f. as well, 
keeping it in the transmitter where it belongs. These 
filters should be grounded to the chassis at the point of 
ex.it, and should be separately shielded if they have to 
he placed near a part of the circuit where the filter itself 
can pick up r.f. 

power radiated may bear no relation to t,he 
power input to the final. ' 

Now, if your final amplifier and antenna are 
not necessarily the cause, what is? What would 
make a good antenna for 57 Mc.? The answer is 
,iasy - 1nost any length of wire, especially one 
about four feet long. Lengths of wire are called 
leads or cables in a transmitter. Remember Sep
tember QST said the FCC filtered all external 
leads? Ketch on'? OK The first place to look for 
harmonics with uur "gimmick" is in external 
leads. Leads to meters, d.c. leads, a.c. leads, B+ 
leads, filament leads, bias leads, in fact all wiring 
that leaves the chassis. You will probably find 
plenty of second and third harmonic. About this 
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time you will be finding 57-Me. stuff in the wiring 
to bridge l11mps and the kitchen clock. I did. 

Now is the time to start your filtering, and 
don't be stingy. When you filter one lead you 
chase the r.f. over into another, so if you're going 
to make headway you'll probably end up -·· as I 
did-·- by filtering every lead tv.1ce, once for h.f. 
and once for v.h.f. The basic filter is shown in 
.Fig. 2. 

No:" we assume you have all interconnecting 
leads double-filtered in your exdter, buffer, and 
final amplifier, so let's take a look at where t,he 
harmonics might be generated and reduce them 
t.oo for good measure. How would you design a 
good frequency multiplier'? Well, let,'s do just the 
opposite now in all stages where we are not multi
plying. Reduce your grid biases so they arc not 
excessive; reduce your grid currents so that no 
sta11:e is being overexcited. Cheek your L /C ratio 
to be sure you have a high-C circuit. If it isn't, 
t,ake a turn or two off the coil and mesh that con
denser farther in. 

Now check any possible way for a weak second 
harmonic in a low-power stage to be passed on 
and amplified by the next stage. A good way to 
pass on all harmonics from a frequency multiplier 
is to capacity-couple its plate to the grid of the 
next stage, so let's change over to link coupling 
and install a tuned grid circuit in the following 
stage. Keep your weak harmonics weak and con
fine them where they belong. Don't drive the 
final with a doubler. It is better to multiply up to 
28 Mc. in very low-power stages, and then am
plify with one or two straight-through buffers, 
running conservatively, until you get enough 
power to drive your final. 

Remember that no matter how perfectly you 

f"INAL OR BUFFER STAGE 

,001, 
.,ofd. 
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Fig. 3 - Fila
ment·-supply filter 
for use in cases 
where the filament 
transformer is -1 mounted on the r.f. 

filam~nt ,·hassis. Jf the Iii~-
,. Transformer mcnt transformer IS 

remotely located, 
chokes such a• those 

.001 h . I . ;,-fd. H own m t te pn-
1nary circuit above 
should he installed 
(along with the by-
pass.,•) in the r.f. 
chassis. Use wire 
heavy enough to 
carry the filament 
eurrent without ex
et~i,;sive tirop. 

A collection of filters constructed hy the author. 

have balanced a push-pull amplifier there are two 
kicks or pulses of plate current, grid current and 
screen currP..nt., and hence cathode current, every 
cycle. This means that all these leads arc carrying 
pulsed d.c. at second-harmonic frequency. So 
keep your plate, grid and screen r.f. returns to 
cathode short, heavy and to one point,, and filter 
t,hc d.c. leads well. This is probably why t.he 
115-a.c. feeding t,he .final ,ind buffer filament 
t,ransformers is so hot with 57 Mc. Fig. 3 ;;hows 
the type of a.c. filter found Lo be helpful in cooling 
it off. It should be mounted under the chassis if 
t.hc filament transformer is in the r.f. unit. 

At this point two things made marked im
provements on two entirely different rigs in 
Norwalk; things that before filtering had made no 
,liffcrence. The first was additional by-passing on 
the frame of the final tank eondenser. In both 
t.ransmitters the B+ lead was taken from the 
rear end-plate of the condenser and by-passed at 
that point. An additional by-pass at the front, 
end-plate very noticeably reduced the second 
harmonic in the vicinity of the final tank. Mica 
condensers of 0.001 to 0.005 µfd. did the trick in 
hoili cases. The probable reason is that it bal
:mced up the circuit for the harmonic (remember 
that the tubes are effectively in parallel on the 
second harmonic) and posoibly also broke up any 
tendency of the leads and the tank condenser it
self to resonate at the harmonic frequency. 

The second thing that became effective after 
the supply leads had been filtered was the use of 
harmonic traps in the plate leads. 2 These traps can 
.reduce the harmonic considerably, but to make 
them work they must be tuned while watching 
the harmonic strength on the "gimmick/' 

Another thing: Look for series- nr parallel
resonant circuits at second- and third-harmonic 
frequencies ;around the final. Lead lengths, placl.~ 
mcnt of parts, etc., may result in inadvertent 
resonances. If any are found, break them up by 
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A 57-Mc. trap for installation in plate leads. The 
photo is larger than full size; the eondcnscr i• the fa. 
miliar APC type, the wire No. 14. 

detuning or rearrangement. A grid-dip meter is 
handy here. 

By now your neighbors should not hear or sec 
your buffer stage at all, and even your final 
should bother only Channel 2 for no farther than 
100 yards or so. Further improvement can be 
made, however, by shielding if your final is not 
already thoroughly shielded, anq by looking to 
your antenna. Contrary to what might be ex
pected, it has been my experience that a folded 
dipole radiates a second harmonic better than a 
"T" or "Delta" match, and therefore the latter 
is preferable.4 A low standing-wave ratio is 
helpful on the feedline because the chances are 
that an antenna properly matched at the funda
mental will not want to accept much power at 
the second harmonic. A quarter-wave shorted 
stub should be tied acro&S your feeders ~1 wave 
from your antenna coil (both lengths in terms of 
t.he fundamental frequency). This will tend to 
short-circuit any even harmonic coming from the 
transrnitter via the feeders. As shown in Fig. 4, 
the stub may be made of 300-ohm ribbon. It is 
only effective if your final is actually putting out 
the harmonic and if the harmonic is traveling up 

• A folded dipole should act like a 11lnsed transmission line 
on its second harmonic. The circulating mnrent under thP~':le 
<:onditions can be high, but the radiation should be negligible 
if the· whole system is balanced. The probability is that 
much of the second-harmonic radiation from this type uf 
antenna results from capadtive coupling between the feeder 
and final tank. This, iu effect, causes the whole system to 
operate ,is a single-wire oystem and can 1·esult iu pro
nounced hnrmonic radiation. - Hditor 
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your feeders 180° out of phase in each wire. If you 
arc capacity-coupling the harmonic to the feeders 
it probably is acting as a long single-wire antenna 
so the stub won't do any good. We included it in 
our set-up on general principles and it seems to 
have given us a better standing~wave ratio and a 
stronger fundamental signal! The center of the 
antenna coil should be tied to ground to reduce 
harmonic transfer to the feeders by capacity 
eoupling. A Faraday shield is also good. 

The writer also found it helpful to run a 
},;i-inch copper-tubing ground lead from the 
water-pipe ground in the cellar up to the rig. All 
units in the transmitter are grounded to this lead. 

Last but not least, a good r.f. filter should be 
placed close to the rig in the main a.c. supply line. 
Fig. 5 shows the one used. This prevents funda
mental and harmonic from feeding to t,he TV set 
via the power lines. 

Hard Work? 

The reader may think it a major operation to 
put the above principles into use. However, such 
iR decidedly not the case. All r.f. filters were in
stalled in about two hours the first eve.ning, leav
ing a couple of hours for a few QSOs. The follow
ing night the antenna coil was center-tapped to 
ground, the M-wave shorted stub put in the 
feeders, and the final tank-condenser rotor by
passed. The third evening LiC ratios of the tank 
cireuits were made higher C and harmonic traps 
put in plate leads. The fourth night bottom pans 
were put on chassis that didn't already have them 
and a copper-screening box was put around the 
final for shielding. Every evening the rig was on 
t,he air with plenty of (~Os. 

Final 
ii:mk • r-1/8AX084 ·1 

. ~-Joo-ohm 
-,-------- ribbon 

-

:4A X 0.84 Joo-ohm 
.--.. ribbon 

,..-Short 

Fig. 4 -··• Shorted stub for trapping even harmonics 
along the transmission line. Other types of line than 
that shown can he used hy making proper allowance for 
the velocity factor. The stub has high impedance at the 
fundamental frequency but acts as a short-circuit at 
the second harmonic. Placing it one-eighth wave from 
the transmitter (a quarter wave at the second harmonic) 
frequently gives hest results because a voltage loop on 
the harmonic standing wave sometimes appears at this 
point. It is worth while to explore the line with the 
"Little Gem" to determine where the harmonic voltage 
loop occurs and connect the stub there. 
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One result that appeared, entirely unsuspected, 
was much better and smoother operation on the 
fundamental. Our reports on DX went up and 
locals reported much improved quality of 
modulation. 

One local station two miles distant, who for
merly was S8 on 57 Mc., has applied these princi
ples and no longer can be heard here. Another, at 
one mile, who used to be S9 on 57 Mc., has also 
made a marked improvement. 

Since delousing our rig we uo longer cause any 
interference to auy channel on the RCA projec
tion set at 250 feet, and have eliminated all inter
ference to Channels 4 and 5 on the homemade set 
( not a kit) at 150 feet,. It is hoped that the remain- -

ll!iV.A.C. 
To Rig 

a,µfd. 

Fig. 5 -·• Power-line filter. This goes in the main a.c. 
line, close to the transmitter. 

Rightfully-deserved national fame has come 
to two accomplished Omaha amateurs: 

One of these Nebraskans, Harold Parr, 
WfJAYT, has been selected by Horace Heidt to 
become a member of the famous Musical Knights, 
heard over the NBC network every Sunday 
evening. Hal previously was a vocalist on WOW. 

The other Omaha amateur, La Von P. Peter
son, WfJTCM, founder and director of t,he 
Omaha Radio Engineering Institute, has been 
named by the United States Junior Chamber of 
Commerce as one of America's ten most, out
standing young men of 1947. 

Hamdon may well applaud the recognition of 
these amateurs-·- t.hev are totallv blind. 

. . --W0l'HR 

Heard the one about the s.v.t. who her,ame all 
confused when she went shopping for one of 
those new-fangled wire bras'? Poor gal, she didn't 
know whether she was a.c. or d.c.! 

--- rrsKLR 

What is claimed to be the world's smallest 
electric motor, the "Electrotor," has bPen in
vented by the Eurich brothers of .England. 
Measuring ~-{ 6 inch in length and diameter and 
weighing less than one gram, t,he miniature 
device turns over at 7000 r.p.m. 
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ing interference on Channel 2 will be helped by a 
preamplifier and a better antenna on this receiver. 
There is a possibility that in this case the 28-Mc. 
fundamental is causing the trouble because of 
lack of preselection. 

It is fully realized that television interference 
is a lot more complicated than ordinary broad
nast interference, and that in the above discussion 
we have only touched on one type of TVI, har
monic interference. However, this type is by far 
the co=oncst- and it can't be blamed on the 
TV receivers. 

In closing, let me suggest that radio clubs have 
meetings to discuss TVI, its causes and cures, and 
instruct members on how to handle the TV set

owner diplomatically. The clubs also should 
see to it that the amateur gets favorable 
publicity in the local press. 

If you arc active on 10 meters, monitor 
Channel 2 occasionally, as some station a 
nille or more away may unknowingly be 
causing TV! in your neighborhood for 
which you get the blame. A friendly call 
on the telephone to the fellow at the other 

station should bring results. It has happened here 
a number of times. 

When an emergency arose and the need for a 
special drug from the United States developed, 
CE2BQ worked W2HFS and asked for assistance. 
W2HFS contacted officials of Pan American 
Airways and La Guardia Field, and was success
ful in getting their. cooperation in safely trans
porting the drug to Chile in 65 hours flat. 

Caption in Broadcasting, trade paper of the 
broadcasting industry: "WORM licensed!"! 

We quote from the S.A.R.L. Rag Chew: 
"A Cape Town ham; being troubled by buzzing 

noises in his SX-28, took his courage in both 
hands iwd decided to investigate. Between the 
ehas;,-is and the cabinet he found a heap of 
approximately 2,!,:i million ants; they had been 
entering via the earth lead and due to a faulty 
connection were neatly electrocuted as they 
bridged the gap to the terminal." 

A neat, workmanlike job of making socket 
holes in hakelite can be accomplished with a 
Greenlee socket punch. Use the tool in the same 
manner as for cutting metal chassis. - Earl fa'. 
Hart. 
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Happeni~ the Month 
L:::=---···~ --

PORTABLE ABOVE 25 MC. 

It is no longer necessary to notify your FCC 
Engineer-in-Charge when operating portable 011 

frequencies above 25 Mc. FCC action March 
10th, canceling its postwar Orders 132 and 132-A, 
had the effect of restoring in their P,ntirety the 
provisions of §§12.92 and 12.93 of our regulations 
dealing with portable operation, under which it is 
provided that notification is not required wheu 
operating portable above 25 Mc. 

GET THAT MODIFICATION NOW! 
Amateurs who have changed their permaneut 

location and who have not yet applied for modifi
cation for change of address should now i=edi
ately do so. It will be remembered that when we 
resumed operation after the war, FCC, faced 
with a huge workload, suspended the requirement 
for modification, in case of change of location, and 
authorized amateurs to use the original license 
with observance of por1;able procedures, indefi
nitely (Orders 132 and 132-A). Now current in its 
handling of our applications, FCC has reinstated. 
(,he normal procedures by canceling Orders J 32 
and 132-A. This means that henceforth all ama
it3urs changing permanent location should i=e
diately apply for modification. Procedure for 
operating on a "fixed-portable" basis at the new 
location is that specified in paragraphs (a)' and 
(c) of §12.93 of our regulations. Note this re
quires notification only to the FCC Engineer-in
Charge of the district of the new location. An
other.effect of the cancellation is to require use of 
the portable designator by all stations operating 
on fixed-portable basis, while awaiting action on 
applications for modification, whether in the same 
district as that specified in the original license or 
another. 

BOARD AGENDA 

The main feature of the 1948 meeting of the 
ARRL Board of Directors will be the considera
tion of recommendations to FCC about 'phone 
frequencies, as a result of the study of the pro
posals of the Planning Committee published in 
February QST and the poll of amateur opinion 
thereon which was taken at that time. As com
panion problems the Board will also consider the 
Planning Committee suggestion of a regulation 
t.hat would substantially confine 'phone radiation 
to a bandwidth of 6 kc., what to do about con
t.inuing authorizations for n.f.m. 'phone, whether 
there should be any changes in the authorizations 
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for various types of 'phone emission in the 50-Mc. 
band, and what should be done to encourage 
s.s.s.c. In view of the fact that the advantages of 
s.s.s.c. cannot be obtained. in a band full of car
riers, and t,hat it will take time to convert any 
existing 'phone assignment to s.s.s.c., it has been 
suggested that the new 21-Mc. band be started 
out right next year on an exclusively-s.s.s.c. 
basis. . . . The Board is also to elect a president 
and vicc-pr.esidcnt of the League for two-year 
terms. . . . The Secretary proposes the incorpo
ration of the Canal Zone in the voting member
c!hip of the Southeastern Division. . . . Plans 
will be made for the participation of the League 
in the Inter-American Regional Radio Conference 
at Bogota early next year. 

Several of the directors have given advance 
notice of some of the proposals they will advance 
1o1t this mcct-ing. Mr. Canfield proposes an amend
ment of Article IV of the Constitution to provide 
for special meetings of the Board at the demand 
of a majority of the directors. Mr. ,Joseph John
ston proposes amending the By-Laws to provide 
ARRL division boundaries coinciding with FCC 
eall areas. Mr. Noble proposes amending the 
By-Laws to provide for special elections in the 
case of vacancy in the office of alternate director; 
he also suggests a $500 limit on the annual ap
propriations •for directors' administrative ex
penses. Mr. Richelieu proposes amending Article 
IV to expand the Executive Committee (now the 
five officers) to include three elected directors. He 
also proposes separate League employees for 
secretary, general manager and editor; adoption 
of a plan to provide scholarships; a recanvass of 
the appointive officers of the League; cancellation 
of any negotiations to locate Hq. other than at a 
central point; investigation of advertising poli
cies; League advertising manager as a salaried 
employee; establishment of a branch office at 
Washington, with full-time legal counsel therein; 
and a poll of amateur operating hours, by a firm of 

ARE YOU LICENSED? 

• \Vhen joinini,; the League or renewing 
your membership, it is ·important that 
J·ou show whether you haYe an amateur 
license, either station or operator. Please 
state your call and/or the class of oper
ator license held, that we may Yerify 
your classification. 
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accmmtants, to serve as the basis for 'phone-c.w. 
divisions, no recommendations to be made to 
FCC until that is accomplished. Mr. Collett pro
poses amending Article IV to provide that Board 
meetings convene on a Monday morning and last 
not less than two nor more than three days, with 
some detail concerning the con.tent of meetings; 
that the League reclassify the office of advertising 
:manager, engage a salaried advertising manager, 
and review advertising policy; that the proceed
ings of Board meetings be recorded and that tJie 
Secretary keep no minutes of meetings; that there 
be monthly reports from each director to his 
division membership in (JST; that amateur 
opinion be polled annually on the ten most
frequcntly-occurring proposals advanced by 
affiliated clubs; that a number of Board commit
tees be created, including: one to study labor 
relations at Hq. and make recommendations for a 
form of civil service in the Headquarters staff; 
one with authority to ask FCC for the restoration 
of amateur service, in whole or part, in 1800-2000 
kc.; one on frequency allocations, to include two 
members of the Executive Committee., to plan 
defense of frequencies and plans for acquiring 
additional ones; one to recommend means to 
solidify the amateur's position with the public 
and the Government; one to i;tudy a plan for the 
formation of five supervisory committees to 
:mpervise various departments of the League. 
Unquestionably other directors will have addi
tional proposals but these arc all that are known 
at this writing. 

The directors desire the comments and sugges
t,ions of members prior to the annual meeting on 
May 7th. Your director's name an.d address ap
pear in the directory in the front pages of every 
fosue of QST. 

FCC'S.AMATEUR SERVICE SECTION 

Among interesting occupations of amateurs, 
W 4IQR's ranks high. His job is the writing of text 
for our regulations, the Rules Gov£>,rning the 
Amateur Radio Service, the handling of special 
FCC orders affecting amateurs, amendments to 
our rules - and, in fact, most all regulatory mat
ters concerning amateurs. W4IQR is Robert W. 
Percy, chief of FCC's Amateur Radio Service 
Section, one of three sections in the new Radio 
Operator & Amateur Division 1 headed by 
George K. Rollins, W3GA. 

Actually Bob has been handling this work ever 
since the war, but only recently has Civil Service 
got around to granting him the official title, and 
naturally we grasp the occa~'.ion to tell you some
thing about him. Bob's first ham rig was back in 
1931 at W8DZU, Rochester, N. Y. · the then 
popular TNT transmitter circuit, a regenera
tive-and-two-step receiver. Prominent in NCR 
and AARB drills, he went on active Navy duty in 
1941; assignments included a communications 

1 (J,ST, October, 1947, p. 32. 
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billet on Admiral Halsey's staff in lhe South 
Pacific, and more than a year as coordinator of 
inter-theater frequency assignments in the Navy 
Department. When he left the Navy as a lieuten
ant-commander in early 1946, he joined the staff 
of FCC. W4IQR is on 80 c.w. and 10 n.f.m. -
Bob has long been especially interested in all 
t,ypcs of audio circuits. He recently signed up for 
active participation in the new Naval Reserve 
eommunications program. 

RoLert W. Percy, WMQR 

Although radio regulations are, of necci;sity, 
written in somewhat complex legal form, it's a 
reassuring feeling to know that the guy writing 
them has a first-hand familiarity with and under
standing of !.he actual operations they are in
tended to govern. 

220-226 MC. 

The shift of our 1 ¼.:-meter band from 2:l,3-240 
Mc. to 220-225 is now under wny, moving slowly 
through the formal FCC procedure. In la tc March 
the Commission gave noUce of proposed rule
making, with April 10th as the deadline for ob
jections. The matter having been well coilrdinatcd 
with all Government agencies and the British, 
no objections arn expected at this writing. We 
are unsure of t,he future scheduling but, if all 
goes well, it is quite possible that the change in 
the band location will occur before the next issue 
of QST appears. In that event, announcement of 
details will be made by a WlAW broadcast. 

It is part of the proposal that the operation of 
DME at U. S. gateways for international air 
routes and for flight training in the ROAF in 
Canada in the band 220-2:31 Mc. must be pro
tected from amateur interference. No trouble is 
expected but it is provided that if it does occur 
the amateur allocation will go back to 2:J5-240 in 
such areas for the next 23,f years, until the DME 
agreement ,:,xpircti -····• and the old allocation i;; 
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heing held in reserve for that, length of time for 
/,hat cont,ingency. 

We shall expect to have further news on this 
subject next month. 

CANADIAN REGULATIONS 

The Canadian amateur regulations for t,he 
new license year beginning April 1st carry a 50-kc. 
expansion of both the 3.5- and 14-Mc. a.m. 
'phone assignments and some similar expansions 
of n.f.m. assignments. The frequency assignments 
of Canadian amateurs, from 3.5 to 22,000 Mc., 
are precisely those of the United States and, as in 
t.his country, the full widths of all bands are as
Higncd to Al. AO emission is permitted only above 
144 Mc. and not in the 11-meter band as in U.S. 
A2 may be used on 11 meters and above 50 Mc., 
and every amateur license carries rights to use 
A3 'phone and f.m.. 'phone and telegraphy above 
.50 Mc. A4 and A5 are not permitted anywhere. 
Portable stations are permitted only above 28 Mc. 

Except on special authority, Canadian ama
teurs may not use 'phone below 50 Mc. Upon 
Rpecial application, licensees who have been 
active for at least six months on frequencies be
low 29.7 Mc. may be authorized to use A3 and 
n.f.m. 'phone in the 11-meter band and in. the 
l.0-meter band above 28.2 Mc. Licensees whose 
st,ations have been in active operation at least a 
year and who pass an advanced 'phone examina
t,ion and higher-speed code te.'lt can get special 
a,Uthority now to operate A3 in the frequencies 
:3750--4000 kc. and 14,150-14,350 kc., and n.f.m. 
'phone in the ranges :J800--4000 and 14,150-
14,250 kc. In n.f.m. the deviation must not exceed 
:1000 cycles. All 'phone stations operating below 
50 Mc. must possess a visual means of indicating 
overmodulation. 

NATIONAL CONVENTION 

Don't forget that the first national ARRL 
convention in ten years is to be held in Milwaukee 
on the Labor Day week-end, i::leptember 4th, 5th 
and 6th. See the article on page 30 of our last 
issue for the first announcement of the major 
outlines of the convention program. Twenty
one committees in the Milwaukee Radio Ama
teurs' Club are now hard at work licking plans 
into shape and there is every promise of the 
biggest and most interesting convention that has 
ever been held in amateur circles. Reserve the 
dates and start your plans! 

,Jack Doyle is the general convention chairman. 
,Joe Collins is chairman for registration and at
tendance. The registration charge, for everything 
on the program, is $7.50 per person, no extra for 
children accompanying parents. For registration, 
reservations, business questions and inquiries of 
all sorts, address The National A.R.R.L. Con
vention, 4331 No. Wildwood Ave., Milwaukee 11, 
Wisconsin. 
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"QSL via. ARRL" 
Strange as it seems, when a foreign 

amateur tells you to "QSL via ARRL" 
he only means that you should send your 
card via the QSL Bureau for his country, 
not necessarily direct to him. He com
monly has the misapprehension that the 
bureau system works transocean in both 
directions. It does not. W and VE ama
teurs send their outgoing cards either 
direct to the amateur or to t,he bureau 
for his country. A list of the bureaus of the 
world may be found on pages 126 and 128 of 
this issue. Do not send cards to ARRL Hq. 
nor to your W or VE QSL Manager. 

How to obtain your incoming QSLs is 
explained in alternate issues of QST under 
the heading "ARRL QSL Bureau." See 
page 124 of the April 1948 issue. 

N.Y. AMATEUR MOBILE 
Section 1916 of the Penal Law of the State of 

New York provides that a local police permit 
must be secured before an automobile may he 
equipped with a radio receiver capable of receiv
ing on police frequencies. It is directed at crimi
nals and "ambulance chasers" and the like, but it 
has an incidental effect on amateurs inasmuch as 
there are several police channels adjacent to ama
teur bands in that portion of the spectrum where 
we are permitted mobile operation. Now, it's a 
perfectly proper law, even in its effents on ama
teurs, because it is provided that a ham has 
merely t.o make application to his local police, 
supported by showing his amateur license, and 
he gets a permit. However, very few amateurs 
were aware of the existence of the law, and those 
who did know about it and made applications 
found their local police similarly unfamiliar with 
it; the result was very few permits were ever 
issued. But occasionally an enterprising police 
officer would encounter an instance of amateur 
mobile operation on the highway and dig old Sec
tion 1916 out of the archives, making everyone 
unhappy about the whole thing. 

ARRL was not in a position to take a formal 
stand against the law, because it provided for 
permits in amateur cases; the difficulty was in 
local administration. But last year Gay Milius, 
W2N,JF, a New York attorney and assistant di
rector of the Hudson Division, arranged to have 
introduced into the New York Assembly an 
amendment to the law excluding amateurs from 
its provisions. Ably assisted by many other ama
teurs and club groups throughout the state, the 
bill passed both houses and became law on March 
11th. The amendment provides, "Nothing in this 

(Oontinued on page 1£4) 
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The Simple Approach to Narrow-Band F.M. 
N.F.M. Exciter Using Resistance-Variation Modulation 

BY SIDNEY LIPMAN,* W2PGZ 

LIKE so many other hams located in apart,ment 
houses and congested areas, it was found 
that, t.he BCI problems encountered when 

using amplitude modulation could not be solved 
by any of the many remedies suggested. Finally 
one of the commerciallv-available f.m. units was 
burrowed and tried out, to see if it would be the 
cure so many claimed it would be. This demon
stration was more tha.u enough proof t.hJ1t n.f.m. 
was the answer, and it resulted in the determina
tion to convert or alter the existing a.m. equip
ment to an n.f.m. system. The resulting circuit is 
the subject of this article. It has successfully 
;;olved the problem of BCI, it is equally effective 
for both local and DX operation, and it used 
parts of the existing a.rn. equipment with no new 
parts. Coupling a11 oscilloscope to the output 
showed no trace of a.m., thus indicating that the 
system delivers true n.f.m. 

The Cn:cuit 

The system is quite simple, and it is Pasy to 
apply to any transmitter using a VFO. Any VFO
controlled a.m. transmitter can be converted to 
the system by a single connection from the speech 
equipment to the VFO. .A. description of the 
exciter unit at W2PGZ will illustrate the princi
ple. Referring to the circuit diagram in Fig. 1, it 
will be seen that the audio amplifier consists of a 
conventional 6S.T7-6.J5 arrangement working 
from a crystal microphone. The first two audio 
stages in most a.m. rigs often use the same, or 
similar, tubes. The plate circuit of the fl.J.5 is 
coupled across part of the VFO grid coil, Li, by 
coupling the plate of the G.J5 to the cathode of the 
oscillator tube (a GVG iu this case) through,the 
0.01-µfd. condenser, (\. Thus the plate resistance 

* gs: 120 Queens, Forest Hills, N. Y. 
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• llcrc is Just about the simplest narrow
hand f.m. eircuit you will find. All it 
requires is a Vl<'O and a ,;peeeh ampli
fier, with no rcactanee modulators or 
mumhu-jumbo. 

of the 6.J5 is i;hunted across part of tho 6V6 tank 
circuit. The audio signal on tho 6J5 changes the 
plate resistance, and these changes in turn 
modulate the oscillator. 

To eontinue with the description of the exciter, 
the oscillator is followed by a 6L6 doubler stage. 
The output from the t3L6 is quite sutficicnt to 
drive a pair of 807s, or it can be loosely coupled 
to an existing crystal-oscillator stage and used as 
a "crystal substitute." 

Th·e circuit is conventional in every other re
spect. The condenser 017 may be necessary in 
some instances to reduce r.f. picked up on t,he 
microphone cable. The switch S1 can be used to 
turn t,he plate power on, or an external reln,y can 
be used for the same job by proper cumiections 
to t,he terminals ,;hunting S1.. The metering 
switch, S2, allows either the oRcillator or doubler 
plate current to be read. 

Construction & Tuning 

The exciter is built on a standard 14 X fi >< 
:::-inch chassis. A cover, not shown in the photo
graphs, is used over the transmitter, and it is one 
of the usual covers supplied for t,his size of chassii;. 
The layout was made from the standpoint of 
simplicity, and no special precautions were ob
served in the wiring of the unit, although it is 
good practice to shield the microphone jack and 
the "hot'' lead from it, to the grid of the 6SJ7. 

The arrangement of the parts can be 
identified. from the photographs, aud it 
is enough to point out that the various 
tuning condensers are mounted close 
under the roil sockds they arc associ
ated with. 

• 

.:\. small narrow-hand f.m. exciter unit us.ing 
the rt·sistance-variation method of m.rnlula
tion. The o,eillator tuning dial i,; at the right 
·- the smalJ knobs control the two other tun' 
iug controls and the audio gain control. The 
power supply and audio amplifier are at the 
rear of the chassis. 
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Pig. 1 - ·wiring diai,:ram of the u.f.m. exciter. 

C, - 40-µ,,fd. variable. 
( :2 - lOO-µµfd. silver-mica. 
Cs, Cs, C11 - 100-µµfd. mica. 
c., c., C1, Cg, C10. C12, C14, C!6, Czo- 0.01-µfd. ,WO-volt 

paper. 
Ca, Cn - I tO-µµfd. variable. 
Cl8, C,o --· :;.µfd. 50-volt electrolytic. 
C,s, Crn -· 8-µfd. 450-volt electrol)-tic. 
R,, R4 - 0.1 megohm. 
H2---· 0.24 megohm. 
Rs-0.22 megohm, l watt. 
R5-470 ohms, 2 watts. 
R~ - 2.-1,000 ohms, 2 watts. 
lb - 2000 ohms. 
f{g - 0.5-me)!ohm volume control, with switch S3, 
Rg - IOOO ohms. 
R10-0A7 mc)!ohm. 
R11 -·2 megohms. 
R12 - 20,UUU ohms, 25 watts. 

If 28-Mc. output of the unit is desired, plug in 
the 7-Mc. coil at L1, the 14-Mc. coil at £ 2 and the 
28-Mc. coil at L3. Output on 14 Mc. is best ob
t,ained by using the 3.5-Mc. coil at L1, the 7-Mc. 
rioil at L2 and the 14-Mc. coil at. La. Doubling in 
this fashion reduces the chances of any oscilla
t.ions in the 6L6. 

A 0-100 milliammeter and a receiver 
are all that are needed for tuning. Vvith 
the meter connected, set switch S2 to 
r<>ad oscillator plate current, and i;et 
the grid tuning condenser, Ci, to the 
desired frequency as indicated by the 
rereiver (checked against a known fre
quency, of course). The oscillator plate 
condenser, C6, is then tuned for mini
mum current. Setting Cs may "pull" 
t.he frequency slightly and necessitate a 
c1light readjustment of C1, Flipping S2 
to read tho tiL6 plate current, Cu 
should be tuned for minimum plate 
current in the usual fashion. 

R1s - lO megohms. 
All resistors .½ watt unless otherwise noted. 

L1 - :t5 Mc.: 30 turns close-wound, tapped at 4. 
7 Mc.: 15 turns close-wound, tapped at 2. 

L2- 7 Mc.: 15 turns close-wound. 
1-1, Mc.: 8 turns spaced to occupy I¾ inches. 

Ls- 1.4 Mc.: 8 turns spaced to occupy I¾ inches. 
28 Mc.: 4 turns spaced to occupy¾ inch. 

I,; - 14 J\fo.: ,} turns h inch from La. 
28 Mc.: 4 turns 1/2 inch from La. 

All coils wound on l½-inch diameter Hammarlund 
forms with No. 18 enam. · 
La-15-henry 100-ma. filter choke. 
Si --- S.p.s.t. toggle. 
82- D.p.d.t. toggle. 
tls- .Mounted on Rs. 
T, -:)20-0-320 at 100 ma., 5 v. at 3 amp., 6.3 v. at3.2 

amp. 

,,xperfonce. Careful checking ou your own re
ceiver will serve as a start. In our case, it is gener
ally set at about three-quarters on. 

Using this exciter to drive a pair of 807s at 100 
watts, with a simple dipole antenna, the author 
has worked around the country and into foreign 
1:ountries, in spite of an apartment location. 

The volume control, Rs, controls t,he This view under the chassis shows the arrangement of the 
rlPviation, and it can be set, best h,v cumponents. 
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• J.eduiiuLL JnpkL-
A High-Stability Oscillator Circuit 

ARECENT paper by J. K. Clapp1 of the General 
Radio Company discusses a type of oscillator 

circuit that, from our preliminary experience with 
it, has stability of such a superior order that we 
wouldn't be surprised to see it become the stand
ard amateur VFO circuit. It has "super-high.-C" 
characteristics but, paradoxically, gives best sta
bilit.y when the tuning capacitance is made as 
low as possible. 

The basic principle is loose coupling between 
the oscillator tube and a high-Q tuned circuit, a 
method of stabilizing suggested some years ago by 
G. F. Lampkin.2 The Lampkin arrangement used 
inductive coupling (or a coupling tap on the 
tuned-circuit coil) between the tuned circuit and 
the tube, a system which, as Cktpp points out, 
is prone to set up parasitic oscillations. The Clapp 
oscillator, a Colpitts circuit, avoids difficulties of 
this sort. 

The eircuit in its simplest practical form is 
shown in Fig. 1. The complete tuned circuit con-
8ists of Li, Ci, C2 and Ca in series. The voltage 
drops across C2 and Ca provide the feed-back 
necessary to maintain oscillation; the ratio of the 
capacitances of these two condensers determines 
the amount of feed-back just as in the normal 
Colpitts circuit. The secret of the high stability 
of the Clapp oscillator lies in the fact that con
densers C2 and Ca are made very much larger 
than (fi. This does two things: it makes the 
coupling between the tube and the tuned circuit 
very loose, so that the circuit Q can be kept high; 
and the large capacitances at C2 and C3 "swamp" 
the grid-to-cathode and plate-to-cathode capac
itances of the tube to such an ext€Ilt that the 
nffects of any changes in these capacitances, from 
whatever cause, become almost negligible. The 
principal causes of such changes are variations in 
the plate voltage applied to the oscillator tube, 
:md thermal changes caused by heating. The 
combination of a high-Q tuned circuit and 
swamping of tube effects results in an oscillator 
whose frequency is almost independent of plate 
voltage and tube thermal effects. 

Fig. 2 is the voltage-vs.-frequency characteristic 
of an oscillator built in the QST laboratory, using 
the eircuit of Fig. 1. The component values given 
were the first ones tried; no attempt has been 
made as yet to determine the optimum constants 
because of lack of time. As an arbitrary, but 

, .r. K. Clapp, "An Inductance-Capacity Oscillator of 
Unw,ual Frequency Stability," Proc. I.R.E., March, 1948. 

2 G. Ji'. Lampkin, ·· .An Improvement in Constant-Pre
quency Oscillators," Proc. l.R.E., March, 193V. 
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reasonable, guess, the shunting condensers, C2 
and (!3, were made 0.001 µfd. each. G\ was a 150-
µµfd. variable, and Lt a small transmitting coil 
taken from the junk box, its principal qualifica
tion being that it looked about right to tune 
somewhere in the 3.5-Mc. range. By actual meas
urement it tuned to :35.50 kc. (the frequency at 
which the data for Fig. 2 were taken) with a capac
itance of 88 µµfd. ('4, C5 and R1 are the usual 
blocking condensers and grid leak. The circuit m 
of the grounded-plate type, but could easily be 
rearranged to operate with the cathode grounded, 
if that arrangement is preferred,; it is only neces
sary to insulate the tuning condenser from 
!,>Tound, leave the - B grounded, ground the 
cathode, and shift the choke to the •·1·-B lead. 
The output then can be taken from het,ween 

Output 

--r-0 

l\!'f --6 ~6 

Fig. 1-The ''series-tuned" Colpitts oscillator cir• 
euit described in the text. Valoes used in the experi
mental oscillator are as follows: 
Ct -150-µµ.fd. variable. 
Cz, Cs -0.001-µfd. mica (silver mica preferable). 
Ct ..... 100-µµfd. mica. 
(~ - 0.001 to 0.01 µfd. 
R1 -0.1 megohm, \i watt. 
L1 - Approximately 2-l µh. (see text). 
HFC-2.5-mh. r.f. choke. 

cathode and plate as before, except that the plate 
connection then becomes the "hot" output lead. 
[t will also be necessary to ground the cathode 
through another by-pass condenser if cathode 
keying is to be used. 

C'2 and 03 in series have a total capadtance of 
500 µµfd., which is about what we normally use 
in a high-C circuit at the same frequency. How
ever, the high-C effect is greatly stepped up by the 
loose coupling to the tank. It is doubtful if a con
ventional high-C circuit of equivalent C' could be 
made to oscillate, because of the difficulty of con
structing a coil with reasonable Q when the in
ductance is very low. However, it is not difficult 
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to make large coils with a Q in the vicinity of 300, 
and there is no trouble at all in making the cir
euit of Fig. 1 operate with such a coil. The coil we 
used was an air-wound affair 1 ¾ inches in diam
eter and 1½ inches long, having 27 turns of No.18 
wire. Another coil of t.he same inductance, but 

• dose-wound with No. 28 wire on a 1-inch diam
eter bakelite form, also operated well although 
its Q was slightly under 200. 

Different values of capacitance were t.ried in 
shunt with both C2 and C3 to see whether any
t,hing was to be gained by changing the feed-back 
ratio. Apparently the 0.001 condensers were 
about optimum, because increasing either C:2 or 
Cs raised the plate current of the oscillator and 
t.rmded to increase the frequency change with 
varying plate voltage. Using a 6.15 oscillator tube, 
t,he plate current was approximately 6 ma. with 
a !')late voltage of 150. 

The circuit shown is quite good from the stand
point of isolation. As a check, this circuit was sub
~t.ituted for an ordinary ECO driving a 6SK7 
tuned amplifier in a simple VFO. The frequency 
nhange when the amplifier was tuned through 
re1sonance in t,his particular set-up (which was not 
t.oo well shielded) was approximately /iO cycles, 
roughly 5 or 6 times better than when the oscil
lator was a 6SJ7 ECO with choke i,oupling from 
its plate to the following amplifier. The amplifier 
output was the same in both cases, although the 
Clapp oscillator using the 6.T5 triode was operated 
at 150 volts and the 6SJ7 ECO had 250 volts on 
its plate. 

The pay-off with this oscillator was the way it 
keyed. We have had, as might be imagined, a 
considerable number of oscillators under test at 
one time or another in the lab. Many of them 
have kllyed very well-- even under the acid test 
of heterodyning with a crystal oscillator on 28 
Mc. and checking for chirp with a low beat note 
- so long as no key-thump filter was used. But 
until this circuit came along we have never seen 
one that didn't go chirpy when keyed through a 
lag circuit. This one was just as good with the 
t,hump filter as without it., using cathode keying, 
and even the most critical ear could detect no 
sign of a chirp. It promises to be the long-looked
for answer to really good break-in keying. 

The writer has not made more than a cursory 
attempt to use the circuit in ECO style. A quick 
t.rial showed rather ncgat.ive results, in that an 
ECO arrangement with a choke-coupled plate 
circuit seemed to show greater frequency sensi
t,ivity to changes in the following amplifier than 
the nathodc--output triode circuit. However, no 
really serious attempt was made to determine 
optimum constanta. Further work will show 
whether the ECO has any advantages oviir the 
t,riode. 

The Clapp circuit has been used in a ham-band 
VFO described by WlNXM and WlDDO int.he 
program for the Boston Hamfest held last Oc-
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tober. The authors used somewhat different cir
cuit constants, and although no performance data 
were given the stability was reported to be excel
lent. Just as with other VFO circuits, mechanical 

l&00-·1r-..,---,--.--,-----,----,,--~-.---, 
1 
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v.i 12oof-~-+'
1
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,g 1000~•··+-·'·<r,-1--+--+-!----l----l----,i--+--l 
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:: ', 
ii: 4001-+--+---il----'l..--l----l-+--I---I----< ... 

0 !!10 IOO 150 200 250 
Vollate Applied to Oscillator Plate 

Fig. 2 -- Frequency-v.,.-plate-voltage characteristic 
of the oscillator of Fig. I, using a 6J5 tube (solid curve). 
The oscillations stopped at app;oximatelv 13 volts on 
the plate. The broken curve shows a sin:iilar run on a 
6SJ7 ECO of conventional design ming a tank eapac• 
itance of approximately 600 i,µfd. 

considerations are most important; even the best 
electrical characteristics can be ec\mpletely 
spoiled by "floppy" construction. · 

When trying the drcuit, the following points 
should be kept in mind: 

I) The higher the L/C ratio the better the 
stability, up to the point where the circuit ceases 
to oscillate. The higher the coil Q, the higher the 
L/C ratio that can be used, for fixed values of 
C2andCs. 

2) The higher the values of C2 and Ca, the bet
t,er the stability for a given value of coil induct
ance. 

3) A hto-1 ratio of the capacitances of 0 2 
and C'a seems about right for triodes of the 
medium-µ class, such as the 6J5, 6C4, etc., but is 
not necessarily the optimum combination for 
other tubes. 

4) Use an air-wound coil, or one wound on a 
ribbed ceramic form, for highest Q and lowest in
ductance variation with temperature. Variations 
in frequency caused by temperature effects are 
principally attributable to the coil, since the os
cillator tube has so little effect on the frequency. 
The oscillator we tried had no temperature com
pensation, but nevertheless had very little drift. 
Listening on the 28-Mc. harmonic ·showed that 
the tube warm-up only caused a few hundred 
eycles frequency r,hange from a cold start, and 
after a minute or so the frequency settled right 
down to its final value. · 

fl) The tuning capacitance is the total of C1, C2 
and Ca in series. In calculating the capacitance 
required for tuning over a band with a given coil 
the effect of 02 and Ca must not be neglected. A 
fixed capacitance can be shunted across l'1 so that 
the latter will spread the band as desired. 

-CJ.G. 
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They Always Come Back, 
BY J.P. JESSUP,* W2GVZ 

·ymus RADIO is inrieed a strange, malignant 
and chronic malady. Ca:;e histories oecasion
ally show temporary recoveries, but more 

often Umu not, the disease is merely lying dor
mant and apt to recur virulently at any time. 

In my own case, I became accidentally exposed 
in my early tcmis. Innocently enough, I learned 
the code in the Boy Scouts, little dreaming that 
this was the first tottering step toward sleepless 
nights, DX-itiJJ, contest-icitis (including the 
deadly SS-jitters), operations (net and AARS), 
s,:,cond-degree traffic-tremens, and chronic col
lapse of the wallet. 

.How was I to know.that t.lie first shack I visited 
was a gleaming den of electric iniquity which was 
to change my whole life and make me forever dif
ferent from normal mankind'? ;Has your wife 
rver askc\!, "Why can't you be like other men 
.ind have a hobby that takes you out-of-doors'?") 
Unfortunately, instead of fleeing from the clutches 
of the inmate of that first shack, I was lured all 
unsuspectingly into the presence of a fearsome 
rotary spark gap and infected with virus radio 
without even realizing it, beyond all hope of cum. 

At first the symptoms were mild and barely 
noticeable. I did things with a spark coil and 

crystal detector that brought contacts with other 
sufferers, many in a very advanced stage of radia
t.ion illness. Not a single oll(J warned me of my 
peril. On the contrary, they all subtly increased 
my desire, either directly by fiendish advice or 
indirectly through accomplishments that a wicked 
rag called QST held out to be laudable aud worthy 
of emulation. 

[t was still a relatively light case of brass in 
the blood up to the time of my arrival at college. 
I might even have recovered from sparkemia then 

*a37 Hamilton Ave, Glen Rock, N. J. 
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(1921). But it was not to be. The college had a 
dot-and-dash emporium capable of reaching any 
point in the country, and beyond. I was dazzled. 
1 became greedy and handled messages by the 
hat,ful. It became common practice to move 
traffic all night, sit through lectures in a daze, and 
sleep afternoons. 

I really became alarmed when I realized I was 
passing up all-night bridge games in favor of thiJl 
weird form of self-punishment. But I was lulled 
by the pernicioUJJ praise of the Brass Pounders 
League (BPL - a group of men who haven't 
seen a movie in years). I did nothing to escape the 
clutches of thiJl obsession which was now becom
ing a serioUJJ threat to my welfare. 

One club operator flunked out and another got 
pneumonia, but I paid no heed. Instead, I became 
president. (Radio club: au organized group of 
the afflicted who, unlike lepers, are permitted to 
run at large.) 

Summer vacations gave me my first big chance 
to mcupcrat,e from the traffic-handling form of 
contagion. .From my home ham shack came the 
first feeble DX attempts and then an epidemic of 
transocean contact:;, a different kind of fever. 
(A DX man is a peculiar individual who ha8 
delusions of distance and spends days t.rying to 
folk across the ocean but does not talk to the 
neighbor across the street.) 
·I got a mild ease of the new germ, but I 

mourned the collapse of traffic work and de
veloped a kind of temporary immunity toward 
DX. The two germs finally neutralized each other 
and by 1927, although scarred and weakened, I 
was completely out of ham radio and entirely ra
tJonal again. Once more I could hold up my head 
as a free man. Never again! 

The fatal relapse occurred in 193!. An other
wise innocent newsstand was contaminated with 
copies of the germ carrier, QST. Within a week I 
visiteJ a house of radio barter and returned with 
a earful of gear. In short order the Government 
legalized my departure from normal behavior and 
I was a ham again. 

It wasn't bad at first. Cautioned by past ex
perience, I decided to avoid all schedules, obliga
tions, etc., and merely rag-chew as t,he Rpirit 
moved me. An evil reprobate induced me to try 
80 meters again. One message led to another. 
This led to ORS. RM came soon. Finally I was 
tricked into SCM. There I was again, a slave to 
skeds, responsibilities, contest ambitiollJl and all 
t.he familiar shackles. So help me, I even made a 
Rpceeh to t,he town officials and put the mayor 
in his place during my term as EC! 
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About the Author 
• J. P. "Pat" Jessup, W2GVZ, should 
need no introduction to the fraternity 
after his reeeut excellent offerings. Pat 
is old-time 2AUG (1920-27). During 
1934-10, as \V2GVZ, he made the DXCC 
with 125 countries confirmed, WAC, 
WAS, Al Operators Club, RCC, OTC, 
ORS, RM, EC, SCl\1, SNC2-AARS, and 
BPL. He is a graduate of Princeton Uni
versity, class ~f 1925, with a B.S. degree. 
While there he served as president of the 
Princeton U. Radio Club and as operator 
of 3XM ·3D11, a station handling 2000 
messages a month. An inveterate t1.w. 
operator, Pat works, of all places, as 
mana,,;er and supervisor in the Commer
dal Department of the New York Tele-
1•hone Co.! 

As though this weren't enough, I fell victim to 
the w·orst of all germs, DX. At first you could 
work DX stations or not, as you wished'. Long 
rag-chews with DX guys were really fun. Life was 
not unpleasant. 

I AM A UAM MIAIN -

Then came the crowning invention of a ~adistic 
mind, the DXCC. Gone was all sleep, all tran
quility. Only a hog would hold a DX station be
yond two minutes. Life became a restless fear of 
missing a new country or black despair when 
you did, or you suffered the exquisite long-drawn
out torture of waiting . . . waiting . . . waiting 
for QSL cards. (To quote friend wife, "It isn't 
bad enough that you waste all that time in the 
shack, but we have to sit on the doorstep waiting 
for the postman!") At long, long last, I made 
DXCC, but I lost 20 pounds in the process. 

It took World War II to release me from a 
state of mind that had made me a marked man 
in business and social life. Once more I reverted 
to a scmirational condition. This time I was 
really finished with ham radio for all time. 

However, I reckoned without the alluring 
postwar government-surplus bargains. So l 
compromised. I foolishly believed I could go 
back on the air "just to work a few old friends." 
No more DX. Why should I beat my brains out 
when I already had a prewar DXCC? Why 
should I get ulcers trying to keep up with a five-
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ring traffic circus'? I was older now and had 
more sense. I'll just take it easy, I thought. 

The sad and highly-inexplicable fact is that the 
wallet is once more gasping for breath. I am ORS 
again. I only missed'. one contest all year and 
worse by far, I have worked 60 countries and am 
hot on the heels of .the other 40. The most 
dangerous symptom yet seems to be tendency 
to assist QST in its perversion of the young by 
articles such as this. Surely it's a wise ham who 
knows his own harmonics!" 

BOOK REVIEWS 

Drafting for Electronics, by L. F. B. Carini. 
Published, 1946, by McGraw-Hill Book Co .. 
Inc., 3:30 W. 12nd St., New York City. 182 
pages + 9 preface pages + 24 appendix 
pages + 5 index pages + 186 illustrations. 
6 X 9 inches. 
Dr. Carini has packed into this small book all the informa

tion any draftsman needs if he wants to know the proper 
way to make schematic diagrams easy reading. This is done 
in sixteen chapters telling in detail such important phases of 
the draftsman's art as essentials of lettering, drawing sym
metry and balance, schematic-circuit projection, schemalli.o 
i,atent drawing, technical outline drawing!!, various types of 
graph.~. There is also an excellent appendix. The book is 
done with the latest IRE-recommended symbols. 

For the amateur who isn't interested in drawing, the book 
has no appeal but for the draftsman who works at this 
husines.s, the book is a "must."-E. B. Redington, WJAM 

Electronics and Their Application in Industry 
and Research, by Bernard Lovell. Published 
by the Pilot Press, Ltd., Loudon, England. 
1947. 641 pages + :1;1 nppendix pages + 7 
subject index pagl'8 + f> author index pages + 
404 illustrations. 6 X fl inches. 
This book is a compendium of information, the various 

ehapters having been written by specialist... in the fields 
covered. Dr. Lovell has done a good job of editing and his 
choices of subject matter are comprehensive. The book is 
similar in make-up to such American texts as Henney's or 
Terman's Handbook• except that the scope is along some
what different lines as the title suggests. The various sectiollll 
are written by British experts in the fields discussed in the 
separate chapters. 

The book deals with electron physics, photocells for use 
in both the visible and invisible parts of the spectrum, 
television pick-up tubes, v.h.f. vacuum tubes, radar, control 
applications for cold-cathode tubes, high-frequency heating 
and moisture-content control apparatus, electronic servo
mechanisms, medicine and physiology, the betatron, and the 
Hlectron microscope. Mathematics has been used liberally 
throughout the book and a reasonable rigor is evident. The 
use of typically British words and phrases will occasionally 
obscure the meaning to an American reader but this is not 
of too great seriousness. The book has been written with the 
usual British thoroughness. 

The level of the content and its almost complete lack of 
subject matter dealing with applications of electronics to 
cnmmunications gives it small appeal to the amateur group. 
However, it should have wide appeal to men of science and 
industry and will brinJ,; the reader up to date on the field• 
of electronics with which it deals as seen by the Britisq 
eye. -E. JJ, I?edinqton, W:{AJf · · ,~ · · · 
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United States 
Naval Reserve 

IN connection with the tiesquicentennial anni
versary of t.he establishment of the Navy 
Department on 30 April, 1798, the months of 

April and May, 1948, have been designated as a 
period in which to acquaint the public with the 
Naval Reserve and its mission in safeguarding 
our national security. Coupled with this informa
tional program will be a recruiting drive in all 
sections of the country. 

Naval Reserve Electronic Warfare Company 
9-129 at Alpena, Mich., is doing its bit in the 
a.hove program by sponsoring the appearance of 
the U. S. Navy Band at Memorial Hall in that 
city on 14 May, 1948. 

The following Naval Reserve amateur radio 
calls have been issued since the list appearing on 
this page last month: 

K4NAK Richmond, Va. 
K4NAL Columbus, Ga. 
K4NAM Wtlmington, N. C. 
K4NAN Efulabeth City, N. J. 
K4NAO Veto Beach, Fla. 
K4NRG Charlotte, N. C. 
K4NRN Macon, Ga. 
K5NAG Alexandria, La. 
K6MCA Oakland, Calif. 
K6NRJ Santa Clara, Calif. 
K6NRK San Bernardino, Calif. 
K6NRT San Diego, Calif. 
K6NRY Richmond, Calit 
.K7NRD Tacoma, Wash. 
K7NRG Eugene, Oregon 
K7NRJ N oga!es, Ari>. 

K7NRQ Missoula, Mont. 
K7NRU Reno, Nevada 
KSNAB Waverly, Ohio 
KBNAC Port Columbus, Ohio 
KSNAD Akron, Ohio 
KBNRN Akron, Ohio 
K9NAD Eau Claire, \Vise. 
K9NAE Alma, Wisc. 
K9NAF Rhinelander, Wlsc. 
K9NRM Madison, WISc. 
K9NRZ Anderson, Ind. 
KJINAI Aberdeen, S. Dakota 
K0NAJ Iowa City, Iowa 
K!lNAK La Crosse, Kans . 
K0NAL Crystal ()ity. Mo. 
KJINAM Minot, N. Dakota 
R0NRN Duluth, Minn. 

W,5QI has received a letter of appreciation from 
Admiral Riefsnider, commandant of t,he Eighth 
Naval District, for services rendered during the 
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recent disaster at Camden, A.rkansas. W5QI 
handled vital emergency traffic on the circuit he 
established with the Naval Reserve radio station 
at Camden. The letter states in part, "The Com
mandant wishes to take thia opportunity to 
extend his sincere appreciation for this demon
stration of your pa biotic and unselfish interest in 
your local community, which reflects the spirit of 
amateur radio operators throughout the nation 
and of which the Navy is justly proud .... " 

KII6NR, Naval Reserve Training Center, 
Pead Harbor, conducts ()() minutes of code prac
tice every Tuesday on the 40-meter amateur band, 
starting at 2000 Honolulu Time. At the key is 
either W7 ACS/K1!6, Lt. Piety, USNR, or 
KII6CE, Cmdr. Frank Fullaway, USN. Iill6CE 
is director oft.raining for that Naval district and 
is actively aRsisting Reserve communications 
t.raining there. 

Reservists-amateurs W6PQ (N12A WN) and 
W6GNV (Nl2ACF) are temporarily on duty in 
the Naval Reserve Communications Office in San 
Francisco, Calif. 

Amateur radio Rtations in the Ninth Naval 
District who have qualified for a Naval Reserve 
Radio Station certificate are each being supplier! 
with several hundred QSL cards by the Reserve. 

Naval Reserve radio amateurs are invited to 
send information suitable for this page via o.[/icial 
channels to Commander D. S. Wicks, USN, 
Room :m62, Arlington Annex, Navy Dept., 
Wai;hington, D. C. 

• 

Transmitter room at the Naval 
Reserve Training Center, l\Iichigan 
City, Indiana. The TBW transmitter 
at the extreme right i• easily trans
ported, with its own emergency 
power, and is kept in readiness to 
meet disaster relief needs. 

• 
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I.A.R. 
ARGENTINA-CHILE 

The radio amateurs of Argentina and · Chile 
coi'>perated with the automobile clubs of their 
respective countries in reporting the progress of 
contestants racing cross-country for the Grand 
International Award of 1947. Amateur stations 
were set up along the 5874-kilometer · route 
through Argentina and Chile and information 
concerning the progress of the racing automobiles 
was relayed to the officials of the two automobile 
clubs. CE3AA, station of the Radio Club rte Chile, 
and LU4AA, headquarters station of the Radio 
Club ,frgentino were key stations in the chain. 
Amateur radio participation in the event was 
considered a huge success. 

IRELAND 
The' Irish Radio Transnvitting Society has inau

gurated an officiaLjournal, the l.R.T.S. News. 
The first number appeared in January, 1948, and 
high-lights the activities of EI amateurs. LR.T.S. 
officers for 1948 are listed, various contests of 
international interest are announced, and avail
able amateur radio literature is mentioned. 
. The editor's chair is occupied by W. Howard 
Coombs, EI6J, and, judging by the excellence of 
t,he initial issues, OM Coombs is to be congratu-
lated for a fine job. -

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS 
At a recent meeting of the Philippine Amateur 

Radio Association, Secretary of National Defense 
Ruperto Kangleon, who was made an honorary 
member of the association, spoke in favor of en
couraging amat{)ur radio in the Philippines. 
Members of P.A.R.A. unanimously agreed t,o 
make their amateur radio equipment and services 
available to the Philippine Red Cross in the 
event of any emergency. 

GREAT BRITAIN 
The Scientific Observations Committee of the 

Radio 8nciety of C:reat Britain announces a co
ordinated program of radio-propagation observa
tions in conjunction with t,he International 
Scientific Railio Union. Amateurs participating in 
the program will be divided into four working 
groups, each under the direction of a British 
amateur of recognized standing in the field con
cerned. The four categories are ionospheric effects 
(work group headed by G6DH), tropospheric 
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ews 
propagation, solar radiation and aurora and 
meteor effects and the Luxembourg effect. Ap
pointment as Scientific Observation Station will 
be open to all qualified members of R.S.G.B., 
whether or not they are transmitting amateurs. · 

KOREA 
Amateur radio stations in Korea are now 

identified by a new prefix, HL, replacing the JS 
designation previously used. Calls in the series 
from HLlAA through HLlZZ, allocated by 
general headquarters of the Far East Command 
in Tokyo, will be assigned to those of the officers, 
enlisted men and civilians attached to the U. S. 
Army Forces in Korea who are amateur radio 
operators. 

HONG KONG 
Application for membership in the 1.A.R. U. 

has been made by the Hong Kong Amateur Radio 
Transmitting Society of Hong Kong, China. The 
society advises that the following bands are open 
for c.w. operation: 7.0-7.3 Mc., 14.0-14.3 Mc. and 
28.0-30.0 Mc. Other types of emissions are not 
presently permitted. For the first year of issue of 
all postwar licenses, power input is limited to 25 
watts. 

SOUTH AFRICA 
Some confusion has resulted as a result of some 

of the native territories of southern Africa having 
the same call prefix as the Union of South Africa 
but being considered as separate countries in con
n_ection ~th DX awards. Accordingly, the Cqun
cil of S.A.R.L. made representations to the 
P.M.G., resulting in the allocation of the follow
ing new prefixes, effective April 1st: ZS7, Swazi
land; ZSS, Basutoland; 7,S9, Bechuanaland. 

South African amateurs arp now permitted the 
use of the 50-M Mc. band as a permanent allo
cation. 

JAPAN 
The Far East Amateur Radio League has an

nounced that servicemen-amateurs in Japan may 
employ the frequencies 14,150-14,200 kc. fdr 
transoceanic radiotelephony, subject to the limi
tation that these frequencies shall be exclusively 
for communication to t.he nation of legal domicile 

( Oontinued on page 12/J) 
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Early-Reported High C.W. Scores-
14th ARRL DX Competition 

,ts has been our practice in the past, the dust of 
,ti. battle finally having settled somewhat, we 
present a cross section of claimed c. w. scores 
plus a few high lights from this year's 14th ARRL 
JJX Competition. The radiotelegraph phase of 
the affair concluded on the week-end March 14th, 
one week previous to the radiotelephone finale. 
So, while we await further returns of claimed 
'phone scores, the following available details of 
t,he code fracas will be of interest. 

This year's eontest was featured by an un
usually fine DX performance of our two lowest
frequency bands. Several WACs have been re
ported on 3.5 Mc. and many more on 7 Mc. 
Indeed, during the contest periods it was difficult 
to find a spot on any of the bands below 80 Mc. 
where DX was net being worked. 

As for individual performances outside W /VE, 
that of XFlA (XElA) is, as usual, outstandini. 
This station is reported to have made well over 
3000 contact.'! with a multiplier in the vicinity 
of 85, indicating a final score of over 700,000 
points! Another notable, VP7NG, was put 011 

the air by Expedition" Gon W aki" which included 
W9NWX/4, W3GRP and W4NND and ac
complished over 1700 contacts on all DX bands. 

The three highest claimed scores in the W /VE 
category available at the present time are those 
of W2GWE, W3BES and W6Szy who report 
totals of :302,000, 276,000 and 2:38,000 respec
tJvely. W2GWE, last year's W /VE high scorer, 
appears certain to repeat for '48. A tP..ntat.ive 
breakdown of Pete's log discloses some 422 con
tacts with a multiplier of 289 -- including 2:.: 
countries on 3.5 Mc., 53 on 7 Mc., 97 on 14 Mc. 
and 51 on 28 Mc. plus 15 countries on eleven. 

Fourth high and the only other available score 
of over 200,000 is the outstanding effort of 
W6LHN -- 208,000 points. A list of other claimed 
scores of over 100,000 follows, wherein is W4FU 
who nailed 1.16 countries!: WSWZ 198,403, 
W6GRL 185,000, W4FU 178,000, WlBPX 
170,000, W6HZT 168,000, WlNMP 139,400, 
W!VDY 136,000, W4BRB 136,000, W8FGX 
183,000, W6CEM 131,500, WSBHW 125,000, 
WSBTI 121,000, W6HB 118,000, W9AEH 113,-
882, W0AIW 110,000, W9LM 108,486. 

As to general operating tactics and procedures 
employed by all participants, it did seem to be a 
fairly cleanly-fought shindig. Because of the 
inevitable problep:t of supply and demand pile
ups were unavoidable, particularly since so many 
rare-DX operators will have nothing to do with 
the revolutionary practice of ignoring callers 
smack on their frequencies. The gentlemanly 
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(and productive) use of short calls and good tim
ing under these circumstances is essential and 
appears to have been observed in most instances. 

In f~on.sidering the general quality of W (VE 
signals, it was not difficult to perceive that 
many fellows had put a lot of work into their 
finals but not quite enough into their VFOs and 
buffers. The contest coat of arms might well 
have been assorted key clicks rampant on a field 
<.Jf pentode parasitics and backwavesl But the 
tremendous amount of activity involved was 
bound to precipitate a small percentage of such 
goings-on. Unfortunately, it t,akes but a hairv 
signal hp,re and there to make a whole band 
sound ragged. 

Be the above as it may, a great time was had 
by all and sights are already being set for the 
next one! - .R. N. 

ATLANTIC DIVISION 
CONVENTION 

Washington, D. C., 
June 5th-6th 

It's been a long time since there was an 
Atlantic Division Convention, but this 
year the Washington Radio Club is plan
ning an affair that will make up for lost 
time. Activities start about noon .Saturday, 
June 5th, at the Statler Hotel, with tech
nical sessions, organizational meetings, 
and traffic and emergency-communications 
planning discussions running throughout 
the afternoon. The convention banquet 
is Saturday evening, and the day's activi
ties will culminate in an initiation of the 
Royal Order of t,he Wouff-Hong at mid
night (this open to ARRL members only). 

Sunday will he a day of informality, the 
"hamfest" section of the convention. On 
the schedule is a chuck-wagon breakfast, 
series of transmitter hunts, visiting Wash
ington amateur stations., and tours of 
broadcast and television transmitters and 
i;tudios. For the wives and YLs, a strictly 
nonradio program is being arranged. 

Registration is $3 for the 'convention 
alone, $7 including the banquet. Get your 
reservations in early to Warren M. 
Andrew, W3AM, 3660 Southern Ave., 
S.E., Washington 20, D. C. 
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Hows DX? .:[-

CONDUCTED BY ROD NEWKIRK,* WSBRD/1 

How: 
A motley group of us would-be big DX' men 

were discussing the DX situation over a few of 
,Teeves' vaporous Manhattans one recent evening. 
The Selsyns were swinging the receivers back and 
forth acrnss the bands in search of an unwary 
CM2 but all we could hear was QRM. And,most 
of the time the QRM was <iRMdl So the conver
sation naturally shifted to suggestions for steps 
that might possibly be taken to aid in the reduc
tion of this wholesale slaughter of QSOs. Each of 
us ventured an intended witticism as a remedy, 
all of which were too corny to be repeated here. 
Then it got around to Jeeves' turn. 

With all his usual correct propriety, the ear
tufted gentleman batted not an eye but uncorked 
a soft-spoken yet astounding proposal. This, in 
effect: Abolish DXCC and DX contests! · 

We were stricken to silence while Jeeves re
moved our dropped and broken glasses. 'l'hen we 
realized that it would work! And since none of us, 
with one exception, •was anywhere near DXCC 
(with various alibis) we decided then and there 
to do away with the whole thing. The exception 
was a W3 who had 97 valid confirmations; he 
promptly pulled a Gromyko and vetoed the 
whole business. But Jeeves fed him a Mickev and 
we were then free to continue our plotting.· 

It occurred to some of us that this cure was a 
little similar to the ancient Spartan remedy for 
athlete's foot, i.e., using an axe. Nevertheless, it 
was resolved that, since the necessity was so 
urgent to prevent good old 20 from being scorched 
right out of the spectrum, DXCC was a goner. 
Before we could decide whether this move would 
be immediate or subject to time limit, the W3 
awoke and forced a compromise. He poin~d out 
that should a rigid time limit be set, the great 
last-minute DX rush would find all DX men 
either quitting or losing their jobs. So we decided 
that as soon as the first DXCC man verifies his 
1000th country the curtain shall be rung down. 

Now., Jeeves, pass the seltzer and that sheaf of 
DX mail ..• 

What: 
Eighty: This turn of the solar cvcle certainly 

gave 3.5 Mc. a shot in the arm! At this writin.g 
WACa on 80 are practically a dime a dozen. 
Pressure built up by DX Contest activitv iR 
probably responsible. First to shout ''E~re.ka!" 
was W9BMV. Bob raised his band total to 
27 countries and CE3AG, KL7CZ, ZS6DW. 

,_ ---~--· 
"DX Editor, 1,JST. 
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VK3HG, OK3DG and J3AAD were the WAC 
sextet . _. _ . _ Among other WA Cs tentatively 
.reported is W4BRB's 17-hour job with CE3AG, 
KL70K, MD5KW, KH6NE, GW3ZV and 
J3AAD participating. Gene is nearing the 50-
country mark on 3.5 Mc. Others worked: 
HCIJB (3580), ZKIAL (3560), LA7Y (3535), 
OKIMB (3512), ZL3FA (3525), TG9JK, EI9J, 
VP7NG, SM5FU, OZ9Q, FMSAD, GI6TK and 
the usual heap of (}s and ZLs . _ . _ . _ J2AHI is 
reported to have assisted J3AAD and UA0KAA 
in dispensing difficult Asiatic contacts to the 
Continent-hunters._._._ W4BRB informs us 
that VP9E, IIP4Q, YNlAA and VR5PL are to 
be heard on 3.5 Mc. shortly._._._ W4BPD 
fired up a rhombic or two to close in on UCIRN 
(3505) . _._._Two perspiring 6L6s at W5LAK 
caught up with KZ50J, KZ5AX, KS4AI, 
P A0NG, FSZF, G2EC, G6BQ and XFlA __ . _. _ 
W3JAK had 25 watts into an ARC-5 for PA0EP, 
ON4QF, G6ZO, HB9FF, FASBG, FASIH and 
KS4AH. _. _. _ WlHV's 807 has about 25 
Europeans to its credit the past month or so and 
WIDEF worked a new one in VP6CDI (3790 f) 
. __ . _ . _ In Iowa, W0CFB managed ZLs 1MB, 
lIB, UIM, 1DI, lCI, 2MM, 3KR, 4BQ, 4GM, 
4DU·and 4DY. Evidently rotating his rhombic 
the other way, Gerald also bagged GWSCT, 
ON4AU, V02AH, and miscellaneous Europeans 
he.sides . _. _. _ G3AGQ wants to let it be known 

,}',, 
v1l' 

~ 
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The tropical gang have an additional spot for installa
tion of the shack- a nice comfy veranda, as used at 
PK4VD, in Sumatra. When the :Far East is coming 
through you will usually find this station among them. 
The receiver is a HC-342 and the transmitter a home• 
built job of moderate power. 

that WlBPX has the most consistent W 1:;ignal 
over there on 80. G3AGQ normally uses 50 watts 
but has fun with a 7C5 at 6 watts when conditions 
are right . _ . _ . _ W2QHII is still gunning for 
3.5-Mc. stuff with his 17 watts. He has over 30 
countries and 5 continents so far. Ilowy wants to 
know if anyone can beat his QSL average of 103 
verified out of 111 worked postwM. -·. _. _ 
PAflLC, G8VG, ON4IIC and some ZLs enter
tained W2CAY reeently . _ . _. _ W9AND re
ports a visit from SM5LK and also contacts with 
<I5BM, G6CJ, G2PL, KH6LF, KH6IJ, KL7LP 
and F8EO . _. _ . _ The 6L6 at W7JGU blasted 
its way to KS4AF and XElDX and Clem heard 
ON4AU. 

Porty: As to whether this band has kept anyone 
happy, we will let the following reports speak for 
themselves! W8YGR upped power to 50 watts to 
hook KL7HR (7022), HII2BL, XE2L, KV4AA, 
IlAIV, KS4AI (7263) and VESOY (7128) 
. _. _._At W2TQR we have VK2C.:X, HB9FT, 
D4AZZ, SM6DB, ZSlM and many other 
Europeans . _. _ . _ W5ACL came upon J2SCS 
(7050) . _. _._Lost without his 14-Mc. beam, 
W2GUR loitered on 7 Mc. for a bit and snared 
FABBG (7010), HRIAT (7008), FMSAD (7060), 
HClJB (7100) and the questionable VRSR (7015) 
. _ . _. _ A BC-459-A at WSZFW did nicely 
with PY7WS, OX3ME, VK3MC, VK2CS, 
VK2YS, HH2HF, ZSlGV, TI2KP, OK2S0 and 
KII6IV. _. _. _ W4DHZ worked a pile of good 
ones, the best being HA4EA, CTlAZ, KP6AA, 
EKlAA, LA6U, UB5KAB, ZC6SM, VK6HW, 
HClES and MD5KW. Nap works his best 
catches on 40 in daylight, afternoons preferably 
. _. _. _ Baby-,sitting while hamming slightly 
cramps WIHV's style, but he accounts for 
GW3BQY, ON4VAM, some Gs and a PY 

so 

. _. ·- . _ W2BRC and his inside wire untangled 
XAFQ (7055), ON4QF (70,50), PA~EP (7047) 
and GSLI (7050) . _._._A semivertical (or 
sernihorizontal if you wish) antenna and some 
liL6s helped W2FRK with ZIADU, HB9BJ, 
OKINS, OKlDC, KH6DK 11nd GW3BOY 
. _. _. __ KZ5PB, GM3BST, llA.XZ, SM7GT, 
SM6DB, OKlZM, OKlDC, OZ5HQ, VK2T<l 
and ZL3LL answered WIEFN's 813. _. _. _ 
W7,JGU let his WAS hunting slide for a while be
cause of KS4AJI, KL7III, KL7ET and XE2LT 
. _._._Thirty-five watts at W2(YWX ensnared 
ZS2CR, SM5BX, SM3EP, PY2AJT, TI2EXO, 
KZ5ND, KZ5CB, VP9E, HII2LR and many 
others . _ ...... -· Out west, W6VBE messed with 
RV2, ZLlMG_, ZL3LL, KL7BZ, W2JPI/KL7, 
KII6FG and W9IYQ/KJ6. This total might not 
be impressive. in itself, but Joe runs only six 
watts! . -· . _ . _ Claiming that his antenna prac
tically scrapes the ground, W2TRB nevertheless 
put his 35 watts to work on VK2SS, UI6TK/A, 
F9EZ, GM3BCD and GM3A WF . _. _. _ 
W2KIR has about 60 postwar countries on 40 
and has gone down to 20 for the summer . _ . _ • _ 
W2DKF has some dainties in XUlRT, 
W0MCF /Cl, KP6AA and a ,T2. _._._An ex
ceptional list from W2UZS is so extensive that 
we'll merely select the better ones: UAlAB (7059), 
PY7WI (7037), DZJK (7065), VK70M (7059), 
OX3MG (7066), ZS2G (7055), ZL4A W (7059) 
and GI6TK (7063). Ed center-feeds a half-wave 
and runs 100 watts to 807s . _ . _ . _ W9KFO . 
submitted frequencies of ow,r a hundred nice 
catches via radio to ·w1QVF. Some of the more 
juicy: UA3BD/UP2 (7045), GCZFMV (7030), 
V06EP (7020), OX3RD (7060), CNBBI (7050), 
EA300 (7020), CTlAZ (7055), J3AAD (7050), 
ZKIAS (7010), VRSPL (7080), K6SBU/KG6 
(7050) and PAlXU (7070). _._._Mr. Rhom
bic, W4BPD, gave 40 a whirl to the tune of 
JZAHI (7020 t9), YU7LX (7045 t8), HASX 
(7050 t8), VQ3HJP (7010 t9), W7JEF/KG6 
(7045 t9), and UG6WB (7001 t9) . _. _._Drop
ping down from 80, W0CFB accumulated 
SPlAR, ZS2A, VR2AX, VE80S, PY2IZ, 
UAlKFA, GE4AD, W00ZW/KS6, HRlAT, 
G5UB/MM near VR5, KM6AA, LA4P, V02R, 
V03Z, VK5JE, VK6RU, VK6WT and VK7LZ 
. _ . _. _ A small cross section of W3,JAX's neat 
list brings forth LA3V, UR2KAA, UB5KBC, 
FASZZ and CNSMI. It used to be that anything 
worked besides VE and W on •10 constituted 
choice DX. Nowadays we can afford to be a bit 
choosy with everybody and his brother W ACing 
all over the place! But coming summer conditions 
with QRN and shorter nighttime skip should 
bring back the old values of comparison before 
very long. 

Twenty: Steadying down for a bang-up summer 
season, 14 Mc. is onre more packing the house 
around the clock. VElEA got out of the hospital 
in time to pick on ZC6SM, ZD4.AO, J2USA, 
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CR6AN and VQ4EHG. _._._We'll give the 
hoys who are good enough to mention freqtjencies 
a little priority this month. Here's W5ACL's 
Vee-beam 800-watt list: VQ3HJP (14,070), 
KP6AA (14,100), ZS4BJ (14,030), OA4CJ 
(14,024), UBSKBC (14,020 t3), MI6ZJ (14,100), 
OKIAA (14,012), ZCIAL (14,005), SM7YW 
(14,085) and UJSAE (14,035). _.,_._"I am 
going to put up two ur three more rhombics de
signed for 40 instead of 20 meters for next 
year .... '' Thus reads W4BPD's letter this 
~onthl No wonder Jeeves is going around here 
whistling "Could Anything Be -Finer Than To Be 
in Carolina in the Mawnin'" l Gus unraveled 
UL7BS (14,055 t7), UISAE (14,060 t9), UHSKAA 
(14,105 t,8), UQZKAA (14,115 t7), VSIBG 
(14,085 t9), VS6AR (14,020 t9), VS6BA (14,015 
t.9), VS7WN (14,060 t8), ZC6AA (14,088 t,9), 
ClJC (14,065 t.9), CIDK (14,060 t9), C3LT 
(14,075 t9), C3YW (14,095 t9), C6HH (14,105 t7), 
C6YZ (14,050 t9), C7FP (14,070 t9), CR6AN 
(14,071 t6), CT3AB (14,060 t9), CPIAQ (14,038 
t7), VUZBX (14,080 t9), VUZDR (14,050 t9), 
VQ8AY (14,068 t,7), VR6AA (14,155 t9), VP8AD 
(14,030 t9), PXIE (14,025 t9), ZDSB (14,035 t9), 
ZKIAJ (14,080 t5), GCZCNC (14,025 t9), 
YU7UU (14,100 t.9) and STZFU (14,095 t.9) 
. _ . _ . _ W2UFT has a few that Gus hasn't, 
namely, VUZGI (Pakistan) (14,030), VS6AY 
(14,042), ZD3B (14,052), EA7AV (14,063), 
CR9AG (14,090), . CR9AN (14,110), ZEZJN 
(14,095), KA6FA (14,039), GDZDF/A (14,083), 
KB6AD (14,090), VPSAI (14,043), YNlOC 
(14,040), MDII (14,055), ZBlAI (14,115), 
FQ3AT/FE (14,105), VPlAA (14,050), XZZKN 
(14,085) and MB9AJ (14,110) . _._._A simple 
doublet at W3NOH worked wonders with CR6AI 
(14,095), VQZDH (14,145), OA4CS (14,052), 
CNSBK (14,032), TF3EA (14,051), ZBZA (14,085), 
CTlJU (14,100), CR7BC (14,009), VPZAA 
(14,045), YVlAZ (14,075), TI4AXR (14,018) and 
UAlAL (14,070). _. _. _ WlAB mentions a few 
in passing, ZM6AF (14,075), ETllR (14,070), 
YNlAA (14,010) and C6PS (14,095). _. _. _ 
An excellent report from good old Nebraska in 
the person of W0FWW comments upon TF3AB 
(14,022), F08AA (14,008), UA3AM (14,028), 
UA3FA (14,006), UA3TA (14,006), UA4QA 
(14,008), UA6LK (14,008), UA9DP (14,040), 
UG6AB (14,0.Jil) and UAIBE (14,012). _. _. _ 
A few not previoUB!y mentioned are in the log of 
W2CYS: MD3AB (14,160), YAZAB (14,000), 
UISAA (14,100), UA~SF (14,120) and C70K 

• 
Aspirants to the Baker Street Irregulars will spot this 

fellow as a dead ringer for what Sherlock Holmes should 
look like, but it's really Les Hill, GSWI, in his station in 
Bristol. Running 50 watts and using an assortment of 
directional antennae, Les has accounted for over 90 
countries while still managing to keep us Ws haµpy. 
With a fixed beam on W6, G5WJ has had over 200 po;t, 
war contacts on sche<l,nle with W6AY! 
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(14,135). __ . _. _ W4MZ is up over the hundred 
mark now with UAIKEC, EAlA, YI2,\.M, 
FT4AN and EL3A . ·-- . __ . _ An exclusively
'phone report from XElAC dwells upon OK3ID, 
XAFG (Trieste), HAYN (Sardinia), HA4AB, 
ZElJX, EA9AI, ET3AE, MT2E, VR6AA, RV2, 
W0SQS/Iwo, KG6AW/VK9, PK2GA, C3CY, 
HRICEandHRIPD. _. _. _Tryingdamptwine 
for an antenna wasn't too successful so ·wnIN 
werit back to the copper-weld on V06X (14,010), 
FAsm (14,005), VP7NG (14,040), FT4BM 
(14,004), LAlM (14,010), LAZOA (14,040), 
EKlAA (14,004), CEZBC (14,004) and CE3EO 
(14,020). _. _. _ When not answering Ws, 
D4ATL fooled around with KH6CT, YV5AY, 
UQ2BD, MI6BC, PYlACQ, CP5EP, CR7BB, 
VP2GE, IILlAE and ARSAB . _. _. _ WlAH 
would like someone to put a few additionai hours 
in each day. Twenty-four just don't seem 
enough for proper attention to DX. But Bill has 
W2WMV /C9, OQ5AS, MB9BA, UISKAA, 
J;JKIFP and CPlAS to keep him happy. Also 
worked was VS9ET, the Jong way 'round in early 
afternoon . _ . _ . _ Going to higher power, from 
one to t,wenty watts, gave VK2AHM pleasant 
sessions with 8VIRX, VR2AU, UJ8AD, UD6AC, 
UAOSG, MX2A, l<'A9.TB, PK6XA (Morotai), 
CR7VAL, ZKlAE and MI6AB. Aided and 
abetted by some nice Jong wires, Jeff has rolled 
up 117 postwar with 97 on 28 Mc. alone . _ . _ . _ 
A 45-minute WAC tickled W5ASG; YI2AM, 
FT4AB, KL7MH, CXIFB, ZL3FY and OZ7SN 
were the fall guys. Bill also collected VQ2HC, 
MDIE, OE5RA, CPlAQ, MI3ZJ, ZKlAL, 
ClMY, MD7DA, UA00A, UA0PA on c.w. and 
KAlABX, CX2EL, h.7:I6KH/KB6, W6YOT/C6, 
VQ3HGE, MD2B, CPIAX, ZD4AH, ZD2KC, 
HLIAN, VK6KW, ZC6LA, VQ2FR, 
W9IYQiKJ6, MDIII, VP2DC and ZS4P on 
voiee. _._._A new 2-element job at WSDMD 
performed well for PX2A, FFSRV, CR6AQ and 
[JAIKED . _. ·-.·-Mediocre conditions re
Htricted W0NU,T's activity to TF3MB, UA9CH, 
UA9CC, TI2FG, YNlEP and gobs of Europeans 
. ·- .... _ W0CFB nailed G2JT on 4 bands within 
6 hours time. No contest, either. Gerald also con
versed with KX:6AF, C7AT, RAEM, UA0KQA, 
UAIPA, KB6AG, CTI.TS, LB9BA, HEICE, 
TF3AB, HP4Q and PZI OY . ·- . _. _ In the 
'phone department, W7EYS yodeled for PYlCQ, 
J2AGA, OX3MC, OZ9AB, VQ4.A.SC, MB9AI, 
ZM6AF, D:UPA and ZSlW. Bob tried the code 
on many more, including OH2NB, .KH60C, 



LA8LA, YU7KX, VS4WL, C7HY, VQ3ALT, 
URSA.A, ZC6JJ and an MD7. Bob knocked off a 
t.wo-hour WBE during early February . _ . _ . _ 
A new 8JK diplex fixed up W3JMO v-1th CTlAY, 
EKlAD, ZD3B, OX3GG, HRIMB, VQ4NSH, 
CN8AL, D4A VF /EL, OQ5CF, CT2AB, ZB2A, 
VP9F, TRIP, MD5AM, ZC6JM, ST20H and 
ZS3F, all on 'phone. __ ._._ Recent diggings at 
W4DHZ resulted in YI2FDF, U02BB, MD2G, 
VK6RF, VP2KS, OH3NA, UD6BM, UA3III, 
UA6LK, VP9D and OX3HD . _ . _. _ W2HMJ 
gripes about conditions a little but uncovered 
CTlAC, TG9FO., CN8BO, TI2BF and had four 
eon tacts with EA 7 AV in an effort to get a passable 
QSL from him. Aug is up near 120 and should be 
DXCO by now after being held up at 98 for a long 
time . __ . _ . _Aline from G6RH indicates that he 
has been associating with KM6AB (14,075), 
EA8CR (14,100), GD3BBS (14,012), and UL7BS 
(14,100) . .Another guy who is mighty dose to 
DXCC. _. _. _ W3QLW has been hitting the 
band for a few countries and reports good resulfa 
using a 75-meter half-wave with 46-foot feeders 
..... _._Dr. Hamm, W9UAZ, netted some nice 
voice-users in PK2GA (14,185), J2GIL, J9ABB, 
KAIAI, EI2L, EL5A, VQ4ERR, AR8AB and 
CN8EI. _._._The quarter-wave ground-plane 
job out at W0NUO is going to make way for a 
rotary soon but he has 130 confirmed out of 158 
worked -- that whip ought to go over big at some 
club auction! Leo piddled the bug with ZA7AA 
(13,997), P.J9XX, AR2LD, ZC6WF, ZS3D, 
VS4VR and UA0KGA . _ . _ . _ W2HAZ stopped 
shouting for DX long enough to participate in the 
Delaware Valley Radio Association's ·w AS eon
test. Bill says it's just as tough to pry a paste
board loose fom some of these W s as from some 
of the rare DX._._. _No slowpoke at this 
WAC business, W8WWU reeled one off in Jess 
t,han two hours . _ . _ . _ A very good average 
at W6ZZ is 92 confhmed from 98 worked. Among 
the latter, ZS4BX, ZS6KT, V02BR, TG9JK, 
ZM6AF, HH2BL, UA6AA, VP3TY and OX3BC 
. _ . _ . _ W6ZCY now has the necessary cards, 
104 to be exact, and 160 worked. A late good one 
is KH6LX/VR1. 

Ten: This is the pocket-sized-antenna band or 
as near as you can come to it vdthout winding up 
as a customer of Mr. Tilton._._._ At W9RBI 
it's 148 worked, 114 of these on 'phone, including 
rt three-and-one-half hour W AO with ZC6JP, 
VP3TR, VE8MB, G6FW, ST2CH and ZL2BE 
. _ . _ . __ W6ZZ was available for J9ABL, J9ABS, 
,J9ABT, ,T9ABR, .rnAAR, ;rnGHQ, J2VFW, 
.T2ACS, J2AMA, W3IVT/C6, W6FMZ/C6, 
W6.JIM/CI, KG6A W /VK9, HLlAN, HLlAR, 
KAIACE, KP6AA, V06AD, VQ3HGE, 
VQ4EHG, VP9F and KP4EZ . _. _. _ W9AND 
enriched the log with FQ3AT /FE, D2.JH, 
VQ4FOA and CR9AG on c.w .. _. __ . _ VU2DG 
in Bombay worked W2CA Y on voice and then 
left for F.Jngland .... _. _Just 14 years old, 
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W6AGT warmed up with GC2RS, IlGX, IIPlA, 
VR6AA, VK7LZ, CTIIP and EI9G . _ . _. _ 
W5A.LA has a recent 10-hour 'phone W AO in the 
persons of ZE2JN, (}3RI, OA4BG, J9AAI, 
KAIAZ and a W5 . _. _ . _ Being in Vermont 
doesn't help WlEKU raise VQZDH (28,350) on 
voice. But Vern is up to 98 on ten 'phone with 
stations like HI6EC, FF8FP, HK3GB, CM9AA, 
ZCIAF, CPIAP, ZD4AS, VP4TAX, .T2POY, 
ZE2,TA, PZlM, VP6ZI, VP6CDI, EL5A, VP2GB, 
YV4AM, AR8AB, HZIAB, ZS4P, TI2MY, 
HHIIIB, CE3DW, CX2AX and HCIKP 
. _ . __ . _ Porty-eight watts and a three-element 
wide-spaced contraption gave W6HG easy con
tacts with W2EJV /PK3, KAIFH, D4.ABF, 
GSUG, ,J2ROO and HLlAN on voice . _. _ . _ 
W0EYR is from Missouri, but he was easily con
vinced by OQ5AR, ON4DM, CPIJB, IlSR, 
HLlA W, CN8BA, KH6KQ/KP6, CTI QA and 
VQ2DH. _. __ . __ An 809 and two-element merry
go-round snatched ZSlBF, ZS2A, ZS5U, ZS60Z, 
ZS6GO, YR5W, Ml3ZJ, KV4A.A, KS4AI, 
FA8IH, VP7NG, OA4AK, ULD, HClJB, 
PY2AC, CE3AG, IIB9CX and OXIFB for 
W2KZE on c.w .. _._._ W2PMQ gives BOI 
the go-by using 200 watts of n.f.m. and WA Cd in 
one week-end with KP4FJ, ZL3AR, J2.\CS, 
ZS6JB, G2RL and HClKP. James also grabbed 
ZC6.JS. It shows that f.m. can push through even 
though helped by a three-element beam in this 
case._. ___ ._ That man is back again. W4BPD 
merely dropped in for VQ4JMT (28,030 t9) and 
then went back to 20. -·_._Determined to 
stick to the vocal until he gets the DXCO sticker, 
XEIAC went over big with D'4AAZ, MI3ZJ, 
EL2A, ZE2,JV, KAIABZ, CNS.AB and PA0MJH 
.......... _ The band is passable in Germany, too, 
since D4A TL was able to hook CR9A G, CR9AM, 
VP2KS, KAlACA, VS7SV, GC2RS, VSlAK, 
TF3EA, KG6AAF, J2DND and HLlAE on 
voke and VS6AE, OE7 AH, and other dignitaries 
on c.w .. _. _. _ W0NUJ marked time with 
CR7AD, LA6DA, ZS6LW, IILlAD, CTINT, 
YV5AC and ST2CH. _. _. _ VPSEM (28,390) 
and HHZME (28,300) enthralled G6RH with 
soft-talk. 

Eleven: This is the band where you don't find 
the diathermies that should be here instead of on 
ten or twenty. The Contest brought out quite a 
bit of activity on 27 Mc., but previous to that 
affair, W9.AND scraped up VP6CDI, VK2ADT, 
PY2AC, HH2CW, KL7LG, KL7NA, CM9AA 
and XFl.A . __ . _. _ Lastly, W6ZZ found the 
band full of HLlAA, XFIA and HH20W . 

Where: 

Help yourselves to the following. If you can 
work 'em, that is. 

APH iliLd.r. G. Howard. MBE Signals, Air Hq., 
Pakistan, Peshawar Armed Forces, 
Pakistan 

U3CY P.O. Box 193, Canton, China 

QST for 



C6PS 
C9JW 
CR6AN 

D2IU 

D4ATL 

.E1A3ZT 

EA5AF 

EKlAD 
EKlFP 
EL6A 

EQ2L 

ET3AE 
FT4l:11\1 
HA5EW 

HR!PD 
IlAYN 
KAlABX 

K.AlACA 

KAIAGD 

KIT6KH/KB6 

Ml.B 

MD5AM 
MD,5KW 
MD7DA 

MT2A 

MT20 
MT2D 

MT2E 

MT2F 

OX3RG 

PXIE 
VE8OY 
VK4RL 

VO6AD 
VQ4F'GA 
VS4WL 

VS6AW 
VU2BK 

W4HCF/KP4 

W8LZK/KP4 

W9IYQ/KJ6 
XAAE 

YNIOC 

ZBlBD 

ZC6JP 
ZC6LA 
ZD4AS 

ZE2.TV 

Box 20, Tsingtao, China 
t!ank of China, !\Iukden, Manchuria 
C•arlo~ l\rlendes, Posto de Angola. tJ.ui-

lengues, Angola 
Phantom Radio Curb, f/3 Indep, Sigs. Repurt 

Sqdn., BAOH. 15, Germany 
C>tlicers' Mail Section, APO 208, •·~; PM, 

New York, N. Y. 
Mario F!aque, 2H8 Aragon, Barcelona, 

Spain 
Lorenzo Navarro, Puerto Rico No. 37-20, 

Valencia, Spain 
Halie 33, 'l'angiers (I.Z.N.A.) 
Box 57, British Post Office, Tangiers 
Firestone Rubber Plantation, Harbel Hills, 

L.iberia 
Ray Ball, o/. .. American Embassy, Teheran, 

Iran 
l'.O. l:lnx 145, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 
Ahab Les'Ser, Mateur 12, Tunisia 
\'ia ~1RRE, Box 18.5, Bucharest, Rou-

m}l,n.ia 
<,:.-~, .Mmpresa Dean, Tegucigalpa. Honduras 
P.O. Box 83, Cagliari, Sardinia 
CMC, APO 707, ''(, PM, San Francisco, 

Calif. 
USts, APO 900, % PM, San Francisco, 

Calif. ' 
Harold A. Uilberts, ':{, 14th Comm. 8qdn., 

A.PO 74, % PM, San Francisco, Calif. 
\{, CA_..\.,' Cautou .Wiand, l'hcenix Group, 

Kou th Pacific 
1 

Mario Graziani, Republica di San Marino, 
Italy 

RAF, MEF, Fayid, Egypt 
(via Box 360, Cairo) 
Major l.l. MacDonald, Cyprus Signal 

Sqdn., Nicosia, Cyprus 
P. W. J. Jouhet·t, Del Mehari Hotel, TriµJli

t,ania 
(via RSGB) 
K. L. Vnlliams, 4 via Capranica, Tripoli-

tania , 
H. T. Orrell, 2 Lungomare Badoglio, Tri

politania 
A. E. Gover, 48 Lungomare Hadoglio, 

Tripolitan.ia 
3th ·weather Sqdn., c'l.l'O 858, •c:·; PM, New 

York, N. Y. 
< 'harles Roi. Box 12, Andorra 
Fort Smith, N.W.T., Canada 
P .0. llox 6:{>lJ, GPO, Brisbane, Queensland, 

Australia 
APO 677, %, PM, New York 
Aeradio Station, Mombasa, Kenya 
Col. Wellspring, RAF Detachment, Labuan, 

Kritish N ort,h Borneo 
Hnx 541, Hong .Kong, Asia 
RAF Transmitter Rtation, Mauripur. 

Karachi Vl, Armed Forces, Pakistan 
,lames T. Street, P.O. Box 30:l6, Santurce, 

Puerto Rico 
n. A. McCullough, P.O. Box :&036, San

turce, Puerto Rico 
Navy 311, % PM, San Francisco, Calif. 
Thomas l)oleman, 1208 4th Avenue, 

Watervliet, N. Y. 
Otto Cabezaz, {!alle Central No. 708, 

i\1ana~ua, Nicaragua 
Royal 8ignals, Freeto"'Il· Sierra. Leuu, 

We.st Africa 
(via RSGB) 
P.O. Box 4150, Tel Aviv, Palestine 
"\Vest African Signal Regiment, ' Accra, 

(told Coast Colony, Africa 
Plumtree, Southern Rhodesia 

,!fay ytadas, (lmigos Wls .\B, AH, BPII, 
EKU, HDQ, KRV, PEK, <ll'IH; W2~ WTR, 

May 1948 

QKB, UFT, WZ; W3s .JMO, NOH; W4s BPD, 
DHZ, FVR: W5ALA; W6s A.GT, WCQ; W7EYS: 
W8YGR; W9NDA; D4ATL; XElAC. 

Tidbits: 
Word has come from various sources to the 

effect that FQ3AT /FE is plenty worried. This is 
because he is receiving much too much mail with 
"Amateur Radio Station FQ3AT /FE" plastered 
all over it. It's a bit late in the game to rnmedy 
any damage dono -·· Ivan's l-lTH was bandied 
about for many weeks before this latest angle 
arose. A lesson might be drawn from the incident, 
though. If in the future anyone plans operation 
of an amateur station in any area unfriendly to 
the game, don't pass yolll' mail address out over 
the air. Have your correspondence handled by 
;mmeone elRe who knows the score, the ARRL 

Charles "Chic" Fuller, HClES, has been an active 
ham since 1911 and still gets a big hang out of the hobby. 
Here he is beaming proudly over his gear. 'l'o the right 
of the HQ-l29X is the rig- JOO watts of 14-Mc. r.f. 
from an SW3 cabinet! Chic likes his rag-chewing and 
advises all hams in need of an HC contact to be patient 
··- he expects to be operating from Ecuador for some ten 
vears or more! You mav remember him as W6ZVL 
;,r former W9DUP. · 

if necessary . _. __ . __ Blush, blush. V(l3EDD's 
''buddy," Andy, whom we high-lighted in a recent 
picture caption, now turns uut to be Mrs. 
VQ3EDD. She sent us a .smtpshot to straighten 
us out. Anybody wanna buy a DX column 
cheap'? . _. _. _ IlAAA., ex-XADW, makes a fa
miliar comment. It appears, the Major says, that. 
the best way to raise a certain area, like N.Y.C., 
is to call "CQ no NYC." It is revoltin' t,he way 
W8s and W9s try to make like they're Gotham 
boys in answering these directional calls . _ . _ . _ 
'I'his YA2AB is telling people to "QSL via 
ARRL" but so far we haven't heard a literal peep 
uut of him. Come out, come out, wherever you 
are!._._. DX credited to W4IWJ laRt month 
was really worked by W4INJ. ThiR Yankee 
mill always trips uver those W 4 mils . _ . _ . _ 
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W2WQY really gets around on shipboard. Haden 
remarked that ZD4AP and AO are now QRT. 
Rut some of these calls seem to get passed along, 
so someone else may be at the keys. Also, FF8PD 
is about the only active station in FF8 right now 
(definitely undercover) . _. _._Someone has 
heen using W6VRS/KG6 on about 29,135. 
'Taint cricket, says the real W6VRS via W¢TLG 
• _. _ . _ W6RBQ is mad because W6CIS got 
some better reports on 7 Mc. than he did. Bill's 
about ready to move a few local hills from around 
his antennae . _. _ . _ ZS5YF has sailed to be
come G3BYF in the near future . _ . _ . _ Don't 
look now, but you birds who worked W6RWQ/ 
VR6 last year may get a country out of it, after 
all . __ . _ . _ .HCIKW spend I his spare time 
climbing inaccessible mountains when not on the 
air . _ . .:. . _ As can be seen in the Airmail Di
rectory, AP is the new prefix for Pakistan. 
A P4.A. is former VU2GH . _. -- . _ That Mellen 
1-,'1.IY, WlFII, is still working new ones. ZDSB and 
OT3AB are responsible. Charles lent us an inter
esting epistle from Bob Ford, ex-AC3SS. Mr. 
Ford is going back to AC4 and will undoubtedly 
he on 10 and 20 sometime soon. But he says there 
is no AC3 activity at present although there is a 
possible chance that there will be in due time 
. _ . _ . _ The bad news of the month is the fix 
t.hat KPGAA and KP6AB are in. The building on 
Palmvra shared bv their families burned down 
nnd Steve took s~me second-degree burns. Be
eause of excessive rates, nothing was covered by 
insurance - QSLs, personal effects, ham gear 
and furniture were destroyed. If you've worked 
them, they'd appreciate another card to help 
restock the file. Also, you can lielp these swell 
guys get back on the air if you'll part with some 
of your old unused gear and tools. Use air mail as 
the boat situation is as slow as one of Goodman's 
left-footed CQs out there. [Quit picking on my 
old boss, boss. - .J"eeve.~J • _. _ • _ EA.IA is still 
being ably handled by WIAZW as regards QSL. 
All cards checking with the log will be answered 
. _ . _ • _ HSILA is taking no chances for the 
present; no QSLs will be sent and none is desired 
until eircumstances over there are altered 
. _ . _._When W4LXJ was KB6RWZ he used to 
sked AC4YN daily. Now, of course, he can't even 
hear the guy when it would really be a catch. 
Such is life. __ ._._ DXCC NY4CM, who is 
really that old DXer from away back, W8LZK, 
.in disguise, has now moved to KP4 with CAA. 
Guess who his b0,5s turns out to be. Oh, no! Yes, 
J{P4KD. Looks like Ev will have to keep this guy 
working overtime every night if he doesn't want 
to lose a few juicy ones from under his beezer 
. _. _. _ That Australian Antarctic Expedition is 
going to use the eall VKIAA, according to 
W6TE. A new eountry or two may be in the 
offin!!:. _ ..... _ WlDX got a big bang out of 
listening to a W8 and a W9 going 'round and 
'round while calling UJ8AE. This involved the 
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supposedly subtle trick of letting the other Rtation 
raise the DX for you - you start to call, zero
beat, just as the other hopeful starts to sign. But 
these characters kept chasing their tails this way 
for several long minutes. The UJ8, no doubt be
wildered by this squirrel-cage technique, came 
back to nobody, pulled the switch and probably 
went back to stamp coUecting . _. _ . _ The 
Canal Zone Amateur Radio Association will pass 
out a nice certificate upon the receipt of ten KZ5 
QSLs, c.w. or 'phone on any band. Addre,_"8 them 
to the society named, Box 407, Balboa, C.Z. 
. _ . _ . _ If you should hear ARlPC and ARIR,J 
on 14 Mc. soon, don't pass them up. They prob
ably will be on c.w. and 'phone respectively 
. _ . _ . _ PA0UM had a friendly vis.it with that 
old director-DXer, W5ALA. The PA hopes to 
have PK4DA on the air by October on IO and 6 
meters . _. ___ . _ Scratch VP4TAF and VP4TAH 
from your list of eligible Trinidad fellows. The 
former is now in k-V4 and the latter, W4IICF, is 
gunning for a KP4 call . _. _ . _ W8WEA is going 
back to Truk and expects to be quite active on 
the air. His address will be: Harry T. Phillips, 
Ylc, USN, Civil Administration Unit, Truk, 
Caroline Islands, NaVY No. 3410, FPO, San Fran
cisco, Calif .. -· . __ . _ These MEF calls arc gcttinj!: 
more complicated day hy day. For instance, 
MI6s now become MI3s. We had better go down 
the list and straighten things out, as folJows: For 
military personnel - Cyrenaica, MDl; Tripoli
tania, MD2; Eritrea, MD3; Somalia, MD4; 
Canal Zone (Suez), MD5; Iraq, MD6; Cyprus, 
MD7; Palestine, ZC6; Greece, SV; Sudan, ST. 
Special dvilian prefixes - Cyrenaica, MCI; 
Tripolitania, MT2; Eritrea, MI3; Somalia, 
.M.S4. There appears t.o be activity in all areas 
named \\ith the exception of Somalia. Thanks to 
MI3ZJ for the above synopsiR and alllo many WR 
who volunteered information. MI3ZJ is now 
quite active on 14,122, 28,120 and 28,2-14 kc. 
George notes that G.5DZ arrived in Eritrea and 
should be popping up with a new MD3 call soon 
. _._._'Thanks to W9NDA, we learn that 
ZD6DT expects to get on as VQ2DT shortly. His 
address ,l'ill be: Dave Taylor, P.O., Fort Jameson, 
Northern Rhodesia._._._ WIAB's dog didn't 
even know him when Hora.cc finished with the 
DX Contest. Horace ran his postwar totRI up to 
133 as well as doing well by Rcore. This guy may 
not be as old as his call indicates - he snvs that 
UA6KOB is a YL. Here's another for \V2°QHII's 
YL DXCC . __ . _ . _ Belying a previous Tidbit, 
W4FVR states that he. worked FFSRV on 14 Mc. 
recently. "QSL via REF.'' . _. _. _ All right, 
let's all take a deep breath and dive into the 
Weird Calls Dept. WoOMC and W9MXP got 
hack their cards to Y A3B unopened. VR.5R is a 
bird with a Jot of nerve, according to VR5PL and 
VRSIP, and they should know. Noel says that 
t,here will, however, be another active VR5 ROon. 

!Continue,! 011 page 1/!0) 
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May V.H.F. QSO Party 
Fun for All in This May 22nd-231·d Activity- Ce1·tificate 

Awards in Each ARRL Section 

BY F. E. HANDY, * WIBDI 

T
HE all-out program for giving the v.h.f.s 
their due - the May V.H.F. QSO Party -
starts at 2 P.M. local standard time Saturday, 

May 22nd, and ends at midnight local standard 
time Sunday, May 23rd. During this v.h.f. jam
boree contestants are to use any of the amateur 
bands above 50 Mc. and either 'phone,' m.c. w. 
or c.w. 

The aim of this activity is to work as :many 
v.h.f. stations at as great distances as possible. 
New states for your v.h.f. WAS are bound to 
show up on the bands! You will renew old friend
ships, and at the same time your station v.h.f. 
equipment will get the best test possible - a 
communicactions workout under practical operat-

* Communications Manager, ARRL. 

ing conditions. Mark this contest week-end on 
your station calendar now! 

Exchanges, Scoring, and General Call 

Participants need exchange only one bit of 
contest infor:mation - names of their ARRL 
flections. Page 6 of this issue is a register of the 
League field-organization set-up, and will serve 
as a convenient section check-off list. You com
pete only with amateurs in your own ARRL sec
tion for the certificate award. ARRL staff mem
bers are ineligible for awards. 

For contacts on 2 or 6 meters, count 1 point for 
successfully-confirmed two-way exchanges of 
section information. A one-way exchange, con
firmed, does not count; there is no fractional 

SUMMARY OF CONTACTS, MAY V.H.F. QSO PARTY 

Station ..........................•.... ARRL Section .....•......................... 

Freq. 
Band 
(Mc.) 

Date and 
Time 

Station 
Worked liO 144 

Record of New 
Sections for 
Each Band 

420 Other 

Oontact 
Pointtt 

Claimed 

-----1-----t-----1-------+--:1--- --- ----------
50 

144 

50 

235 

50 

May22 
2:15 P.M. 

2:26 
2:38 
3:00 
!l:10 
:1:16 
3:21 
'.l:30 
a,ao 
:{:48 
:l:5fi 
4:04 
4:30 
4:45 

May 23 
8:10 A.M. 
8:20 
8:43 

WlCLS 
WlAEP 
W2OQI 
WlCLS 
WlOOP 
WlIIDF 
W2OHE 
W2OQI 
WlNY/1 
W2AMJ 
W2GYV 
WlCTW 
WlOOP 
W2ER 

W9ALU 
W0QIN 
W6OVK 

E. Mass. 1 
W. Mass. 2 
N.Y.C.-L.I. :; 
E. Mass. 1 
E. Mass. 
Conn. 2 
N.Y.C.-L.I. 3 
N.Y.C.-L.I. 
W. Mass. 4 
N. N.J. 4 
E.N.Y. 5 
E. Mass. 
E. Mass. 
N.Y.C.-L.I. 

Ill. fl 
Minn. 1 
Santa Clara V. 8 

Number of contacts: 50 Mc. 8 144 Mc. 6 SS5 Mc. 3 420 Mc..... Other .•.• 
Total contacts: 17 Total contact points: 29 Multiplier: 8 +4+2 = l4 
Claimed score: 29 X 14 = 406 Points Final Score 

1 
t 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
l 
1 
l 

1 Ii 
5 

2 r, 

l 
1 
I 

Names of operators having a share in above work ............•.•.......•.....•.......•.•.•.•............ 
I hereby state that I have abided by the rules specified for this contest and that, to the best of my knowledge, 

the points and score as set forth in the above summary are correct· and true. 
Transmitter: • ••...•.•.•.•.•.•••••. ,. . .. . • . • . • . • . • . • • • • fJignature • •.••...••.•.•...•.•.•.•.•••••.•.•• 
lleceiver: •.••. .•.•.••..•.•.•.•...•...• ,_ ............ . 
,lntenna: . .........•...... " . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "lddr,., . .................•...•.............• 
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breakdown of the l.,asic 1-point unit. Should the 'Y. 
eomplete exchange i.two-way) be accomplished 1Loue·D4Dd ftL,1nn1·e,~ 
with your transmitter on the 2a5-, -120-, 1215-M.c. " :D C j,j Ui ~ 
or higher bands, you may record ii points per 
QSO. 

Simply use "CQ eon test" to advise other 
contestants of your participation. 

One further suggestion: Many of the gang will 
be trying out new antennas and gear. Though not 
a cont.est requirement, it would be an excellent 
idP,a for operators to exchange signal-strength and 
readability reports. ~t 

Multiplier 
The sum of station points earned is multiplied 

by a section multiplier. Each time a new section 
is worked two-way it adds one to the multiplier. 

The multiplier grows by one if you rework thi1.< ;;mne 
i;ection on another band. This scoring differs from 
other League section-wide competitions in order 
to encourage nveryonc to make use of as many 
v.h.f. bands as posi;iblc. 

Rules 
1) Name-of-stwtion exchanl!;es must be acknowledged by 

both operators before either may claim the point(s). 
2) All claimed contacts must fall in the eonte..st period and 

must be. on authorized amateur frequencie.~ above fiO Mc., 
using permitted modes of operation. 

3) Contest scor.e must repre.'3ent points earned from oper
ation excJusi ,ely within a given AR RL section. 

4) Fixed-, purtablP.-- or mobilo-,..-tation operation undrr 
on,!, ·call and by one operator is permitted. 

5) The band your transmitter is on determine~ wh~ther a 
Qt-,O counts 1 or .5 points. Cro<:<sbn.nd work ::.hall not count. 

ti) A "<~ontcstant'' is a single operator working without, 
the help of any other person. Results may be prcs~nted with 
names of all participating pen.ons, for listing, but only 
single-operator scores will be considered for ccrtifica tc.s. 

'7) Seo~: 1 JJOint for completed two-way s(•ction ex
,}hanges on So or 1.44 1\ic.; 5 points for completed two-w:iy 
sedion cxchalll!;es on the higher v.li.f. bands. The sum of 
t.bese points will be multiplied by the number of di.ifern,t 
ARRL sedions worked, i.e., those with which at least. one 
point has been earned. Reworking sections on arlditional 
hands for extra St:!ction t'!redltB ls permitted. 

8) A contact per hand may be e•Junted for ead1 different 
station worked. Example: WlAQE IE. Ma.ss.) work., 
WIXYZ (R.L) on 50, 144 and 235 Mc. for c,omplete ,;x

(Cantinued. on paqe lt!(i) 
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"El Lobo" 
·om you ever wonder why we have so few chicks 
·· on our 'phone bands? I can tell you one 
reason: it is because we have too many wolves 
like El Lobo who scare 'em awav. 

El Lobo is strictly a mousy ··character in his 
own home town; but when he happens to get into 
Q80 with an unlucky YL ur XYL, he is a curly
haired wolf. Don Juan, Bluebeard, and Henry 
VIII were positively girl-shy compared to this 
crystal-mike Cassanova. 

At the first sound of a feminine voice on the 
band, our hero ,begins to twirl his mustache with 
one hand and to set his VFO to the frequency 
with the other. He QR1\1s the frequency until he 
is admitted to the QSO, and from then on his 
transmissions are directed exclusively t.o the 
distaff member of the party . .Fulsome praises are 
heaped upon her voice, her wit, and her un
questioned beauty. He scampers wildly about 
trying to scare up mutual interests, and with 
st.artling speed he establishes himself - quite 
unilaterally -- on grounds of the greatest in
timacy with the embarrassed lady. He never signs 
nff without doing his sticky best to extort 88s 
from her. 

The pnor gal is almost hdploss to do anything 
about the situation. A.fter all, she wants to be a 
good sport.; awl if she doe.q try a mild reproof, El 
Lobo retreats behind that '' Can't-you-take-a
little-kidding-Sister?" routine. 

El Lobo ought to reread his "Little Red 
Hidinghood" and see what happens to big bad 
wolves. · -··· .lohn 1'. Frye, W9EGl' 

SWITCH 
TO SAFETY! 

QS'J' for 



Operating the APS-13 on 420 Mc. 

By Joseph W. Addison,* W9)PKD 

rrHE APS-13 is a low-powered transmitter
. receiver designed for airborne radar service. 
Its frequency range covers the 420-Mc. range 
without alteration of the t,uned circuits, but, 
like other units built for radar and allied purposes, 
it contains many parts which are of no use to 
the amateur, and its circuits require considerable 
r,!vision to make the rig useful for nommuniea
t,ion service. 

The APS-13 transmitter section uAes a pair of 
fi,J6s in push-pull-parallel. Bias values are set up 
for pulse operation, 'and must be altered for con
tinuous service. Frequency control is by means of 
a shorting bar which is adjusted through the 
front panel with a Rcrewdriver. The receiver 
section has a 6J6 oscillator and a 6Jfi mixer, the 
oscillator being tunable in the same nrnnner as 
the t.ransmitter. The mixer lines are tuned by 
means of screwdriver adjustment which varies 
the capacitance across the line. The i.f. system 
has five stages using 6AG5s followed by a 6AG5 
detector and two video-amplifier stages using 

Fifi. 1 -- Re
vised audio ampli
fier for the APS-
13, using the two 
video stages. The 
0.01-µfd. coupling 
condcns.er8 arc 
those removed 
from the (unit at 
Cm and'C20s. The 
0.5-µfd. by-passes 
are sections of Ct57 
and C15s. 

v,o. 
6AG5 

2nd. Del. 

nAG5s. Four additional tubes, two 2D21 thyra
trons, one 6J6, and one 6AG5, also arc in the 
unit, but these do not enter into use of the outfit 
for ;·,nmmunication purposes, and may · be re
moved. Other surplus components include the 
28-volt dynamotor, numerous pulse transformers, 
a gate-forming line, and a delay line. 

[fa sch.ematic diagram cau be obtaiueJ it will 
be helpful during the conversion process, but it 
ii-1 not absolutely necessary, as each component is 

"'~~02 S. College, Salina, Ka,nsa~. 
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plainly marked with its part number and the in
structions given below can be followed readily. 
So, with the screwdriver and cutting pliers handy, 
Iet'A get to work. 

Remove t,he motor-generator, D101, and pulse 
units Tu1, T112, T113, 'I'1u and Tns. Remove re
sistors R154, Rrn1, Riss, Riso, Rrn1, R162 and Rl6a
Remove R15s (in the oscillator compartment) and 
ground the 6.rn oscillator grids. Replace Riss 
(oscillator cathode resistor) with 2700 ohms. 
Remove Rl6o, H111, C201, C15~, C2os and connect to 
ll156 (previously removed) in place of C2os, to 
provide screen voltage for the first i.f. amplifier, 
V103. Remove Rm, R1s1, C14s and 0145. Do not 
disturb the wiring to Tm, but remove the wire 
from the grid terminal of Y us. 

Connect t.he i.f. screens to the output of the 
regulator tube, 1'111, and remove resistors Jl142, 

Hua, R144, R141, Rus and Rin. Remove ,f'to1 
(power receptacle) and associated wiring. Re
move R112- Remove R114 from the cathode of 
1'103, the first i.f. amplifier, but leave Rm con
nee ted as it is. 

The second detector and video stages require 

v,oo 
6AG5. 

Isl. Audio 

¥110 

6AG5 
2nd. Audio 

fl 
... 2:!IOV, 

Output Irons. 
s• 'speaker 

complete revision, so all wiring except the heater 
leads should be removed from the circuits between 
Y1os, 1'109 and V 110, rewiring these stages as 
shown in Fig. 1. This is not an attempt at high
quality audio, but it does have the virtue of using 
some of the <J0mponents left over from the re
moval process outlined above. The 5-inch speaker 
shown in Fig. l was mounted in the top of the 
eabinct. If desired, the interstage video t,rans
formers 'l'tos, T109 and Tno may be taken apart 
and the cases used to house the interstage 
coupling components of the audio stages. 
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Vue 
6AG5 

A suggested circuit for use as a speech amplifier 
and modulator is given in Fig. 2. This uses the 
sockets marked Y1.H, V115 and VU6, with a resistor 
substituted for the heater of Ym. The space 
formerly occupied by J101 can be used for mount
ing a gain control, and the adjacent space ii, 
sufficient for a microphone jack and a send
receive switch. The gain of the speech amplifier 
is adequate for a crystal or dynamic microphone. 

The receiver gain control is left as it is, except 
t,hat an extension shaft was added to provide 
knob control. The same may be done for the re-

24V. 
AJ:.. 1 

Connect 
at C111 

II 
Midtef 
filler 
choke 

- 250\/. + 

Fip,. 2- Speech
amplifier-and-mod
ulator circuit sug
gested by WJiJPKD. 
'i:'he three tubes are 
used in the sockets 
formerly occupied by 
Vi14, Vuff and Vue. 
The socket for V111 
is bridged by a 15-ohm 
resfator. Operation of 
the heaters is from a 
24-volt a.c. source. 

ceiver and transmitter tuning adjustments. An 
audio gain control may be installed in place of 
t,he regulation potentiometer, if desired. 

This conversion was designed to be about the 
minimum amount of work !,hat can be done on 
t,he APS-13 to make it suitable for amateur use. 
Many refinements are possible, but the procedure 
outlined will provide satisfactory nornrnunica
tion. The large number of these units available, 
and the low eost at surplus prices, should help 
to populate the 420-Me. band in many sections 
of the country. 

Conversion of the SCR-522 for 28 Mc. 

THE SCR-522 is known to all v.h.f. enthusiasts 
as t.he unit that transformed the 2-meter 

band almost overnight., but most hams have 
not realized that the transmitter portion (BC-
625) can be made to work on other frequencies. 
Two different methods of conversion for 10-
mcter operation are given below, and either 
process might be followed for use of tho unit on 
50 Mc. !l.':l well. 

By Leonard H. Smeltzer,** W4KZF 

IN' getting the 522 to work on 10 meters it was 
first decided to check its operation on the 

frequency range for which it was intended; 
namely, 100-156 Mc. The conversion process 
outlined in CQ for ,July, 1947, was followed to 
attain this end. The following changes were then 
made to obtain 10-meter output: 

1) Add a 3-13 µµfd. trimmer condenser across 
the 12A6 tank coil (119). This trimmer will be set 
at approximately 8 to 10 µµfd. to tune this tank 
t,o 10 or 11 meters. 

2) Replace tbe v.h.f. r.f. chokes (127-1, 127-2, 
127-3, 127-4) with 2.5-rnh. chokes. These are the 

# R.R. No~ 2, Ludlow, Kentucky. 
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r.f. chokes in the grid circuits of both 832 stages. 
3) Replace the 2-meter hairpin loop !120) in 

the first 832 plate circuit with a 10-mcter coil 
consisting of 12 turns of No. 14 wire, :!-:£-inch 
diameter, l¼ inches long. Connect the coupling 
condensers (109-1 and 109-2) four turns in from 
each end of the tank coil. If these condensers 
were connected at the ends of the coil it would 
result in e.xcessive grid current in the final 832 
st.age. 

4) Replace the final grid coil with another con
sisting of 14 turns of No. 14 wire, %'.-inch diam
eter and 2}i inches long, with a ¾-inch space at 
the center for the link, which consists of 5 turns 
of No. 14 wire on the same diameter as the tank. 
If it is desired to tune both 10 and 11 meters it 
will be neceB:,;ary to add a 15-µµfd. air padder in 
parallel with the final tank _condenser. 

Crystals in the 7-Mc. range are used in the 
oscillator, doubling to 14 Mc. The second stage 
doubles to 28 Mc. Both 832s operate as l:ltraight 
amplifiers on 28 Mc. Substituting 50-Mc. coils 
in the 832 plate circuits, and operating the second 
stage as a tripler, should make it possible to ob
tain 50-Mc. output as well. In this case, crystals 
between 8:3a4 and 9000 kc. would be employed. 

QST for 



By Bertram D. Aaron,*** W4JXH, 
and Clyde E. Clark *** 

IN converting the BC-625-AM it was thought 
that operation of the rplays was a desirable 

feature, and since the d.c. supply presents no very 
great problem, changes were made only .in the 
r.f. circuits, leaving the control circuits intact. 
This conversion process utilizes the first 832, 
eliminating the second, which may then be used 
for other purposes. 

The final 832, its socket, the final coil and 
antenna coupling, and the tripler hairpin and its 
associated components are first remov~d. ln 
taking out the final 832 socket remove the con
denser between Pins 1 and 7 carefully, reconnect
ing this condenser between the now-free heater 
wires and ground. 

Remove the 832 tripler tube from its socket, 
and wire a 100-µµfd. variable condenser in parallel 
with the butterfly condenser in the plate circuit 
of the first-harmonic-amplifier stage. The purpose 
of the additional capacitance is to cha11ge t,he 
stage from a triplcr to a tl.oublcr. Running this 
extra condenser all out will permit the stage to 
operate on 50 Mc., when suitable crystals are 
used, the stage then operating as a tripler, in the 
original fashion. 

Next a 75-µµfd. air paddcr is wired across the 
plate butterfly of the first 832 stage. The plate 
coil for this stage should have seven turns of No. 
12 wire, each side of center, ~,i-inch diameter, 
with a %-inch space at the center. The over-all 
length of this coil will be about 2 }fi inches. It 
should be soldered in place on the 832 butterfly 
condenser so that it projects over the hole which 
formerly housed the final 832 socket. Loop the 
lead that formerly carried the modulated B-plus 
to the final back under the chassis and connect it 
t,hrough the r.f. choke (previously removed from 
the final) to the center-tap of the new plate coil. 
The first 832 now serves as the final stage for 
JO-meter work. 

A three-turn loop of No. 14 wire, for antenna 
coupling, is connected by a short, length of 300-
ohm line to the two antenna terminals at the top 
of the transmitter. A.fter removing the original 
link, a lucite rod was used as a support by insert
ing it through the two lower ventilating holes, 
and a piece of 800-ohm line was used to connect 
it to the antenna terminals. 

Normally this completes the conversion proc
ess. Care must be exercised in tuning up the rig, 
and the harmonic amplifier, particularly, should 
be ehecked to see that it is operating on the 
correct frequency. The oscillator uses, 7-Mc. 
crystals, doubling to 14 Mc. The two parallel 
,1apacitors added in the conversion process may 
be set at a point where tuning from one frequency 
to another may be accomplished with the regular 
butterfly tuning condensers. 

""'* 6811 Huntington Avenue, Newport News, Virginia. 
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Your QSL Manager 
L7RED ALLEN, W8GER, (~SL manager for t,hc 
1-' 8th Call Area, was a full-fledged ham as a 
15-vear-old lad in 1Y20. He and his brother were 
lic~n.~ed junior operators of 8BEP, their father's 
st,ation. Shortly thereafter, Fred was assigned the 
eall 8AQS but had to give it up because the licens
ing authority---- then the Department of Com
merce - would not license more than one call for 
the same address. 

During the early days, Fred was ORS as well as 
eity correspondent, city manager, and assistant 
district superintendent---- ARRL appointments 
long since abolished or renamed. He was an 
active traffic man and made Brass Pounders 
League consistently. 

Although Allen has been QSL manager since 
the very inauguration of the system, with attend
ant inroads on his spare time, he has found time 
t,o make WAS and WAC as well as to work 67 
countries of which 64 have been confirmed. He is 
a member of t,he Old Timers Club and Rag 
Chewers Club, 

His first consignment of cards - about 1000 -
convinced Fred that he had all of the QSLs in the 

• 

When Fred Allen, 
W8GER, was born July 
17, 1905, his mother 
probably hoped he would 
hceome president of the 
United States. Prohahlv 
W8 amateurs think tha't 
his present avocation ai; 
W8 QSL manager is much 
more important. 

• 

world but there have been many weeks since dur
ing which he has received over 5000 cards. Fred 
sends out an average of 800 envelopes per month. 
In spite of that, he has approximately 15,000 
uncalled-for cards on hand. Many of the uncalled
for cards are for former W8s who have moved to 
other call areas. Moral: All p:1st and present W8s 
should lmve addressed return envelopes on file 
with Fred. 

Allen has had many unique experiences in his 
managership of the QSL bureau. For instance, one 
of his clients drove a hundred miles for his cards 
and then discovered he was out of gas and broke. 
So Fred bought a crystal from him so t,hat he 
eould buy gasoline to get home. Not so very long 
ago, Fred had a long-distance telephone call from 
a ham in West Virginia who had just worked his 

(Continued. on page 132) 
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Thirty Watts-Mobile 
A Remote-Confrol 10-Meter Rig for the Car 

BY ADELBERT KELLEY,* W2VSX 

THE average ham does not like to clutter the 
interior of his car with gadgets \,hat take up 
room and spoil the appearance of his shiny 

dash. Here's a simple rig with plenty of "sock," 
and perhaps the best feature is that it can be 
installed without drilling or otherwise reducing 
the trade-in value of the car. The control head 
takes panel space of only 8 square inches at the 
bottom of the dash. The rest of the equipment 
can be mounted in the trunk, while the micro
phone can be parked in the glove compartment 
between QSOs. 

This transmitter was designed around one of 
those surplus PE-103 dynamotors that can be 
had for a ten spot-- hash filters, remote-control 
relays, circuit breakers and all. It's quite a bar
gain for the ham who is looking for a power 
source for his mobile rig. 

A few modifications have to be made on this 
power unit. First, ten to one you don't have the 
connector that fits the socket on the end of the 
dynamotor. It's best to take it out and substitute 
a tube socket for the Cannon connector. Four 
contacts are needed for B-minus, B-plus, A-plus, 

*% Radio Station WINR, 58 Exehani,:e St., Bini,:hamton, R~ . . 
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• A IO-meter transmitter for the ear 
doesn't have to he eon1plieatctl and 
bulky. The 30-watt installation de
scribed in this article is simple and 
compact and causes a minimum of de
preciation to the value of the car. 

and the control lead to the dynamotor (see Fig. 2). 
These four circuits are connected by a short 
cable to the transmitter which is mounted near 
t,he dynamotor. 

The transmitter is built in an amplifier foUllda
t.ion cabinet, the chassis measuring 8 >< 12 >< a 
inches. The cabinet cove..r of course is necc.si:;ary 
to protect the transmitter tubes from damage 
from tires, tools, and other junk also usually 
kept in the trunk. 

'fhe layout can be seen from the photos. While 
there is little waste space, there L"I plenty of room 
to mount everything and wire it easily. A good 
wiring job is a necessity; joints must be i;oldered 
securely and lockwashers used under every bolt 
if this unit is to withstand the beating it is to 
receive. 

• 

The r.f. se<:tion of 
the :HJ.watt mobile 
transmitter nceupiei; 
the front of the chassis 
with the crystal, oscil
lator tube, frequency
multiplier tube, 807, 
and output tank dr
cnit from left to rip;ht. 
-\t the rear are the 
audio tubes and trans
formers and the 8-µfd. 
by-pass f:ondenser8. 

• 
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Fig. 1 - Circuit diagram of the 30-watt mobile transmitter. 

C1, C2 - :~5-µµfd. midget variable. R,0 - 750 ohms, 10 watts. 
Cs- 50-µµfd. variable. Rt1 -47,000 ohms, ½ watt. 
C4 -100-µµfd. variable. Rts ----- 5000 ohms, 10 watts. 
C:5, Cs, Cg, Cu -0.001-µfd, mica. Ibo ---- 50,000 ohms, 10 watts. 
Ca, C20 -47-µµfd. mica. L1 ---- 18 turns No. 30, %-inch diam., close-wound. 
C1 ··-100-µµfd, mica. L2 - fi turns No. 12, l½ inches diam., I½ inches long, 
( :10 -- 0.01-µfd. bathtub. self-supporting, 
C12, C:17 ----· 10-µfd. electrolytic. .L:. -6 turns No. 12, l½ inches diam., l½ inches long, 
C13 - 470-µµfd. mica. self-supporting. 
Ct• - O.l-µfd. paper. L4 - 2 turns No. 12, I½ inches diam., self-supporting. 
C1s -0.02-µfd. paper. B1 - -15-volt "B" hattery. 
C16, C1s, C10 - 8-µfcl. electrolytic. .h, J2 ---- Amphenol connector, 75-PCl.M. 
Rt - 68,000 ohms, 1 watt. .f 3, J4 - {-prong male plug. 
Jb, Ro - 0.1 megohm, Yi watt. J5• Jo - Tip jack. 
Ha, Re - 100 ohms, l watt, M A1 - Milliammeter, 10-ma. scale (see text), 
R4, R1 - 25,000 ohms, 10 watts. RFC. 5 h f ch k . 
.Rs, Rs, R19 - Meter shunts (see text I. ·• - 2· ·m · r. · • 0 e. 
Rio -4.7 megohms, H watt. Rn - 6-volt s.p.s.t. relay. 
Rn - - ]200 ohms, ½ watt. S, -2-section 5-position rotary switch. 
R12 - I megohm, _!,,2 watt. T1 -- Interstage transformer, single plate to push,pull 
Ris-0.22 megohm, H watt. grids. 
1{14 -- 0.08 megohm, !,,ij watt, 'I', - ·• -~iodulation transformer, 10,000-ohm p.p. plates 
R15 - !!200 ohms, hi watt. to 8600-ohm 807 (Kenyon T--489). 

As the circuit diagram of Fig. 1 shows, a 
st,andard ten-meter crystal is used but it is 
operated at its fundamental frequency of about 
9.5 Mc. The addition of a tripler means ,a few 
more parts, but it pays off in extra stability and 
ease of adjustment .. After all, you don't want to 
unlock the trunk and retune the transmitter 
!'!very time you use the rig. The 705 tripler 
floats along and supplies plenty of drive to the 
807 final. 

May 1948 

The oscillator plate coil, L1, is wound on a 
%-inch bakelite form mounted solidly on the 
ehassis.Thc triplcr plate coil, L?,, is an air-wound 
job mounted on the outside terminals of a three
lug terminal strip, the eenter terminal being used 
to mount the multiplier for the meter used to 
measure plate current of that stage. Don't worry 
about the losses here, since there is lots of drive 
and the bakelite is a lot easier to mount than a 
pair of stand-offs. 
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J1 J2 
Mic.~ToJ1 * ___ -J;" ____ -----+ on Xmtr. 

;. 
- z To J3 ,__ ____ "I 4 on Xmtr. 

J3 -= 

(A) 

5001! 
o.c. 

(Bl 

Fig. 2 -··-- Diagram of control (A) and power connec• 
tions (B) for the 30-watt mobile transmitter. 
81 - 6-volt storage battery. 
lr - 6-volt indicator lamp. 
J,. J2 -·· Amphenol connector, 75-PClM. 
.I a, J4 - 4-prong female ping. 
Ry1 - Relay in PE-103 unit. 
S, - D.p.s.t. toggle. 
S2 ~- S.p.s.t. toggle. 

Terminals a and b are for connection to handset-cradle 
•witch. 

The final tuning condenser, Ca, and its as
Rociated tank coil, La, are mounted up on a 3 ,½
inch steel bracket to shorten the le,ad to the 807 
plate. This puts the tank coil itself close to the 
top of the cabinet cover and this must be con
~idered when making the layout. The arrange
ment also places the tuning-control aperture 
above the vents in the cover. If the pick-up-loop 
assembly and tank coil are constructed as shown 
in the photos, adjustment of the coupling may be 
made by inserting a screwdriver through the 
vents to push the loop into position. A tuning 
lock for the final tuning condenser was found 
necessary and is mounted on the cabinet cover so 
the rn)ndenser can be locked after tuning the rig. 

All r.f. circuits are metered with an altered 
100-ma. meter through a range switch, S1, The 
internal shunt supplied with the meter was 
removed from the case and installed at one of the 
positions of the range switch. Its value w11,s 
measured with a bridge and two more shunts 
wound with fine copper wire using high-resistance 
one-watt resistors as winding forms. This meter 
had a 10-ma. movement which made it just right 
for measuring the grid currents. Any 10-ma. 
meter, with proper shunts, could be substituted., 
of course. The range switch is wired so it reads 
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t.ripler grid eurrent, triplcr plate current, final 
grid current, final plate current, and audio plate 
current in succession. 

A 45-volt battery mounted under the modula
tion transformer s~pplies fixed bias for the 807. 
This takes up little room and protects the final 
tube. The screen of the tube is modulated through 
a 0.01-µ.fd. condenser shunting the screen voltage
dropping resistor. This resistor is mounted by its 
leads to a bathtub-type condenser, all the rest of 
the IO-watt rei;istors being mounted on end to 
t.hc chassis by bolts. This makes a solid mounting 
and helps th;Hn run cooler. · 

The audio components are mounted along the 
back of the chassis. No volume control is neces
Rary since the gain is about right for use with a 
c!'ystal microphone. If desired, a high-resistance 
volume control (Jan be installed in the control 
head on the dash. Those who wish to use a carbon 
microphone can eliminate the 6S.T7 tube and 
mount a transforme!' in its place. 

Since there is a lot of r.f. floating around the 
chassis, a few measures must be taken to make 
t,h.e audio system stable. First, make all grounds 
around the speech tubes short and direct. By
pass the 6SJ7 plate with a 470-µµfd. condenser, 
C13, and also by-pass the filament supply right 
at this socket. Insert R9 in the hot microphone 
lead at the connector where it comes through the 
chassis . 

A plate voltage of 500 is rather high for the 705 
t,ubes, but they take it without overheating. Of 
course, it is necessary to reduce the screen voltage 
and to increase the grid-bias voltage by using a 
high value of cathode resistor. They supply plenty 
of audio for t.he final. 

The filament relay can be seen in the bottom 
view. This is used to reduce the voltage drop that 
would occur if the hot filament went all the way 
up to the dash for switching. 

The antenna-tuning network is simply a 2-turn 
pick-up coil and a 100-µµfd. variable, the output 
of which is connected to an Amphenol 75-PClM 
chassis connector. 

Installation 

The installation is the toughest job of all. 
First, mount the dynamotor. This comes com
plete with shocks and a mounting plate. It is 
mounted along the side of the trunk. The rig was 
mounted on steel straps directly over the dyna
motor to conserve space. Now the battery is 
mounted in a battery case and firmly anchored 
to the trunk floor. To do this, it may be necessary 
to weld it. Tho heavy battery leads that come 
with the dynamotor should be shortened and 
regular battery terminals soldered to the leads. A 
blowtorch will be needed for this job, as thr~~e 
leads are good and heavy and the work takes a lot 
of heat. If you wish, a little battery charger ean 
be installed permanently in the trunk to keep the 
battery up to snuff. You can figure that the 
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full-load battery drain will be about 2/i amperes. 
The antenna is an ordinary 100-inch ear 

antenna which was mounted on a I ½-foot piece 
of I-inch steel strap vertically attached to the 
humper with bolts. This type of mounting results 
in less damage to the car than the mountingovf1r 
the rear wheel which the police use, and it, does 
not affect the range too much. RG-58U concentric 
cable is used to feed the antenna. Ground the 
outside braid at the steel strap at the base of the 
antenna and connect the neuter conductor. to a 
t,appcd-screw arrangement which ean be made 
at the base of the antenna. The connection at 
the transmitter end is conveniently made with a 
microphone-connector plug. 

Now all you have to do is run a four-conductor 
battery cable and a single-conductor shielded 
microphone cable up front to the dash control 
box and terminate them in plugs. Receptacles for 
these plugs, the enntrol switches, microphone 
nonnector, and pilot light, wired as in Fig. 2-A, 
arc mounted in a small 4 X 4 X 2-inch box which 
is mounted under the dash. The pilot light is 
a reminder that the filaments arc on and is a 
battery-saver. 1 , 

If you are able to get a hang-up type of tele
phon~ handset, it can be used. The one used with 
this transmitter had the carbon button removed 
and tho insides of a crystal microphone sub
stituted. The fit was perfect. The 'phone mount 
itself may be used as a place to park t,he handset 
when not in use if you don't mind mounting it in 
t.his manner. The contacts on tho mount can be 
IIRP-d to turn the dynamotor on when the 'phone 
is removed from the hook. 

• 

Bottom view of the ' 
30-watt mobile trans• 
mitter showing the OS• 

dilator and " trivler 
tank .-,ondensers and 
coils to the right and 
the antenna condenser 
to the left. The meter 
and its switch are at 
the center. The con
trol relay is monnted 
against the rear edge 
of the chassis. 

• 
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Tuning 

While tuning up, the transmitter power may be 
controlled locally by the breakers on the dyna
motor. These breakers, by the way, are very 
g;ood and will trip the instant an overload occurs 
ln either of the power circuits. There is enough 
leeway in the current consumption in this rig so 
the breakers should not trip while you are tuning 
up; if they do, check your wiring. . 

Meter readings should run about the followmg 
values: 

Tripler grid l ma. 
Tripler plate 20 ma. 
807 grid 4 ma. 
807 plate 60 ma. 
Audio (resting) ao ma. 

For hamming fun, nothing beats having a rig 
in your car. ()ne advantage is that you don't 
have to tear down your station to change your 
<-lTHI 

About the Author 
• Not content with a full working day's 
diet of radio as chief engineer of WINR, 
1\delhert Kelley doN<n't miss a chance 
for pursuing the game along hobby lines. 
Besides operating his home station and 
the splendid ear rig just described, 
W2VSX is now deep in plans for a v.h.f. 
set-up to he installed in his recently
purchased Ercoupc plane. !\Ir. Kelley 
received his ham ticket in 19H, and is 
also holder of a commercial radiotele
phone first-class license. 
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~fr Wodd Above 50 MC. 
CONDUCTED BYE. P. TILTON,* WlHDQ 

SOUTH AMERICA----- take it awav[ With uma
teurs all over the world watching for signs 
of fi0-l\1c. DX during March, our friends 

in Latin America seem to be catching most of 
the openings. Beginning in mid-February, and 
continuing as we write, the 6-meter band has 
been open for one kind of DX or another almost 
continually below Latitude 20, and alert opera
tors in Argentina, Chile, Uruguay, Brazil, Peru, 
Surinam, Guatemala and I\-Iexico have been 
making the most of it. 

By what appears to be sporadic-E skip, inter
country work over distances from 700 t.o :1000 
miles has been an almost nightly occurrence, 
and two-way work between Mexico and Argen
tina, a 4500-mile hop, has been almost equally 
consistent. W4s and W5s have also worked 
Argentina and Peru on several occasions. But 
the high spot of the month came on March 12th, 
when KH6PP worked LU9EV -- the first iiO-Mc. 
work between the Hawaiian Islands and South 
America. The distance is more than 7500 miles, 
second only to the CE1AH-J9AAO contact of 
last fall in the list of long hauls covered on 50 l\Ic. 

Th.at new call, KH6PP, should riot be hard to 
figure out - who but ex-W7 ACS /KH6 would 
bP. making the first South American contact from 
KH6? Gene had been looking for South Ameri
cans for some time, but the first sign of amateur 
signals from th.at direction since last fall came 
when a Spanish-speaking voice was heard at 
2:52 P.M. Hawaiian Time on the 12th. A CQ 
at :3:07 netted LU9EV, followed by LU6DO. 
Intermittent checks were made with LU9EV 
until 4:10, when LU4BO and LUIDO were 
worked, the opening fading at 4:30. 

This seemed a little late for work in an easterly 
direction (it was 11 :'.30 P.M. Argentine Time by 
then) so KH6PP was on hand earlier on the 
rnth. Nothing was heard until 11:00 A.M. HST 
when more Spanish voices came through. A CQ 
brought an answer from CX3AA, .l\lontevideo, 
Uruguay, with S9-plus signals both ways until 
1.1:20. At 11:24 Gene worked W6CDQ, despite 
a beam bearing more than 60 degrees south of 
t.he States. W6ZBZ was worked at 11 :36 aud 
the beam swung toward the States at this point. 
W6BOS, W6UOV and W6QFT followed, up to 
12:06 P.M., when the band 11,ppeared dead. 
Then, suddenly, at 12:11 LU5R.J was heard 

•V.H.F. Edit.or, QST. 
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89-plus, and another string of contacts ensued, 
including LU5CK, LU9EV, LUlAN, LU9AS 
and LU6BO. The opening ended at 1 P.M. 

On the 14th the band opened at 10 :42 A.M., and 
contacts were made with LU6DO, LUIDO, 
LU3BD, CXIA.A and LU9EV between then and 
noon. During these openings many other stations 
were heard, but identification was impossible 
because of the rapid-fire Hpanish. A number 
of the L Us do not speak English, and Gene 
knows no. Spanish, so quite a few were left out in 
the cold. Signals were heard as high as 51.3 Mc. 

March 14th was a big day for the Florida 
W4s also. Beginning about 1:30 P.M. EST the 
signal of LU7WA, Oornodoro RivadaviB., Argen
tina, less than :mo miles north of Cape Horn, 
broke through in Orlando and Jacksonville. 
W4EID hooked him first, followed by W4GJO, 
W4FLH, W4IUJ and W4JEP, the signal fading 
out at about 2:.50 P.M. These were the first 
Argentine contacts from W4, and are of par
ticular interest in view of the far-south location 
of LU7WA, about 1000 miles below Buenos 
Aires. LTT7WA has not appeared in any other 
DX reports received here to date. 

An opening to Argentina on March 18th is 
reported by W5VY. Operating portable in 
Laredo, Texas, Pat worked LU9MA at 7:.55 
P.M. Several Spanish-speaking stations were 
heard which could not be identified, except 
that they included a PY and a number of LUs. 
Spanish-music broadcast harmonics were heard 
up to about 50.4 Mc. at the same time. 

March, 1947, was a tough period for OA4AE 
and OA4BG, Lima, Peru. They were watching 
50 Mc. carefully for signs of an opening, but only 
a few contacts were made. March, 1948, was 
quite a different story. With new stations show
ing up almost nightly, there was no dearth of 
activity on 6. From Feb. 17th to March 14th, 
the log of OA4AE shows 50-Mc. DX worked on 
18 out"of a possible 26 days, with prefixes worked 
including LU, PY, XE, W4, W.5, ex, CE and 
PZ, not to mention W5BSY /l\11\l in the Pacific, 
off Costa Rica! Buz is on almost, every day 
between 12:30 and 2:30 and 7 P.M. to 1 A.M. EST, 
tl1~ting for 5-rninute intervals every 15 minutes, 
b('ginning at 5 minutes past the hour. 

OA4BG reports th.at the band has been open 
practically every evening for six weeks, up to 
March 21st., to LU, ex, CE, PZ, or XE, with less 
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frequent daylight openings to W4 and W5. 
W5JTI, Jackson, Miss., was worked with S9-
plus signals on March 6th at 3 P.M., and W4s 
were worked on several occasions. TG9.JW was 
contacted on the 21st. and on Feb. 25th KZ5AY 
was worked crossband, with the latter on 28 Mc. 

Champion in the maritime-mobile class is 
W5BSY /MM, aboard the S.S. Dolly Turman. On a 
trip from the Gulf to Shanghai, China, and 
return, Trav worked his first 50-Mc. DX of the 
trip on March 9th, while approaching the 
Panama Canal off the West Coast of Costa Rica. 
Beginning at 8:30 P.M. EST, contacts were made 
with OA4AE, OA4BG, LUIDO, LU4BO, LU-
6DO, LU6DJI, LU9MA, CE1AH and CX3AA 
in a 2J'2-hour opening. The next night LU5CK 
and LU9EV were worked. Previous to the first 
South American contacts, Trav had heard 
Southern California, Arizona, Texas, and Mexico 
stations, while farther out in the Pacific. 

The CRPL prediction charts for March looked 
good for a 50-Mc. contact across the South 
Atlantic, the predicted m.u.f. for the pat,h 
from parts of South America to South Africa 
being about 46 Mc., higher than the prediction 
for the North Atlantic hop from W to Europe 
on at least two oceasions when the latter path 
has been open. OEIAH has been monitoring 
50 Mc. almost constantly, in this direction 
as well as north and west. On March 19th, 
between 8 and 8:20 A.M., Ida heard two stations 
in the 6-meter band, both apparently harmonics. 
One, on 50.52 Mc., was carrying a musical 
program, with announcements in English, the 
announcer having a definitely "English" de
livery. The other, on 50.64 Mc., had no apparent 
modulation. Both signals eame in only with 
the beam on_ South Africa. On the 29th a signal, 
believed to have been ZSlP, who was testing at 
the time, was heard around 2 P.M. EST. 

The location of CElAH has some peculiar 
characteristics. Up in the mountains at about 
10,000 feet elevation, Larry and Ida have had 
results on 10 meters almost exactly opposite 
to those of other South American stations. 
The same seems to be true on 6. Ida hears the 
LUs and CXs working Mexico an,d Peru night 
after night, but she has never heard XElKE, 
and her contacts with the OAs are few and 
far between. When the LUs were working KII6PP 
she was hearing them, but could find no sign of 
Gene. Almost all of her contacts on 6 have been 
late at night, despite your conductor's protesta
t.ions that 6-meter DX is a daytime phenomenon! 

• 

Moving day presented no problems at WlFLQ.' With 
his shack bnilt inside a windmill tower, it was merely 
necessary to pick up the structure bodily and set it down 
on foundations at the new QTII. 
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The band is often still open at 1 A.M. or so when 
Larry and Ida finally call it a night. 

After having been trying for about a year, 
P½lA, Surinam, made 50-Mc. DX contacts on 
March 11th. Listening on 6 around 9 P.M., Rene 
heard his first 6-meter signal, an LU. Having 
taken his 0-meter beam down temporarily, he 
was listening on the l 0-meter beam, which 
could not be made to load in a hurried check 
on 6, so he hung up a 6-meter dipole on the ceiling 
of his basement shack and connected a 72-ohm 
line to it. It loaded up, so despite its being 
practically underground, Rene called LU6DO, 
who was coming in S9, and a contact resulted at 
n::30. LU9MA was heard (Paramaribo to Men
doza is 2700 miles) and OA4AE and OA4BG 
were worked between 10 and 10 :30. Again on 
the 12th, LU9MA, LUIDO and LU8HE were 
worked between 9 and 10 P.M., after which 
about ten broadcast harmonics were coming in 
all through the 6-meter band. The band has been 
open almost nightly since, usually between 8:30 
and 10:30 P.M., and Rene worked LU, ex and 
OA stations on t,he 16th, 17th and 21st. 

If the 4500-mile hop from Mexico to Argentina 
is being made by means of sporadio-E skip, it is 
eertainly much more consistent than long-haul 
E. DX has ever been in this hemisphere. Between 
February 18th and March 11th XE1KE found 
the band open to South America, usually to 
Argentina, on 18 nights out of a possible 21 ! 

(Cnntinued on page 1:!12) 



Nuts & Bolts 
How To Get That "Commel'cial" Appearance 

BY JOHN ALVIN WEBER,* WSJJL 

IN ham radio gear it is often necessary or de
sirable to alter the manufactured unit, using 
odd-shaped holes and brackets for parts 

mounting. In any metal under ½6 inch thick, 
holes are best cut with a sharp chisel and a metal 
backing plate. :For metal thicker than this, it is 
often necessary to drill holes around the outline, 
knock out the· metal with a small chisel, and file 
around the edges. An even better method, where 
a small power-driven jigsaw is available, is to drill 
one hole, slip the blade through, and saw the de
sired outline. Believe it or not, an ordinary run
of-the-dime-store three-for-a-nickel jig-saw blade 
is good for cutting a 2-inch meter hole in %-inch 
steel panel! 

:For the boys who like suitcase-size hearing aids 
and pocket-size kilowatt rigs, there is usually the 
problem of special chassis and shield sizes. The 
job is right next to impossible without a good 
bench vise, a 5- or 6-inch "C" elamp, and as
sorted sizes of metal blocks. The metal is clamped 

TOP VIEW 

/iig. 1 - Homemade terminal or tie-point board. 

between two of the blocks, using the vise at one 
end and the clamp at the other. The metal is 
folded as far as possible and then bent the rest of 
the way using a rawhide mallet or part of t,he 
YL's croquet set. In general, bend the long lips, 
long sides, short lips, and short sides in the order 
named. For special shapes, careful thought is 
necessary in order to allow for metal thickness 
and to make the bends in such an order that the 
piece can be finished successfully. 

In case the equipment is to be permanent (until 
*908 West 30th St., Anstin, Texas. 
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• This article is a collection of hints and 
kinks which will be found of more than 
usual interest to the constructor. They 
are the little things which spell the 
difference between haywire and a job 
with a finished appearance. 

the next new circuit comes out), it is desirable to 
paint the chassis and panel to prevent corrosion. 
Commercially-painted units will have bare edges 
and chips after the metalwork is completed. The 
best way to repair these is to use a small bottle of 
automobile touch-up enamel before corrosion bc
Ji,'lllS. In the case of unpainted units, all corrosion 
and pencil marks should be removed with line 
emery paper. Then the metal should be thor
oughly cleaned with unleaded (" white") gasoline 
or lacquer thinner. It is not good practice to put 
enamel over bare metal, and never advisable 
with lacquer. Use a coat of auto-body undercoat 
on the bare metal and put the lacquer or enamel 
over this. If there are many holes, it will be neces
sary to spray on the paint to prevent build-up 
around the holes and to allow proper drying. A 
small Flit gun or Windex sprayer works nicely 
and is inexpensive. Slosh a little thinner around 
the container when linished and spray it out the 
nozzle to clean the gun. 

Proper storage of leftover paint represents a 
big saving if much work is done. If the can is over 
half full, put the lid on tightly, turn the can over a 
minute, then turn it back and put it away. This 
leaves a thin film of paint around the top which 
dries and keeps scum from forming in the can. If 
the can is less than half full, there is enough air 
in the can, even with the lid on, to form a scum. 
In this case, carefully pour a little thinner over 
the top of the paint and then close the can and 
put it away. In case scum forms, pouring the 
paint through cheesecloth will get rid of the 
lumps. (This is hard to do with fast-drying lac
quers, however.) 

,fust as with locating the "key" positions on 
tube sockets, the careful constructor will visualize 
his circuit, measure the available terminal-board 
space, and shuffle the small parts on that space 
until the best electrical and mechanical design 
results. Once the layout is determined, mark the 
junction points on a piece of ½-inch bakelite of 
appropriate size to fit the space, drill holes at 
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thP..se points, and push small flat-headed brass 
nails through. A ¾6-inch bakelite "back-up 
plate" is then bolted on over the heads to hold 
the nails in and to insulate the connections from 
the chassis, as shown in Fig. 1. In case a feed
through is needed, merely drill a clearance hole in 
the chassis and use a small bolt with lugs on each 
side, instead of the brass nail. This method is 
handy on the back side of a chassis, allowing neat 
mounting of parts as well as providing external 
tie-points. 

Fig. 2 - Method of limiting the travel of a drill to 
prevent damage to parts which may have been mounted 
underneath the chassis before drilling. 

Rven in the most careful designs, it is often 
necessary to drill an extra hole or two after some 
of the parts have been mounted. To keep from 
ventilating some of the parts with the drill, start 
t,he hole, then remove the drill and slip a metal 
tube or wood block of the correct size over it, as 
shown in Fig. 2, and resume drilling without 
danger of punching through. Unless an inter
mittent, low-resistance connection is specifically 
desired, it is advisable to remove the metal shav
ings after drilling. This is pretty hard to do un
less some vaseline or cup grease to hold the chips 
has been spread over the point where the hole is 
drilled. The grease is wiped off with a clean linen 
handkerchief after the drilling is complete. 

Lockwashers are a necessity where vibration is 
a problem or where a good ground must be main
tained. In some cases close spacing of parts makes 
nuts and washers difficult to reach. The use of 
self-tapping screws is one solution. Another one 
is to glue all hard-to-reach nuts and washers down 
with 'speaker-shim cement or similar material. 
This will hold them until the screw is engaged, 
saving unnecessary finger exercise and possible 
nervous frustration. 

In locations where salt air or corrosion is a 
serious problem, a new material called "Silicone" 
can be used to advantage. It provides a tough, air
tight film on switch contacts, condenser bushings, 
and socket terminals. It is applied over the clean 
metal with a small brush and promptly forgotten. 

And now for a couple of general design notes. 
Always place wire-wound resistors and elec
trolytic condensers where they can be easily re-
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placed --· they may go bad before you decide to 
rebuild. Isolate grid and coupling circuits as well 
as possible (in audio equipment), and fit d.c. leads 
and decoupling circuits in the remaining space. 
In r.f. circuits, a trial-and-error layout based on 
experience and a wee bit of luck is advisable. It is 
necessary to remember that the layout with the 
neatest appearance is not always best; the return 
circuits are often thought of long after the top half 
of the circuit is wired. Power circuits should be 
designed with easy servicing, proper insulation, 
and good mechanical layout in mind. Fu!les are 
st.ill a good investment, especially when wired 
into the circuit and not replaced with Ji-inch 
extension shafting! 

i&,iient iteps 

IT IS with deep regret that we record the 
passing of these amateurs: 

WIOTO; Herbert C. Barnes, New Bed
ford, Mass. 

WlPLI, E. W. Hugli, Milford, Conn. 
WlSB, ex-W2SB, Richard H. Depew, jr., 

Garden City, L. I., N. Y. 
K2AA, ex-NU3JW, ex-W3AQM, ex

W2AQM, William R. Ebensperger, 
Gloucester City, N. J. 

E:x-W2HQO, Chauncey Shean 
W2JUK, Howard W. Keil, Buffalo N. Y. 
W20XD, Stephen T. Van Esen, White 

Plains, N. Y. 
W3BIT, ex-XWSBIT, ex-XWSFIR, How

ard Jamison, Pittsburgh, Penna. 
W3GB, Otis B. French, Philadelphia, 

Penna. 
W30VD, Ludwig Snyder, Dravosburg, 

Penna. 
W6HY, Henry Travis, San Diego, Calif. 
W7CMB, Sgt. Harold G. Ingledue, ACS 
Ex-W8NEO, Floyd .T. Van Buskirk, 

McKeesport, Penna. 
W8TPV, Robert B. Bradley, Midland, 

Mich. 
W9EZT, Maurice N. Driscoll, Antigo, 

Wisc. 
W9LUA, Dr. J. P. Hotchkiss, Chicago, Ill. 
W9VH, Fred C. Booty, Naperville, Illinois 
W0KQA, Lyle A. Wood, Ironton, Minn. 
W0THD, Newell F. Weber, Forest City, 

Iowa 
Henry L. Yoder, Treasurer, Delaware Valley 

Radio Association 
KP4DY, ex-K4FAB, Santos Ramirez, Sub

Treasurer of Puerto Rico, Santurce 
VE7FX, ex-VE5AP, Fred Butterfield, 

Victoria, B. C. 
VK5WR, W. Richards, Menindie Gardens, 

Routh Australia 
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ADDING TONE MODULATION TO THE 
BC-221 FREQUENCY METER 

[There are several versions of the BC-221 fre
quency meter in existence, each differing slightly 
from the other, but all being basically the same 
instrument. Models that are not equipped for 
tone modulation of the output signal may be 
modified without difficulty, thus adding greatly 
to their utility. Here are the details needed for 
making the necessary changes, as sent in by 
W3NHA and W3MIIW. --· Ed.] 

THE Model BC-221-M differs from others in 
t,.hat resistance coupling is used in the audio 

amplifier output instead of transformer coupling. 
The original circuit and the modifications are 
shown in Fig. 1. A push-pull-output-to-line trans-

To 6K8--) 
Mixer 

(8) MODIFIED CIRCUIT 

Fig. l -The original circuit of the BC-221-.M is 
shown at A, the modified circuit at B. Tone modulation 
is provided by using a center-tapped output transformer 
and a switch to convert the audio amplifier to an 
oscillator. 
C1 ---- 0.001-µfd. mica. 
C2* - 0.02-µfd. paper. 
R1* - 300 ohms. 
R2 - 0.22 megohm, 11 watt. 
Ra* - 0.5-megohm potentiometer. 
R• - 6200 ohms, ~-1i watt. 
81 ----- :3-polc double-throw rotary switch. 
T - Push-pull output transformer. * These components are included in the original circuit. 
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To Suppr1Mcr 
Grid of Het. 0.0. 

Fig. 2 -- In models having transformer-coupled out
put, such as the Navy Model LM, tone modulation may 
be installed as shown here. 
C1 - 25-µfd. cl~-ctrolvtic. 
C2 - 0.02-µfd. paper~ 
Ca - 470-µµfd. mica. 
C, - 0.04-µfd. paper. 
Cs - 0.05-µfd. paper. 
R1 ---- :iooo ohms. 
fu - .l megohm. 
R, - 22,000 ohms. 
Si - 4-pole double-throw rotary switch. 

former (500 or 600 ohms) is connected as shown. 
A three-section two-position switch is then used 
to convert the audio amplifier to an oscillator, 
and to apply the resulting audio tone to the 
heterodyne oscillator in the signal-generator sec-
tion of the unit. The change-over switch is 
mounted in place of one of the extra 'phone jacks 
on the panel. 

Some variation in the percentage modulation 
and the modulating frequency can be obtained by 
;;election of the value of the loading resistor R •. 
'1.'he value shown produces about 50-per-cent 
modulation and a frequency of about 800 cycles. 

In other units, transformer coupling is used, 
but the transformer does not have a tapped 
primary. The Model LM (Navy version) is in this 
classification. The connections shown in Fig. 2 
can be used to advantage with these units. 

------· Herb Carlson, WSNIIA 

,tNOTHER way of accomplishing tone modula
l"i.. tion of the B0-221 is shown in Fig. 3. As in the 
method described above, the audio amplifier is 
converted to an oscillator, and the audio is ap
plied to the screen grid of the variable-frequency 
<:h~cillator. A volume control is added to vary the 
111nount of feed-back and the tone. The VFO fre
quency is not noticeably affected by the varying 
,;crccu voltage. The following modifications are 
necessary: 
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Vig. 3 - A third method of adding modulation to the 
BC-221. This method applies to transformer-coupled 
models. The only additional part required is a d.p.d.t. 
toggle switch. · 

.Remove the upper of the two 'phone jacks and 
its associated wires. Ream the panel hole to pass 
the shaft of a d.p.d.t. toggle switch . .Reverse the 
secondary connections of the output transformer. 
Make the wiring connections shown in Fig. 3. 
With the toggle switch in the lower position, the 
BC-221 is in its original condition. When the 
toggle switch is in the upper position, the r.f. 
output of the variable-frequency oscillator is tone
modulated at about 400 c.p.s. 

- Chester B. Cunningham, WSMIIW 

HIGH-VOLTAGE WARNING BLINKER 

IN line with the slogan "Switch to Safety," 
some form of warning indicator light for the 

high-voltage supply was needed on the trans
mitter at W6GM. While indicator lights are 
useful, one is apt to become accustomed to a 
steady pilot lamp and make the wrong move 
anyway. A blinker lamp does a much more 

from high 
voltage 

C 

To 
transmitter 

Fig. 4 --- A neon blinker for addition to the trans
mitter as a high-voltage warning. The rate at which the 
neon tube blinks may be set hy the value of the resistor 
used. 
C - 0.5-µfd. 400-volt paper. 
R -30 megohms (10-meg. ½-watt units in series). 
I - ¼-watt neon lamp (G.E. NE-45). 

effective job of keeping one's subconscious in
formed that the high voltage is on. 

A very simple neon blinker can be made as 
shown in Fig. 4. The value of resistance shown 
is about right for a 1200-volt supply, and pro
duces a blinking rate of about one per second. 
This resistance must be adjusted according to the 
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voltage of the power supply and the desired rate. 
If the neon light glows steadily, the resistance is 
too low. A clear-glass jewel should be used instead 
of a colored one to permit maximum effectiveness 
of the neon glow. 

- George IV. Ewing, W6GM 

IMPROVING THE MEISSNER 
160-B FOR C.W. WORK 

THE first attempt to work c.w. with this surplus 
transmitter is very disappointing, for it is 

quite evident that break-in operation was not re
quired by the military, and was not contemplated 
in the design of the rig. The primary difficulty is a 
very strong signal received at the traMmitting 
frequency when the key is open. This is caused by 
continuous operation of the VFO, keying being 
done in the doubler stage. In addition, some form 
of screen control is required to prevent the screen 

6f6 

~• 

Li:; 
'>10·515)c>-------; 

rBJ-so1 
:';; R-511 
::.; -50.J'L. 

+ 

.,.~-~ ~~p ... 

Fig. 5- Method used by W0ARH to obtain oscilla
tor keying in the Meissner 150-B transmitter. The sym
bols are those of the original transmitter diagram. No 
new parts are required, but rearrangement of the key• 
ing and grid circuits is made as shown. 

voltage of the 813, which is obtained through a 
dropping resistor from the plate supply, from 
soaring when the key is open. 

The exciter unit can be adapted readily to 
oscillator keying with a minimum of modification. 
The stability of the oscillator is in no way af
fected, and keying is clean and chirpless. The 
modified circuit is shown in l<'ig. 5. In making the 
conversion, refer to the instruction book for the 
transmitter for the original circuit. Disconnect 
the ground lead from the socket X-508. Remove 
the wires from switch S-101 . .Remove R-510 and 
C-115, and unsolder so that they are available 
as separate units. Connect a wire from the cathode 
of socket X-506 to the bus strip from which R-510 
and C-lit5 were removed. Disconnect R-504 and 
C~504 from the keying line and ground. Connect 
t,he keying line to t,he left-hand terminal (viewed 
from the bottom, front panel facing you) of 

(Continued on paqo 146) 
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A Peak-Indicating Modulation Monitor 
Flasher-Type Indicator Adjustable for Any Modulation Percentage 

BY JOHN S. DENHAM,* W6NPO 

IF you are operating a 'phone transmitter (and 
I understand about half of us are) it may 
have occurred to you that your method of 

checking modulation percentage could be more 
effective. Probably one ham in ten has a modula
tion monitoring system that is. capable of ac
curate results, and only a small proportion of 
these make use of it. 

The cathode-ray oscilloscope is capable of 
accurate measurement but requires that the oper
ator constantly watch the screen, and the screen 
may not be visible if the shack has enough light 
t'or reading the log and call book. With the 
t.rapezoid 'scope pattern only the little tail ex
tending from the point of the triangle indicates 
the presence of modulation over 100 per cent. 
This is easily overlooked when the peak which 
produced it was of short duration. When using the 
envelope-type pattern, 100-per-cent modulation 

• The peak-type indicator that is used in 
many broadcast stations has not found 
very much use in amateur 'phone. Here 
is a simplified version combining positive 
.indication with a high order of accuracy. 

line, or the output of a detector which rectifies 
some of the r.f. output from the transmitter. The 
meter reads the average value of the applied a.c. 
Only when this a.c. is of known waveform can 
any relationship be established between meter 
readings and peak a.c. voltage. It is the peak 
voltage that causes overmodulation. If the mod
ulation is of sine-wave form, the situation is very 
simple, but speech is another critter. Speech has 
an entirely different ratio between average and 

peak voltage from that of a sine 
wave, so as a modulation-percentage 
indicator the meter is of limited use
f ulness, unless the operator happens 

(A) to speak in pure sine waves!1 

A third type of modulation indi
cation is that which the broadcast 
stations use - by FCC require
ments, I believe. This indicator 
flashes a light every time t,he 
modulation on peaks exceeds a pre
set percentage. This indication does :_+~+ 

0~ :!!ii_---------.-.... 
<o.c. YOltat• mulling 

from . rectification of 
R. f. carrier. 

A.C. vol!•(• ruultint 
from rectification of 

(B) not require the constant attention 
of the operator, as does the oscillo
scope, because the flash can be seen 
even though the operator is not 
looking directly at the light, nor 
does it suffer any of the inaccuracies modulated carrier. 

Combined A.C. and nc. 
volt•&••· of the meter type of indication. The 

purpose of this article is to describe 
a simplified version of one of those 
expensive and complicated broad-

Fig. 1 -- A-·-· Diode-rectifier circuit with provision for separate a.c. 
and d.c. ontputs. B -·- D.c. and a.c. voltage outputs of the diode and 
their combination. The d.c. voltage from the circuit at A is negative 
with respect to ground. 

is indicated by a row of small brightened spots 
along the center of the pattern. These spots are 
not very bright, and unless 100-per-cent modula
tion is considerably exceeded, they are practically 
unnoticeable. These factors reduce the effective
ness of the 'scope for continuous modulation 
monitoring. 

Probably the majority of hams make use of a 
meter driven by audio. This meter is operated by 
Class B plate current, voltage across a 500-ohm 

* Route 1, Box 425-A, Colma, Calif. 
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cast monitors. 

Operating Principles 

The indicator operates by comparing the d.c. 
and a.c. components that result from the detec
tion of a modulated carrier by a diode. The rela
tionship between these voltages is such that the 

l Such a. meter can he made reasonably accurate when 
calibrated for a. particular voice with the help of an osnil
loscope. However, becaW!e of the variability of voice wave
forms, it is chiefly useful as an indicator of II average" 
percentage of modulation, rat'her than for catching in
stantaneoW! peaks. - Editor 
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audio peak voltage is proportional to the per
centage of modulation and just equals the d.c. 
voltage when the carrier is modulated 100 per 
cent. This relationship is independent of carrier 
strength, so a meter operating on the comparison 
basis will be independent of its r.f. 
input voltage and will operate with 
accuracy without readjustment for 
various transmitter input powers. 

R.F. 
Input 

until a modulation peak comes along that exceeds 
the negative voltage applied to the grid. Then the 
tube conducts, lighting the neon bulb. This type 
of indication has the drawback that with a 
modulation peak of very short duration, as many 

= +II 

Fig. 1-A shows a diode detector 
with means for separating the d.c. 
and a.c. output voltages. Capaci
tor G2 is an r.f. by-pass. The audio 
component is taken off through the 
coupling capacitor, Ca, which 
blocks the d.c., the audio appear
ing between point A and ground. 
The mixture of d.c. and a.c. 

Fig. 2 -- Rectifier circuit combined with a control tube aud neon-bulb 
indicator. 

that appears across Rt is applied to a filter, 
R2C4, which removes the audio component 
and leaves pure d.c. if the resistance and capaci
tance are large enough. The d.c. output then 
appears between point B and ground. · This 
detector, which is arranged so that the d.c. voltage 
is negative with respect to ground, is essentially 
the same as the second detector in a superhet 
receiver, where the d.c. output would be used for 
automatic gain control. 

If we were to superimpose the a.c. voltage on 
the d.c., the result would be as is shown in Fig. 
1-B. At 100-per-cent modulation the a.c. voltage 
will alternately drive the d.c. to twice its normal 
value and reduce it to zero. If t,his combination 
of d.c. and a.c. is applied to the grid of a suitable 
tube, the grid can be held at a negative voltage, 
cutting off the plate current, until a 100-per-cent 
modulation peak comes along. This will reduce 
the d.c. voltage momentarily to zero, at which 
time the tube conducts and we can use its plate 
current to operate an indicator. 

An instrument that will indicate only at the 
point of 100-per-cent modulation would be of 
value, but it would be much more useful if it 
could be made to read at any desired percentage 
between zero and 100 per cent. Fig. 2 shows how 
this can be done. R1 of Fig. 1 has been replaced 
by a potentiometer. Any desired percentage of 
the d.c. voltage can be taken off simply by setting 
the potentiometer to the proper point. With the 
contact halfway down, half the d.c. is taken off 
and the peak a.c. output from the detector will 
equal the d.c. at only 50-per-cent modulation. If 
the potentiometer is linear, a 0-100 scale can be 
used on the dial and the instrument calibrated 
for any modulation percentage in the range from 
0 to 100. 

One possible way to make the plate current of 
V2 give an indication also is shown in Fig. 2. 
Potentiometer R5 is adjusted to the point where 
the neon bulb is just extinguished when no signal 
is applied. When a modulated r.f. signal is ap
plied to the diode detector, V2 remains cut off 
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of the peaks in speech are, the flash will be so 
short that the eye will scarcely notice it. With a 
few parts added here and there, the length of the 
flash can be made independent of the duration of 
the modulation peak which caused it. This is done 
by adding an audio transformer, a gas tube_, and 
a resistor-capacitor network, as is illustrated in 
Fig. 3. 

Tb.e Practical Circuit 

If the patient reader is no longer patient - bear 
with me, OM, and I'll get this thing explained as 
soon as I can! Back to Fig. 3, please. When plate 
voltage is applied, C6 charges to practically 250 
volts through R1 and Rg. Rs and Rg form a bias 
network similar to R4 and R5. R9 is adjusted for 
cut-off, indicated by extinguishing the neon bulb. 
·When the modulation peak occurs, Y2 conducts, 
as has been explained before. It has in its plate 
circuit a transformer with the windings polarized 
so that the grid of the gas tube goes positive 
when the plate of V2 starts to conduct. If the 
polarity of the transformer is reversed, the gas 
tube is driven more beyond cut-off and nothing 
happens. Trusting that you were lucky and the 
transformer secondary has been properly con
nected, the gas tube conducts, discharging Ca 
through the neon bulb. Gas tubes have the charac
teristic that the grid no longer has any effect on 
plate current once the plate starts conducting, so 
the bulb remains lit until Ca has discharged to the 
point where it no longer has enough voltage 
across it to maintain conduction through the gas 
tube and the neon bulb. R1 is high enough in 
resistance so that sufficient current cannot be 
supplied to maintain conduction either, so the 
neon bulb becomes extinguished and the gas tube 
deionizes. The grid then regains control and Ca 
leisurely charges up again while the circuit waits 
for another peak to come along. This whole cycle 
takes a short time and the bulb can flash brightly 
about twice a second. If another peak occurs be
fore Oe becomes fully charged, the flash will 
occur but it will be of shorter duration; if the 
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+250 
TO 300 

Fig. 3 - Circuit diagram of the flasher-type modulation indicator. 
Ct, C2, Cs, Cu - 100-µµfd. mica. Lt -- 'fune to operating frequency with C1. 
Cs- 0.01-µfd. 600-volt paper. L2, La -2Ji-mh. r.f. choke. 
C.t, Ce - 0.1-µfd. 600-voit paper. MA - 0-2 d.c. milliammeter. 
Ci -10-µfd. SO-volt electrolytic. N1 - 115-volt ¼-watt neon bulb. 
C1 -100-µiJd. air variable. T1 - Interstage audio transformer. 
Rt - 50,000-ohm wire-wound linear potentiometer. V, - Any diode. 
fu, Ra - 1 megohm, ½ watt. Va - High-µ triode. 
R4, Rs - 0.1 megohm, 1 watt. Va - Gas triode (884, 885, 2050, 2051, etc., triode-con-
R5, Rg - 10,000-ohm potentiometer. nected). 
Re -10,000 ohms, ½ watt. (Vi and Va may be the two halves of a 6SL7, the half 
R1 -0.22 megohm, ½ watt. used for Vi having grid and plate tied together.) 

meter was set for 100-per-er..nt modulation., you 
had better back off on the speech gain because 
you are overmodulating. As you can see, the 
length of the flash is independent of the modula
tion peak, because the gas tube loses control once 
it starts conducting. 

In Fig. 3, two more gimmicks have been added 
for good measure. The meter, MA, indicates 
carrier shift, and the 'phone jack allows you to 
listen to your melodious voice as you call CQ, or 
gives you a chance to listen to the carrier when 
you are trying to locate the source of hum or 
distortion. 

It requires very little r.f. to operate the unit. 
A short piece of wire near the feeders, in the field 
of the antenna, or near the final tank, will pick up 
enough r.f. to swing the meter to nearly full scale. 
The larger the signal applied, the more accurate 
the flash indication will be. 

Construction & Adjustment 

No constructional data are given because parts 
locations are not critical and the builder will 
probably lay them out to suit himself in any event. 
The unit can be operated from the receiver power 
supply, can be built into the rig, can have its own 
power supply, or can otherwise be adapted to fit 
into the station arrangement. Any diode can be 
used for the detector, Vi, and this includes the 
crystal types such as the 1N34. The triode V 2 

should be of the high-µ variety, so that cut-off 
voltage is low, resulting in better accuracy. The 
audio transformer can be any type of interstage 
transformer you may happen to dig out of the 
junk box, but you may have to reverse connec
tions to the primary or secondary, as described 
earlier. The gas tube can be any of the types used 
for oscilloscope sweep generators, or one of the 
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types used in relay circuits, such as the 2050 or 
2051 (triode-connected). The potentiometer R1 
should be a wire-wound linear type. It can be 
calibrated and a special dial made, if you desire, 
by reading resistance with an accurate ohmmeter 
and marking the dial according to percentage of 
rP.sistance · between ground and the moving 
contact. 

The tuned circuit L1C1 is left up to the builder. 
Coil-and-condenser combinations will depend on 
the band to be covered, and what the builder has 
on hand. The tap should be at about a third of 
the turns from the ground end. 

The only precaution in construction is to isolate 
the grid of V2 to prevent r.f. from getting into it. 
This causes inaccuracy when the grid gets down 
to nearly zero voltage. Isolation is not difficult, 
and r.f. probably will cause no trouble at all if a 
100-µµfd. mica capacitor (Cs) is connected di
rectly between grid and cathode. The unit in 
operation on the author's 10-meter 'phone rig 
uses one half of a 6SL7 for the diode and the other 
half as V2, and no trouble was encountered so 
long as the mica r.f. by-pass was used. 

Before applying any r.f. adjust the bias on V2 
so that the plate current is ¼ milliampere or less. 
A milliammeter can be connected directly across 
the primary of T1 for this adjustment, since the 
transformer-winding resistance will be high 
enough to have practically no effect on the meter 
reading. Then adjust the bias on Va, the gas tube, 
to the point where the neon bulb is extinguished, 
but the bulb will flash when the grid lead is 
touched with a screwdriver. Touching this grid 
lead induces enough voltage through stray pick
up to trip the gas tube and flash the neon bulb. 
The value of R1 may have to be increased when 

(Continu«l on pag11411) 
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Correspondence 
From Membe1·s-

The Publisher• or QST aaaume no re•pon• ibUity Cor statement• made herein by correspondents. 

STARTING RIGHT 
207 Thames Street, New London, Conn. 

Editor, QST: 
Today was my Day of Days. I received my ticket! Be

lieve me, from now on my advice to anyone having trouble 
with the code will be to build or to buy a receiver and copy 
WlAW. 

I started off by ha.If-learning tbe code when I was six - a 
member of "Dick Tracy's Secret Service." When I got into 
Seouting, I picked it up and came away with merit badges 
in signaling and radio. I had built a 6-tube super to get the 
radio badge. This I tried to use to boost my speed but no 
soap. (I didn't know about WlA W.) I fooled around until I 
found another fellow, also with no one to help his practice. 
As he lives out in the country, we could only get together 
noons up at school. Last September, \VlQFQ told me of the 
practice transmissions from WlAW. I stuck to it faithfully 
for four months, missing only three nights. By the time I got 
up courage enough to tackle the exam, I could copy 18 per. 

Well, judge for yourself; I'm enclosing tonight's copy for a 
proficiency certificate. 

-·-· Ned Raub, WJRAN 
[EDITOR'S NOTE: He passed.] 

University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho 
Editor, QST: 

This is a kind of anniversary note. I have been a ham for 
just one week. Now I can be a full member of ARRL. I 
also address my note to QST to express my gratitude to the 
writers thereof, and to say thanks to hams and hamdom. 

My log contains evidence of 14 contacts in my seven days 
on the air. All have quickly and willingly responded to my 
"PSE QRS"; more than half of them slowed down without 
the QRS when I told them I was a new operator. Almost 
every one, on learning I was new, said "Welcome to the 
greatest game going." Several offered suggestions on my 
technique, several offered help to me in tuning my signal to 
a better degree by suggesting what I could do and then 
monitoring the signal a.nd offering further help. Three of 
them asked me to call again (I have done so and they were 
there). Not a one was impatient when I erred and had to 
repeat. None said "hello and goodbye" in one breath. My 
14 contacts are spread from Woodland, Calif. to Elizabeth, 
N. J., from Calgary, Alberta, Canada to Enid, Okla. So I 
know that hams must be swP,ll guys everywhere. •ro them 
all, I'm eternall.v grateful. From the chaps here in. town, 
whu helped me learn the code and set up the rig and even 
gave me my exam (I am Class Cl, to that far-distant con
tact with New Jersey, I have had the same fine, courteous 
treatment, along with complete ll.SSurance that they, the 
Iiams, wanted me in. I promise I will try to pass it along. 
f'm reaQy not surprised at this; I knew all along that hams 
were generally swell. Thanks, fellows. 

-L. G. R. "Doc" Tompkin•, W7MAS 

PUBLIC SERVICE 
Cochran, Ga. 

Editor, QST: 
Today I received the Public Service Certificate issued 

by you, and I feel honored. However, the ones that deserve 
merit in emergencies such as existed during the Florida Gulf 
Coast disaster never receive these prized certificate.,. Please 
in some near future issue of QST thank the boys that helped 
sn much to make these endeavors successful by staying clear 
of the emergency freque~cies and by keeping their trans-
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mitters off the air to prevent QRM. These are the boys that 
deserve awards. '!'hanks. 

---- l.,amar Hill, T1"4BOL, P.Hf, EC 

ALL SOLID, EXCEPT ... 
b24 W. Main, Puyallup, Wash. 

Editor, QST: 
Am I on the wrong track? Do I have the erroneous im

pression that you should tell the truth when having a QSO? 
I heard a W2 calling CQ. A W6 answered before I could get 
going. •rhe W2 acknowledged the W6 and after the usual 
preliminaries, turned it back to the California station. The 
W6 then held it for some three minutes or so. But I heard 
the W2 call him a second time to tell him to "GA" and to 
explain that he (W2) had lost him (W6) in the QRM. 
They both signed at about the same time. The W2 heard 
the W6 signing and came back with, "FB, OM, solid, 
solid - all except .•. " Now the W2 had not heard one 
word of t,he W6's transmission! 

Please, someone, is that the way you do it? Is that what 
you do to me? Is that what you want me to do to you? 

- Adrian Piquette, IY7LEO 

THE DX CONTEST 
Quito, Ecuador 

Editor, QST: 
When the going gets tough in DX competition, the general 

characteristics of a band stand out markedly: 7 Mc., on the 
whole, showed more sportsmanship; 14 Mc. was dog-eat
dog. 

"Well, the same hams work both bands! How come?" 
The reply is. yes, a lot of hams in a contest work all bands, 
hut for regular day-to-day operating we have our favorite 
band or bands. When we band-hop we take with us the oper
ating characteristics we have absorbed from that band. But 
the regular on twenty, hopping to forty, lands with the 
regulars there, and his characteristics are submerged, on 
the whole, by rea.son of the always-greater proportion of 
regulars who rarely if ever leave one band. Hence, the pre
dominant characteristic of any band is set hy its devotees. 

As a professional writer and explorer, one of my big jobs 
is the constant observation and evaluation of human nature, 
one of the most complex and cantankerous things in the 
world. In the recent contest I took numerous rest periods 
which I devoted to an attempt to analyze intelligently the 
operating tactics of both forty and twenty. My absolutelv 
unbiased opinion, based on considerable observation, is 
that there is a markedly greater percentage of sportsman
ship on 7 Mc. than on 14 Mc .... 

.Another point which was evident in the test was the all
too-frequent unsporting misuse of gallons hooked to a beam. 
A.gain and again I heard known full gallons sit down on 
small fry and blast them out as effectively as our A-bomb 
took Hiroshima. Perhaps the low-power lad was fairly new 
to the game, and hadn't yet learned evasive tactics against 
kilowatts. On the other hand, some of the smartest operating 
I observed was -- by sheer necessity - on the part of the 
"peanut-whistle" gang. And you may be sure I did my best 
to work as many of them as possible. • • . Good operating 
is not a matter of how much power one has, but is a matter 
of how wisely whatever power one has is used. 

And with no matter what power we have, I believe of all 
single factors the one which will better a score over all others, 
is true, full break-in. Many of my exchanges were made in 

(Continued on paue 148) 
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F. E. HANDY, WlBDI, Communications Mgr. 
I. A. MOSKEY, WlJMY, Asst. Comm. Mgr. 
ALBERT HAYES, WlIIN, Natl. Emerg. Coordinator 

Coming Up! - May V.H.F. Party, May 22nd-
23rd. All stations who can work on 50 Mc. or 
any higher-frequency amateur band are cordially 
invited to try for new QSOs and records in the 
May ARRL V.H.F. Party. See the simple de
tailed rules for this activity elsewhere in this issue. 

The idea that all of us can get improved results 
in operations during those times when more of 
t,he gang are on the air together was amply 
demonstrated in January. Now we're ready to try 
it again. The "V.H.F. SS" exceeded all expecta
tions. Twenty-five per eent of the entrants used 
both 50 and 144 Mc. while 61 per cent of our 300-
or-more reports came from 2-meter-only workers 
and 10 per cent from 6-meter-only stations. Four 
per cent used bands above 50 and 144 Mc. If 
enough operators want it, we may schedule an
other V.H.F. Sweepstakes for 1949. In the mean
t,ime, with the coming months bringing spring and 
an opportunity to get up those new directive 
antennas and polish off new gear, it is time for 
another spot test of v.h.f. capabilities. More sta
t.ions and generally better conditions are antici
pated for the May week-end. This is a ehance to 
add more states and ARRL sections to present 
records. There will be certificate awards for each 
section leader. It is only necessary to keep track 
of your QSOs using the form given in the rules on 
another page of this QST. Make sure you give the 
name of the section you reside in and receive the 
section name from each v.h.f. station contacted 
in the contest period. The official designations of 
t,hese sections are given on page 6 of this issue, 
which can be used as a check list. For scoring in
formation consult the full announcement. Re
member., the May Party starts at 2 P.M. local 
standard time Saturday, continuing until mid
night Sunday. See you on! 

ARL-Message Checking. All amateur radio
grams slwuld carry a check or group count. No 
different policy prevails on numbered-text mes
sages! For amateur purposes and on many other 
systems as well, the message check is the word count 
of the number of words and numerals sent in the text. 
W4KYD, ARRL RM, raises the question sent 
him by W20XG about whether count of texts in 
ARL (ARRL-numbered) radiograms should be 
based on the number of figures sent or the word 
eo1mt of the texts for which these stand. Since the 
purpose of checking messages is to help operators 
see that no words are dropped in transmission, 
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the groups sent in the text govern. If a single spelled
out numeral constitutes the text of a message, the 
check is one. Such a message as FIFTY STOP 
FIFTY ONE should carry ARL4 in place of just 
sending the numeral. Any ARL designation must 
be relayed along by every handling station. This 
is so that all "delivering" stations will not deliver 
a number but substitute the appropriate complete 
text from the ARRL list of sixty texts in the back 
of each League logbook. Page 13 of the booklet 
Operating an Amateur Radio Station, free to mem
bers on request, gives some of these texts and an 
example of use. 

Frequency Tolerances in 'Phone Subbands. 
A W2 writes, "Was surprised to learn that FCC 
sends notices to amateurs whose carriers are 
measured within three kilocycles of a subband 
edge. Concerning the fellows I talked to on 14-
Mc. 'phone, none knew how close to the edge one 
can operate using A3 with normal modulation. 
From now on I'll be 5 kc. inside!" FCC §12.133 
states that there must be no radiations "outside 
t,he frequency band of emission normal for the 
t,ype transmission employed." For general infor
mation and guidance we reprint an FCC interpre
tation from September 1946 QST: 

... amateur radio stations, uti.fuiing A-3 emission within 
the portion of the band assigned for A-3 emission, should 
operate in such a manner as to confine all such emissions 
within the portion of the band so designated. Operation 
should be conducted so as to avoid the possibility of side
bands falling within any portion of any amateur band 
within which A-3 emission is not authorized. 

No Change in Counting Numerals and Calls 
in Message Texts. Thanks to W5AHT and 
W2ITX for advising us of an error in the 1948 
Handbook (Chapter 21) on counting numerals 
and calls in the texts of messages. There is no 
change in checking policy, which was adopted for 
simplicity in counting and for uniformity with 
other communications services. Examples are cor
rect in the booklet Operating an Amateur Radio 
Station. Correct counting of figures regards each 
group of five digits or less in a text as one word. 
A radio call, as explained in April 1940 QST, may 
be sent as a unit to count "one," although mixed 
letters and figures sent together otherwise count 
as "one" for each such letter and numeral. All call 
signals except those sent as three groups (W 
ONE AW) will, when sent in close formation 
(WlA W), continue to count as one word only. 
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Correct examples of ARRL count for numerals 
and call signals follow: 

'Pransmission Correct Transmission Correct 
in Text .lRRL Count in Text ,lRRL Count 

WlBDI........ I 85.32 1 
W ONE BDI. . . 3 54¼ 1 
12345. .. . . . . . . . l 23B5 4 
123456. . . . . . .. . 2 23B5 3 

Band-Bound? WIDJC, in Short-Skip, publica
tion of the live-wire Manchester (Conn.) Radio 
Club, offers some thought-provoking comments. 
He raises a perennial question. Are we individ
ually getting the greatest possible return in enjoy
ment and self-improvement and communication 
from our time spent in amateur activity'? Instead 
of the narrow viewpoint that thinks in terms of 
our little private band or corner in amateur radio, 
and instead of a prejudiced stand that the band 
allocations should be revised for more of this or 
more of that (which means less for somebody else, 
and perhaps an amateur radio that provides for 
less amateurs) shouldn't we all start thinking in 
terms of accepting the fact that we have quite 
generally-useful over-all allocations that each of 
us can use all of, provided we put the right kind 
of equipment and skill into the yet-uninvesti
gated parts of amateur radio? Like the rest of the 
world, we are too prone to neglect best develop
ment of what we have in our house. Even 
though our Directors recommend some appro
priate changes in allocations this May for reasons 
all identified with the good of amateur radio, 
some of us may continue to miss the larger oppor
tunities for benefits from our hobby. We some
t.imes even have cause to fear that if it were not 
for wise Government provisions that make the 
basic form of communications available to every
body, that we would be vulnerable to attack. If 
we simply subdivide ourselves into little groups, 
interested only in our particular spots and work
ing only to enlarge those, producing a situation in 
which one group may be attacked and its fre
quencies lost under the military principle of 
"divide and conquer," we are most unwise. 
Without more discussion on our part let's move 
to a consideration of WlDJC's comment, re
arranged with his permission, on the subject of 
amateur operation: "Many 10-meter operators 
have little knowledge of the joys of 40 c. w. Like
wise 14-Mc. c.w. fellows seldom know what can 
be done with 75 or 10 'phone. Some amateurs 
today are missing a lot of personal contacts in 
the many available bands. How many of our club 
members operate 7- and 3.5-Mc. c.w. other than 
on Field Days? How many have never been on 
any other band than 10? With modern band
switching and a simple long-wire or multiband 
antenna, it is a delight to choose the band for 
the job you want to do. 'Rock-bound' is a popu
lar expression these days to signify a ham who is 
limited to a few or even one crystal for his work 
in the amateur bands. It seems to us that even a 
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greater majority are band-bound, that is, limited 
to or preferring to work in one band . . • and 
that in spite of the development of bandswitching 
gear. Let's get acquainted with, and place proper 
values on, communications accomplishment in 
all our bands." 

FD Coming, June 12th-13th. Don't forget 
the biggest annual ARRL event of the years . . . 
the 12th ARRL Field Day is scheduled for early 
,June. Individual battery-powered equipment should 
play a bigger part t,han in recent years, 
with provision for a "battery credit" in the mul
tipliers this year. Clubs are laying the usual big 
plans for organized group participation. Emer
gency-readiness for public service in communica
tions emergencies is the reason for it all. The 
FD is the annual tryout date for every rig that 
could be pressed into service in either "planned" 
or unexpected emergency patterns. Be sure to try 
out something. E'ven if you have only a small or 
token score, it's the spirit of the FD that 
counts. One more month to get battery and other 
rigs ready. Start getting emergency sets ready 
now. BCNU in the FD. - F.E.H. 

GOOD COORDINATORS NEEDED! 
All SCMs are encouraged to cancel, at 

once, the appointments of all Emergency Co
ordinator.~ who cannot make an immediate 
showing that they are working closely with 
their local Red Cross officials, muniaipal offi
cials, and others. 

In the selection of an Emergency Coordinator, 
SCMs seek organizers rather than strictly oper
ators. Too many ECs regard their jobs as accom
plished when they have "organized" themselves 
and have their own emergency-powered stations 
on the air. One of the major duties of the EC is 
to get out and meet local Red Cross and civic 
officials, explain what amateur radio has to offer, 
and sell our product, communications. 

The on-the-air activities of the EC are defi
nitely secondary to the major job of organization. 

Since the section traffic nets generally com-
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prise the most experienced traffic men in a. given 
area, and since, through their daily drills, they 
have become the most proficient traffic handlers 
in each section, the section-wide AEC organiza
tion should be keyed in closely with the section 
net and should, generally, be under the direction 
of the RM or other traffic leadership-appointee. 
Emergency organizing is the top function of each 
EC and is strictly a community proposition. On
the-air activities in a community, such as local 
144-Mc. nets, should be under an assistant EC 
who can devote his entire energies to leading such 
a group and who will not have to bear the liaison 
burden 'naturally falling on the shoulders of the 
EC. The EC, of course, should maintain final au
thority in all local AEC matters, and will be as
sumed to work closely with his assistant ECs. 

Liaison with local Red Cross chapters needs 
improvement in many communities. This is at
tested to by the fact that after nearly every 
emergency, letters come to Headquarters saying, 
''The Red Cross didn't work with me. I went to 
t,hem and offered to handle traffic and they didn't 
pay any attention to me." Complaints of this 
t,ype indict their authors only, since we have 
stated repeatedly that it is up to the EC to U? to 
the Red Cross, meet the Red Cross commuruca
t.ions people, explain amateur radio, and sell our 
service before disaster strikes!! -A.H. 

Neal Huntley, W6AGT, lost little time getting into 
amateur operating in a big way. Thirteen years old 
when bis ticket arrived last November, he chalk.ed up 
50 countries with 300 watts on 28-Mc. n.f.m. m bis 
first thirty days:".;of operating: !n November,Neal 
plunged into the Swe1:pstakes Wlth, .. t!ie best of the old
timers and came up Wlth a total of 233 contacts and 51 
sections worked on 28-Mc. 'phone in 28½ hours total 
operating time An ardent DX hound, he also handles 
traffic frequently on 'phone and c.w. His dad, W6LIP, 
can feel proud of an up-and-coming amateur! 
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TRAINING AIDS 

Training Aids Policy. We are sorry to have had 
to turn down many requests for ARRL Training 
Aids from nonaffiliated clubs and other non
eligible groups and individuals. There are some
thing over 400 clubs affiliated with the League, 
and , they are keeping things humming at ~~e 
Training Aids desk. Only affiliated clubs are eligi
ble for ARRL Training Aids. We wish we could 
grant all requests, but for the present it is too 
wide a. field to embrace. If yours is a bona fide 
amateur radio club and wants to use the material 
and equipment we talk aboi:t in this colt.1~, 
there is but one course of action open to you if 
you are not affiliated - apply for affilia¥on. It is 
simple, painless, costs the club nothing. The 
requirements are not hard to meet. 

Summary of Available Material. From time to 
time we have listed additions to material and 
equipment available to ARRL-afliliated club~. 
The complete list is growing long, but a copy <?fit 
is available in mimeographed form for the asking. 
Meanwhile, let us summarize just what is 
available: 

25 motion-picture films (16 mm. only) 
16 film strips (35 mm.) 
2 slide collections (2 X 2) 
2 albums of code records (78 r.p.m.) 
1 code recorder with separate tape puller 
2 BC-1016 recorders (built-in tape pullers) 
3 TG-10 keyers (use inked tapes) 
10 inked tapes 
22 motion-picture film reviews 
I8 film-strip and slide-collection reviews 
7 mimeographed quizzes (i.e., 7 subjects) 
,! operating aids (cards) 

The only charge the club pays for the use of any 
of this material is the shipping charge. In some 
cases even that is prepaid. In anticipation of the 
customary slump in club attendance during the 
summer months, it might be well to plan now to 
have complete and interesting programs available 
to keep attendance a.t a maximum. 

BRIEF 

VE2LA called CQ on 75 'phone and VE2TM 
(new on the band) answered. A successful con
tact resulted. LA passed on the usual information 
concerning his rig, etc., and mentioned that he 
worked at a local broadcasting station as opera
tor. TM, seeing that LA did not recognize him, 
asked many questions about the broadcast sta
tion and LA replied with a description of the lay
out from microphone to antenna.. After several 
minutes of this, TM asked LA to look in the Call 
Book to see if he (TM) was listed. That's when 
LA nearly fainted. He saw the name of TM and 
realized that TM had been pulling his leg. TM 
and LA have been working together as broadcast 
operators at the same station for eight yea.rs! 
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PRIZE-ARTICLE CONTEST 
• The a.rticle by Rev. Joseph A. Terste11ge, W9LQE, 
wins a prize in the OD Article Contest, 

You are invited to submit entries in this contest. 
The author of each a.rticle used is awarded a $10 
prize, consisting of $5 in U. S. Savings Stamps and 
$5 in ARRL supplies or publications (except QST). 
Contributions may be on any subject of interest to 
amateur radio operators. Articles are selected on 
originality and value to the fraternity. 

Give this contest a try. You may wish to write on 
Emergency Corps planning work and drills; 'phone 
or c. w. opers.ting procedures; work on radio-club 
committees; organizing or running a club; the most 
interesting band for you; code-proficiency tech
niques; DX activities; traffic work; getting the most 
out of ham radio; or some subject we haven't men
tioned. You a.re not limited; make your contribution 
on any topic of interest to radio amateurs. Please 
ma.rk your contribution" For the CD Contest." 

WANTED: GOOD C.W. OPERATORi:; 

By Rev. Joseph A. Terstegge,* W9LQE 

The reason I am losing some of the hair on the 
back of my head is not so much because of old age 
creeping up on me as it is to the operating I have 
been hearing on the c.w. bands. In recent months 
I have been plagued to the point where my nerves 
almost gave out, and have come to certain in
evitable conclusions. Amateur c.w. would be far 
more enjoyable and satisfactory if more of the 
stations, and especially the low-powered stations, 
would use a straight key and stick to it until such 
time that the operators have learned to send with 
the proper rhythm and correct spacing between 
letters and between words. I believe many voice
only operators shy away from c.w. because they 
have to make too much mental effort to copy 
most of the stuff the boys send. It should not be 
that way, and it need not be that way. The ARRL 
Handbook gives some excellent advice on "Using 
A Key" to which I say "amen." Listening on the 
c.w. bands today indicates that few amateurs 
are following this wholesome advice. 

It is my opinion that the operators (if any) who 
have rhythm and correct spacing with a bug, 
developed without perfection first on a standard 
key, are so few that they are the exception that 
proves the rule: Perfection first on the standard 
key is of paramount importance. 

G.w. ii:! fascinating when every letter is per
fectly formed, when spaces between letters and 
between words are correct. WlA W official bulle
tins and tape transmissions, and commercial tape 
transmissions, are the standards by which to be 
guided. Studying them, one can get the se.Df,e of 
"time" and rhythm into his mind, and after that 
it is not as difficult to emulate them. You have to 
know how perfect sending sounds before you can 
imitate it. 

There is one very important thing regarding the 
* Dubois, Indiana. 
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sending of code that I have never seen in any 
book: a first· cause for so much poor sending and 
so many mistakes is the position at the desk or 
table. I have watched operators send c.w. who 
assumed a position that was anything but com
fortable. They thought it was comfortable, but 
one cannot be physically and mentally at ease 
when even a single muscle in any part of the body 
is strained. In fact, physical discomfort of any 
kind is an obstacle to good sending. Try to do 
good typing, for example, when sitting in a 
slouchy position. It just cannot be done, at least 
not for any length of time. The body must be 
erect, and every muscle in every part of the body 
must be without the slightest strain. Anything 
short of this will cause needless mistakes. 

Then there is the mental side of it. Again, a 
parallel example is to be found in typing. The 
experts tell us that typographical errors are made 
in the mind before they are made on the paper. It 
is true. Especially must one definitely koow what 
he is going to say with the key before the muscles 
can positively and unerringly carry out the orders 
of the mind. It is like making a speech. The 
speaker must know what he is going to say. Strict 
adherence to these and the other basic principles 
of good sending can improve one's "fist" beyond 
belief. A good c.w. operator rarely has a mistake 
to correct; his sending is musical because it has 
rhythm. He does not send as though he had a 
fifty-word message to the fire department to get 
off in fifty seconds; he considers how it would be 
if he were on the receiving end and the other 
operator were sending just as he sends. He never 
runs letters together and he never runs words 
t.ogether. lJnfortunately, such operators are 
rather rare on the ham bands, yet occasionally 
they can be heard. Their work is the mark of an 
orderly mind, of a considerate human I want to 
know, a ham whose friendship I want to cultivate. 

Fourteen-year-old Jane Hodgson, W4MKP, of Miami, 
Florida, is the youngest known holder of an ARRL 
appointment. Shortly after receiving her ticket last 
July, when she was still thirteen, Jane applied for OBS 
and has been sending out the official bulletins regularly 
on c. w. Early this year she applied for and received ap
pointment as ORS. The W4MKP receiver is a BC-224 
and the transmitter a 6L6-807 combination which Jane 
built with her own hands. 
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TRAFFIC TOPICS 
Many nets are now practising shifting stations 

fi or 10 kc. off the net frequency, to clear traffic 
during periods when the load is heavy. This sys
tem expedites the clearing of a maximum of 
traffic within a given operating period, but, un
fortunately, causes interference t,o other nets in 
some cases. NCSs should check adjacent fre
quencies to which they direct memberi:; to insure 
that same are not in use by other traffic-handling 
groups. Cooperation in this regard will make for 
a minimum of QRM to all concerned. 

Trunk Line K has now taken its place on the 
active list. The line operates on 3755 kc. with 
connections from Illinois to Texas, and also ties 
into TLL and TLJ. 

The United Air Lines Employees Net is being 
formed on 3510, 7020 and 14,040 kc. It is hoped 
that all employees who are active amateurs will 
eongregate on these frequencies Tuesdays at 
8:00 P.M. local time. Call "CQUAL" and meet 
the gang! 

As the summer season approaches, more and 
more amateur stations will be active at fairs and 
hobby shows. If your group is anticipating such 
operation, write ARRL Hq. for suggestions. 

W0!FQQ, Frankfort, Kentucky, has excellent traffic 
connections to practically anywhere, Operator Jack 
Gates, jr., is active on Trunk Line J, Atlantic-Pacific 
Trunk Line, National Trunk Line, and is a net control 
station on the Kentucky C.W. Net. The transmitter is 
a home-constructed 6SJ7 VFO-exciter driving an 807 
buffer and p. p. 810s final. 
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BRASS POUNDERS LEAGUE 
(February Traffic) 

Extra Del. 
Gall Oriu. Del. Rel. Credit Total 

W4PL 6 36 2031 30 2103 
W4CFL 62 64 978 28 1132 
W7FST 59 93 657 90 899 
W5IGW 19 8 792 1 820 
WfJHMM 12 25 766 16 819 
W7BED 32 13' 655 8 708 
WSNOH 34 140 400 123 697 
W6REB 12 16 628 10 666 
W5LSN 9 24 606 17 656 
W2TYU 27 15 582 4 628 
W5WZ 2 10 606 6 624 
W7CKT 8 24 577 0 609 
W4FXU 23 34 486 27 570 
W9EVJ 9 :l3 483 25 550 
W5LAK 3 3 528 0 584 
W6IOX ,j, 27 480 21 532 
W9LFK 16 50 407 39 512 

The following make the BPL with over 100 
"deliveries plus extra delivery credits": 
W9SYZ 272 W8UPB 142 WSFFK 108 
W8SCW245 W3ECP 134 WlAW 102 
W2RTZ200 W5MN 122 W6QXN 102 

\V6CMN 114 

A message total of 500 or more, or 100 "deliveries 
plus extra delivery credits," will put 11ou in line for 
a place in the BPL. The Brass Pounders League 
listing is open to all operators who qualify for this 
1nonthly II honor roll." 

Trunk Lines G, Land I are now maintaining 
through schedules from coast to coast. Route your 
traffic through these trunks for fast handling. 

National Trunk Line is the meeting place for 
t,he trunks to exchange traffic. Have your trunk 
representative check in with WlA W at 9:00 P.M. 
EST on 3670 kc. daily, Monday through Friday. 

Trunk Line H is getting under way, with 
WOF AM as manager. This trunk will operate on 
a line from North Dakota to .Louisiana. Look 
for it on 360,5 kc. 

There seems to be some question as to the best 
way to route messages to Newfoundland, Canal 
Zone a.nd West Indies. Newfoundland traffic 
should be routed through Trunk Line I, and 
Canal Zone and West Indies traffic through the 
Rebel NPt. 

The Pacific 'Phone Net is in operation through
out the Pacific Islands on 14,280 kc. Traffic for 
this area may be routed through the trunk lines 
t,o the West Coast, where it will be forwarded 
by Pioneer or Mission Trail N f't.. 

The Eastern Shuttle Net is now under way on 
7120 kc. This is a daylight net for those who 
work night shifts. The net meets Sunday, 
Wednesday and Saturday at 9:30 A.M. EST. All 
interested are urged to contact W3MWD, NCS. 
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W5VT, Shreveport, La. 
Traffic handling and ARRL field-organization work 

have occupied the interest of W. J. "Dubs" Wilkinson. 
jr., continuously over many years. An ORS of long 
standing, he has also held appointment as RM, OBS 
and 00. At present he is Louisiana SCM, an office he 
has held off and on since 1932. During recent emergen
cies he contributed valuable assistance as a member of 
the Rebel Net and received four Public Service Certifi
cates in recognition of his efforts. His other accomplish
ments include WAS, a 35-w.p.m. Code Proficiency Cer
tificate, several Sweepstakes section awards and mem
bership in the A-1 Operator Club. 

• 

AMATEURS ASSIST IN REPAIR OF 
BROKEN GAS LINE 

When a gas main broke on the outskirts of 
Independence, Mo., on February 26th and the 
gas company called upon the AEC group of the 
Heart of America Radio Club to provide emer
gency collllllunications between the various,repair 
crews, the 28-Mc. mobile units which the club had 
kept in readiness forjust such an occasion proved 
their value to all concerned. Working all night 
and part of the next day, the ham group provided 
liaison between the headquarters of the gas com
pany and their field crews such as had never been 
available before, and the cooperation of amateur 
radio has been declared to be partly responsible 
for the speed and efficiency with which the break 
was located and repaired. The following are 
known to have taken part in this activity: W~s 
BBQ, BQU, DDX, EQW, GOT, GVL, JRJ, JXJ, 
KHX, LRU, NNK, TNA, UBR and VRF. 

SUPPLEMENT TO DIRECTORY OF 
ACTIVE NETS 

FARM Net 
Florida Emera:. 'Phone 

Net 
MiBsouri Traffic Net 
New Hampshire C.W. 

Traffic Net 
North Carolina Net* 
N.Y.C.-L.I. A.E.C. 80 

C.W. Net 
Pacific 'Phone Netl 

QMW (Midwest Net)2"' 

South Texas 'l'raffic Net 

Southern California Net* 
Swina:-Shift Net (New 

England) 
Tennessee C.W. Net 

Trunk Line A8 
Trunk Line G' 
Trunk Line K6 
WARTS Net (Wash.) 

3935 7:00 P.lll:. MST Mon.-F'ri. 

3910 6:00 P.111. EST Tues. 
3755 7:00 P.lll:. CST Mon.-Fri. 

3685 7:00 P.lll:. EST Mon.-F'ri. 
3605 7:15 P.K. EST Mon.-Fri. 

3600 8:00 P.lll:. EST Mon.-Fri. 
14,280 0400 GCT daily except 

Wed. 
3565 7:30 P.M. CST Mon.-Fri. 
3750 8:00 P.lll:. CST Mon., Wed., 

Fri. 
3765 8:00 P.lll:. PST Mon.-Fri. 

3640 1:00 P.M. EST Mon.-Fri. 
3737 7:30 P.111. EST Mon., 

Thurs., F'ri. 
3565 10:00 P.M. CST Mon.-Fri. 
3600 10:30 P.ll<. EST Mon.-F'ri. 
3755 9:30 P.M. CST Mon.-.l!'ri. 
3970 7:00 A.M., 12:00 noon, 6:00 

P.M. PST daily 
* Change in listing. • 
1 .Tapan, Okinawa, lwo Jima., Saipan, China, Guam, 

Korea, Philippines. U.S.A. 
2 N. Dak., S. Dak., Minn., Iowa, Mo., Kans., Nebr., Ill. 

Wia., Ind., Ohio, Mich. ' 
3 Wash., Idaho. Mont., N. Dak., Wis., Mich. 
4Masa., N.Y., Mich., Wis., Minn., Idaho, Ore. 
6 IlL, Iowa, Mo., Texu. 
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BRIEF 
Ev Mayer, KP4KD, comes up with what is be

lieved to be a record of some sort. After a schedule 
with .G2PL at 0645 GOT on 3560 kc., he worked 
G6ZO at 0700 GOT. At 0843 G6ZO answered 
Ev's CQ DX on 7050 kc. and a 14-minute con
tact ensued. At 1315 G6ZO contacted KP4KD 
after the latter signed with G2HPF on 28,010 kc. 
The fellows decided to shift to 14,100 kc. The 
14-Mc. contact materialized at 1439 GOT. Net 
result: 4-band DX QSO in less than eight hours, 
without prior arrangement. 

DX CENTURY CLUB AWARDS 
DXCC Certificates based on postwar contacts 

with 100-or-more countries have been issued to the 
amateurs listed below. The countries-worked totals 
indicated have been certified by examination of 
written evidence under the award rules as published 
in March 1947 QST. 

HONOR ROLL 
WIFH ............ 183 W3BES .....•.... 162 
G2PL ............. 168 G6ZO .. .•...... .• 161 
WSHGW ....•.... 167 W3GAU ......•.. 161 
W6VFR •••••••••• 164 W2BXA ••••••••• 158 
W4BPD •••••••••• 164 WSRDZ ••••••.•• 156 

NEW MEMBERS 
LU6DJK .......... 128 W3FGB ......... 103 
GSOO ..•......... 116 G4JZ ............ 101 
WlDX ...........• 112 W2QHH ......... 100 
WBHZY •.•••••••• 112 W3FJU .......... 100 
G8IL .............. 110 W2GNQ ••••••••• 100 
w2czo •.•.•••.••• 110 W5ENE ••••.•••• 100 
W4FPK ........... 106 W4KIT .......... 100 
W2TQC .......... 104 

ENDORSEMENTS 
WlIAS •••..•••••• 152 HB9CE .......... 130 
W9ANT ••••••••••• 161 WIJNUC ••••.•••• 130 
WBASG •••••••••• 142 waMEL ••••••••• 124 
W2CYS ....•••..• 140 VE3QD .•........ 121 
W2GUM ...•••••• 136 W2DS •.•.....•.. 120 
W8NBK •••••••••• 136 wacvu •••••...• 114 
HB9CX •••••••••• 132 W5CPI. •••••.•.•• 110 
WllYXO .......... 132 W3DKT .......... 110 

RADIOTELEPHONE 
HONOR ROLL 

WlFH ..•......... 144 W2BXA .......... 111 
WIJCX ••••••••••• 130 W2ZW ••.•••••••• no 
W4CYU .......... 128 WlNWO ......... 110 
WlHKK ••••••••••• 121 VQ4ERR •••••••• 109 
G2PL ••••••••••••• 116 SUIHF ••••••••.• 105 

NEW MEMBERS 
TI20A ..•....•... 100 
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RADIO-CLUB PUBLICITY 
A report from Ed Enderle, WSMDX (Colum

bus Amateur Radio Association), contains sig
nificant pointers for club officers interested in 
maintaining appropriate local arrangements for 
publicity on the club and amateur radio. 

"For nearly 12 years or since ,January's flood 
of 1936, the Columbus Dispatch has published a 
'ham' radio column as a regular Sunday feature. 
Originally known as 'Short-waving,' this column 
since the war has assumed the 'heads' of regular 
news items, often rating seven- and eight-column 
'heads.' 

"This publication, written by yours truly, has 
been looked upon by amateurs of Central Ohio 
and the entire state as well for authentic reports 
of happenings of interest in the amateur world. 
It has served as an outlet for news of the ARRL 
and the Columbus Amateur Radio Association, 
Columbus' affiliated club, and is believed to be 
the oldest and most unique column of its kind in 
the history of American journalism." 

-- Edward G. Enderle, WBMDX, ex-WBBBC 
Enderle, first interested in amateur radio in 

1917, has been an active member and officer of the 
Columbus Amateur Radio Association for many 
years. Back in the '30s he was first asked by of
ficers of the CARA to write a column for the 
Sunday edition of the Columbus Diapatch (Ohio's 
greatest home daily). Although the Managing 
Editor was reluctant at first, a complete account 
of ham activities during the flood of ,January 
1936 broke the ice and resulted in a regular Sun
day amateur column being published ever since. 
Usually appearing on pages B7 or BS along with 
the broadcasting-station program lists, the col
umn in recent weeks included such significant 
items as the following: 

"Ground to Plane Tests Planned by Hams 
This Week" - one column 4 inches. 

"Foreign Governments Fight To Cut Amateur 
Frequencies; U. S. and Canada Agree to Only 
50 Kc." --seven columns 10½ inches. 

"First Trophy for WAC on 50 Mc." ---- three 
columns 11 inches. 

"New Allocations Table Approved at Radio 
Conference" - one column 8 inches. 

"Amateurs Invited To Enter in Australian DX 
Contest" - two columns 9 inches. 

"Plan To Maintain All Present Bands for U. S. 
Amateurs" -one column 7½ inches. 

"Amateurs To Observe National Radio Week" 
- two columns 11 ½ inches (includes CARA item 
on elections and technical-meeting program). 

"Emergency Communications Tests Planned 
by Amateurs" ----- two columns 10 ,½ inches. 

Source of numerous items is the regular weekly 
mailing of ARRL Official Bulletins to the radio 
dub. At least one item carries the by-line "Re
ceived by radio direct from ARRL Headquarters 
through WSWZK." Articles pointed toward 
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amateur technique have to be revised to empha
size certain angles for public consumption. Those 
covering the Palm Beach V.H.F. Trophy and 
data to the public on television-interference sur
veys (pointing to ISM as the top present dif
ficulty) were based on data in our Quarterly CD 
Bulletin as sent affiliated clubs. The careful cul
tivation of relations with the local press and ap
pointment of a qualified and responsible club 
member to make a weekly contact for regular 
treatment of local and national amateur activities 
is a useful idea. We believe it should receive study 
and action in every club group. 

WPR-60 AWARD 
The Puerto Rico Amateur Radio Club now is

sues a WPR-50 Diploma in addition to the 
WPR Certificate which they will continue to issue 
upon confirmation proof of working 25 KP4 sta
tions. The new Diploma requires 50 confirma
tions. Cards submitted in application for either 
award should be sent to Secretary, Puerto Rico 
Amateur Radio Club, P. 0. Box 73, Hato Rey, 
P. R., with sufficient return postage. 

Here't1 "'Squeegee/' htation mascot and general over
seer at VESUN, the station of Bill Mertz, Weyburn, 
Saskatchewan. According to Bill, Squeegee usually 
parks atop the transmitter with his eyes open. Ile sees 
all. What's more, he tells all- a desirable characteristic 

"'where there are junior operators about who may at 
times feel inclined to do a little tuning on their own when 
the chief operator is absent. Squeegee i8 a very handy 
threat! He serves also to perform various and sundry 
other jobs around the shack, within his somewhat fun. 
ited physical capabilities. At the time his photo was 
ta.ken, for example, Squeegee was proudly carrying the 
medallion won by VESUN in the 1916 ARRL SS. 
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A.R.R.L. ACTIVITIES CALENDAR 
May 14th: CP Qualifying .Ruri'' 
May 22nd-23rd: V.H.F. Party 
June 12th-13th: ARRL Field Day 
June 21st: CP Qualifying Run 
July 14th: CP Qualifying Run 
July 24th-25th: CD QSO Party 
Aug. 19th: CP Qualifying Run 
Sept. 14th: CP Qualifying Run 
Sept. 25th: V.H.F. Party 
Oct. 16th-17th: Simulated-Emergency 

Test 
Oct. 18th: CP Qualifying Run 
Oct. 23rd-24th: CD QSO Party 

Jan. 1st-Dec. 31st: Most-States V.H.F. 
Contest 

First Saturday night each month: ARRL 
Officials Nite (Get-together for SCMs, 
RMs, SECs, ECs, PAMs, Hq. Staff, Di
rectors, Alt. and Asst. Dirs.) 

CODE PROFICIENCY CERTIFICATES 

The ARRL Code Proficiency Program provides 
the opportunity for you to increase your code
copying ability. Special code-practice transmis
sions are made each evening, Monday through 
Friday, at 10:00 P.M. EST, from Headquarters 
Station WlA W. See the WlA W schedule on this 
page for details on frequencies and speeds. 

Once each month special transmissions are 
made to enable you to qualify for an ARRL 
Code Proficiency Certificate. The next such 
qualifying run will be made on May 14th at 
10:00 P.M. EST. Identical texts will be transmitted 
simultaneously from WlA W, W60WP and 
W0CO. Frequencies of transmission from W0CO 
will be 3534, 7053 and 14,040 kc., from W60WP 
7248 kc. WlA W will transmit on the same fre
quencies as those used for code practice. Send 
your copies of the qualifying run to ARRL for 
grading, indicating whether you copied W60WP, 
W0CO or WlA W. If you qualify, you will receive 
a certificate. If your initial qualification is for a 
speed below 35 w.p.m., you may try later for en
dorsement stickers indicating progress above the 
first certified speed. 

References to texts used on several of the 
practice transmissions are given below. These 
make it possible to check your copy. 

Date: 
May 4th: 
May 6th: 
May 10th: 
May 12th: 
May 14th: 
May 18th: 
May 20th: 
May 26th: 
May 28th: 
May :nst: 

Subject of Practice Text from March QST: 
500 Watts of A.udio from AB1, p. 13 
Coaxial-Lino Y.H.F. Receivers, p. 20 
A. Single-Control 180-Watt 'l'ransmitter, p. 25 
AdjUBting th• Marehing Stub, p. 31 
Qualifying Run, 10:00 P.M. EST 
. 1 Bandpaso Converter for 144 Mo., p. 34 
.Public Relation• for th• Amateur, p. 38 
Sinai• Sideband Power Gain, p. 42 
Ten Elements; Ten Meter,, p. 48 
Improved Break-In K•yino, p. 64 
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W1AW OPERATING SCHEDULE 
Operating-Visiting Hours 

Monday through Friday,. 8:30 A.M.-1:00 A.M. 
Saturday, 7:00 P.M.-2:30 A.M. 
Sunday, 3:00 P.M.-9:00 P.M. 
A mimeographed local map showing how to get 

from main state highways (or from Hq. office) 
to WlA W will be sent to amateurs advising their 
intention to visit the station. 

Official ARRL Bulletins containing latest in
formation on matters of general amateur interest 
are transmitted on regular schedules: 

Frequencies: 3555, 7215, 14,150, 28,060 and 52,000 kc• 
(voice - 3950, 14,280, 52,000, 146,000 kc.) 

Tim .. : Monday through Friday, 8:00 and 11:30 P.M. EST 
(0100 and 0430 GOT, Tuesday through Saturday) 

Sunday 1:00 A.M. and 8:00 P.M. EST (0600 Sun. and 
0100 Mon., GOT) 

Bulletins are sent simultaneously, first at 25 
w.p.m.. and then repeated at 15 w.p.m., on all 
frequencies during the early schedule to facilitate 
code practice. Telegraph bulletins are followed, 
in turn, by voice transmissions on 3950 kc. and 
52,000 kc. simultaneously, and then on 14,280 and 
146,000 kc. simultaneously. Any changes from 
t.his schedule will be announced. 

Code Proficiency Program: Practice trans
missions at 15, 20, 25, 30 and 35 w.p.m. are made 
Tuesday and Thursday on the above-listed fre
quencies, starting at 10:00 P.M. EST, and on Mon
day, Wednesday and Friday at 9, 12, 18, 25 and 
35 w.p.m. Approximately ten minutes practice 
is given at each speed. Next certificate qualifica
tion run is scheduled for Friday, May 14th. 

General Operation: In addition to performing 
t.he services already mentioned, WlA W engages 
in two-way work with amateurs on the various 
bands. You are always welcome to call the Head
quarters station, especially during the periods 
listed below, whether to relay a message or just to 
rag-chew with the operator on duty at the time. 
Monday through Friday. all time• EST----
10:00 A..M.-10:30 A.M ..................... 14,150-kc. c.w. 
10:30 A.M.-11 :00 A.M ........•...•.•.•... 14,280-kc. voice 
11 :00 A.M.-11 :30 A.M. .................... 28,060-kc. C. W. 

11 :30 A.M.-12 noon ...••................ 29, 150-kc. voice 
:l:00 P.M.-3:30 P.M ..................... 14,280-kc. voice 
3:30 P.M.--4:00 P.M ...................... 14,150-kc. c.w. 
5:30 P.M.--6:00 P.M .................. 3850--4000-kc. voice 
tl:00 P.M.--6:30 P.M ........................ 7215-kc. c.w. 
7:30 P.M.-8:00 P.M.* .... , ..... : ...... 3M.5/7215-kc. c.w. 

U:00 P.M.-11:30 P.M •...................... 3555-kc. o.w. 
12:15 A.M.-1:00 A,M. (Tues. through Sat.) .... 7215-kc. c.w. 

* Traffic schedules are kept during this period. 

i'5aturday and Sunday (excepting datea of official ,1RRL 
activities). 
Saturday: Midnight-1:00 A.M. (Sun.) .......• 3555-kc. o.w. 
Sunday: 1:45 A..M.-2:30 A.M ................ i215-kc. c.w. 

6:00 P.M.-7:00 P.M ........... 3850-4000-kc. voice 
7:00 P.M.-8:00 P.M ............•••.. 7215-kc. c.w. 

WlA W is not open on national holidays • 

The station staff: 
R.H. Newkirk, W9BRD, "rod" 
T. F. McMullen, jr., WlQVF, "ftn" 
Richard N. Eide!, W2MHW, "re" 
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• All operating amateurs are invited to 
report to the SCM on the first of each 
month, covering station activities for the 
preceding month. Radio Club news is 
also desired by SCMs for inclusion in 
these colulllllS. The addresses of all 
SCMs will he found on page 6. 

ATLANTIC DIVISION 

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA---- SCM, Jerry Mathis, 
.:., W3BES - A.bout 65 members and &uests attended a 

meeting addressed by John L. Reinartz on the subject of 
f.m. at the_ Lancaster Radio Transmitting Society. LN, 
KBZ, and KIE are getting effective resuits with n.f.m. 
There are 20 active 144-Mc. stations in Lancaster area. The 
LRTS membf!rs are collecting gear for their club ... tation, 
NMR. ELI will be QRT a few weeks due to moving to his 
own QTH. The OOs of the section had plenty of difficulty in 
the Frequency Measurin(>: Test ~ecaus~ of poor conditfons 
and QRM generally. EU 1s QRU mstalling t. v. sets. Muriel, 
VE3BIG, visited the West Philly Club. I'l'Z has new QTH, 
74!J S'?. 60th St., where h!' will at ,long lasF have antennas to 
smt him and a comparatively qwet locat10n. KFA iB a new 
ORS and iB on the EPA Net every night. HTO has his 
14-Mc. beam working again after be~ put out of oommis
aion by the wind. MLY worked 70 tn1les on 3.5 Mc. with 
only 3 watts. LDF now is "sparks" on a carg9 ship. KJJ 
lacks three countries for postwar DXCC. NNV now has a 
~ignal Shifter pushing his BC-610. He complains that the 
phone men he works fade away when he fires up on code. 

AXA is back in business with a mighty 6L6 crystal on 
3.5-Mc. o.w. OGU, son of ZN, worked 90 countries and 33 
zones in his first month on the air. ZN &ot his 100 cards for 
DXCC. DHM has his 100 cards for 'phone DXCC. The Jack 
of reports this month no doubt is due to DX Contest phobia. 
The W3 QSL Bureau is circulating by mail all hams who 
have unclaimed cards in the Jiles. Tlie fewer cards they have 
to look through each time the faster service they can give. 
To date the number of "dead" cards has been reduced 50 
per cent. Keep an envelope on file at Box 34, Philadelphia 5, 
Pa. Traffic: W3VMF 351., DZ 121, QEW 117, ELI 101, QV 
83t~FA 74, AQN 26, EU 12, HOT 10, CAU 3. 

.tv1ARYLAND-DELAWARE-DISTRICT OF COLUM
BIA- SCM, Eppa W. Darne, W3BWT - The Potomac
Rappahannock Valley Net now runs an additional net on 
1.44 Mc. with live members active in same. PV is Net Con
trol, and 3.9-Mc. 'phone liaison. The Blue Ridge Amateur 
Radio Association is a very active group in the Frederick, 
Md., area. Meetings are held on the first Tuesday of each 
month. Details may be had by contacting WN. The Club 
Emergency Corps !!"oup conducts regular drills on 28 and 
144 Mo. The Washington Radio Club's first February meet
ing featured "Mobile Night" with talks and equipment on 
exhibit. "NL," president of the Mobile Club, conducted the 
Symposium. 'The Wa.shington Radio Club's second meeting 
for February was an auction of spare parts and gear, with 
!<VD as auctioneer. The Capitol Suburban Radio Club 
officers elected the first of the y_ear are: NOL, pres.; AHQ, 
vice-pres.; MGM, treas.; BDU, secy.; KNU, corr. secy. 
The Industrial Home School Amateur Radio Club of 
Washington has the call' NWT and has applied to the 
League for affiliation. A complete ham station is in operation 
at present by JTZ and LTS. Also provided for the members 
is a work shop and code practice equipment. JTZ is trustee 
and instructor; LTS is assistant instructor. LVJ has worked 
95 countries on 14 Mo. using 60 watts to an 807. WV is on 
14 and 28 Mo. using c.w.; he formerly was 9WU. MWD is 
on 7 Mc. KCA is getting ready for portable work this 
summer. NZR is on 144 Mo. LFF, BII, and FLG are trying 
out new preselectors. KOU, KCA, and MQF have a 35~kw. 
television station near them. BEJ is rebuilding his 144-Mo. 
rig. IMBS/3, 3NQI, 3AVL, and 4LBP/3 are on 144 Mc. 
at Patuxent, Md., and have named their grot1p the "Mos
quito Net." MAX's new QTH is 109 Seneca Drive, .Porest 
Heigli.ts, Washington 20, D. C. MUG has a new daughter. 
KAM is rebuilding and installing speech clipping. 6TCA/3 
gets out well with 40 watts on 7 Mo. GEB is on 14-Mc. c.w. 
CIC gets out nicely on 14-Mc. 'phone. AQV is building a 
new 'scoi;e. JZY is on 14, 7, and 3.5 Mc. with both 'phone 
and c.w.; he has had receiver troubles. KJF is returning to 
the West Coast. KUH is on 144 Mc. JCR is on 3.9-Mc. 
'phone. CDQ is on 7- and 1(-Mo. c.w. Emzie has been ap
pointed Assistant Division Director. ECP takes l>op honors 
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in traffic-handling this month, ,yith 2NDL/3 running a very 
close second. QL has been 'o?JlOIIlted Route Manager for the 
Sou~hern Maryland area . .l!)YX is again on 3.5 and 14 Me. 
at his Washington location. EFZ is on 14-Mo. c.w. "AM" 
Andy Andrew, is committee chairman for the Atlantlo 
Division Convention to be held in Wa.shington, D. C., June 
4 am:J. 51--.~nd sponsored QY the Washington Area Clubs. 
Traffic: w3ECP 386, 2NDL/3 373, AKB 112, BWT 92 
MJQ 36, QL 30, LVJ 6, AQV 4, EFZ 4 Jzy 4. ' 

SOUTHli:RN NEW .J.ElRSEY - SOM, G. W. (Bill) 
:rlllll\ell, W2OXX - Club election returns are still coming 
m wtth the latest as follows: Lakeland Amateur Radio 
Association - HDL, pres.; RGV, vice-pres.; SEZ, secy.; 
PEV }..treas.; FQS, act. mgr. South Jersey Radio Association 
--O's!Nu>res.; PAU, vice-pres.; UCV treas.; PNA, corr. 
secy.; PWM, rec. secy, Cumberland Radio Club- PAU, 
pres.; EXB, vice-pre.s.; PFQ, secy.; SPN, treas. The Hamil
ton Township Club presented a very interesting si:1eaker on 
antennas at the March meeting. RPH is a new RM with 
special emphasis on internet relationships and new traffic 
outlets. ZI says that the Delaware Valley Radio!Association 
4th Annual "Old Timers Nite" shouid exceed last year's 
attraction. BEI claims more contacts with G6BY' than 
anyone else. Any bets? RG i• testing automatic roll call 
with the SNJ Net. ORS drove twenty miles to deliver a 
traffic report to yours truly from QUH. CFB is planning a 
new home and a. kilowatt. BAY is active on 14-Mc. o.w. 
OSB is go~ to school again. OYL is supervising student 
trai~ at his club. ZX is again active in the 3700-kc. Net. 
A considerable amount of cross-band operation has been 
tried by the Sunday morning _75-meter 'i:1hone net, better 
known as the Sunday Breakfast Club. Traffic: W'2RPH 
268..._ SUG 118, ZI 83~ QUH 33, BEI 18, SXK 9, RG 8, 
CF.ti 6,.1 ORS 6, BAY o. 

WEl'.ITERN NEW YORK- SCM, Harding A. Clark, 
W2PGT- SEC: SJV. Utica Amateur Radio Club has 
named the followin!.1_.I!"'!. officers: QF(1_pz:e,s.; GWP, vice
prea.; VUF, secy.; WUW, treas.; and !,JXA, chief o~tor 
of the club station. New EC• are GWY for Washington 
Warren, and Saratoga Counties; EAP for Jefferson; andNAi 
for Schoharie County. QWS spoke on Propag&tion of Radio 
Waves at RA WNY meeting. PUT spoke on 28-Mo. antennas 
at KBT meeting. SBI spoke to Syracuse Club on a.s.s.o. 
HNN has 150 watts on 144 Mo. RCK is going strong on 144 
Mc. ERCA has installed 144-Mo. station in State •rower 
Bldg., Syr_aouse, for local Red Cross Chapter. OPS has 
moved to .Binghamton, where he is teaching school. Con
grats to FMF and PKL on the new harmonics. GWY, PYC 
and ZJ had fine reports in receht Frequency Measuring Test. 
OVP is working 7 Mc. RYJ has gone for high power on 28 
Mo. RNN had to send rush call for welder to repair top of 
60-ft. tower. ELF will have separate kw. and new beam 
when (?) spring gets here. QHH has DXCC Ce.rtificate 
using maximum of 40 watts and 31 countries on 3.5 Mc. 
PPS has daily schedule with OX3BE and is handling lots of 
traffic. The Syracuse University Amateur Radio Club has 
been formed with_ the following members: OXK, PIX, PP, 
RFB, SFZ, TCU, TJK, UNV, VIQ, VIL, VSF, and w AW. 
PPB is out of the Navy and lost no time getting on the air 
with a gallon. The recent touch of spring must be the reason 
for lack of reports this month. Keep them coming, gang. 
The XYLs are giving the OMs plenty of competition in 
traffic work. Nice gofug, Traffic: W2RUF 398, PGT 
350, NAI 137, SJV 90,.Y! BLO 82, FCG 72, AOR 61, 
,vFU 55, SZK 44, Gw r 4.3 LF 26, PZC 24, WOE 21, 
UYG 16. QNA 8, QHH 7. 

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA-SOM, Ernest J. Hlin
skybW3KWL-SEC; UST. The Pittsburgh Area Radio 
Clu Council was host to Atlantic Division Director QV 
at Roosevelt Hotel on Feb. 28th in Pittsburgh. Your SCM 
urges all ARRL official appointees to check their certificates 
for expiration dates. Appointments must be endorsed· an
nually. Congrats to VNE, AER, LGK, and MBF on their 
fine showing In the recent F'requency Measuring •rest. Upper 
Ohio Emergency Net has new members in JW, WGX, 
8UTO, 8PHY. NUG says his R-9er is too sharp for traffic 
net work. RAP is well again. In Horseshoe Bend country, 
RFM won a club prize for first 144-Mc. out-of-town QSO 
with a surprising_DX of 20 miles. SFF, KQD, LQD, and 
KTB also ran. Altoona's contest man is BWL. RBH a.nd 
KW A are cited for blessed third harmonics. Tbe A TA of 
Pittsburgh raffled on: a nice B<;:-32~ frequency meter. The 
Wesco Amateur Radio Soc!etr ts gomg full guns, accord.u!g 
to club reporter, UVD. O1.!r amoerest condolences to OMG, 
whose dad passed away, OIW, TTN, and OMG are credited 
with the succeBB of Wesco. l<'IH and NJH have BC22ls. 
LIW reports lots of interest in Johnstown on 144 Mo. They 
transmit from top of mountain under call CHR. Up north 
LOD reports that the Red Cross and Citizens Disaster Com-

(CJonlinued on pag• 84) 



f:!!!!!================!!!!! ( Number one hundred seventy of a series} =~~ 

THE PATH to perfection is a thorny one. This truism was 
forcibly impressed on us by a recent and rather unnerving 
experience. 

It all started when Carl Horton, of Athol, Mass., asked 
our opinion on the relative DX ability of the HRO-7 
and the NC-2-40D. We replied that both were fine DX 
receivers but that the HRO probably had the edge. 

We were gratified not long after that to learn that Carl 
had taken our advice. He sent us, in fact, an enthusiastic 

letter. Detailing his listening activities on the broadcast band, he wrote: 
"I have been able to stay up about five nights since purchasing the HRO 

and here are the results: 

601 kc RABAT Morocco Logged 1 :00-2:00 A.M. 
638 kc PRAGUE Czech. '' 1 :35-2:00 A.M. 
704 kc ANDORRA Andorra '' 5:05-6:00 P.M. 
941 kc .. A.LGIERS Algiers c, 1 :00-2:30 A.M. 

1167 kc SWITZERLAND " 1:00-2:05 A.M. 

Also BBC on 668-767-804-877-1013-1122 
Also France on 648-776-832-856-958-1040-1185-1393-1456 

Q4/R7 
Q4/R6 
QS/R8 
Q3/R6 
Q4/R6 

550 kc KMVI Wailuku, T. H. Logged 3:42- 4:06 A.M. S/O 
630 kc KPOA Honolulu, T. H. " 3:05- 4:30 A.M. S/O 
985 kc YSR San Salvador, Sal. " 10:50-11 :20 P.M. 

1380 kc CB-138 Santiago, Chile " 3:10- 3:50 A.M. 
"All but the BBC verify and I have reports out to them. 

The following may be of interest also: 
Sensitivif(y Signal-to-Noise Calibration Drift (after¼ hr. 

warm-up) 
NIL 
NIL 

HRO-7 
NC-2-40D 
(RECEIVER "A") 
(REtEIVER "B") 
(RECEIVER "C") 
(RECEIVER "D") 

1 
2 
4 
5 
3 
6 

Ratio 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

100% 
100% 

90% 
75% 
60% 
60% 

5 kc 
40-70 kc 
20-35 kc 
10-15 kc 

"For what it's worth, the above was a side by side test. Without a question, 
the HRO-7 is the best receiver I've used in the past twenty~seven years ... " 

Frankly amazed, we swelled our chest with pride. Such performance was 
better than anything we had expected! We kept right on thinking that until 
one morning about a month later. \Ve were reading our newspaper at the 
breakfast table when this small advertisement caught our professional eye: 

RADIO MARKET 
FOR SALE---- HR0-7, with coils from 500, - 30,000 
kc., used about two months, reason for selling, losing 
too much sleep. f.o.b. Athol, Mass .. $250. 

CARLL. HORTON 

Shaken but sobered, we reflected that the ultimate is probably unattain
able, human frailty being what it is. 

ERRATA: March QST P. 61, Al King's MBJ50 trans
mitter specified an incorrect value for RFC,. lt should 
ham been 750 microhenrie•, as many pointed out to us. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

W. A. R.eady 
THE NATIONAL COMPANY 
Malden, Mass. 
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mittee is looking to the McKean Count,: Radio Club for 
communicatioUB. NDE is going strong with the Boys' Club 
of St. Marys. From Erie our ace reporter, TFX, reports the 
following: WF is testing oscillator on 50 Mo. for model 
aircraft control. DXN gets more DX QSLs than any other 
W3 according to QSL Bureau. L'I'Y QSOs on 28 Mc. with 
an 829B. MBT has p.p. 807 modulating with 807s on 28 
Mc. KQB says if you have 60-cycle hum, look for a bad 
fluorescent lamp. There are 30 Erie stationB on 28 Mc. 
Mercer County is well represented on 144 Mc. The gaJ!g is 
on nightly from 9 P.M. on, all crystal-controlled. MWV, 
LIFt..KQA, KWL, and MGW have VHF-152 converters. 
MC.ttA is making planB to become affiliated with ARRL. 
Traffic: W3MJK 309~Y A 273, KWL 2031• KKA 11~ NCJ 
92, PY 32, LOD 23, l'IUG 22, AER 18, \JJY 17, L1s1Q 13, 
LIW 9, RAT 8, QN 2. 

CENTRAL DIVISION 

ILLINOIS-SOM, Wesley E. Marriner W9AND
Chief RM: EVJ. RM: SXL. PAM: UQT. State Nets: 

"ILN" 3765 ko.; "IEN," 3940 kc. Egyptian Radio Club, 
Inc., AIU, recently purchased seven-room club house near 
Chain of Rocks Bri~e and has 1-kw. rigs on 14 and 7 Mc. 
New officers are: l!EKY _pres.; 0LLN, vice-pres.; OTHB, 
secy.; !!VEE, treas. DJG and THB have new Collins 
ART-13s. THB and DZU have SCR-5228 and will be on 
144 Mo. shortly. The club has a new three-element beam on 
14 Mo. Rock River Radio Club officers are: AWA, pre.,.; 
OMA.1. vice-pres.; UNG, secy.-tre.as. Meetings are held the 
first Thurs. of each month. SM5LK flew over from Stock
holm and spent several days with AND. Hams visited were 
AWA, ARV, GNU, VJN, UNG, HGQ, ERU, BRY, WOP, 
9wT, and ZHB. GBT, FUR, AAU, AWA, ARV, GNU, 
\ JN, UNG~and DER attended reception and dinner for 
SM5LK. Aw A and AND have new RME HF 28- and 
14-Mo. converters. DER is new in Dixon. VJN purchased 
ARC-5 transmitter and receiver. Illinois Valley Radio 
Assn., Inc., officers are: IQC, pres.; JVC, vice-pres.; AOJ, 
secy.; YIF, treas. Meetings are held the second Friday. The 
club is obtaining radio ~ar from the Navy for the organiza
tion of the Platoon. Club nets were organized on 29,000 
kc. for 28-Mo. 'phone men and on 3790 kc. for c.w. 'Phone 
Net meets Mondays at 9 P.lll. C.W. Net meets Sundays at 
9 A.M. PBY is on 144 Mc. The Starved Rock Radio Club 
Field Day operation will be held in the pasture behind the 
shack. Net frequency is 3765 kc. With the help of 0MOX, 
BIN is on 7 Mc. with a BC-459A. NGG is running 40 watts 
to an ARC-5 rig. AEZ is having harmonic trouble. JGC is 
doing a little work on 7 Mc. now that BIN lent him the 
SW-3. EVJ is busy with Red Cross and em~iency-organiz
ing. K9AAN is interested in traffic work. K~ is new Saga
mon County EC. PEK worked ZLlFX on 28-Mc. 'phone 
with 40 watts. VES is attending U. of ill. and has renewed 
ORS. lie made 106,778 points in la.st SS and worke'1 UA0, 
VQ3, KB6iKM6, ZB!i ZEl, EL4. VR2, VR6, J9, VA9, 09, 
YN, CP_l1~~ FT4, 01'18, and ZKl with 100 watts. SM5LK 
visited l\'lA.t' In Chicago. RSM is on 3765 and 7135 kc. 
His rig Is a Sonar VFX-680 Into Ha!licrafters HT-18 and a 
long wire antenna, and an RME-45 receiver. BRX had to 
work both DX weekends so no DX. BUK soon will operate 
both ILN and IEN c.w. and 'phone nets. Florida State Fair 
traffic kept EVJ busy. SYZ will replace 144-Mc. "J" with 
3.5-Mo. antenna. QBH has had T.V.L trouble and has to 
change OBS schedule often. The Chicago Area Radio Club 
Council has completed an eight-day stand at the World 
Hob_l,;i,: Exposition in the Chicago Coliseum operating 
9MWJ /9 using a BC'..-610 on 28 Mc."'l'he Army had W9USA 
on 7-Mo. c.w. and the Navy K9USN on 14 and 3.85-Mo. 
'phone. New officers for the Council are: HPX, pres.; 
RPG vice-pres.; NGO, secy.• BAN, tre.as. The Chicago 
Mobile Operators Club and the Lake County (Indiana) 
Amateur Radio Club joined the Council making sixteen 
clubs af!iliated. RPG sent in the CARCO information. 
Statistical Quality Control Job has kept DXL busy but he 
aaya hello to ILNers. The Illinois National Guard station 
of the.33rd.Sig. Co., CNH is on 3962, 3520, and 3525 kc. 
GA! u, chief operator. CNH is located at Northwest 
Armory, 1551 North Kedzie Ave., Chicago, and welcomes 
calla and schedules. LNI visited hams in Boston. KQL has 
new antenna pole and new relay control panel, eleven 
12-volt d.o. relays and power supply! He is on Trunk Line 
"L." Traffic: (Jan.) W9PEK 35. (Feb.) W9EVJ 550, 

mi ~~~'c~¾t&r.f~ Ut-:'lfl. tfxl'f: Jfu~~Mli 
8, BU~ ¥d3RY 2, ])BX z. 

INDlal'IA- SOM, Ted K. Clifton, W9SWH - SEC: 
WNM. QIN, 3656 ko., and INP, 3905 ko. UIA now has 55 
countries on 28 Mo. Newcastle Amateur Radio Assn. 
elected the following new officera: VVT, pres.; SQW1 vice
pres.....:J.and DREt...secy.-treas. PRO won first pru:e m the 
WFw (Worked 1,-t. Wayne) by working 50 stations. UNI 
Is working as engineer at the Cannelton b.c. station. MHE, 
of New Haven Atomic ClttbJ has new Claaa B 3.85-Mo. 
'ohone ril{. DHJ is on 144 Mo. PTW has graduated from 
l?urdue with BSEE and now ia at RCA in Camden, N. J. 
New officers of the Purdue Radio Club are 4JBY, p_rea.; 
Roy De.nnison, vice-pres.· and WEZ, eecy.-treas. WQP 
now ia at Hastings, Neb. VTG ia in Lebanon, Ind. UC gave 
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an interesting talk on his experiences as a ham for the paat 
thirty _;years at the Feb. 20th meetigg of the Ft. Wayne 
Club. New on 144 Mc. are FNP BHE, and MLX, at Elk
harl..t URX and NGJ, at South Bend; SZZF, at Niles; and 
EC.tt, at Mishawaka. JDW has a new Duroo •ow. Your 
SCM is the only amateur in the State with a tranamitter
equipped horse. UKT reports 37 out-of-band stations 
duri!l§ the first week of the DX Contest. CZO Is Indian
apolis a newest amateur. APM has a new arrival. OVF now 
is married. KYM, of Electro Voice Microphone, gave a 
fine talk at the Ft. Wayne Radio Club on Mar. 5th. USU 
and his XYL are living at Toledo. FWP is moving into new 
home. UKV spent two weeks in the hospital. IDZ has 
28-Mc. mobile rig. PMT and UUN lost their antennas in 
storm. EGQ has passedy~ur SOM in 3.5-Mo. DX by work
ing two Gs, FA8, two .n..n6a, Tqt.KV4, KP4, DB4, and 
XF. Herb was using 100 watts. l'IA W, who la considered 
an authority on antennas.._ had his antenna chopped down. 
YDA reports spring in .t:Sloomington. TT celebrated his 
eleventh birthday on !<'eh. 29th. VKH now Is in Texaa. 
UGH had an auto accident on the way back from Florida. 
Traffic: W9BOJ 132 TT 132 HUV 116, PMT 50 BKJ 33 
KTX 31, DHJ 28, YDA 25, UKT 17, PIQ 12, HZB 5, IYf 
4, LXI 2 CLF 1. 

WISCONSIN - SOM, Reno W. Goetsch, W9RQM -
LZU now is SEC. QFC is on 14-and 28-Mo. 'phone with 
p.p. 5514. TQV and CYN work 3.5-Mc. a.w. and 28-Mo. 
phone with 50 watts. LB<;:\BZU, and DOG work 50 Mc. 
nightly at 1830 between Manitowoc and Sheboygan and 
are looking for other statioUB. The Mancorad Club held an 
activities contest which waa won by DKH1 with LBC sec
ond, and OVE third. AFT lost slxteen-eiement 144-Mc. 
beam in wind storm. RUF baa done an FB job of organising 
Milwaukee AEC with 144-Mo. net operating on spot fre
quency tll!ll!g 8111-kc. crystals. Congratulationa to LFK, 
who makes BPL this month. IQW and HDJ keep schedule 
with 6CG to keep in touch with HDJ's father in California. 
CWZ is active on State Net. YCV received 35-w.p.m, Code 
Proficiency Certificate on WlAW copy. Although om spent 
some time in the hospital, his 00 report still lists 47 stations 
operating out of bounds! ESJ is getting gear ready for Field 
Day. UFX, Madison area EC, reports on Madison flash 
Jlood in which the following participated: HZS1 Ql•'J, 
NLX/9, PVX at fixed stationB, UFX mobile, ana MFR 
standing by to go mobile if needed. CFT has been making 
the W9 boys happy with DX QSL cards from his W9 
Bureau. om is a new call at Wausau. LZU is workillf; out 
details on emergency net to report river le vela for U. 8, Army 
Corps of Engineers. CGO is blasting away on 50 Mo. CTD's 
low power really bags the DX. We regret to report EZT as a 
silent key. ZVO now is 5ZVO at Biloxi, Miu. JNU had an 
accuracy of .001 per cent in Frequency Measuring Test. 
JBF, OFT, QJB, VHA, and HEE have SCR-522s on 144 
Mo. Traffic: W9LFK 512, DKH 187, UFX 98, SZL 69, 
ESJ 67, IQW 32, RQM 19, DND 18, MUM 17, SIZ 13, 
CWZ9. 

DAKOTA DIVISION 

N ORTH DAKOTA - SCM, Paul M. B018oletti, Wi!GZD 
-TSN has a 50-144-28-Mc. stacked rotary. Beam is 

g_oing up higher at RGT. New calle in Fargo are GBE and 
]'ST. SPC is building new rig. KHG has Park River for new 
QTH. RRW ia back.from Iowa and on 3.85 Mc. Pellowa are 
kept busy working VQ4EHG. Red RivPx Radio Amateurs 
have lined_ up gasoline-J>Ower generators and balloon an
tennas for Field Day. The Forx Clu_b has new call, FVT. 
USN station, KjlNAM puts out l!'B sigl)al with 125-ft. 
vertical in Minot. BZJ, YE3l,,_ TSN, and EGO are perking up 
SCR-522s for 144 Mc. Ou.tt has confirmed over 70 out of 
110 countries on 14-Ma. c.w. DAO ii, trying to trick his 807 
into 28-Mc .. output. USNR will have station in Grand 
J.'orks. U. of N.D. is buildillll; p.p 250THs for kw. all-band 
'phone-c.w. rig. The Univers,ty needs traffic and schedule 
outlets for Engineer''!, Day celebration. Drop me a line. 
Traffic: W!IBCH 27, GZD 14. 

SOUTH DAKOTA-SOM, J. S. Foasberg, W!!NGM -
HDO ie the new president of the Mitchell Club;_,qCP is 
secretary. GOP boasts an e.c.o. to an 813 final. Z.IU'. i1 on 
3.85-Mc. 'phone. CWC is going hot on 28 Mo. PHR has 
weekly schedules with KS4AH on 3.5-Mc. c.w. The Sioux 
Falls Club members have gathered parts to build a 200-
watt transmitter, which ia now in the construction atage. 
BLK has a pair of 814s ready to go on 14• and 7-Mc. o.w. 
and has e~ed his shack to house the new rig. ILL is re
building his ng into a desk with locks to keep out the ove.r
zealous jr. operator. YTN is on 7- and 3,5-Mc. a.w. PVE 
reports a lot of DX on 28 Mo. VQC is goin~Jinl! on 28 and 
14 Mc. with hour-Jong contacts on 14 Mo. UVL made the 
local newa b:y a rer>ort of coming in on a nelahbor'• bathtub. 
]'LO haa a amgle 809 final and will be on the South Dakota 
Net on 3720 kc. with a Black Hillil outlet. Traffic: WitPHR 
27 M~MJ'~J3'.ff .2.3s8~; *'!.'J~G ~ lfa..kamp1 WIICWB 
- D~ l<'ebruary one of the biggest anowfali.s in years 
fell in Mrnnesota and man.v antennaa were re_Ilorted down. 
Our Director, TSN, Is ready to go on 144 Mo. I<'ollowing are 
new haillll: PQD at Hutchinson, EYW at Evanaville on 7 
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NOW YOU CAN' 

QSY is as easy as pie! Yes, the Crys- eleven (or less) Cinch No. 9827 single 
tal Shifter illustrated above gives you crystal sockets; a length of No. 12 tin-
INSTANT SELECTION of as many as ned copper wire; a Mosely 75-5 adap-
eleven crystal controlled frequencies tor plug; a piece of 300-ohm Twin-
within a 100 kc. or so range on phone lead; and a group of PR Precision 
••• without removing excitation, turn- Crystals. Use PRs you now have and 
ing off plate current, or retuning of add more frequencies as you want to. 
transmitter stages ••• without danger Mount the completed assembly on the 
of getting out of the band ••. with posi- front panel, plug into your crystal 
tive knowledge of where you are ALL socket and you're ready to flit from 
THE TIME! You can build thia PR frequency to frequency at will! It oc-
Crystal Shifter in a half hour or less cupies less than 3 ½ inches of panel 
with a soldering iron and a pair of space. Many 10 meter phone men are 
pliers. You can follow the construction already using the Crystal Shifter. 
easily from the above photo. Compo- Make it! Try it! - Petersen: Radio 
nents needed are: Centralab 11 posi- Company, Inc., 2800 W. Broadway, 
tion rotary switch assembly No. 1402; Council Bluffs, Ia. 

~ Harmonic osc!llator. !deal tor 
<WJ,.,,,., lO METERS "straight through" mobile opera-

.. tion. High activity, Heavy drive 
· ~ without damage in our special cir-

PR Type Z-5. cult •.•.••••••.••..•••• $5.oo --------------~---------Harmonic oscillator. Low drlft. 

20 METERS ~::.i ~°i'cWfi.' ru~'tn J~e~el,'if pJf 
PR Typ z 8 Just as stable as fundamental as• ___ _:_!:__:_: __ cillators ....••...•...••. $3.75 

Rugged, low drift fundamental os-
40 & SO METERS cillators. High activity and power 

output with maximum crystal cur-
PR Type Z-2. rents. Accurate calibration .. $2.75 
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Mo., BQK at Kensington on 3.5 Mc. Ki&NAH ls the Naval 
Re.serve station at St. Cloud. Vic Voltz, an old-timer now at 
Cannon Falls Sanatorium, has received hia Class C ticket 
with the call GPH. YKD and ORJ have built modulation 
percentage indicators. VIP ia back on 4-Mo. 'phone. SV has 
700 watts on 144 Mo. TOZ and 9GDD keep weekly sched
u1es on 50 Mc. W AO must want to be on the net frequency 
-··- he is putting in e.c.o. Ex-9MCF is operating as l!MCF /Cl 
from Shanghai, China. RJF has joined T.L. '"G." DSF used 
his '"California Kilowatt" in the DX Contest. BOL has 
r1ualified for a 25-w.p.m. Code Proficiency Certificate. JRI 
keeps schedu1es with KL7MH Sundays and NOS on Satur
days. AXG and a friend dropped in at ORJ'a for a visit via 
airplane. QXI is buildin& a new secondary frequency • tand
ard. LNV completed a new portable 144-Mo. t.r.f. receiver 
while NRV made a new 28--Mo. broadband converter. BBN 
has his new JinaJ. on 144 Mo. running about 200 watts. TLE 
now is on the air with an s.s.s.o. rig! MXC is giving code 
practice on 29.3 Mc. Mon., Wed., and Fri. at 9:00 P.M. 
BMX isn't sleeping nights because the station he worked in 
tiaudi Arabia was aboard shiI> and ther!U?i:e can't be ~ounted 
as a country for DXCC! A Dakota D1v1s10n Council of the 
Air meets on 3886 kc. Contact RPT for details. Watch for 
and listen for details and further announcements on the 
Gopher Hamfest to be held in the Twin Cities, June IS-19th. 
PJP now is 9CSO. Rochester reports a total of 30 licensed 
amateurs. Don't forget the Dakota Division QSO Party to 
be held on the 3.5-4-Mc. band during April. Ia there no one 
in Minnesota who can qualify as 00? Trwlio: WIIVJH 130, 
fTQ 119, RPT 74, CWB 48. JIE 44 RJF 40, HEO 22, 
YBM: 1'!,GKC 11, KUN llfEPJ9, HEN~~BBL6,0RJ6, 
l!'UJ 5, .tiGY 4, FAJ:1 4, JR 4, IZA 3, MZu 3. 

DELTA DIVISION 
ARKANSAS - SOM, Marshall Riggs, "W5JIC - F'MF 
fi is having QRM ~tting crystal for net frequency. BJH 
is building 144-Mo. ng. MRG and HDR are new members 
of C. W. Net. Conway isreaQv stemi_ing out and has a brand
new club with eight members. AUU is president. JIN is re
Valllping_812 rig for 28 Mc. KYQ is working an 829B for 
~8 Mc. NBG is on 7 and 28 Mc. with 6L6. OGX is building 
829B ri_g_for 7 and 28 Mc. NCM is on 28--Mc. 'phone with 
829B. The Harrison Club h._. 21 members now. OCY and 
00.X: are new calls. LUX is building n.f.m. kw. NCL is on 
:;.5 and 7 Mo. with 50 watts. LZQ has new QTH. Traffic: g:iI"f: 135, EA 33, JIC 14, MRD 14, LUX 11, BJH 1, 

LO01SIANA-.. ·SCM, W. J. Wilkinson, jr., W5VT
KTE, the SEC, has been rebuildiog his shack. JET reports 
that Naval Reserve Unit is being set up in Monroe. IVF has 
a new doublet on 3.85 Mc. HOS is bus,Y on 28 Mc. DXL is 
active on 7 Mc. along with GMD, who IS confined to his bed 
iuost of the time. EGK has kilowatt on 14 Mc. JR! keeµs 
schedules with LUN and KME. BPL has new rectifier and 
:i50 watts on 7 and 14 Mc. You will find Pop on Friday 
nights mostly. JPJ has a new VJ<'O going. Ex-KUG now is 
JMVJ. KRX is active on Rebel Net and is handling traffic. 
QH is getting emergency system worked out for Shreveport. 
,JOK has a beautiful signal emanating from Barksdale. ASJ 
WM killed in a fall while his ship was docked in London. 
BAF is undergoing an overhauling and some new equipment 
is coming in. LQO and LQV report activity. The CARC of 
~hreveport is putting on some very interesting programs at 
their meetings the second and fourth Friday of each month. 
b'YS works 14-Mc. DX. GHF will soon be on 7-Mc. c.w. 
KTD is active on 7 Mc. HHT is heard as NCS on the Pelican 
Mmergency Net. Certificates have been issued and any mem
ber of this net who may have been overlooked should advise 
the tiCM. Net certificates for the Louisiana members of the 
Delta 75 also are being contemplated. BSR, Director Can
field, wants to hear from all of you before the Board meets 
in May. VT will be looking for more dope from all of you for 
these re~orts. Traffic: W5KTE 188, VT 6. 

MISSISSIPPI - SCM, Harold Day, W5IGW - SEC: 
;ms. PAM: LN. RM: WZ. ANP uses a BC-654 with a 
PE-103 dynamotor for emergency rig. DLA has a 28--Mc. 
rnobile rig that can also work. 3.85-Mc. 'phone, using a 
PE-103 with which to power it. WA has an a.c. gas-driven 
power unit that can drive his 200 watts independent of com
mercial power. 11:10, Biloxi EC, uses a BC-4.59 for 7-Mc. 
c.w. and a BC-696 for 3.5-Mc. c.w. and a 2½-kw. gas-driven 
a.c. generator. OBC Ls chief operator and DT, GIA, and IBO 
relief operators of Bilo.xi High School station. MJL has 
Class A ticket. NYP is on 28 Mc. NYV is running 45 watt.s 
to a rotary beam. J HS is a brand-new grandpa. The Gu1fport 
boys entertained the fellows that helped them during the 
September hurricane. We need a good EC at Jackson, the 
focal point for rail and wire communications. Three Missis
sippi stations of the Rebel Net had a combined Feb. traffic 
total of 1978. Traffic: W5IGW 820, WZ 624, LAK 534. 

TENNESSEE-SOM, Ja.mes W. Watkins, W4FLS
The NARC is putting out a monthly paper named the 
B,andapread. The prize-winning name was suggested by 
C,QQ. 'l'he NARC was called upon by the American Red 
Cross to supply emergency communications duri!!ll, emer
gency caused by flood waters on the Cumberland River on 
the night of F'eb. 13th. An Em<ll"genoy Net has been or-
11:anlse<l on 28 Mo. meetin& each Wednesday at 2000. LRK 
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hao new ARC-5 VFO for chasina; that elusive DX. JSM"la 
experimenting with a BC-348 aa a Q5-er. MOV la trying for 
out-of-town contact on 50 Mc. FWH plans to attempt 144-
Mc. contact with Memphis. HOJ uses his 807 buffer to 
answer roll call in the Tennessee Net. Tennessee now has a 
o.w. net opera.tin, on 3737 ko. at 6:30 and 8:00 P.lll. CST 
each ev~. 4FCU is Net ControL LHQ has new Diamond 
antenna. GCS is new AEC member. LNF is planning a new 
810 rig. MCZ has new HT-6. PL had his annual traffic spree 
with the Florida State Fair station, DUG, but missed three 
days when he operated U. S. Engineers station, AEDK, 
during fiood emergency. 5MKL/4 is waiting for a new relay 
for break-in operation. FCU is new RM. DTI hopes to be 
back on soon with 150 watts on 'phone and o.w. The follow
ing members of the Tenn. 3.85-Mo. 'phone net have been 
issued Net Certificates: AF!, BAO, BD, BDB, EAL, EB~, 
EDC, EtmYO FCC, FEIJ... fGD.hFLW, FY..i... 9HL~ GQ• , 
HHS!, H , IUC, JD, JMW, ~ JM~ J:S...MH, T, Z • 
'rraffic: 4PL 2103, FWH 168, FEi 129, LNN 85, OJ 15. 
LHQ 10, 5MKL/4 5. 

GREAT LAKES DIVISION 

KENTUCKY- SOM, W. C. Alcock, W4CDA- Ken
tucky stations handled 834 radiq_l{l'ams during Febru

ary to break all postwar records. The KYN and KYP Nets 
are gettinK bigger and better, with BPE and FBJ developing 
144-Mo. net. MRI is building 144-Mo. converter and 832 
final. LNU is reconverting ARC-5 and SCR-522 for 144-Mc. 
work. MSC has increased power and has excellent signal on 
KYNet. CDA is wor~g_ on p.p. 813 final. FKM had 100 
per cent attendance for KYNet and is a regular on KYNet. 
BPE and FBJ were appointed Official Experimental Sta
tions. KKG is__go!ng in for 144-Mo. workJ !'-nd offering trophy 
cup for be.st OX this summer on 144 Mc. JCN's work on 
high-power 9:mplifier is cJ.iscouraging when he gets good 

.reports on usmg 10-watt Suma! Shifter. CIS worked North 
Africa with Millen exciter. 1lAZ works 7 Mc. occasionally. 
He has Collins VFO and says KYNet is so big it may have 
to run two shifts. UWR has new four-element 28-Mc. beam 
and three-element 14-Mo. beam in operation. JRO works 
high end of 7 Mc. FQQ works Trunk Lines "AP" and "J" 
and schedu1es K6BFG on 7 Mc. JHU is liaison operator for 
KYN and KYP Nets. Owensboro's club put on ham re
t1nion Feb. 29th, attended by Kentucky and Indiana ama
teurs. MRI, KMX, and LVL are regulars on the 144-Mc. 
net. Applications are invited for Emergency Coordinator. 
We need one in every community I Mail activitv and traffic 
reports to SCM the last day of month. Traffic: 'W4CDA 332, 
BAZ 205, FQQ 107, NBY 57, JCN 46, MWX 23, FKM 18, 
UWR 12, MSC 11, FBJ 8, KWO 8, JRO 5, BPE 1, KKG 1. 

MICHIGAN - SCM, Joseph R. Beljan, jr., W88CW -
SEC: PVB, RM: NOH PVB, and UKV. CPY is new OBS 
appointee. KRS and UUS now are 00. ARJ is on QMW Net 
and NOH is with T.L. "G." The Central Michigan Amateur 
Radio Club played host to delegates from other Michigan 
clubs at Lansing on I!'eb. 22nd. The main purpose was to 
give our Director, DPE, the thoughts and ideas of the clubs 
within our State on frequency allocations and other per
tinent questions regarding amateur radio. The meeting was 
well attended and proved to be auch a success that it was 
decided to organize a Michig,m Council of Clubs with UJS 
as chairman. Congrats to DOI and UJS.fortheir fine work in 
arranging the meeting. The Adrian Amateur Radio Club is 
rapidly g'!-ll)lllg ground and has been recommended for 
ARRL affiliation. The gang out Royal Oak way are QRL 
organizing a new club which promises to be a livewire or
ganization. PVB is doing a nice job as SEC. CYH has 350 
watts on all bands. NCB is doing fine with 500 on all bands. 
DNM la building a new p.p. 813 final. Congrats to AQU on 
the arrival of the new YL operator. The Allegan gang is 
organizing a 23-Mo. 'phone net. The Muskegon gang has a 
28-Mo. 'phone emergency net in operation, with UCG as 
NOS. UAL is tryinjj: for WAS on 7 Mc. IV has 1948 car 
license "FB-73-88. By coincidence of course I Y AD is 
having modulator trouble. YMG now is Glass A. TIC is 
sporting a new SX-43. NZU has returned from hls trip out 
West. YKT is back on the air after shack alterations. OGJ 
is moving to Sagi_naw. UKV has started operation of the 
slow speed trunk line on 3545 ko. at 7 P.M. We regret to an
nounce the_passing of OGT of Lewiston. Our deeJJCBt sym
pathy to WUT, who lost her young son, and to YBU, who 
lost his infant daughter. TBP is acting as relay between the 
Eastern and Wes tern sections of the Canadian Net. QF'F 
has 350 watts with n.f.m. TRN has new Sonar CFC VOO. 
UBF is rebuilding. SZW, UES, UUS, and WOV are new 
calls on QMN. The DARA again will sponsor the Michigan 
Hamfest, which will be held on May 23rd at Y~ti. 
Plan to attend.to meet the K!'lli, and have a swell time. See 
you there. Trame; (Jan.) W8TBP 59 BOX 9, UUS 5, YCT 
4. (Feb.) W8NOH 697, GSJ 451t ~CW 287, PVB 22~ ARJ 
181, ZWN 127, UKV 122, DN1V1. 101, TBP 81, ATB 53, 
SH 5Qi TRN 46, QBO 36, VPE 3§J AQA 31.,_ AIZ 20, DPE 
20J_ I.t1R 17, RJC 17, IV 15, FA 13, UEi:i 11, DWB 7, 
RrP3, QF 1. 

OHIO -- SCM, William D. Montgomery, W8PNQ -
February was a good trafilo month again - the total 
handled was 1772. Keep it up, fellows. OPC reports the 
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MFD. Volts 
DC 

------ ---
10 !000 

,t 2000 

2 3000 

I 4000 

2 5000 

MFD. Volts 
DC 

10 1000 
·1 2000 

" 3000 
l ,1000 
2 5000 

PLASTICON 
Plastic Film Oil-Filled 

CAPACITORS 
l. 1llore Economical 
2. Smaller-Lighter 
:1. Better Electrical Characteristics 

1. More Econom.ical 

List Price l.Jist Price Saving 
Paper Capacitor Plaaticon AOC 

$15.18 $10.67 $4.51 
13.67 9.24 ,i.t3 
22.78 15.10 7.38 
33.54 27.50 6.01, 
•t8.73 41.25 7.18 

Above are typical examples. 

PLASTICONS are the result of techoolouieal advances 
••• cost less to manolactore. alive better performance 

2. Sm.aller-Lighter 3. Better Electrical Characteristics 

Approx. Weight ,4pprox. 
Cubic Dimensions 

Paper 
.Plasticon-s Capacitors 

Power Factor at 

Paper Plasticons Pape,, Plasticons Capacitors Capacitors 

l.95 lbs. l.7 lbo. 31 cu. in. 30 cu. in. 

2.0 J.23 31 23 

85°C 60 cycles 0.7% 0.3% 
Reshitance at 

85°C megohms 
per Mfd. 41) 100 

Capacitance Temp. 
Coefficient 100 % -,t0°C=73% .4o•c= 94% 
at 25° +ss°C=97% +ss•c=I03% 

2.0 L:?l 31 19 

1.77 . 94 28 19 

5.2 2.9 70 60 

PLASTICON CAPACITORS given are Type 
AOC, mineral oil-filled . 

PLASTICON ASC silicone-filled have better 
characteristics. 

Paper Capacitors given are chlorinated diphenyl 
impregnated. 

~ (~ondenser Products (~ompang 
1375 NORTH BRANCH STRIEET • CHICAGO 22, ILLINOIS 

MANUFACTURERS of GLASSMIKE CAPACITORS and HIGH VOLTAGE 
POWER SUPPLIES 
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formation in Cleveland of the South East Amateur Radio 
Club, which was organized by BAG. Th~ __ meet twice a 
month and expect to be affiliated with AH.RL as soon as 
possible. ]'rom the DARA Bulletin we see that TQT was 
transferred to Vaughan General Hospital at Hines, Ill., for 
a year's additional treatments, which should just about cure 
him. Good luck, OM. ENH and RCA are proud possessors 
of new YI.e. New DARA officers for '48 are: ATQ, pres.; 
OJF, vice-pres.; ACE, secy.-treas.; YEV, asst. ser',J" CIT is 

~al~::f«:ed1in ~0
fuiP'o!roi: ic~!,,":,,jb ~rc~a1\~ 

Columbus, via the CARASOOPE, we see that 'l'O and NPF 
have recovered from recent operations, and that IVC 
worked Knoxville with .18 watts to a 30 tube, thus taking 
the micro-flea power rating_away from WAB (who did it 
with .38 watts). Al...1. ex-lLV, recently moved to Fremont 
from Connecticut. uAE recommends the Command VFOs 
as being neat and stable. EFW finally_made WAC after 17 
years of trying. JFC reports that PAU has a new jr. opera
tor, and that RY has a new Collins transmitter and receiver 
to go with his new beam. AQ itave up his folded dipole on 
:J.85 Mo. and went back to his Zepp, which psid him an 
immediate dividend with the working of ZS6DW. LJH has 
been reporting into the Buckeye Net from his bed, where 
he is temporaril,Y confined with spinal trouble. RJD says 
1.44 Mo. in Cincmnati has apparently folded up again after 
what appeared to be a good start. Traffic: W8TKS 309, 
EBJ 22.3, UPB 205, ]'FK 204, PZA 129, WXA 112, CBI 87, 
RN 79,...PNY 71.JVC 6~ ZAU 52, EQN 51, TAQ 49, EID 
22, QB!'· 19, BEw 17, PuN 17, WAB 15, LJH 13, QIE 13, 
DAE 10, UW 9, EFW 3. 

HUDSON DIVISION 

EASTERN NEW YORK - Ernest E. George, W2HZL 
- NYS Traffic and Emergency Net is now covered by 

27 member stations. Forty additional stations report in. 
This is one of the finest nets goinjr;. New members in Febru
ary were BSH. USH, and VP. Sto.tions still are needed in 
Albany, Greene, Columbia, Orange, Putnam, and Rockland 
Counties. Anyone interested, please get in touch with ITX. 
The Westchester 144-Mc. Net now ha.s 28 stations. The At
lantic Coast Line 144-Mo. Net has been successful each time 
it has tried. At present it runs from Newport to Asbury 
Park. Early March saw Philadelphia through to Boston 
in operation. USH reports seven DX countries on his 6L6 
6na.l. JZK reports he is another ham who lost a good SJK 
to Old Man Weather the other day. What a winter! BSH 
has his new 300-watter going now and &pparently batting 
off quite a few QSOs. Officers of the Amsteraam Radio Club 
for '4.8 are: VDQ, pres.; Dick Gibson, secy.-treas.; and 
.RMD, trustee of club station. Meetings are held the last 
Monday of the month and temporarily are held at 17 Pine 
St. A little 144-Mc. work and a lot of building in this area 
keep Amsterdam ham-conscious. Schenectady boys will miss 
their old friend, MB, who has retired and is now roving 

. the country in his trailer. Look for him on 28 Mo. 'rraffic: 
W2ITX 381, WPO 124, RH 114, EQD 82, TYC 44, NHY 
38, BSH 33 USH 14. 

NEW YORK CITY & LONG ISLAND - SCM. Charles 
Ham, jr., W2KDC - 'rhe Suffolk County Radio Club has 
been invited by the Suffolk County Amateur Radio Club to 
work together at Rock Hill, Eastport, on .Field Day. All 
those interested in this activi¾ are asked to contact MZB, 
SCR chairman, or OQI, SARu chairman. LCU is ready to 
go with a 522. PDU is ~ his 522 do until a bigger rig 
is on the air. ZV can be heard· on 3.85-Mc. 'ohone and 3.5-
Mc. c. w. CRZ is back on the air and has added an XYL to 
his staff. AYJ, formerly of Oyster Bay, now is on the h.f. 
bands and is operating _from Babylon. In Nassau during 
:February, thirty 144-Mc. stations were active with an 
average attendance of twenty_stations for the weekly drills. 
Those heard were GMU, FQW ..JL, GG, OBI!.,_ CET, CHK, 
QBS, OUL, IGP, ANN, NT, J.t'Y,.__~H. ADr,, QAN, KB, 
NQB, LPJ, WKR, QXY, MBB, =• llOL, vXM, WJS, 
l:lFV, SMX, a_nd F'I. New stations in the 144-Mc. net are 
MBB, KB, OXM, and WJS. Old stations returning after 
long absences are SMX, SFV, and NBQ. SMX RH, QAN, 
and FQW are busy building gear for 420 Mc. City College 
Radio Club, HJ is planning technical talks on a wide range 
of subjects for the coming months. RTZ is slowing down on 
traffic a little and giving -the family a break. Hope plans to 
visit local vets' hospitals and solicit traffic. She also is help
ing to organize the Daylight Net on 7 Mo. CJZ has a Super
Pro preceded with a 152 converter. He and LWE are on 
144 Mc. and are orl{anizing for Field Day; LWE is concen
trating on c.w. USG on 3.85-Mc. 'phone, is welcomed to 
Port Jefferson. The Gompers Vocational H.S. is forming a 
radio club and can be heard on all bands, including 144 Mc. 
The Staten Island ARA has been read,ivated with GHK, 
AMO, SGO, and NQO as officers. Meetings are held the 
firat and third Monday of each month at the Masonic Hall 
in Great Kills. LQP is busy installing telephones. Lou lost 
an antenna recently under peculiar circumstances. NYC-LI 
is going stronger than ever with individual members branch
ing out into other nets. Contact OBU or QYZ for monthlv 
bulletin. PWJ is doing a good job on 3.85-M:c. 'phone with 
ao watts. HYT was QRL because of ice on antenna. OUT is 
joining the 8UKV 15-w.p,m, net and is seeking ORS av-
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pointment. TUK baa been forced to leave NYC"rLI Net 
temporarily because of change in college work. EC is buay 
building screens. KV 4AF /2 can't seem to get hold of 
enough traffic. Ted now is ORS and uses 10 watt.. on 3.5 
and 't Mc. UZX worked 13 countries on 3.5 Mc. in three 
weeks. RQJ is working on n.f.m. adapter with miniature 
tubes. QYZ has made arrangements to schedule vets' hospi
tals to help the boys keep in touch with home. VOS Ls having 
;note trouble. :i'(e is trying o~t a new antenna on 7 Mc. 
.Elx-IWV now•• 4MZZ at W1nston-1:lalem, N. C. OUT is 
heJping to org,i.nize slow-speed trunk line and is representing 
NYC"rLI. TYU'e 866 caught cold and he lost several thou
oand in traf!io total in three da.vs. PZE ia QRL on NYC-LI 
Net because of putting kids to bed; he suggests a slightly 
later period. Cal is trying n.f.m.. on 28 Mc. M:ZB has worked 
48 countries with 36 confirmed on 28 Mc. KJY has a new 
YL. He is waiting for the bonus so he can get an NC"rl73. 
BO has Installed new commercial transmitter, all bands 
450 watts. Mac is ready for any emergen~y:. Traffic: W2TYU 
628, RTZ 251, QYZ 229 OBU 155, TUK 121, UZX 113, 
KV4AF/2 99,_ W2BO 87, EC 71, MJO 66, BGO 41, KOC 30, 
OUT 24, VO.::; 17, PWJ 7, RQJ 7. -

NORTHERN NEW JERSEY-SOM, John J. Vitale, 
W2IIN-Asst. SOM, T. J. Lydon, 2ANW; SEC: GMN. 
NNJ Net (c.w.), 3630 kc., 7 P.M. daily except Sunday. NJ 
75 'Phone Net, 3900 kc., 9 A.M. Sunday. The NNJRA turned 
over one of its recent meetinga to the organization of AEC, 
with the SCM and Asst. SOM as speakers. DZA, Bergen 
9ounty E)C, rejlo_rted that a ~oun~-wide emergency net is 
l]! op~rat10n_. NUL was appointed _,_._,c for ~assaic County. 
NNJRA officers are: DIB, pres.; NUL, vice-pres.; OZA, 
treas.; FKA, secy. UWK is doing a swell job as program 
uhairman. PJQ is club's emergency committee chairman, 
assisted by NLN. UWK is running 300 watts to p.p. 810s 
on 28--Mc. 'phone. DJT is working 7 Mc. BLL is active on 
3.5 Mc. TLW's new rig is on 14 and 28 Mc. HXU has 150 
watts running on 14 Mc. EOG is DXi.ng on 28-Mc. c.w. 
WLJ is on 144 Mc. with 522. RE and V'l'D are interested 
in traffic-handling. NCY is n.f.m. on :3.9 and 28 Mo. JKH 
finished his 14-tube superhet. UWN, FFQ, and IRE are on 
[44 Mc. UWN is using a six-element beam. LTP made 
WA VE, a Canadian award. APL is working some F and Gs 
with his MK2 on 7 Mc. NNJ is opening its postwar 7-Mc. 
net on 7070 ko .• 7:30 P.M., Mon.; Wed.: and Fri. BLS, 
BRC, and ANW will alternate as NCS. Others in the net 
are RE, JUG, and VTD. The UCARA gang is install.ing 
.,quipment at its new ~TH at Red Cross Headquarters, 
Elizabeth. The Union County 144-Mc. net is progressing 
nicely, CQD is County Coordinator. VQR, Monmouth 
County EC, has a swell turnout every Monaay at 8 P.M. 
on his emergency net, and tics in weekly with Nassau, 
Kings, and Manhattan-Queens Emergency Nets in New 
York on 145.8 Mo. T.L. "A" is looking for N. J. outlet. 
Oce.an County ARA recently elected BYMhpres.; MMG, 
secy.; DYR, treas.; and LHN, chairman oft e House Com
mittee. Tri Count,y ARA meets on Mondays at 8:Z30 P.M. 
in the Plainfield City H_all and is cranking up t,he generators 
and gear for ]'ield Day. EUI is finishing his ARC-4- for three
band operation 28, 50, and 144 Mo. with er.vstal--controlled 
transmitter, using a converter on the three bands to the 
28-Mo. i.f. of the receiver. CMC is back on 3.5 Mo. with 
809 in final and BC~348R. Wanted, two men to act a.s 
County Goordinators for Hudson and Ocean Counties. The 
T1i-County officers are: BU, pres.; QJR, vice-pres.; l\."lIK, 
secy.; MGF, treas. RIA is organizing the Emergency Corps 
Net in the vicinity of Perth Amboy in conjunction with 
Raritan Bay Radio Club. The Union County Net is operat
ing on 144.138 Mc. at 11 A.M. Sunday. BWI and DJT 
pounded brass in the DX Contest. The E-K Net for high 
speed practice operates on 3775 kc. nightly. PQC and QLF' 
are in charge. MUP is now Class A on 14-Mo. 'phone. 
UCARA 144-1\fo. boys are PIX, PIY, LKN, LIQ, BTZ, 
OSQ, CQD, TH, MUP, !HR, HNY, MLF~EUI, NLY. 
DF'V, AtrI, AZL, MXV, JMX, GJC,.__CRw, and IIN. 
'rraffic: W2CGG 382, ANW 259, LF1t. 131, CQB 12.5, 
NKD 114., BLS 78, NCY 55, NIY 48, DRV 43, MTV 26, 
OXL 24, CJX 18, PPH 17, APL 12, !IN 12, BZJ 10, 
UWK 9, ANG 7, 000 4, DRA 3, GVZ 3, BRC 2. 

MIDWEST DIVISION 

IOWA-SCM, William G. Davis, WllPP-QVA logged 
his 5000th QSO since getti~ on the air in 1938, with 

GNK on TLCN'Feb. 23rd. WNL is new president of Iowa
Illinois Arna teur Club. A UL suffered a breakdown allegedly 
as a result of reporting on Iowa 75 'Phone Net. QVA and 
Till are b1Jsy NOSing TLCN while AUL is off the air. 
WNL built a new 'scope. LAC is getting new telephone pole 
for one end of his 3.85-Mc. doublet. HMM saya his February 
traffic total ia the biggest for Iowa as far back as 1932. 
WML and Vern Brown visited FP and dragged some new 
650-mill chokes back for PP. TWX enjoyed a vacation in 
W6 Land. New ECs: UL, AF'Q, FKB and TWX. EFI and 
GPU re.newed EC appointment. HKN is new ORS. ADQ 
and NQM are sporting new Glass A tickets. DUH broke 
several years silence by getting on 28 Mc. There are 17 new 
Collins 75A receivers now in use in Cedar Rapids. The Cedar 
Rapids gang held a fine meeting for Mr. Budlong of ARRL. 

(Continued on PGO• 90) 



"W11£N W£ llllNK Of V-lt tUB£S, 
W£ tlllNK Of HYlRON!' 

. When leaders automatically order their gaseous vol

tage0regulator tubes from Hytron, there must be a 
reason. Companies with top names can afford to select 

only top quality co~ponents. To have sold over 

2,500,000, these Hytron OA2, OB2,0C3/VR105, and 
OD3/VR150 tubes must offer something special. 

They do! Better performance. Their advanced en

gineering-rigidly controlled processing and as• 
sembly - and tougher-than-JAN factory tests 

make these apparently simple tubes actually 

easy to make-better. 
Yes, you are in good company if you instinc• 

tively associate V-R tubes with Hytron. 
ArmY, Navy, Air Force, A.EC, famous uni

versity research laboratories - as well as 
industrial leaders - repeatedly order Hy
tron V-R tubes. Pick either the standard 
OC3/VR105 and OD3/VR150 or the space• 

saving OB2 and OA2; you, too, will prefer 
Hytron. That goes double, if you're "from 

Missouri." Find out for yourself whY so 

manY turn automatically to Hytron. 
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Time to Dust Off Your 
Portable-Mobile Gear 

for Country- Side Operation 

With Field Day activities just around the 
corner, get out those vibrator power 
supplies and check them over for defective 
and sub-standard components. Don't be 
caught short when the rest of the gang 
heads for open country. A few simple 
checks NOW will save vibrators and 
headaches later. 

a. Check your buffers and filter 
capacitors for opens or shorts (don't 
forget, electrolytic capacitors usually 
draw higher than normal currents 
when first put into operation after a 
period of inactit>ity). 

b. I.f ti rectifier is used in your 
pack, check that tube; it may be. 
shorted, or its emission may be down. 

c. Check the circuits of your port
able transmitter and receiver for high 
i,oltage shorts (watch those screen by
passes in particular). 

d. If your plans include mobile 
operation from your car or plane, be 
.rnre to check the voltage regulator on 
the charging circuit. (I_f this regulator 
puts out much more than 7 t'olts, 
you're heading for trouble. It takes a 
~ery slight increase in primary voltage 
to shoot that secondary voltage way up.) 

If your old vibrator is weak or defective, 
hop down to your distributor and get a 
new, fresh, Mallory unit and you will be 
all set-with the most dependable power 
supply on the market. 

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc. 
INDIANAPOLIS 6, IND. 

MALLORY 
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'.rhey held another for new Midweut Director DEA, Mar. 
ll,lat, ~ttended by ~TQ, A\terna.te Director; PP, SOM; !'nd 
FP, SEC. HMM IS clea.nng house for four Trunk Lines 
into Iowa.. He's also reorganizing Trunk Line °K" on 3755 
kc. BFY haa new 28--14-Mc. am~henol beam. SWY is show
ing another nice collection of QSLa. AEH is getting resulta 
on 144 Mc. TIU says farming is going to interfere with his 
ham radio. SQQ ia working on a pair of 304Tu for his final. 
Tha.nka to the o.w. b'[a for the additional news. Traffic: f/~.1,'~· 1~EtLt.r~:u 69, QVA 54, PP 46, FP 36, 

KANSAS-SOM, Alvin B. Unruh W!lAWP-SEC: 
PAH. PAM: ICV. RMa: NJS, KSY, OZN. OUU, AHA, and 
IZJ are new ORS-Q.KS Netters, all using BC-696 VFO rigs. 
1,'ER rene,yed ORS appointment, bas ilL6-TZ-40 rig, and 
1s converting Command VFO. IFR haa schedules with 
Kansa.u City, MAE increased modulation to 100 per cent. 
CXF has new Oollill8 32-V-l rig. AEI is on 3.85 Mc. at Ft. 
Scott. EPX haa rig,s at two locatioll8. ICV has had a siege 
of flu and cold. PZP is reporting into QMW Net: FER will 
act aa alternate. WKA is representing the section in T.L. 
"L," because of the reuignation of NOV. OZN has been 
working more DX with new two-element 14-Mc. beam. 
FTK is new call at Hugotoo. LQS has n.f.m. VFO/exciter, 
single die.I control to 810 final, and 28-Mc. mobile. KLK haa 
Glass A ticket. AEY haa returned from Texas and again ia 
active. N orthwcst Kanua.s Radio Club has 21 members. 
CUL is preuident. CC will llll!list CUL aa Asaistant EC. 
B.o. station KXXX (CC, chief engineer) has been plugging 
tl:\e dub on.b.c~ progr;"m. AHM reports more sel~ctivlty 
w,th Q5-er. OHX18 on3.5-Mc. c.w. and28-Mc. mobile with 
all-battery power. WKA originated meesa.ge to New Eng
land asking ea.ch handling station to add its call-·• nine did! 
NOV is member of National High-Speed Emergency Net 
on 3550 and 7100 kc, KSY has new traffic rig with 803 final 
to augment the p,p. 813 rig. Traffic: W~.PZP 133, NOV 68, 
OZN 34, NJS 31 KSY 23, AWP 20 lCV 20, FER 8, CXF 6, 
AHM 4, cc 4, EPx 4, IFR 4, oUu 2. 

MISSOURI - SOM, Mrs. Letha A. Dangerfield, 
WllOUD - ERU reports that AQB, ADL, MXS, and he 
operated a 28-Mc. rig at the Springfield High School hobby 
uhow, using the call ERU. GOB, 14 years old, just received 
his ticket and has made 19 contacts. NCG made an excep
tiona.lly fine showing in recent Frequency Measuring Test, 
INK, Poplar Bluff EC, haa a pair of 6L6s on 3734 kc. and 
is trying ha.rd to put his ABC on the map. ZZW tells of the 
new message service for students at M. U. Members of the 
radio club collect the traffic and take turna reporting into 
MON, using either their own statioll8 or the club station. 
ZLN. ~)p~ra.tors are GEP, IISR, MIE1 AFO, DWQ, and 
ZZW. i,ixO is top traffic man again wit11 his early morning 
schedules. ARR climbed pretty hiR:h along that line this 
month. He has been ma.de EC for Kirksville. SKA finally 

~~~!o3J~~·j'J1~':it t3::;.~~fM0h,l/6";~~~•~°:.l 
until he put in a variable condenser. VRF sends an FB 
printed outline of the AEC pJ:2gram for Kansas City. DPO 
renewed ORS appointment. His r.resent headache ia the 
cooverslon of a BU-453 to a Q-Fiver. DEA ia trying to 
handle some of his very heavy correspondence aa Director 
through traffic routes. GCL replaced the 813 that burned 
out after three contacts in the D.X Contest and is back on 
3.5 Mc. for the spring QRN. EYM lost hia 3.85-Mc, an• 
tenna pole, but has a vertical for 27, 28, and even 14 and 7 
Mc. if necCSBa.ry. ZAO has been extremely busy writing 
letters and making plana for Missouri AEC but managed 
to get up the antenna, OUD, YSM, and 5BMI/!t are on 
the National Emergency Net on 3550 and 7100 kc. The 
'phone net on 3905 kc, ia doing FB. VMO has his AEC gang 
on 3.85 Mo. Traffic: WIIQXO 331, ARH 169 SKA 144, 
YSM 109, OUD 63, ZZW 32, DPO 31, VMO 30, KIK 29, 
DEA14 GEP8, 

NEBRASKA- SCM, William T. Gemmer, Wl!RQK
FQB aaya,_O' VIG built a dandy 28-Mo. mobile rig using 
6V'6-6V6-2E26 final. EEH ia new in Omaha. EAO haa new 
E!incor 28-Mc. beam. MKP built revised edition of a twin 
three beam for 28 Mc. ROK ia trying to get BC-459A booked 
to HT-9 rig, SHH change_d to 809a in modulator and added 
BC-459A. GPE, GJP, EJP, and EJY a.re new licensees. 
QXR in oha.si!!i bugs in antenna with Micro-Match. VHR, 
WIP, and CZK are new membera of the Ak-Sar-Ben Radio 
Club. F'QB ia trying a new antenna per week on 28 Mo. 
besides feeding Jiia pedigreed collies at midnight." GTW 
would like to get a Nebraska. National Guard net started. 
NXF •na.ued Vermont for WAS on 7 Mo. with his 807 
final. 9WII/11 ia working 14 and 7 Mc. with a 14-Mo. ground 
plane vertical at Lincoln. EIC transferred to Wilmington, 
Ohio. POB ia sending code practice on a640 ko. OHU will 
conduct classes for ioca.l beginners on 27,250 ko. BBS ha.a 
75 countries verified out of 81 worked. PLK just got hia 
Clase A. DHO ia using a new Globe King. JED has two
element beam, both elements driven on 14 Mo, MLB says, 
"The Midway Amateur Radio Club has shown several 
ARRL films, holds technical ta.lka every third meeting, and 
has four code maohinea for loan to beginners." ERM ha.a 
813 final under construction. Those interested in doing their 
part in emergency preparednea should contact SEC MLB. 

(Oontinuod on pag• 91) 



Frequency , priority on the amateur 

bands is no mere accident when your 

transmitter is equipped with Billey 

crystals. For over sixteen years Billey 

engineers have been first to design 

quality crystal units which anticipate 

the expanding spectrum of amateur 

radio. Billey is now first with plated 

crystals for the 2-6-10-11-20-40-80 

meter bands. Again Billey is first with 

a packaged crystal controlled oscilla

tor, 'the C€0-2A, a perfect nucleus 

around which to build an amateur rig. 

+ + + 

These TECHNIQUALITY products 

are fully described in Bulletin 35-
available from your Bliley distributor. 

BUILDING • ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA 



ROTARY 
BEAM 

With the Signal Squirter you can have full per• 
formance on both 10 and 20 meters and lcnow 
your signals will punch right thru the QRM to your 
desired station. You use less power due to the 
remarkably high efficiency of the rotary beam 
Signal Squirter. 

Engineered with Amphenol laboratory precision 
for accuracy, installation guess-work is eliminated. 
The famous Mims Inducto-Stub Coupling provides 
high efficiency, continuous rotation and perfect 
performance under all weather conditions. As
sembly and erection are simple and easy. At 
last here is a low-power, high-efficiency antenna 
unit sure to get your signals thru. 

See your dealer or write for full details. 

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATIO.N 
1830 South 54th Avenue, Chicago 50, Illinois 
COAXIAL CABLES AND CONNECTORS • INDUSTRIAL CONNECTORS, FITTINGS ANO 
CONDUIT• ANTENNAS• RADIO COMPONENTS • PLASTICS FOR ELECTRONICS 
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Traffic: W!IFAM 74, F'QB 33, JED 22, GTW 10, HLX 10, 
NZ 9, VMP 9, ZN! 8, NVE 6, OZC 3, YCG 2. 

NEW ENGLAND DIVISION 

( 10NNECTICUT---SCM, Walter L. Glover, WlVB
. .A The 00 reports this month a.re very gratifying. Keep up 

the good work fellows. IKE is building a. four-element 14. 
Mc. bea.m a.ndhas added a. BC-453 to hie receiver. We regret 
to hear of the death of PLI, treasurer of SARO. The BRAC 
held its annual hamfest a.nd dinner on l?eb. 21st with a.bout 
75 present, includinJl: the mayor of Bridgeport. Ex-L V now 
is 8AI in Fremont, Ohio. CQF and IQE are trying 144 Mo. 
AJS has 300 watts on 28-Mo. 'phone. LZE rel.'orts 90 coun
tries on 14-Mo. c.w. O.MW is back from F1onda, KUO haa 
television troubles, but hopes to stick to the traffic nets. TD 
is working on a. driver for tha.t new final, BDI worked 28 
on LO Nite. He is working on s. 420..Mc, ri11:, and baa new 
OES appointment. ON a.nd AH ha.ve new BC..221 frequency 
meters, and inten_d to qualify for Glass I 00 appointments. 
We hea.r J MY and LOP a.re proud papas. The SCM acknowl
edges from LKF, EC for Hartford, a. copy of his detailed 
February report to the SEC. Rod, of AW, and AI, of INF, 
seem to be ba.ttlinp; for delivery totals. Ma.y the best man 
win. Unofficial results of ARRL Party show ORP firot for 
Connecticut and fourth for the nation, IQE renewed OPS 
appointment. PEK is new 00, Class n a.nd IV. HDQ at
tended BRAC dinner. SARC officers elected on lieb. 11th 
are: BRL, µres.; AZP, secy.; Wm. Walker, tr~.as.; and A. 
Dietz, activities chairman. QVE r~ports into Nutmeg Net. 
Traffic: WIDAV 371, NJ.M 236, EFW 217 VB 183, AW 
171, INF 127, LKF 119, BDI 117_,_ ORP 86, bXT 54, KUO 
45, FTX 38, ADW 36, HYF 10, 0TI 8, DWP 7. 

MAINE-·- SCM1_ F. Norman Davis, WlGKJ - SEO: 
LNI. RM: NXX . .t'AM: FBJ. PAWA News: The club is 
buying a. B0-348 receiver, conversion to be made by NXX. 
The code a.nd theory class,,., are proving popular. The exciter 
unit of the club transmitter is on the air s.nd first postwar 
contact from KVI was with JAS. EFR gave a. demonstration 
of his homemade 144-Mc. walkie-talkie. 6SH a.nd GIJ were 
visitors a.t recent meetings, lLU is new arnateur in South 
Portla.nd with a. 300-wa.tt rip; on 28 Mc. s.nd a.n RME-45 
receiver. Deering High School. in Portland, now ha.o the ca.II 
RBG. Now that his e.c.o. is_perking NKM is enjoying hie 
freedom from one crystaL NXX tried to stretch the 14-Mc, 
band, but found out it still starts at 14 Mc, OAO opera.tea 
3.5- and 14-Mc. o,w, with a. pair of 812s in the fina.l. PWD 
works :-1.5 and 7 Mo. with a. pa.ir of 800s. The PTN ha.o BAD, 
BIG, GHK, GKJ, LKP, NXX, ODA, OHT, POD, and 
QHA reporting in regularly. Let's have more on 3550 kc. at 
7 P,M, LIC is on 3,5-Mc. c.w. with a. 167BY transmitter. 
ODA is building a modula.tor using a pair of 80!ls. OIL has 
been giving 7 Mc. a whirl. A Northern Maine emergency 
'phone net is being formed and will operate on 3980 ke.. A 
c. w. net is also contemplated. Both nets plan to work in 
r,onjunction with our existing c.w. Pine Tree Net and 'phone 
Sea. Gull Net. Make your Field Da.y plans now. 'I'railic: 
WlNXX 180, GKJ 71, OHY 43, AFT 32, BIG 32, JAB 29, 
PTL 27, VV 20, LKP 19, AWN 18, NV A 12, QHA 9, AMR 
8, l!'XA 5 AI 3 KVI 1. 

EASTERN 'MASSACHUSETTS-SOM, Frank L. 
Baker, jr., WlALP - GAG Is EC for Hopkinton; BVL ia 
EC for Beverly. On Feb. 16th the Eastern Mass. Net gang 
held a. meeting in Boston. Those present were: EMQ1, QQD, 
QYR, NBS, 1>LQ, BDU, MTQ, EK, JOK, A~, BL, 
FGT, BB, N~t QMJ, TY, CCF, LLY, ALP, GAC, 
(;)XE, and EPE. un Feb. 29th a joint emergency drill wa.o 
held by this section and the Western Mass. Section. 50,144, 
:l.5 'phone and c. w., and 28 Mc. were used. WC is ex-PWE. 
RAD is a. new ham in Quincy. EXU a.nd BPK are on 3.5-
l\Ic. c. w. DHX is president and GDJ vice-president of the 
Fall River Amateur Radio Club. PXH and K.NI a.re OES. 
FGT, NBS, and PLQ a.re new ORS. The following renewed 
appointments: COX as OBS· COX, MRK, IN, and MME 
as OPS; COX as OES; COX, :_NBS, and IBF aa EC; RCQ 
as ORS; IN a.s PAM for 50 1Y.1.o.; MIT a.o 00 Class2-3-4. 
The F'ramingham Radio Club has started to work on its 
hamfest. MXG will be on 28 Mc. from SS Jam•• J. Oorbett.. 
FPN ha., McMurdo Silver 701 a.nd is quite active on 7 Mc, 
New Otliccrs of Parkway Radio Club are: LYL, pres.; 
NRS, secy.-treas.; JRN, vice-pres. IIM a.nd KVH are on 
Planning Board. KTE has weekly schedule on 28 Mo. with 
his brother 4KKY in Tampa., Fla.. HOB will have ~ kw. 
on 3.9 Mc. KN! is workrn¥,; on rigs for 420 and 2300 Mo. 
FSK, in the Melrose Hospital, ha.o a rig set up beside his 
bed. IBF has built a. 3" 'ocope. LMU reports that the New
ton gang ha.d a.n emergency meeting on 144 Mc.: BL, RM, 
PX, OIW, OMU, and LMU. AGR ha.s a. 522 on 144 Mc. BR 
hs,, his 522 receiver hopped up. KVX is running 829 final 
with 90 watts. QNC has new HT-9. RAP is new ham on 
28 Mc. RAI is new ha.m on 144 Mo. Those on 28 Mo. in 
Lawrence are: QNC, OBY, PFA, BLO, PNE, QKII, LBH, 
l\IQN, IGO IQH, a.nd the MV ARC Emergency Net. OPP 
has 150B. NNG is on 3.9 a.nd 14 Mc. KNU ia on 14-Mc. 
c. w. 'I'he Brockton Amateur Radio Club had a ta.l.k on Na.t, 
H.F. Superhet. T-9 Radio Club held a meeting a.t BVL'•· 
Eastern Mass. Club ha.d ta.lka lw McMurdo Silver a.nd 
.Tnhn A. Csepely. QGO haa a BC-459A. ORT ia using 
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Make your RADIO a 
WIRE RECORDER 

COMBINATION 
0 

WEBSTER-CHICAGO~ 7&' 
WIRE RECORDER 

SEE YOUR 
NEAREST HAM 
SUPPLY HOUSE 

NEW SIMPLIFIED WIRE RECORDER MAKES 
IT EASY TO CONVERT ANY RADIO 
INTO A WIRE RECORDER COMBINATION 

The Model 78 Wire Recorder is especially adaptable 
for home use in connection with a radio receiver or 
with a high fldelity public address type amplifier and 
speaker. Compact in design with simple push button 
controls, the Model 78 adequately meets the needs 
of both the professional and amateur recording 
enthusiast. 

Model 78 comes complete with necessary cords, 
plugs, microphone, 15-min. spool of wire, and full 
instructions for easy connection. Head phones may 
also .be used for quiet, private play back of a recording. 

WEBSTER•CHICAGO 
MAKERS OF WEBSTER-CHICAGO RECORD PLAYERS 

AND NYLON PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES 

5610 BLOOMINGDALE AVE. • CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS 
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-------
Proudly Presents 

2 OUTSTANDING 
MICROPHONES 

The Sonodyne 
NEW MOVING COIL DYNAMIC MICROPHONE 

MODEL "51" 
I.High output! 52 db below 1 volt per dyne per 

~uare centimeter. 
2. Multi-Impedance Switch for Low, Medium, or 

High Impedance. 
a. Wide-range Frequency Response; 70 to 9000 c.p.s. 
4. Semi-directional Pickup. 
5. Functional design for improved Acoustical Per

formance-beautiful die-cast pearl gray case. 
6. Ideal for hams, public address, recording, com

munications, and similar applications. 
Only $37.50 fist 

The Yersatex 
IHE NEW. VERSATILE CRYSTAL MICROPHONE 

MODEL 718A 
1. Can be used by itself as a desk stand, on a floor 

stand, or in your hand. 
2. High output: minus 53 db. 
3. f:lpecially engineered speech response. 
4. Has special moisture-proofed crystal. 
5. Heavy plastic case-eliminates shock hazard. 
6. Contains R-F filter to prevent crystal burnout. 

Only $ 11 .SO Ost 
Crustal Microphones licensed under patent. 

af Tho Brush Development Company 

SHURE BROTHERS, Inc. 
Micropbones anJ Acoustic Devices 

225 W. Huron St., Chicago 10, Illinois 
Cable Address: SHUREMICRO 
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ART-13. DDO ~ve a talk at .South Shore Club. GAD haa 
8JK beam. LAO has new bandswitching doubler. QPG has 
new rig. ASN worked Hallicrafters-Gatti expedition. JFR 
will have 813 final. KDC is on 28 Mc. with 813. The Yankee 
Radio Club held an auction. ORT has BC-640 on 144 Mo. 
PYM h81! an SCR-522. QMJ has worked 29 states on 3.5-
1\Ic. o.w. LXQ has daily schedule with 2NRM. GDY has 
Sonar VFO. BIY also is NlRAG. RIL has 522 on 144 Mo. 
PSF is Asst. EC for 144 Mo. DWO has BC-696 on the air. 
AXG is getti~ out on 7 Mc. NF is working on 420 Mc. 
UE is quite active on 3.5 Mc. MDU is working on methods 
of antenna coupling. CCF and EPE are trying to keep 
Trunk Line "G" open from Massachusetts to Oregon. 
DTS e.x-CN8EE, is living in Lexington. Traffic: (Jan.) 
WlEPE 66..,_ UE 27, QQD ii, LXQ 2. (Feb.) WlCCF 255, 
BDU 247, .i,;PE 190, JOK 172, LM 128, NBS 88 EMG 80, 
BL 53, DWO 51, MTQ 46. KTE 38, BB 37..,_ TY 37, PLQ 31, 
QMJ 21, ARP 18, PYM 17 ORT 15, tilY 14, UE 11, 
GDY 8, QQD 8, ALP 5, LXQ 5, RIL 3, MDU 3, PZ 3, 
MRQ2, NF 1. 

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS - SCM, Prentiss M. 
Bailey, WlAZW---RM: BVR. SEC: UD. PAM: NY. 
The Eastern Mas.,.-W est,ern Mass. emergency drill on Feb. 
29th was a success and much was learned. More than fifty 
We.st. Mass. stations participated. B VR handled the 3760 
Emergency Net efficiently. BL, AHP, QNS, and ALP 
handled the traffic for East. Mase. QCQ, Wore. eater EC, did 
a wonderful job. NLE, IJT, and NY made SprinJmeld tick 
with wonderful coordination between bands. LUD had Pitts
field organized in jig time. Thanks to all ECs and AEC 
members who took part. West. Mas.s. has a slow net at 
9 P .M. on Mon., Wed., and Fri. All stations who wish to 
build up their code speed and handle traffic are invited to 
f'artioipate. The frequency is 3760 kc. IJT controls 28-Mc. 
phone net each Thursday at 9 P.M. in Springfield and 

vicinity. DXW and GBC are on 28-Mc, 'phone. BIV now 
is in Lewisburg, Tenn. JE controls WMN on Tuesday 
nights. Hal is hot after a daytime New England Net, either 
on 3.5 or 7 Mo., for night workers who wish to handle traffic. 
JGY has VFO working smoothly. RFO is waiting for good 
weather to put up a skywire for all bands. AMI keeps 
weekly schedule with 8DAE. BDV has new 1;•s135C fre
quency standard and is building test equipment. IBZ has 
new VFO with an f.m. unit. Fitchburg_ Radio Club officers 
are: QEY, pres.; MSV, vice-pres.;_ JYA's XYL, secy.; 
IBZ, treas.; and JY A, act. _n:,gr. EOtl picked up three new 
countries in DX Contest, NY has new 522 and UHF-152. 
QGG reports into WMN often. COI has BC-453B working 
and is working on a BC-457A for VFO. JLT received his 
100 DX cards ·postwar. HNE worked HH2CW on 3.5 Mc. 
Traffic: (,Tan.) WlGVJ 17. (Feb.) WlBVR 174, AZW 77, 
,JE 76, NY 68! EOB 21, IJT 21, NLE 21, BDV 15, UD 15, 
AMI 6, JGY o, IGY 1,_ KUE 4, BIV 3, QGG 3, KlNRU 2. 

NEW HAMPSRI.ttE - SOM, Gilman K. Crowell, 
WlAOQ - The second annual . QSO Party was a. great 
success. Results are as follows: High o.w. m State, BFT; 
high c.w. out-of-stat<1, BJP; high 'phone in State, CNX; 
high 'phone out-of-state, GKJ; combined 'phone and o.w. 
winner .in State, BFT; combined 'phone and c.w. out-of
sta.te winner, GKJ. Active nets are as follows: 'Phone Net 
3980 kc. Sun. 9:30 A.M.; N. H. C.W. Net 3685 kc. Mon. 
through Fri. at 7 00 P.M.; N. R. 28-Mc. Emergency 'Phone 
Net 29,200 ko. Mon. and Thurs. at 8:00 P.M., with CNX as 
Net Coutrol. A 50-Mc. Emergency 'Phone Net is in the 
making. HTO has his WAC. NMB received his 2nd-class 
telephone commercial. PVF is working on an SCR-522. 
KEX, OFR MUJ, GIJ, and LSN are on 50 Mo. nightly 
from 8 to 10 P.M The 144-Mc boys are on nightly from 7 
to 8 P.M. LSN is building a new 50-Mc. converter. APK is 
our new SEC. AXL is active on 144 Mc. KEX and EIO 
~stablished 144-Mo. contact with OFR using five-element 
beams. MRN is on 3.5-Mc. 'phone week ends. The Coos 
Radio Club is active again with TP, as _pres.; Leo Pouliot, 
vice-pres.; JIY, a.s secy. Tra.ffio: WlCRW 207, AOQ 51, 
QEU 26 PVF 23, MXP 15, GMM 14, QCY 10. 

RHODE ISLAND - SCM, Clayton C. Gordon, WlHRC 
- The (.,'ranston Radio Assn., which meets the first Monday 
of every month at the Cranston Police Headquarters Build
ing, elected the following new officers: EWT, pres.; OOX, 
vice-pres.; POP, secy.; and John Faulkner, treas. AJQ, who 
was one of our OOs until recently, took a parting shot at 
frequency measurement.a before leaving Rhode Island and 
came up with an error of only .00145 per cent. PXI measured 
on the Frequency Measuring Test for a result of .00191 per 
cent error. BTV, your new RM, is _putting on p.p 812 lirial. 
He says the R. I. Net consists of QR, RLY, ODJ, and BTV 
at present and he wants a much bigger net. The net goes to 
town on 3540 ko. at 7 P.M. Monday to Friday, and if you 
don't know how to handle traffic, they will b.e happy to 
teach you. Really, fellows, you should support this activity; 
it is only when a good sized net from several points in the 
State is running that deliveries of traffic can be made with 
any worthwhile dispatch. You may think you are going to 
be hot stuff when an emergency pops up, but just listen to 
the net some night and see how much procedure you can 
remember. Traffic: WlBTV 51, JDX 37. 

VERMONT - SOM, Gerald Benedict, WlNDL - QQ 
is on 50 Mo. with SCR-522 and 19 watts, 50.55 Mc. QQ has 
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This kind of meter illumination is important to you - and only in 
Simpson Meters can you get it because it is Simpson patented. 

Translucent dials fade and discolor, making accurate reading difficult. 
They warp and buckle causing pointers to stick and distorting readings. 
With our method of lighting we can use the standard Simpson dials. The 
illumination comes from a recessed bulb at the back of the instrument 
and is carried through an ingeniously shaped lucite cone whose front edge 
entirely surrounds the dial. Result: a full and even radiance over the whole 
scale-and without a spot of shadow. Incidentally, the bulb may be easily re
placed by removing the bulb socket. No need to open the instrument at all. 

Of course, no method of illumination alone should make you buy a 
certain meter. We offer this new and different illumination merely as a 
refinement on the basic goodness that makes Simpson meters preferred. It is 
just another contribution to the high quality. which is the indispensable 
component of every Simpson instrument. 

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
5200-5218 West Kinzle St., Chic:ago 44, Ill. 
In Canada, Bac:h-Simpson Ltd., London, Ont. 

ASK YOUR JOBBER 
3" Rectangular Case. Width, 
3"; height, 3¼". Mounts in 
round hole. Body diameter, 
2-~~". 

2" Rectangular case. 2%" 
square. Mounts in round 
hole. Body diameter, 
2-3/16". 
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Filament Rating 2.5 Volts-5 amps. 
Voltage Drop J0-15 Volts 
Condensed Mercury Temperature 
Range 25 to 60 degrees C. 
Supply Frequency up lo 150 cycles 
Max. Peak Inverse Voltage 12,000 
Max. Peak Plole Current 1.0 
Average Plate Current 250 
Mox. Overall Dimensions 
Height •• 5½" Width •• 

ARC~~ for 144 Mo. PSD reports more interest in traffic and 
OKH is link between nets on 3.5 Mc. and Green Mountain 
28--Mc. Net. PXZ reports into 28--Mc. net that takes in 
Windsor, Springfield, Brattleboro, C!aremount, and sur
rounding territory. KRV needs Arizona and Utah to make 
7-Mc. ·w AS. The statement concerning Emergency l<'ire Net 
mentioned in March QST was aimed at those stations that 
were asked to help and gave no a.id whatever. Your SCM 
and LKF greatly appreciate the fa.st and sincere response 
by Vermont amateurs to the request for members for the 
Connecticut River Net. Thanks again. Traffic: WlPSD 125, 
OKH 20, EKU 8, MCQ 8, NDL 5, MMV 2. 

NORTHWESTERN DIVISION 
ALASKA-SOM, August G. Hiebert, K7CBF-An 
ft informal communications meeting of all Alaskan Com• 
munications Officials was held Feb. 10th to ool>rdinate an 
emergency disaster network throughout Alaska. Included 
among representatives from CAA, l<'CC, Army Airways 
Communication System, Alaska Communications System, 
Alaska Native Service, Tenth Rescue Squadron, ARRL, 
and local standard broadcast stations, were KL7UM, NT, 
DQ, IB, MQ, AH, BK, AL, and CBF. The net will work 
closely with the regional director of the American Red 
Cross, NT. DU, a new arrival at the Gustavus CAA station, 
reports working Stateside DX on 3.85-Mc 'phone after mid• 
night Alaska time. W4HXF has been transferred to Alaska 
and will be on 14- and 7-Mc. o.w. and would like to arrange 
schedules with friends. He has constructed and almost 
mastered W9DED's Electronic Key (S~pt. '46 QST). 

IDAHO - SCM, Alan K. Ross, W7IWU - Nampa: 
.ETU is EC and OPS. Kuna: EMT meets with T.L. "G." 
Don't for~t the Gem Net on 3745 kc. can relieve you of 
your traffic. American Falls: The FARM Net will he in
active about May 1, and will reconvene about Oct. 1. DMZ 
obtained an airplane and a dozen used power line poles for 
rho rubies and says, "Guess the airplane will g~ _ up before 
the rhombics." Twin Fails: The club now is affiliated with 
the ARRL. JMX's house burned up but he saved most of 
his stuff. KRK is looking for a plate transformer that doesn't 
"si.,,Ie." KEK worked a ship off Yokohama on 29 Mc. 
;rPP's hot water tank burst and almost flooded him out. 
LNC is on 29 Mo. with a.m. or n.f.m. at wilL Boise: A meet
ing was called to meet our Northwestern Director. He wants 
letteni from you regarding your ideas on the• phone-c.w. 
divisions, etc. Don't forget the June Field Day. Traffic: 
W7GTN 39, IWU 15, EMT 13, DMZ 11,..Q_FW 9. 

MONTANA-SOM, Albert Beck, \Vl~QM-SEC: 
EMF. LCM has been officially appointed honorary mayor 
of Huntley. KGJ is on 28--Mo. 'phone rnnning ahou~ 275 
watts input. HVB and FMV~both c.w. men, are heard on 
28-Mc. 'phone. GFV is bull an electronic key. KGF is 
in the process of winWDJl a 1. -kw. transformer. Thumps, 
the club paper of the SM.ARA, is always jam packed with 
news. EQM and EMF arc trying to o~ganize a permanent 
traffic net in Montana. BSU, ORS in Valier, has umbrella. 
·antenna. CAL and FTO have Lazy Man's Q.5-ers in opera• 
tion. HBM and QB are builWDJl theirs up. LEK Ls super
snoC>ping power line interference 1or the Montana Power Co. 
l! YX is working out the bugs in his tank transmitter. 
0RMS now is 7LVJ. QB made a trip to Spokane and came 
back with a flock of radio gear. FTO has new speech console 
with electronic channel mixing and clipper filter system. 
CT had SM.ARA members at his QTH to see movies of 
.Jenny Lake Hamfest taken by AYG. Butte Amateur Radio 
Club now holds meetings at Naval Reserve new building. 
Traffic: W7CT 17, FGB 8, EQM 3. 

OREGON - SOM, Raleigh A. Munkres, W7HAZ -
Burns: Ed Penny reports that Burns now has a ham in the 
person of E'JD. Astoria: Schedules a.re being held with Tilla
mook on 28 Mo. HCY has installed mobile rig in new panel 
delivery. EBQ is hard at work on a single side-band receiver. 
COZ is ,-ery punctual with the monthlY report. JKU, ex• 
K6CIB, reports from Lyons that he expects to be on the air 
shortlv. Larry reports the passing of BUF. Our deepest 
sympathies to XYL DVT. La.Grande: V02A Y visited his 
folks as well as a few of the ham shacks in LaGrande. IGI 
is busily engaged ridding this portion of the country of 
eoyotes. He figures one CO;fOte;. one 28--Mc. QSO. LMW is 
lindin~ 28 Mo. Iota of fun. HBv is taking care of the traffic 
for this vicinity. Salem: MAO is an old-timer with a brand
new call. The gang_<>_njoyed GXJ's job as social chairman 
during February. A WE hM been off the air because of a trip 
t-0 the hospital. JAA and BVV are the Salem 144-Mc. Net. 
Portland: Only report from Portland is from DIS. There is a 
mighty fine 144-Mc net operating in and around Portland. 
"Snake-Eyes," a very fitting name for a 144-Mc. net, is 
fast becoming a big organization. During l<'ebruary sixteen 
stations from Portland, one from Vancouver, one from 
Salem, three from Albany, three from Corvallis, one from 
Richfield, Wash., and one from Battleip,-ound, Wash., were 
logged. Check in with the "Snake-Eye• Net on 146.25 Mo. 
GWE i~ on ln Sweet Home. Traffic: W7APF 179, JMZ 37, 
HBO 15, LT 15, LBV 13, FNZ 6. 

WASHING TON - SOM, Clifford Cavanaugh, W7 ACF 
-- The Cascade Radio Club in Everett sends in following 
news: Recent wind storms damaged beams of 5IZV /7 and 
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Speer graphite anodes help 
Raytheon make better tubes 
To radio enthusiasts, the name Raytheon on tubes 
means quality, service and performance. In making 
the 1006/CK1006 gas-filled rectifier, shown below, 
Raytheon specifies 2 Speer graphite anodes because 
of their unvarying high quality. 

·•.HEo.1 ... ~ ... !11/li~ 
11 " )~•,!< ..._ 

For all radio and electronic uses Speer 
Carbon Company produces graphite 
anodes of high thermal conductivity 
and emissivity. These characteristics 
enable them to radiate a maximum 
amount of heat from a given area and 
make it possible for tubes to handle up 
to three times as much input power as 
those with metal anodes. Cool opera
tion of Speer graphite anodes assures 
longer tube life and efficiency of ad
jacent tube parts. Speer anodes per
form excellently in stationary, mobile 
or portable equipment. 

v,st.A• .•• A!Mj ~ 
'il'i '-
,.fi1,/i "'--

II .JI 
•.• ..,i,i ' ._...._ ~ ---------~ 

LOOK FOR GRAPHITE ANODES 
WHEN YOU 1 RE LOOKING FOR BETTER TUBES 

CHICAGO• CLEVELAND• DETROIT• MILWAUKEE• NEW YORK• PITTSBURGH 
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Lis-te~~~ 
THEY'RE ON THE AIR 

~ 
Et«.fltoHte MONITOR and KEY 
Listen ••• you '11 hear 'em ••• and you '11 know 
'em when you pick up that smooth, rhythmic 
sending that's" outa this world." Yes ... MON-
KEY is on the air ... hundreds of 'em ... doing 
the sweetest sending job you ever heard. 

Electro-timed rhythm. MON-KEY is an 
electro-timed automatic key that makes dots 
and dashes spaced in proportion to their 
length. And it's a monitor, too, producing a 
clear tone that can be regulated. 

It's easy to operate ••• easy to read. Press 
the key to the right for dots ..• out they come 
•.. evenly spaced. Press it to the left and get 
evenly spaced dashes. Just relax and follow 
the key ... let the code roll out with perfectly 
timed rhythm. Send fast or slow .•. there's a 
dial setting to regulate speed. 

• Automatic dots equal spaces in duration. 
• Automatic dashes equal 3 dots in duration. 
• Nominal speeds 10 to 42 words per minute. 
• Uses only 3 tubes-2, 12 AU7; I, 35W4. 
• Operates from 110 volts A.C. or D.C. 

only $299-! amateur net 

Get on the air with a near perfect fist. See 
your dealer today. If he can't supply you, send 
your check for $29 .95 directto us. We '11 make 
i=ediate shipment on a MONEY-BACK 
guarantee. 

ELECTRIC EYE EQUIPMENT CO. 
6 West Fairchild Street, Danvilla, Ill. 

Manufacturers of Specialized Electronic Controls and Inspection Devices 
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JNC. EK has new e.c.o, received from J2AMA' as a gift 
He also worked WAC on a reeP,nt Sunday, but says he us~d 
to 11:et more kick out of it on 7 Mc. back in 1926. DYD, DF, 
and BTN are very active on 144 Mc. using 522s. J]<'B is busy 
handling traffic over WARTS Net. PTM is operator on 
eonvoy of LSTs to Buenos Aires. JOO is portable mobile 
on 28 Mo. IOQ is handling lots of "J" traffic. MH ill t<>ach
ing electronics class at Everett Jr. College. HWB is building 
a kw. UX is on all bands with new Collins rig. Thanks IJY, 
that's a nice report. 2IYR/7 is busy building modulator aad 
making ARRL Frequency Measuring Tests. GP, the new 
SEC, sent out nice circular letter to all ECs. On March 7th 
he had all Western Washington AEC Nets alerted and 
report.s were relayed to him via WSNET and WARTS 
FB, Red. HGC reports on WSNET and wants to handle 
some of the traffic going into Seattle. OWN is building new 
rig. CKT makes the Brass Pounders League. He state,, that 
the 'WARTS Net has 50 stations on now and is looking for 
rnore. czy, who ,is in Riverton Hospital, writes that he is 
getting along OK and hopes to be back on the air by thilJ 
summer. LEN is studying astronomy at WashinJ>:ton State. 
FRU works KH6LF regularly on 3.5 Mc. KWO operated 
portable at Hobby Show in Bellingham and with the help 
of EYS, KVA, GNR, LXP, and KCZ handled nice batch 
of traffic. BTV reports his beam blew down and he is hard 
at, work building another. DGN holds schedules with BYG 
at Stevens Pass for skiing conditions. ETO, WSNET 
Wenatchee outlet, reports VFO trouble. DXZ is mnning 
the SCM ragged trying to keep him supplied with 00 report 
forms. FWD is overhauling his emergency gear. Tate says 
he's gett,ing re.ady for anything. ZU is busy keeping 6BYC, 
ex-7 AGE, in San Diego in touch with his folks in SP.attle. 
BG is on 3.5- and 7-Mc. c.w. with 500 watts. (Almost as 
loud out here a.s that spark you used to run, Karl.) FIX 
puts out FB WSNET Bulletin. Traffic: W7CKT 609, FRU 
aoo, KWC 97, FIX 83, ACF 58, FWD 55, RAO 32, zu 25, 
DGN 14. HGC 5, ETO 4, BG 2, CWN 2. 

PACIFIC DIVISION 

NEVADA- SCM, N. Arthur Sowl~ W7CX ---- Asst. 
SOM, Carroll Short, jr., 7BVZ. SEv: JU. ECs: OPP, 

BED, TJY, QYK. JLV, JVW. RM: PST. PAM: KHU. 
BIC has gone to n.f.m. on 3.85 Mc. with 304TL final. KHU 
has new 4.5-ft. poles. LXF is on 28-l\Io. nJ.m. with a kw. 
and ground plane antenna. MAH raised power on 28-l\fo. 
n.f.m. h."'"WA is active in DX circles on 14-Mc. o.w. JLV 

t:te::!'t~ iI:.~td!'iieM~~rts~t 1:,~s :t~"s'¾~ftl: r8ci 
watts. Boulder Citv and Reno report five- to ten-station 
round tables on 28 Mc. after the band folds for outside con
tacts. Southern Nevada ARC meets 1st and 3rd Thurs. at 
Assembly Hall, Victory Village, Henderson. JUO has a pair 
of 304TLs in final. SXD is on 7-Mo. c.w. BED reports lots of 
traffic moving through Tonopah. LOK is on 420 Mo. CX 
worked a .r and a couple of KL7s with 15 watts mobile. 
Traffic: W7BED 708, TJY 117, ex 30. JU 11. 

SANTA CLARA VALLEY------SCM, Roy E. Pinkham, 
'W6BPT- Asst. SCM, Geoffrey Almy, 6TBK. RM: CIS. 
PAM: QLP. ECs: CFK. TFZ, JSB. RBQ, Pacific Division 
Director, gave the P AARA a talk regarding the administra 
tive function of the League and the duties of the director t -
members of his division.·zz is Wling HF 10/20 converter an'.: 
says that he is hearing stations better now. Miles added si" 
new countries to his list, making 97 total with 92 confirmed'< 
According to W JM the Salinas club is still awaiting the day 
it receive., a.11:iliation notice from ARRL. TBK has added 
Lazy Man's Q5-er to his receiver \\1th ver.y good results. 
VB.f is also 1.csing Q5-er. RFF report.s two new countries on 
28-Mc. o.w. MLY's totals at the half-way mark in the DX 
Contest were c.w., 23,400; 'phone, 17,900. AVJ names up 
with a Virginia stat.ion worked on 28-i\lc. 'phone by using 
0.6 watt input. OVK is building Superhet for 420 Mc. Jim 
puts abo11t three watts into a square comer r(>,.Be.ctor an
tenna on that frequency. B\VB is the new call of ex-7KSA. 
ALN converted 274-N transmitter for e.c.o. operation. NYS 
has his 28-Mc. beam tuned at la.st and is getting very good 
reports in ·w Land. MUR Ls in Washington, D. C., awaiting 
a new assignment. HC gave an intere.~Ung discussion on 
Class C amplifiers at club meeting. WUI is working the 
early trick at station KEEN. T .EE says it sure is tongh 
getting to work at 0/\30. Traffic: W6WJM 128, BO 77, 
NNX 73. VZE 8, ZZ 7. 

gAST BAY - SCM, Horace R. Greer, W6TI -Asst. 
SOM, C. P. Henry, 6EJA. SEC: OBJ. ECs: AKE, EHS, 
NNS, IT, IDY. QDE, WGN. Asst. EC u.h.f.: OJU. Rl\Is: 
ZM. FDR. The Hamilton Field Amateur Radio Club, ZOE, 
held a big hamfest on Mar. 20th. The El Cerrito 41ang formed 
a new club on Jan. 20th known as the Ea.st Bay Radio Club. 
Following are officers: CTL, pres.; QUL, vice-pres.; KEK, 
seey.; J K, treas. Meetings are held the 1st ~nd 3rd Fri. of 
each month at 8 P,M. at the FJI Cerrito Pre-School, Norvell 
St. and Fink Lane. WAB reports the following: WAB has 
'lSYed to 14-Mo. c.w VSV, UOV, and VNI are _working 
over the Berkeley hills to Sacramento on 144 Mo. RXW has 
high power on 14 Mo. The NBARA president, RVU, spent 
46 out of 48 hours'.'!of:the;'.first week in the DX Conte.st. 
BPC is vice-pre•ident -and RRG is secretary of this wide-

t (Continuei(on P"U• 100) 



CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE-Pioneer in~Radio Engineering Instruction Since 1927 

The tremendous growth ~f radio-electron
ics is so rapid and spreading in so many direc
tions that the demand .for TECHNICALLY 
QUALIFIED radiomen has created a condition 
wherein there are many MORE GOOD .{OBS 
than there are capable men to fill them. 

BY THE END of 1948 the total number of broadcasting 
stations (AM. FM and Television) will triple those since 
shortly before the war. Airlines and airports are rapidly 
installing new radio communications and radar equipment. 
Major railroads have adopted radio communications, as 
have large trucking and taxicab companies. Manufacturing 
is at an all-time high as millions of home receivers, broad
casting equipment, etc.. are being produced. Television 
receivers are in mass production. 

All of this means that OPPORTUNITl' 
IS HERE ... Now! 

Every page in this magazine could be filled with similar 
astounding facts concerning career opportunities available 
to trained radiomen. The point is, what are you going to 
do about it? Just figure out for yourself how many goo,/ jobs 
are waiting to he filled. You can't say, "I don't need more 
training." EVERY radioman needs to increase his tech
nical knowledge if he wants to keep ahead of the competition 
that is honnd to come •.. if he wants to go after -- and 
GET - the better jobs that offer good money and personal 
security. 

If you have a commonplace job. If you have the ambi
tion to hold a position of greater responsibility with higher 
pay .•. then a CREI spare time program for self-improve
ment will help you accomplish your ambition at this oppor
tune time. It costs you nothing to read the interesting facts. 
Write today for the outline of CREI courses and the 
free booklet, "CREI Training for Your Better Job in 
Radio-Electronics." 

VETERANS! CREI TRAINING AVAILABLE UNDER THE "G.I." BILLI 

Capitol Rudio Engineering Institute 
An Accredited Technical lnstitut& 

DEPT. Q-5 16TH AND PARK ROAD, N. W., WASHINGTON 10, D. C. 
Branch Office,: New York (7): 170 Broadway • San Francisco (2): 760 Market St. 

Mail Coupon for FREE BOOKLET 

If you have had professional or amateur radio experi~ 
ence and want to make more money, let us prmJP to you 
we have the training you ncPd to qualify for a radio job. 
To help us intelligently assure your inquir,v - in writ• 
<11g, PLEASE STATE .BRIEFLY YOUR BACK
GROUND OF EXPERIENCE, EDUCATION AND 
PRESENT POSITION. 

r-----••~'.;' .. . -----, 
• I . I 

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 
16th&: Park Rd., N. W., Dept. Q-5 
Washington 10, D. C. 

Cr'e_ntlemen; Please send me your free book.let, 

~ii~L-£1:~l1:1¥io~rrc§~:'~oi!!t;,"r' w·lfi:' f~ii 
details of your home studying training. 1 am at
taching a brief re-.sume of my experience, educa
tion and present position. 

Check O Practical Radio-Electronics 
( '.ourse [l Practical Television 

Name •••••••.......••.• , •••............. 

Street •••.••••.........•.•....... 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 

City •••• ,., ....... ,,,, .. Zone., .. State,,., I 
J • I am entitled to training under the G.I. Bill. 

' I ------------------· 
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Give your instrument panel that _Profes
sional look with Drake Jewel Light As
remblies! These highly finished i:i;lass 
Jewels and bull's-eyes, attractively 
mounted in polished chrome-plated 
holders, are exactly the same as those 
used by leading commercial manu
facturers throughout the country. 
Efficient, good-looking, well made -
lJrake Pilot Light Assemblies will give 
you the best in performance and, at 

the same time, real pride in the 
appearance of your panel. 

Ask your local iobber to show you the 
big Drake line. If he doesn't have a 
complete stock, write us for Catalog 
Q - iust off the pr&ss. 

Socket and Jewel 
LIGHT ASSEMBLIES 

''. DRAKE 

100 

MANUFACTURING CO. 
Df PL 0, 1705 W. HUBBARD SL CHICAGO 22 

awake organization. The gaug speut the ARRL V.TI.F. 
Sweepstakes week end on Mt. St. Helena "1th 144- and 
50-Mc. equipment and had 75 contacts. AIM is on 28-Mc. 
mobile and YHI is on 28 Mc. UYY and UYX have opened 
up a. radio wholesale supply house on 17 46 Shattuck, Berke-

}tt:~~:.':v."!;3ect"!~iei!t~1A1~':!~•-t~¼'~?~dR 
0
i~ 

new RM and is a member of the Navy Amateur Net, signinp; 
NI2.AAX. QXN ha.a rig built on 6-ft. rack and panel nmning 
500 watts to a. 125A Eimac tube in final. EJA knocked over 
two new countries on 14-Mc. c.w. RMM is going strong on 
14-Me. 'v.hone. BF finds time to get on the. air and report 
traffic. Y DI picked up his traffic award and wa.s surprised 
to have won. UPV has new NC-183 rec~iver. Ray and IKQ 
are getting tired waiting for someone to put out a good 
Signal Shifter so they are building twins. NZ bought a 
Collins receiver. PB Ls busy rebuilding new !ina.ls. GEA 
added an FS-L3/iC t.o his HQ-120. OT expects to be on soon 
with high-powered gear, !l.Ccording to KZN, Oakland Radio 
Club president. DUB and TT are figurinit out means of 
working bigger and better DX. The SARO boys are getting 
ready to knock off first place in Field Qay this summer. 
The No. Calif, DX Club contest hounds did all right for one
operator stations during the ARRL Contests. Officers of 
the Mt. Diablo Radio Club are: CUG, pres.; CX, secy.
trea.s. San Leandro Radio Club is ma.king itood progress. 
Richmond Radio Club is verv emergency-minded. Traffic: 
W6QXN 381, J,'DR 196, VDR 38, YDI 31, ZM 19, TI 18, 
B:Ji'. IO, EJA 7, RMM 6, LMZ 2. 

SAN FRANCISCO-Samuel C. Van Liew. W6NL-· 
Phone JU 7-6457. The highlight of the month's activity 
centered a.round the first leg of the DX Contest, as was to 
be expected. Most of the old 1tUard, along with !> lot of new 
talent, were in there pitchinp; and some good scores can be 
expected, in spite of the not-too-good band conditions. 
Reports from the Eureka area show the following activity: 
FYY is going hii>;h power on c.w, IYN is doing lots of brsss
pounding. AEY 1s rebuilding a. new rig, YUH is doing a. lot 

ri:a!~ ~\V"½t is0
~~wN*~v:l tf?":-!v1:: t,.tt~rn toE~!i.•:. 

SLX is working on surl?lus 1:1.ea.r rebuilding. A lJB is putting 
lots of time on b.o. station. l,lHW is new member of liumb
boldt Radio Club. QCB has new rotary antenna beam and 
is working DX. From Minneapolis 0DSF, e:x-6HJP, reports 
he now is using two Eimac 450TH tubes running Oa.Iilornia 
kilowatt input and working plent.v of DX on 14-Mc. o.w. 
c;:ifl~·g Walling, 7JEA, pa.id" recent visit to Sau Francisco 
c · . on many of his amateur friends. WB is constructing 
new 25-ft. tower for beam antenna.. PHF is building new 
I-kw. rig for 'phone and o.w. on all bands. His new QTII 
proves to be a. very fine location. CDT, newly-licensod 
amateur, is using a. 522 on 144 Mc. He also can be found on 
28-Me. 'phone and 7-Mc. c.w. MBG is using a. TSC rig on 
3.5-, 7-, and 14-Mo. c.w. and 'phone and says this piece of 
gear works mighty fine without any modification. UOQ has 
successfully installed a 144-Mc. transmitter and receiver 
on his scooter. MRV reports new round table net operating 
Wednesday evenings at S P.M. on 29,300 kc. The feature of 
the net is the discussion of technical subjects. The subject 
under discussion is assigned the previous week to allow for 
collection of information. The following are members ol the 
net: MRV, ZBW, VAV. NBD, BWH, WEK, AYB, YTR, 
WCA, ZML, lOKG/6. Anyone wishing to join the net may 
do so by getting in touch with MRV. The February meeting 
uf the !:lan Francisco Radio Club wa.s favored with a very 
fine talk on the popular subject of antennas. The speaker 
was WB. Thanks for the reports and let's have more of 
them. Traffic: W6JWF 45, NL 12, RBQ 12. 

SACRAMENTO VALLEY -- SCM, John R.. Kinnex, 
W6MGC - Asst. SCM, R. G. Martin, 6ZF. SEC: KME. 
Rl\I: REB. OES: PIV. The Mt. Shasta Amateur Radio 
Club elected CAT, pres.; NOV, vice-pres. and a.et. mgr.: 
ARR, secy.-trea.s. At its February meeting the Golden 
Empire Radio Club met at the QTH of VZK with 30 
present. LYQ is Net Coordinator on 144 Mo. KUI ha.• 
portable mobile 14.4.-Mc. rig in his plane. New members in 
SARO are HMS, VLI, BND, TZF, CAS, and ASI. A past 
associate member is BTY. ZF Ls manager of California. State 
Fair activity for SARC. OWM is QSL Manager. AP ha.8 
charge of news clippings and MGC is new coffee-brewer and 
chairman of refreshments. ZF is publisher and manager
editor of the new SARO News. An old friend of the ia:a.ng a.t 
SARC meeting was KH6HB. LTU is on 144 Mc. in Winters. 
PIV operates a PE75U, an emergency power generator, un 
Red Cross Net on 144 Mc. weekly. ARG had a filament 
tran.'lformer and new BC-3{8 go up in smoke. OJW needs 
Sierra, Amador, and San Benito Counties for SARO Contest 
aud is bllilding an electronic key. AF is on 14,050 kc. 
calibrated QSY to 14 Mc. by QSOs with a KL, VK, ZI,, 
CB, and KH. YLO reports hearing a. Van Nuys station 360 
miles on 144 Mc. CAS and KVT are new 144-Mo. stations 
in Sacramento area. WTL worked KR6HV, KH6IB, 
KL7NK. KL7LG, VK3YS, V K2ALJ, VK2AFE, 
W6VRF/KG6, and W61JXX/MM on 28-Mc. c.w. AK has 
~.rystal rig on 144 Mc. Traffic: W6REB 666, ZF 47, PIV 43, 
RYJ 35, OJW 3, WTL 3. 

(Continued on paqt 104) 



If IT'S COLLINS.• . in New England ... it's at the RADIO SHACK 

Hllf 

It was only natural that we, as the oldest and best• 
established amateur supply organization in the New 
England area, be selected by Collins Radio Company 
to distribute their products. And we are delighted to 
bring this acknowledged line of quality equipment to 
the amateur aud the industrial users. Our ample stocks 
of Collins apparatus assure prompt shipment from 
Boston. Before you buy, SEE COLLINS AT THE RADIO 

SHACK. 

TRANSMITTERS 
30K r,oo watts CW 

6 bands, $1450.00 
with tubes 37 5 watts phone Complete 

6 bands 
32V-1 150 watts CW 

120 watts phone 
$475.00 

Complete with tubes 

EXCITERS 
3108-1 
3108-3 

31oc-1 

3\0C-2 

70E-8 

20 watt v.f.o. all bands ·······~······················· 
20 ...vatt v.f..o. all bands with antenna 

coupling network ................................. ,, .. u••-
80~meter frequencY control unit less 

_pwr. SUP, ••••••••••••••·•••• ...................................... . 
80~metcr fre4uer;1cY control unit incl, 

µwr sup ................................................................ . 
1600-2000 kc. linear tuning v.f.o •••...•..••••.• 
All exciters complete with tubes. 

RECEIVER 75A double-conversion, all-band, complett with 
14 tubes

7 

loudspeaker, r,wr. sup ............ . 

'fhis new Collins equipment will 
give you a new concept of quality 
and utility in amateur radio 
apparatus. And it's available for 
;mmediate delivery on regular 
time paYJllent terms. 

Catalogs on all 
Collins equipment free on request. 

1111111 

7/,.e \RO \Ol \I 0 
§\H\ACIKi~ 

CABLE ADDRESS . RADIOSHACK 
161 wm11mo1t S1., IIOSTOK. MASS., U.S.A. 



tpaaS~""' 
Factory-wired ll"MM"RlUKD GE"R 

READY TO OPERATE 
four-20 Xmtr factory-wired was $120,00 Our Price Complete 

With tubes and one 
coil for 10 meters, 

Gives you all this: all-band 
operation 80-4Q-20-ll-10 
meters; crystal control ( 3.5-4 
me fundamental); CW or 
phone operation with four•ll 

built-in, self.powered, "high-speed keying relay; efticient, sharply 
tuned oscillator and multiplier circuits; single•dial tuning; 
four-gang condenser tunes xtal and three doublers; variable 
output matches 50•600 ohms; 100-mil meter switches to meter 
each r.f. tube; power input 35 watts at 105-120 volts 50/60 
tycles; tubes include 7C5LT ( 4) osc., 1st, 2nd, aml 3rd mult., 

807 final amp., 5U4G rect. 
Coils for 11-20-40-80 meters ...................................... each $1,70 
Crystal for FOUR-20 (Bliley or Valpcy) .............. each $2.80 

four-11 Modulator factory-wired was $72,50 Our Price 

,49,50 
Complete 

Use it with your present 
rig or your new Fonr-20. 
Gives vou eleven watts of 
audio · with less than 5% 
distortion; substantially flat 

in speech range 200-3000 cycles; drops off sharply above and 
below; high-impedance 1nike input; 8000-obm output to 
match Four-20 transmitter; 110 DB gain; works on 105-120 
volts 50/60 cycles; tubes furnished are: 6SL 7GT 1st and 
2nd AF; 6C5 phase in\'erter; 2--7C5L'f PP pwr output; 

5U4G rectifier. 

~7aa 
Complete Four-20 Xmtr Kit as above ........................ $39.50 

Detailed illustrated instructions furnished. 

PE-103 DYNAMOTOR 
lllAND NEW-only $.I: ,,,I: 

(less base J .ii• 7 ii' 
2 for $10,50 

Here's your opportunity to get 
one of these popular units at a 
rock-bottom price. Operates 
from 6 or 12 volts d-c; delivers 
160 mils at 500 volts d-c. 

Protect this Hyourrigwith 
CIRcu,/INEMANN 

each 
10 for 
$8.50 

BREAKER 

~tter than f r1es starti uses. Car .. 
f·ips on s:~a~urrres but 
oads. Resets med over .. 

touch. c~ at finger 
manually ~e tripped 
on-off sw~n h used as 
20 amp 1 c_ • SPST· 
volts B• ratml!" at 117' 

• rand new. 

BC-221 FREQU I ENCY STANDARD 

1'96.95 . 
r.,undamental ~5-250 a d ranges 
kc; stabilit 2000-4000 
than o.oos,;./' ~•tter 
plete with r,i. Com .. 
original tube,; 
c.alibratio<";ysial and • 
Used but e arts. 
lent wo ~cel
r.onditlo~rk1ng 

You1I~ be ploa1aatl)' 1urpri1ed 
at 1h11 value • , • ill counter• 
parl ha• been 1ald by a well• 
known speed k~y manuFac• 
turtr at more than doubl!! 
our bar1ain price. Made for 
the Si&nal Corps by Lionel 
Corp,; ,up plied completa with 
~ord. wedge plug, and ,witch, 

COMPLETE H "" 
RADIO AlllCRAFTER 

S-38 RCVR STATION 
HT-l 7 XMTii.°··•• ............. $47.50 

................ 49.SO 

TOTAL -Only $g 
70 

.................. $97.00 
· down 

Mod,! No. payment, 
F,qulod:nr Nrt 

S.38 HALL Prit-(" p?;,,..Wn # ~r Mo 
S·40A ICIIAFTE mt, ,o, 12 Mo~rh, 

sx.,2 ,n 5o IIS 
~.!/3 2~~ : ~~ 7.S.~• 
fff\ ~·;lg ;;f,g ,;:~ 
Coil" !OM 10.SO 20.00 ISOl 

HT;\L. . -s1o.so, 20M-nt.1ei"" ilJ,s J: 
HT-18. 80M ., 40M-$350 09.SO 

4
0\I-IIJ.7S; so~i.'.11 . pc~rio~(l()20\f nroii\1-i1 . 5.~.~o.as 

Nc-33 
NC.46 
Nr,57 
NC·l73 
NC.1&3 
NC.240D 
HRQ.7 

NATIONAL 11.00 .oo,f.7!.'" 
StlS.9S' 

HQ.129X 

107.40 6,59 
89,50 10.74 

IR9,50 8,95 
,69.00 J:~ 
.i:LU :?114 

HAMMARLU 31,14 
IR<US ND 

11.M.E, !ff.n 
91!.70 

)98,;Q 
H6_60 

s· ""·oo 
i,nal ~~ift,.r MEISSNER 

RME,84 
RME-43 
RME,ISH 
RME.os:22A 

').R7 
19.87 
H,hl, 
{1.Afl 

~Olis: .any band 66 00 
ower "iUppfy - SJikOO pt>," sr.t 

6.tlO 

a.;s 
VFX-68t. SONAll 
MB·61J t>ils: •ny Land_ $1 SO tl7.45 • P!.!' llt'I 

1 .. .45 7.15 

!k2S 
8,54 
7.12 

IS.07 
21.jQ 
19.20 
24,75 

15.0I 

. :"1,:l.S 

5.76 T~: HAIIVl'f.wn 
. u xmtr with tu.ht f"J9.SO LS 

Wlr ~ and roil" f 8 9,QS 
,r. n~<"ordcr WE1s1IR hantf11; ''""" 7.91 149 SO power supply 

SYLVANIA IMS II 

R 
124.SO •

119 

,C.A. lt.4-5 
7\1,50 9.90 

12500 7,95 
162.50 f 2.50 ii_~ 
lJg·OO 1f~ 12.9'1 

We ('a .OO 55.oO 9,14 

Supn,m7 • r~u Un, ol t 43.73 
available• 

0
~npleu. Pn-ri~!:'~pment by_ RCA, our UII)' JO<'f.J wnonr. Hkkok Sln:ipso~ 

IUY THI 11A . own dd,m,d,pa,_;.i • All 
AND DIO SHACK pl ... 

PLAY AS YOU ':.._Al· .. 

";" '&ope 



~M ALTIMElER RCVR-XMlR 111!:5 ~s 
RT-7/APN-1 if'. , 7, 

2 for $10.50 
Complete ou\fit for 418•462 me operation ·in• 
dudes dynamotor and 14 tubes, 4 - 12SH7, 
3 - 12SJ7, 2 - 12H6, 2 - 955, 2 - 9004, 
l - VR150. Size 18 x 7 x 71/4". Used but 
in p;ood condition. 

Type Net Type Net 

2AP•l $2.25 874 $l.95 

2C.34 .45 931-A \,87 

2C40 .45 954 .25 

2X2 .30 955 • 25 

211 . 38 957 ,30 

3AP•l l.50 958 .38 

3BP•l 1.50 959 . 38 

3B24 .75 1619 .15 

1.624 .45 

BC-788-AM 
XMTR-RCVR 
for 420 me. 

$//,95 
Complete 

with tubes 

Here's a real h . 
transm·tt argain _ Fo~te~ er-receiver for 420 a complete 
6AGS, ~L~es include :i-%'.ii; work. 
hand I F , and 1-.5¥3 . , 9-
tal De·t ··1s· stages, Has 98 35.6 SK,xC wide-

N 
•. a1 on · cry 

ovemher 194t. page 53 of QST fo\ 

Here's a beautifull-Y built 
Rcvr-Xmtr. Used as a walkie
talkie by tbe Signal Corps . 
Covers 28-88 and 38-52 MC • 

Can be converted to 
other ran"es. Uses one 
Type 30 and one Type 
33 • 
Complete kit of tubes 
for BC-222 ................ 90c 

No batteries needed 
• . • yet these hand• 
sets let you talk up 
to 12 miles. Use them 
outdoors, indoors, 
anywhere ••• they're 
sturdy, dependable 
trouble • free, Orde; 
yours today • • • 
BRAND NEW 
$15,00 each 
$27.95 per pair 

RADIO PHONE 
HANDSETS .. .,mi ... 

Carbon mik • 
to•talk swit:h pusg
ber cord, p]u~u • 

TS•ll 
$3.50 

H.23.u .......... $4,95 

3E29 1.50 
5BP4 1,73 1625 .15 

.68 1626 .25 BRAND NEW G.~. BC-64SA 
6AG5 
6AK5 .60 1629 

13.50 u,51 

.15 
.75 s4_95 I l!l~-=~ "'::, "'!~ 

Gti going on 420 - ONLY 
wit this "hot" 

6C2l 
6.15 ,53 8005 

.75 9001 

3.15 
.25 

xmtr•rcvr fo h 
an? i.c.w. Orfl!~n~ft 
. priced over S2006 t•Y cost you le ' 

801 ,30 
803 9,00 

809 1,50 

811 1.95 

813 6.00 

830·B 5.25 

9002 
9003 
9004 
9006 
VR105 
VR150 

.25 · other uses .. You can run 
these splendid selsyn 
coritrol transformers at 

. 35 volts 60 cycles and 
they'll give you permanent, efficient ller

:h!is the price ~ 
with th~u~~ you o:et 
"onversion u ~t. Full 
tions furnish:d~tntc-

836 .75 formance. 

SUPER VALUES 
:;.stinghouse 807 $ -Brand New 

J 
8 ................ .... .95 each 3 
32A ........... ................ . 75 each' '. for $2.60 

866/866A ................. I.SO h • •
3 

for 2 IS 
872/872A .................... 75 eac ' . 
3C.24/G .................... 1:13 eachh, 6 for 4 
6C4 ........................ 49 eac ' 3 for 3.10 
316A .. :........................... . 15 each, 6 for 2 .2,1 

:~: ..... :::::::::::::.............. :45 ==~~• IO for 1Jf 
815 .............. .. ....... 3. 75 each 

' 

EIMAC TUBES 
BRAND NEW 

304-Tll 53.95 each 
6 for 523.20 

plus a limited number 
of 

450-TL 530.00 each 

304-TL 53.75 each 
2 for $7.00 · 

................ :: ............. , 4.50 each 
.............. 2.25 each 

RCVRS Gr.eat for ·stand-by on 40-80 
meters; phone or CW; ample band
spread ; comp)ete with 6 tubes. 

BC-454-B 3-6 MC $5.95 
BC-455-B 6-9,1 MC each 

XMTRS Furnished with 4 tubes, in
cluding 1629 magic eye, ,1626, and 
2-1626'•; also calibrated crystal. 

BC-457-A •-5.3 MC $5.95 
BC-459-A 7-9.l MC $9.95 

Shipping Wt. - rcvr or xmtr 
15 11,s. each. 
MODULATORS BC456 

THORDARSON 
TRAN~FORMER VALUES 

-Pow.er Tran f Pri. 110 v · s ormer --- $3.69 
S';<'~ 420 :_•_ 6iio' 
mils. Fil. 6.3•5_2 5- 80v,. 250 
Filament Tra t. v. AU C.T. 
F!l• 1 - 6.3 ns ormer -- $1.89 
Fil. 2 _ 5 v.~·al!.a. 

TUNING UNITS 
FOR BC-375 

An amazin parts E g treasure of 
TU wr on! "2 
th 6-7-8-it. Th y " .25. 

e parts e value of 
Will total YOU can us 
Price Yournany tirnes the 
unit. pay for thi! 



I can train )"OU to pan your 
FCC l.icense Exams in a few 
short weeks if you've had any 
practical radio experience. My 
tirne proven plnn can help you, 
too, to aet a job in radio elec,. 
tronica that will aive you aecur
ity. Mail the coupon for fuU 
details free of chara-e. -- Edu,. 
H. Guilford, Vice Pre•ident. 

IN JUST A 

FEW SHORT 

WEEKS 
You too may be 
qualified to earn 
$3000 to $7 500 

a year 

GET 
YOUR 
COMMERCIAL 

RADIO OPERATORS' FCC 
LICENSE! 

J.ook Whnl Brondcnsl Men Earn 
(Reported by Nationwide S~ney) 

AVERAGE SALARIES 
Podtion Big Station• Little Station• 

Transmitter Ensineer. • • . . . . • • • . • • . . $4800 $3000 
Studio Enarineer. • • • • • • . • • • • • . 5000 3650 
Chief Engineer ••••••• , , • • • • • • • • • • • • 7700 4300 

Get these 3 FREE 
"··+/ .·· • '"'• .. •. ~.1 S.AR!PLE 
- T l'CCTYP£EX'AM, 

~~Ill 
MAIL 1,uut"uN TO GET 
TtlESE FREE BOOKLETS. 

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF RADIO ELECTRONICS 
QT-5, Terminal Tower, Cleveland 13, Ohio 
I want my FCC. license. Send FREE booklet. uHow to Pass 
FCC License Examinations" (does not cover exams for ama
teur license) a11 well as sample FCC type exam and Catalog A 
showing opportunity in growing field of rarlfo ele-ctronlcs. . 
,Vatne: •.•............... .... , .......... . 

~·lddress. ~ £. ~~ •••••••••••••••• - ••••••••• -

c:ity . ...••••.•....•....•........ , 5'tate . ....... . 
D Veteranscheckforenrotlmentinformation unrie-r r;..1. Bill 

NO ,OBLIGATION-NO SALESMEN 
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ROANOKE DIVISION 

NORTHCAROLINA-·SCM, W.J. Wortman, W4CYR 
-··· Thanks to OG for the dope on WSARC. The club 

is progressing FB with new transmitter. ,Vatch for the 
opening. LZF ran ttp a good score in DX Contest. AHF is 
working plenty of DX on 14-Mc. 'phone. ABT is busy on 
3.5-Mc. c.w. OG had a sky wire down during the DX 
Contest but worked a few countries with an inside folded 
dipole. NI built an automatic beam rotator, while BOS 
possessea a Munger rotator. JRZ is kickinlj: out with new 
300-watt rig on 28 and 14 Mc. HUL worked m the Wilming
ton ice ... torm emergency. LPY works 28 Mc. KJS is busy 
with net operation. LAH spends most of his time rebuildinJi:. 
DOW had a visit from YN4DT. The Key and Mike Chib 
holds meeting on 28-Mc. 'phone on aiternate Monday 

~~r h~efi~h~dn~g~i ~~l ~Jracl<"';,~ ~ ~~-3k~~f~ 
rebuilding for 28 Mc. and LWU for 50 Mo. KFM has 
worked some DX with very low power and is busy on a 
300-watt rig. MOE, the Asheville Club station, is on Tueo
daliy nights. WL, MUV, and KTB -get it going moreoftenl 
W at happened to those Greensboro reports? No dope has 
been received from Raleigh in some time. Considerable 
work was done during the ice-storm emergencies at W"ilmint>:
ton. You are still invited to take part in the NCN on 3605 
kc. ECs still are needed in many localities. Clubs are invited 
to recommend stations for appointment. Traffic: \V4CFL 
1132, -FXU 570, lMH 248, KJS 95, EZN 44, CYB 37, 
JPY 32. 

SOUTH CAROLIN A - SCM, Ted Ferguson, 
W4BQE/ANG -·· ANK is active on 'r.L. "C" and a.sk~ 
that the fellows meet the 3.5-Mo. o.w. net on 3732 ko. at 
9:00 P,M. week nights. LMB is PAM for 28-Mc. 'phone and 
is intera~ted in forming a 28-Mo. 'phone net. AZT. has a 
dual 28-14 Mc. beam on a 25-ft. mast . .BFQ, now SEC, is 
looking for ECs in various cities, IZQ now L, XARC and 
is looking for contacts on 28, 284 kc. mornings l!JST. OZA 
works 3.5- and 7-Mc. c.w. and 28-Mc. 'phone. HTR is on 
7- and 3.5-Mc. c.w. LMB and FOK work 28-l\fo. 'phone. 
BWV is on 28-Mc. 'phone and 14-Mc. c.w. ABO i• rebuild
ing as usual. BIZ has a new 500-watt job on 3.5, 7, and 14 
Mc. IZD is building 28-Mc. antenna. MRJ ""n be found 
on 3.5- and 7-Mc. c.w. DNR sticks to 7- and 14-Mc. c.w. 
D.BK i• on 28-Mc. 'phone. DFC is on 28-Mc. 'phone and 
14-Mc. c.w. New officers of the Charleston Amateur Radio 
Club are DFC, pres.; and ANK, secy.-treas. MAQ has a 

ir:'hls ~!lo"jt~o~1:"1ffs ~,;;fett~J.~. !'. ",tIB\~c!;;~ 
813 final on 7-Mc. c.w. If interested in ORS appointment, 
contact CZA or FNS. If interested in OPS appointment, 
contact AZT or LMB. 'l'raffic: W4ANK 166, AZT 33, 
BFQl. 

VIRGINIA - SCM, Walter R. Bullington, W4.TTIK -

~~t~~f~r M~. t~ 'i.u~~e21
4t:~0~r~;/lo~ ':.'~di: 

"McCoy beam." He has worked 30 states and 19 countries 
since receiving his ticket Christmas Eve. The "McCoy 
beam" mentioned above is one of those made by MZR, anil 
yours truly can vouch for 'mn. NFQ is the new call of the 
Hampden-Sydney College Radio Club. The club is nsing a 
Signal Shifter for rig with 10 watts and so far hM worked 
17 countrie,, and 35 state-S with it, and schedules V.N .. 
3GQF, Baltimore, and the T.O. Nets. 3IEM/4 is chief 
operator. KYD was issued Naval Reserve call N5ZZD, and 
has finally_gotten his antenna up at new QTH. Buss will 
publish V.N. Bulletin in t,he future. BZE is on from his new 
QTH. What an antenna farm he has! He is on 3 •. ~-Mc. c.w. 
mostlv. TYO was off only 20 parts per million in the last 
Frequen_!lX,...Yeasuring __ 'l'est. Anyone need a frequency 
check? vi vv, FJ, MEV, and KCM are on 144 Mc. in 
Richmond. JHK has 40 wat,ts on 28-Mc. 'phone. BSM is on 
28-Mc. 'phone. 'fhe Virginia Net is going strong on 3680 
kc., 7 P.M., Monday through Friday. }.nyone intereated in 
traffic-handling is cordially invited to report in. Traffic: 
W4KDE156. IA 107, RFC 48, KYD 30, NFQ 28, NAD 5. 

WEST VIRGINIA - SOM, Donald B. Morris, WSJM 
- Congratulations to CSF, ANOS for the West Va. C.W. 
Net, on the swell map and station roster he µreparcd for 

• net members. GBF, our only Class I 00, ranked high on the 
Frequency Measuring Tests in 1947 and reached a new 
postwar nigh in traffic. WSL has new Collins 75A-l receiver 
and will be confined to his home for a Jons,: period of time 
because of illness, with radio activity very limited. DNN 
reports 144-Mc. activity quite high in Parkersburg area ann 
plans a tie-in with the 3770 Net, BTV reports swell traffic 
total ann found time to work several countries on 3.5-Mc. 
c.w. LII. new ORS, works West Virrjnia and Trunk Line 
Net•. AUJ, a new station, made a fine showing his first 
month on tbe air. 2QHH has worked YL stat•ons in 47 states 
and needs WPsf, Virginia. Does '\Vf'st Virginia hav~ an a~tiv~ 
Yiroperated station on the air? OXO is haek and has a riir 
on 3.5 l\Ic. QG's schedule with a ship from U.S. to KA Land 
was maintained d<J.ily on 28-l\fo. 'µhone. KWL. FMU, and 
YGL made excellent showing in AEC Emergency Test. 
K\VI, with kw. rig and rotary beams, has passed the 1/iO 

(Continued on page 106) 



MODBBN DBSIGN IS COMPACT/ 
Because of their compactness 
Ken- Rad miniatures won't crowd 
your chassis • • • yet performance 
fully matches that of larger tubes. 

To STUDY what miniatures will do for your rig 
pays dividends. That new feature you've been 

wanting to add, with space already at a premium 
-Ken-Rad miniature tubes make it practical!. 

Take, for instance, the 6J6, a twin-triode ban
tam with lots of useful v-h-f applications. You can 
mount it in any position, and because of this plus 
compactness, the tube slips.neatly into whatever 
"slot" you have for it in your streamlined layout. 

Designed as an r-f oscillator and amplifier at 
frequencies up to 300 me, the 6.J6 makes an ideal 
frequency multiplier, with both halves separate 
stages. Or, for v-h-f transmitting, one 6.J 6 will give 
you a push-pull final with a 9-watt input-plenty 
for experimental work or local rag-chews. Driving 
power needed is only .35 watt. 

Again, you can use one of these versatile midgets 
as a push-pull oscillator. At 250 me with a 150-v 
plate voltage, power output of approximately 
1 watt is obtainable. 

Inspect the 6.J6-and other miniatures-at your 
nearby Ken-Rad distributor or dealer. They're an 
important new page in the book of ham-radio 
progress ••• they directly serve .your needs! 

PRODUCT Of SEN[RAL [l[GTRIG GOMPAHY 

Schenectady 5, New York 

616 
6.3-v, 7-pii:a miniature 

TWIN TRIODE 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
CLASS. C TELEGRAPHY 

(each tube section) 

Plate voltage 
current 

Grid current 
Power input 

300v 
15 ma 
8ma 
4.Sw 
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First at Cameradio ! 

THE NEW 

SSSR 
The Mclaughlin principle of se
lectable single side band recep
tion with your present communica
tions receiver now is possible with 
the new Millen No. 92105 Single 
Side Band Selector. See April 
QST for technical details. Price, 
including crystals, tubes, and built
in power supply; $75.00 net f.o.b. 
Pittsburgh. 

JAMES MILLEN 

®M --
"Designed for Performance" 

Ham Radio Suppliers since 1919 

963 LIBERTY .A.VE., PITTSBURGH 22, PA. 
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mark in DX. Traffic: W8GBF 179, BTV 88, OXO 85, 
Cl:'l~' 83, AUJ 25, LII 17, DFC 16, QG 15, JM 12. 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION 

(
"1OLORADO - SCM, Glen Bond, W!1'4YT- DRB has 
. .-' moved to Olathe, Kans., for an indefirute stay. Colorado 

ia losing one of its best traffic-handlers. DYS is NOS and 
manager of IUN Net. LZY is running 150 watts to a pair 
of 807• on 7 and 3.5 Mc. KHQ took his Class A exam 
recentlv so should be on the Coffee Club with 'phone soon. 
PGX visited in Denver for a few days. SGG says a new club 
is active in Colorado Sprin~, known as the Amateur 
Pervericators Club, which will ·QSL and make it worth while 
for ar~yone working Colorado Sprin.!;s, QHI is building the 
5-inch 'scope, details of which were in QST. Dick is EC of 
the Pueblo AEC net and also a member of the Interstate 
Utility Net on 3540 kc., which operates at 6:30 P.M. Monday 
through Friday. MOM has received his ORS appointment. 
The Colorado Wing of the Civil Air Patrol has receh·ed a 
new BC-610Eand has installed itin !½-ton Chev Army truck 
with BC-312 battery and BC-342 a.c. receivers and BC-221 
fre.quency meter. The set-up is known in the Army as an 
SCR-299. This rig is powered by 110-volt a.c. pl~ nt on a 
trailer towed by the truck. The station will operate on 
237 4 kc. as well as all of the amateur bands. Amateur. 
operators are needed to operate this and other radio equiD-, 
rnent in case of emer~ency. Anyone int~rested, write C?ixiit 
Air Patrol, Lowry Field, Denver. The Denver Radio ('.ft.lb, 
and the Electron Club are planning Field Day acti,,1Qj;y .. 
Traffic: W!IDRB 97, SGG 16 LZY 2, PGX 1. 

UTAH-WYOMING -- Sci\i, Alvin M. Phillips, W'r,NPU · 
-The OARC has a club station at the Boys arn:t. Girls, 
Club. It is reported that the first 144-Mc. contac·t,· · 11:ietwcen . 
Salt Lake and- Ogden was made by UPI and KJI.IR. SP, at . 
Saltaire, has worked UPI several times. QQD worked a Wt; 
on 50 Mc. KIY is conducting a high school code class but, 
finds time to knock off 3.5-Mc. DX such as NY4CM, 
KS4Al, and K5BLF. UTM and KIY received their 30• '. 
w.p.m. certificates. DLR is using converted Army and 1 
Navy Surplus gear on 3,5 and 3.85 Mc. LWC is building• 
up a pair of 813s. HDS has a pair of them on now. Oflicera, 
of the Casper club are LKQ, ACG, and IDO. IJW and, 
LKQ are sporting new beams. Wyoming NOS, MIU, has, 
a new HT-9. CBL has 10 watts on 7 Mc. EUZ, JUL, and, 
0 WZ plan to be on 50 Mc. soon. New arrivals in Cheyenne, 
are F,UD, LXC, LLA/7, STB, and 8WKY. 9ALN now i11r 
701. A 28-Mc. round table is held every Sunday night in 
Cheyenne. EVH is using VFO. IRX ha.a rebuilt hi; aucU11 
and CCJK is building a"' Plumber's Delight" he,im. 'l'ha~ 
to Fllmer at JHL for his Cheyenne report& ,ind to Duane at 
LKQ for the dope on the Casper gang, Traffic: W7FST 899, 
UTl\I 91, KIY 86, TST 54, RPX 31, DLR 28, LWC 2. 

SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION 

A LABAMA - SCM, Dr. Arthur W. Woods, W4GJW -· 
SEC: KCQ. PAM: BA. DXB works 7 Mc. daily with 

half-kilowatt input, in addition to being part-time engineer 
at WGNH. FIO now is in l<'lorida as b.c. engineer, MXU is 
an ar.artment-dweller and is stationed with the Army at 
Mobile. MCF and MRL, of Mobile, are regular users of 
7 Mc. AGI has written to inform us that he has left Georgia 
and again is living in Montgomery. JYB schedules J2ROC, 
J8AFK, and KP4CZ for person-to-person contacts for non
amateurs. KSE addressed the Montgomery Club to make 
a very interesting meeting. CJJW has burned up everything 
but the aute.nna trying to get on 28 Mc. ECI serves notice 
he soon will be on with a king-size kilowatt (R. L: take 
note), D4AAE, W4EXF, returned from Germany for a 
short time and has now returned to his position as civilian 
technical representative for the AACS. Lack of monthly 
reports from North and South Alabama is in sharp con
tradistinction to copious reports from the central area. 
Will the silent areas let themselves be heard? Traffic:. 
W4DXB 17 GJW 5, JYB 3, MXU 2. 

EASTERN FLORIDA-SOM, John W. Hollister,. 
W4FWZ -·- Daytona: KXF tape-recorded a religious mes
sage from OQ5AE, • Bel,gian Congo missionary, and re-. 
broadcast it with FCC pe.rmission over WROD, where he
is chief engineer. Gainesville: Club station DF'U eports, 
p.p. 250. On 50 Mc., 144 Mc., and 3 cm. are 5LQY, 5LFO, 
and 4EID. They believe they have broken the 3-crn. dia-
tance record. EID works Orlando's GJO and NEE regularl.lr 
on 144 and 50 Mc, with ten-element, 2 over 6. Jax: 6WID, 
of USN, is on 14- and 28-Mc. c, w. RU is working everything 
on 144 Mc. IPL is on 144 Mc. A CQ Two in Jacksonville will 
get quick QSO. LLT is on 14 and f44 Mo. A WE, FRP, and 
IPL truly can brag about thei.r FB beams. Lake City: AGB 
reports NN is busy with 152-Mc. gear for Forestry Service 
but is rebuilding on 3.85 Mc. while active on 14 and 28 Mr.. 
Miami: DEP is on 3675 Net. BYF., 00,._ reports RV2 near 
14,130 kc., IYQ on 14125-kc. 155 Mc., KB6s on 14,100 ko., 
VP3TY at low end of 14 Mc. His 310B-3 is F'B to kick his 
V7ODs. New Port Richey: KJ is EC, has replaced p.p. 
813s with 810s, has Class A license, and is on 3.85 Mc. 
Ocala: IYP is on 3675 Net. Palatka: QR is EC. Sanford: 
IMJ has Collins receiver. HGO is on o.w. to brush up. 

((Jontinued on paqe 108) 



with the 

MARION 
MULTI - RANGER 

METER 
• ACCURATE! 
• DURABLE! 
• DEPENDABLE! 
• A GREAT VARIETY 

OF SIZES! 
When it comes to TEST EQUIPMENT build 

your own with Marion Multi-Ranger Meters. They 
will solve your problem of finding reasonably 
priced instruments with the critical accuracy you 
demand for test equipment or other auxiliary · 
equipment with multiple functions. 

These Multi-Ranger Meters permit you to as
semble a highly accurate instrument for use as a 
voltmeter, milliammeter, high and low resistance 
ohmmeter, AC voltmeter and decibel meter. -
Build As Many Ranges As You Desire. 

All instruments use Alnico Magnets, have full 
100° three-color scales, feature the new, tough 
Marion "Bulldozer" moving system that insures 
long life under severe operating conditions plus the 
highest degree of accuracy, 

·· .... ·•··1Tij!:pl1!fll,,~1iiiill······•"c-r 
.. ,, ·······:t1~1~~!&9~!ri~t~i!;1;~:3f ··· 
.. !~f i~i1:;~it;~;!i;~irt\rl~~iji~S1rr {i 
, us.!!:d !'! .. Ct;'llJl.ln.chon wit~ Marion Mulher lnstfl.lmenfs. . List $12.50 . 

ASK YOUR DEALER •• , OR WRITE DIRECT 

Model 535N 
List $12.00 

Model 55 
List $15.00 

SCALE RANGES POSSIBLE 
WITH STANDARD RESISTOR KIT 

VOLTS AC-DC 
0-10 Volts 0-250 Volts 
0-50 Volts 0-1000 Volts 

MILLIAMPERES 
0-1 MA 0-50 MA 
0-10 MA 0-500 MA 

OHMS 
0-500 Ohms 0-1 MEG 
0·100 M 0-10 MEG 

DECIBELS 
-10 - +14 decibels 
+ 4 - + 28 decibels 
+ 18 - + 42 decibels 
+30 - +54 decibels 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
WITH VTVM SCALES 

THE NAME "MARION" MEANS THE "MOST" IN METERS 

Erport Division 
458 Broadway 

New York: 13, U.S. A. 
C&bles MOlUIANEX 

J,, Ca .. da: 
The Aatral Electric Company 

S~•rboro Bluffs, Onwio 

MARION ELECTRICAL 
INSTRUMENT COMPANY 

Manchester, New Hampshire 
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REPUTATION From all parts of the metropolitan 

area of New York City radiomen flock to EMI. From 
all parts of the U.S. their orders come in a steady 
stream. Why? Because in slightly more than a year 
EMI has earned their complete confidence through fair 
dealing, right price and intelligent service. 

•U~~•~pfitl:J;f;Ul•J.1 EMI does not mess 
aroun \vit untried and unproved equipment. It han
dles only such fine name brands as NATIONAL, B & 
W, RME, E. F. JOHNSON, MILLEN, THORDARSON, 
CARDWELL and others of similar prominence. Stocks 
are complete and shipments are swift, sure and sat
isfactory. 

GET YOUR NEW ANTENNA NOW I 

ELINCOR BEAM KIT 
5 ELEMENT-
2 METER ARRAY 

An effldentall-aluminum hi-gain array 
comprising dipole driver, 3 directors and 

one reflector. Pre-tuned to center of 2 meter 
band. Flanged to mount horizontally or verticaF

ly on standard ½" pipe. Fed from RGS/U 52 ohm coaxial cable. 
Price complete with instructions ................................ $8.40 
Model 400-EA 3-element 1 0-meter beam with folded di-pole 
driven element. Uses. T wavelength spacing for director and .15 wav&4 
length spactng for reflector. Complete with aluminum ladder. Gives 
much broader response than regular sing[e di~pole beams and allows 
beam to be fed directly with 50 ohm coaxlal cable. Wt. I 7 lbs. 
Amateur Net ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • $31.20 
Model 400-RA 3-element JO-meter beam using .I wavelength 
spacing for director and • 15 for reflector. Fed with 300 ohm twinnax.. 
All aluminum ladder. Elements are ¾" aluminum tubing telescoping to 
¾". Adjustable 14 to 1 8 ft. Wt. I 5 lbs. Amateur Net •••••••• $27 .00 

GET GOING ON VHF WITH A NEW 
• RT-7/APN-1 ALTIMETER TRANSCEIVER• 

This brand new army surplus transceiver contains practically all of the 
,.lements you need to get going on VHF, Freq. 418-462 mes; FM; a 
J 4-tube fob furnished complete with 3 12SJ7's, 4 I 2SH7's, 2 J 2H6's, 
I VRI 50, 2 955's, 2 9004's and 27V dynamotor. Shock mounting 
supplied. Weighs only 25 lbs. Furnished complete with tube, and 
dynamotor, less accessories, in orlgfnal manufacturer's carton 8-¼" 
x 7¾" x 181/a". Prfce, each •••••••••••••••••••••••••• • $11.95 

Terms, 20% cash with order - Balance C. 0. D. If "not 
in stock" we'll refund by check - not credit slip. 

II ELECTRONIC 
MARKETERS .. Inc. 
190 VARICK ST., NEW YORK 14, N. Y. 

Phone, W Atkins 4-4540 
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Tampa: Tampa Fairt.raffic set all records. Dailv mcssa1>:e from 
Doc, "IsPB on the air?" St. Pete: LTE is on 3,5-. 7-, 14-Mc. 
c.w.CluhofficersareKQR,FPC,EWS,KLF,DBA,andEYI. 
Umatilla: AYV missed making BPL by six messages. 
General: ES reports CO7CX has beam to get on Morida 
:l910 Net and GM9AB on 3.85 Mc. DCN is on :i.85 Mc. 
JYG is sporting new two-lette.r call, RP. Others with Collins 
receivers are: PEI, BYF, JU. Active OBS are BYF, GIP, 
PB, MKP. Traffic: W4AYV 488, DQW 324, IQV 208, 
F'WZ 174, AAR 100 MNT 76, IKI 32, RP 31 l\:CKP 30, 
zc 30, LCZ 18, PEI 18, BYF 13, ES 12, KHY 7, GIP 6, 
BXL4. 

WESTERN FLORIDA - SOM, Luther M. Holt, 
W4DAO-MS bought new Panada1>ter. DAO .11:ot BC-
4,59A which he plans to UBe on 7 Mc. FHQ schedules OBA in 
Chattanooga. MSX uses 811 final modulated with pair 
8118. NFX is new call in Crestview. DSlt moved to Milton. 
lJQB, at Eglin Fie!'!, schedules Alaskan station daily. 
NFN, NGA. and NGi::; are new Pensacola cans. AXP in
creased power to 500 watts. MEN works Gs on 28 Mc. 
ACB promises early report on •rallahassee ,r.ang. BKQ has 
new frequency meter. JPA works mobile r.xclusivdv. QK 
soon will have his new mobile rig in operation. BGI built 
butterfly condenser. NDB works short skip on 28 l\fo. and 
makes recordings to_ prove it. DLO is heard consistently 
on 7 Mc. Your SOM needs reports from Panama City, 
Tallahassee, and other cities in the section. Traffic: W4AXP 
69. 

SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION 
TOS ANGELES - SOM, VIncent J. Haggerty, W6IOX 
LI ---Asst. SCMo: W. J. Schuch, 6CMN, 6707 Beek Ave., 
Nort,h Hollywood; I. 0. Hege, 6FYW, P. 0. Box :3.52, Paso 
Robles. Reports a.re welcomed from all active amateul'l! in 
the section. Send them to the SCM or to either Asst. SOM 
listed above. A card containing news of your aetiv-it,y will 
suffice. Get reports to the SCM by t.he 4th of month if 
possible as his deadline is the 7t.h. KEI, Southwestern 
Division Director, is active on Golden State Ne~ 396fi kc., 
and is making plans for the ARRL Southwestern Division 
Convention which convenes in Los Angeles on Oct. 2 and 3. 
MU is new 00 operates 28-Mc. 'phone, and is putting up 
three-element '!>!umber'• Delight. QIW is new O.R.S and 
active on SON. AAE had ORS appointment renewed and is 
installing remote control equipment. Paso Robles Radio 
Club doings: },'YW is president and HFY is secretary; HKF 
is getting bugs out of club rig; POD gave the club an FB 
lecture on antennas. DSP had EC appointment endorsed 
and reports Glendale Club's new meeting place is 602 East 
Wilson, Glendale. LY is club prexy and meetings are held 
the first and third Tuesdays. CMN is busy with traflio nets 
and a.ssisting SOM in southern part of sootion. PSX is on 
3.9-Mc. 'p_h,me. KP has beam on 28 Mc. and works DX with 
4 watts. HE is rebuilding 14-Mc. beam tower. EP is repair
in1>: beam after a heavy wind storm. MEP works traffic on 
Mission Trail Net and has 144-Mo. mobile rig workin1>: FB. 
How about more report.. from MTN members'/ V AQ re
newed ORS appointment, rebuilt his final, and is 1?:0ing after 
DX. IWU holds 00 and OPS appointments and is working 
3.9-Mc. 'phone mostlv. PAP ha.a applied for OBS appoint
ment; he II! chairman of publicity and ticket sales for South
we.stern Division Com·ention to be held in October. The 
San Fernando Valley Radio Club meets at ·woman's Club. 
on Van Owen Blvd., North Hollywood, on first and third 
Fridays, The Santa Barbara Amateur Radio Club's new 
meeting place is the Naval Reserve Armory at the Break
water. H is a wonderful set~up, with ham rigs installed, 
code tables, and plenty of room. Meetings are held monthly 
on the last Friday at 7:30 P.M. AMD'is working 28-Mc. 
'phone pnrt.ahle-mobile, experirnentin1>: on 50 Mc., and is 
building for 420 Mc. IUJ is on 28-Mc. 'phone with new 
Collins receiver and transmitter. NOT is hack in Santa 
Barbara after extended sojourn in the Ea.st. OQX is QRL 
with pollce radio, emergency gear, and F'ield Day plans. 
The YLRL Radio Club of Los Ang_eles ha.s bad many YL 
operator visit.on,, the lat,,,.st being 2RNJ". YL visitors from 
V,2, W7, and ZS6 have attended meetings. TDL. YZU, 
UHA. and UXF are DXing successfully. VWR moved to 
Arcadia and is on 7 Mc. with BG-459A. WSV and her OM, 
WSW, have BC-459A transmitter and BC-458Q receiver. 
Congrat.s to LKE, who became father of a jr. harmonic on 
Feb. 22; it is reported he experiment.. at night with invisible 
antenna at his apartment. URU was guest speaker at 
Pasadena Short Wa,·e Radio Club. The PllSadcna Club is 
planning for Field Day. ZPV is active on 7 Mo. with BC-
459A. RXT, traffic man on SCN, is new ORS. Traffic: 
W6IOX 532, CMN 191, ZMZ 75, FY\V 56. R:X:T 42, FMG 
23, MEP 18. MU 8, QIW 7, KEI 4, VA Q 2. 

ARIZONA-SOM, Gladden C . .Elliott, W7MLL-
LHD ha.a his beam on a 40-ft pole. ,J PY report., he wa., 
hi1>:h W7 for c.w. in the VK Contest and high 'phone for 
Arizona. New Tucson calls: MAP, MAT. MAW, and MBK 
on 28 Mc.; LZL on 420 Mo. JGV report. good results at 
Casa Grande with an 807 on 28 Mo. LVG has"- new IffiO-7. 
UPF. LF.E. WKC, and MAT have new NC-183s. The Gila 
Valley Radio Club plans Field Day partiripation. KXB is 
chief operator for Catalina Jr. H.S. station LAD ha.s a MW 
" V" heam. PEY report,, 86 countries and a "V" beam. 

(Continued on pao• 110) 



COMPOSITION RESISTORS 

RESISTANCE AND 
WATTAGE MARKED 

ON EVERY 
UNIT! 

You never have to guess about the resistance and 
wattage of any Little Devil resistor. Every unit is not 
only color-coded but individualiy marked for quick, 
positive identification. 

Ohmite Little Devils are rugged and dependable. 
Millions of these tiny, molded composition resistors 
have been used in critical war equipment and in lead
ing laboratories. They can be used at their full watt
age ratings at 70° C (158° F) ambient temperature. 
They dissipate heat rapidly, have low noise level, and 
low voltage coefficient. 

Little Devils are available in standard RMA values 
from 10 ohms to 22 megohms, in ½, 1, and 2-watt 
sizes. Values as low as 2.7 ohms in 1-watt size only. 
Tol. ± 10%. Also ±5% in 1/z and I-watt sizes. 

Ask for them BY NAME 
from your Distributor 

SEND FOR BULI.ETIN 1~5 
OHMITE MANUFACTURING CO. Gives complete data and list of 

RMA values. Includes dimensional 
drawings and handy rnlor - code. 
Write for it, today. 

4864 FLOURNOY STREET, CHICAGO 44, ILL. 

-ce '!<~ wit4 OHMDTE 
RHEOSTATS • RESISTORS • TAP SWITCHES 
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Brand new, 4-stage 110 volt 
60 cycle preamplifier, no hum 
at any level. Uses SY3GT, 
6SJ7, 2-6SN7, 6J5, resistance 
coupled. Complete power sup
ply uses 65 ma. xfmr, choke, 
6 sections 35 mfd. electrolytics. 
Quickly converted to FM or 
PM modulator for BC-459. 
Power supply components alone 

:~~~:ruf~:~~~e of . ...............• $7 • 9 5 

CRYSTAL 
HANDMIKE 

With 100 ft. Cable 
An excellent microphone at a 
terrific bargain price, brand 
new. The cable is the finest 
quality available and alone i.s 

;~;~h. ~~~~ 0t~~~ • ~~r. ::i~~. f~~ 
0
t~~ 

0
C

0
0

0
~~l

0
e:: $ 5 • 9 5 

100 KC FREQUENCY STANDARD 

Complete, 

crystal, tube 

and all parts 

New {not surplus) Tedford 100 KC Crystal, ei<tremely 
accurate, high activity, shock-mounted, A NEW LOW 
PRICED, HIGH QUALITY CRYSTAL, SCHE- $4 95 
MATIC INCLUDED, ONLY.............. • 

Parts ka, includin;a 6AK5, sockets, resistors, $1.80 
c:ondensers1 chassis .•.....•..•..••..... 

STRUTHERS-DUNN;::RELAY 
Control all of your equipment 
with this one relay. 11 0 VAC 
coil, 4-pole, 2 double throw, 2 
,;ingle throw, 6 Amp. contacts, 
strew terminals, insulated base, 
:l" x 3½", a !er- $2 00 • rific borgofn at. . • 

Famous BC-221 
This is now one of the .scarcest 
items in Army surplus equipment. 
An extremely accurate, crystal 
calibrated heterodyne frequency 
meter-125 KC to 20,000 KC. 
Use it as Signal Generator or 
VFO. Con be powered with ,mall 
l .50 volt supply or 1 35 volt bat
teries. Complete with tubes, crys
tal, calibration book. Slightly 
used ,excellent $39.95 
cond1tfon ..•.. L-••-- With internal modulation $79.50 

633 WALNUT STREET• CINCINNATI 2, OHIO 
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LFE is on 7-Mc. c.w. JXL/KRH is on 7 Mc. KAE hao a. 
BC-459 on 7-Mc. c.w. PBD keep• dai~ schedule with the 
ZLs. ,JMQ proved that 3.85 Mc. is a uX band by getting 
in a G round table. The Tucson gang has formed an emer
gency corps. The first Ttrnson Annual Ha.m Banquet wa, 
attended by 45 OMs and XYLs. JGU reports 41 states and 
9 countries on a 616 and four KS contacts. LIH is on 28-Mc. 
'phone. LQK is looking for 144-Mc contacts at Globe. UW 
is back on the DX trail after blowing out a transformer. 
0GNW is working all bands, c.w. and' phone, in Tucson. 
QAP's new rhombic sure works the Europeans. LLO and 
KWW transmit official bulletins on 28 Mc. at 8 P.M, 

SAN DIEGO - SCM, Irvin L. Emig, W6GC -- Asst. 
SCM and SEC. Gordon Brown, 6APG. BGF has been 
appointed RM while CNQ i.s new ORS. BAM schedules 
1A W <'"1.ch Sunday and reports CDV is new call in l:lanta 
Ana. FMJ is operating on Mission Trail Net on 3854 kc. 
BOD report:, for the Marine stat.ion, YDK, with a fine 
traffic score and some line schedules with C6, KG6, and 
KH6 areM. LRU manages to snag those elusive ones on 28 
and 14 Mo. and has !l() r..otmtries with 79 confirmed. The 
San Diego YLRL meets each Wednesday at 8 P,M. on 29.440 
Mc. BYC works low power on :3.5-Mc. o.w. New call on 
28 Mc. is BPB. 4TZ. o[ DX fame, is representing Ra,ytheon 
in San Diego. NA is puttin~ finishing touches on precise 
frequency mee.suring gear. KW gets on 28-. and 3.85-Mc. 
'phone now and then. YYM is leaving for Hawaii to join 
hubby, YYN, who i.s working for CAA. A radio club at 
Hoover High School is bejng organized.by Zl:lT, ZVQ, and 
ZLF. UNQ reports the Imperial Valley Ulub handled Iota of 
traffic at its radio booth at the Valley !<'air. BGF is holding 
down southern end of SCN Net on alternate week days. 
APG. the SEC, with MI and MHL visited the Imperial 
Valley Club to coordinate emergency functions. CCK i.s new 
call on 28-Mc. 'phone. The outstanding hamfest in tho 
Section this year was the 13t,h Annual Palomar Radio Club 
Birthday Party held in La J·oua., which we.a enjoyed by more 
than 500 amateurs and friends. VMU is relieving YYW a., 
president of Imperial Beach Radio Club. which meets 1st 
Tuesday of each month at Ream Field. WUW reports fine 
traffic score for himseli and XYL. BOU. TVM works 28-
Mr.. 'phone with 600 watts and four-element beam. VWL 
and KH6BZ/W6 are on 28-Mc. 'phone while VMU works 
;J.5-Mc. c.w. OBD went almost over the top for his D:X:CC. 
VCD and YTH are building equipment. Trallic: W6YDK 
81, CNQ .. 55, BCU 31, WUW 19, BGF 15, BAM 6, FMJ 6, 
TVM4,MI4, 

WEST GULF DIVISION 

N ORTHERN TEXAS-SOM, N. C. Settle, W5DAS/ 
MNL - 5CRQ now i.s 6CRQ. DQW now has his ol<l 

ca:U, PS. LSN makes BPL again this month. DAS set a 
record on 28 Mc. by contacting Waco. GAE maintains activ
ity on 144 Mc. Hamilton High School has 30 potential hams 
in the radio class. CAA Net meets Wednesday on 3620 kc. at 
1900 CST and Sunday net schedule is on 7260 kc. at 1330 
CST, with BYX as NCS and ASO "" Alternate NOS. DZ 
and LHF made first 144-Mc. contact between ·waco and 
Ft. Worth. DZ used four-element beam and 25 watts input 
with 100 per cent. QHO for 40 minut~.s. GOV is secretary of 
Waco Radio Club. JLU works 7-. 14-, and 28-Mc. c.w. BIN 
is act.ive on 'phone. LLD is building new rig. LYX is going 
to town on 28 Mc. OL teaches code class and had rig set up 
at Boy Hcouts exhibit. HAJ i.s wrestling with an electronic 
bug. F't. Worth Radio Club operated the club emergency rig 
at the recent stock show. Dallas Radio Club is striving for an 
early test of the new emergency rig. HAJ missed Silent Keys 
by a very narrow margin when RV line crossed up with 
speech equipment and put 2000 volt.s on the microphone. 
IJC i.s getting an ART-13 on the air. LNK is acth-e. on 7 Mc. 
EI<'C and ENE are hauling in the DX on 14-Mc. 'phone and 
e.w. Traffic nets are busy. BYP is VFO now. NSG now has 
an HT-9. NJU works 7 Mc. Traftio: W5I};N 656. GZU 126, 
CDU 95, BYX 92, ISO 40, ARK 39, NDR/5 27, ILZ 20, 
BBH 10, ASA 5. 

OKLAHOMA - SOM, Bert Weidner, W5IIXI -Asst. 
SCM, George Bird, 5HGC. SEC: AHT. MWT is mobile on 
28 and 144 l\Ic. DRE and BBS attended EC organization 
meeting at Norman. JFY/0 reports to OLZ from Minnesota. 
NMl\1/0 reports into Minnesota Net,. The Eluid Club haa a 
2.5-kva. emergency generator ready to go. EGR and BLW 
are building 50-Uc. emergency-powered gear to replace 
1.44-Mc. equipment. JHA has a new rig on.OLZ. TARO is 
making plans to operate a station at the Petroleum Exposi
tion. AIA and HFX are Naval Reserve at Oklahoma City. 
NUT has 150 watts on 't Mc. NLD is the Oklahoma Bapt_ist 
University station with I kw. on 14. 7, and 3.5 Mo. JMM is 
one of the regular operators. GNQ he.s a2 states confirmed 
on 50 Mc. NDK has a new rig with a pair of HK54s in final. 
The newest publication to hit the shack is VHF New,. EIO 
is editor and publisher. There are 17 stations active on 144 
Mc. in the Oklahoma City area. Tulsa has at leaot 10 regu
larly-operated stations on 144 Mo. Hats off to CNK, who 
itrranges schedules on 28 Mo. with D4AXB and then keeps 
them when the folks arrive to talk. FME, at F't,. Sill, sched
ules his father, FMF. IGO is a member of the Pioneer Net of 
California and holds two Rchedules each day, l!'RD. of 

(C!ontinu.,,l nn rmge ll;d) 



MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR 8/alion Pow111 
Every time your modulation exceeds 100 percent, 
harmonic distortion is introduced which causes 
interference with other stations, and violation of 
FCC Regulations. With this Modulation Moni~ 
tor you can modulate to the fullest for top power
output, yet you know instantly when you are 
over-modulating. Model 3296 provides four sep
arate circuits for measuring amplitude modula
tion- ( 1) percent modulation, average; (2) peak 
flash percent modulation; (3) carrier shift; and 
( 4) audio output for headphones. These methods 
may be used separately, all at once, or in any 
combination. The peak indicator can be pre-set 
for any percent of modulation from 20 to 120, 
and will flash when pre-deterl)lined modulation 
is reached. You can figuratively "see" the signal 
received by your listener! 

A handsome, Precision-built instrument, Model 3296 
blends with any standard amateur equipment, en
hances the appearance of yo11r station, and will greatly 
lleP up your operating efficiency. 

VOLT-OHM
MILLIAMMETER 

MODEL 
666HH 
A new streamlined tester with wider 
ranges: A.C. and D.C. Volts 0-10-50• 
250-1000-5000 at 1000 ohms per 
volt; D.C. Milliamperes 0-10-100-500; 
ohms 0-2,000-400,000. Molded, in
sulated, pocket-size case. A top value. 

SEE YOUR DISTRIBUTOR FOR DETAILS OR WRITE TODAY. Address Dept, J.51 

Tripleit ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT co. BLUFFTON. ORIO 
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TRANSMITTING TUBES 
2X2 /879 - Diode Rectifier. . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 
2X2A - Diode Rectifier .............. . 
3B24 - Transmitting Diode Rectifier ... . 
10/10Y-VT25A-Triode Amplifier and 

Oscillator. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
211/VT4C-Commercial Type with Low 

Grid Current Limit ................ .. 
215A - AF and IF Amplifier .......... . 
250R - Transmitting Diode Rectifier ... . 
316A - Transmitting UHF Triode Osc. 

and Amp .......................... . 
371B - Transmitting Diode Rectifier ... . 
450TL - Transmitting Diode Amplifier .. 
703A - UHF Triode Amp., Osc ........ . 
705A - Transmitting Diode Rectifier ... . 
706GY-Transmitting UHF Oscillator 

Magnetron ........................ . 
714A it - Transmitting UHF Oscillator 

Magnetron ........................ . 
715B - Transmitting Pulse Modulator 

Tetrode ......•..................... 
723AB-Klystron Velocity Variation UHF 

Oscillator ......................... . 
728BY - Trans. UHF Osc. Magnetron .. . 
728DY - Trans. UHF Osc. Magnetron .. . 
728FY - Trans. UHF Osc. Magnetron .. . 
728GY - Trans UHF Osc. Magnetron .. . 
730A - Transmitting UHF Oscillator 

:Magnetron ........................ . 
803 - Transmitting Pentode Amplifier .. . 
805 - Transmitting Triode Amplifier ... . 
l-107 -Transmitting Tetrode Amplifier ..• 
811 - Transmitting Triode Amplifier ... . 
813 - Transmitting Tetrode ........... . 
829B - Transmitting UHF Twin Pentode 

Amplifier .......................... . 
830B - Transmitting Triode Amplifier .. . 
833A- Transmitting Triode Amplifier, 

Oscillator . . . . . . . .................. . 
834-, UHF Triode Amp., Osc ......... . 
837 - Transmitting Pentode Amplifier .. . 
876 - Ballast Tube ...............•... 
884 - Grid Control Gas Rectifier ...... . 
2051 - Grid Control Gas Rectifier ..... . 
8013A- Transmitting Diode Rectifier .. . 
CW93- ........................... . 
F128A - Triode Amplifier and Oscillator. 
RK60 - Duo-Diode Rectifier .......... . 

SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES 

.39 
.89 
.69 

.09 

.89 
1.39 
9.95 

.39 
1.29 

39.50 
2.95 
1.23 

14.95 

7.95 

4.75 

3.49 
24.95 
24.95 
24.95 
24.95 

17.95 
7.95 
3.69 

.98 
1.59 
5.95 

3.95 
4.95 

;U.95 
5.95 

. 98 

.19 

.69 

.49 
1.29 

.98 
39.95 

.69 

1824- Gas Switching Tube........... 1.49 
t B29- Gas Switching Tube. . . . . . . . . . . .79 
5FP7 - Cathode Ray Tube. . . . . . . . . . . . • 98 
5GP1 - S" Cathode Ray Tube. . . . . . . . . • 98 
864 - Triode Amp. (Low Microphonic 

Noise)............................. .23 
MINIMUM ORDER $5.00 

1 0% discount on quantities of ten or more of each type 
We carry large stocks of all types of tubes-write for 
free list-we will be pleased to quote on other types 

not shown here 
Information on above tubes available on request 

All prices F.O.B. Jamaica, N. Y. Please add postage 
Writ• Department Q 

92-32 Merrick Road Jamaica 3, N. Y. 
Branch: 71 Murray Street, New York 7, N. Y. 
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6,5-w.p.m. fame, now t. 6.FRD. ADC now is Class A but 
cannot lea,·e c. w. after 17 years of operating. GZl\I, MBZ, 
NVO, BTU, CPC, and DG are new OLZ members. ART has 
been heard on :J.9-Mc. 'phone. Traffic: W5IGO :ms, UVS 
12.1, Nl\IN Ill, AST 66. l\IBV R4, AQE 38, IOW 21, GOL 
1:l, l-'RB 11, LRP I!, ADC 10, AAJ 9, ADB !l. Y J !l. KOH 
8, EHC 7. 

SOUTHERN TEXAS- SCl\l, Ted Chast"in, W5flff 
····- RM: DAA. SEC: BUV. PAM: EYV. Networks: STEN 
('Phone Section). STEN (C.W. Section): STTN. JBZ, 
editor of STENSCOPE, is EC at New Braunfels. LIVV has 
recovered from recent illness. DAA has separate rigs from 
144. to i!.fi Mc. MXV moved to new QTII and is uctive in 
STTX. 41\IYV/5 is active in Austin. DAA and JKB a.re 
already planning for Field Day. All stations in Kingsville are 
using 453A Q-5ers. LGL is working nice DX on 28 and 14 
Mc. EWZ has picked up 5 new countries. JFC is installing 
mobile units in taxis. BGG has repaired the damage caused 
by disastrous fire in his home. HRN left Valley for new 

~~~t!F,fi°i~~=~;,Pc~1k,:vi}~r Rc~\'ig f~S'X¥'§d B~~~ 
Races. NSR is new call in Brownsville. LGG is back in San 
Antonio and active as 00. HNH is backinAustin after a lollJt 
sojourn at sea. EYV and CDC are on 50 Mc. BCF, in Port 
Arthur, <1ontacted MS!, in Orang~. on 144 Mc. Also on 
144 l\fo. in Port Arthur are EQK, JilWP, FCD, HRU, !BX, 
LTU, NLE. The Orange Amateur Radio Club is now affili
ated with ARRL. Officers are: CLV, pres.; NSY, vice-pres.; 
NMW, treas.; JMX, act. mgr.; NMV, secy. The clubroom 
is located in the Chapter House of the local Red Cross. 
CLV has 150wattsf.m. on28 Mc. ND worka7-Mc, c.w. and 
28-Mc. 'phone with 150 watts. NMV has new 552 and llT-9 
and SX-42 as main gear. MS! has new TBS-50 on all bands. 
NQW is the first YL operator in Orange. EZC is new secre
tary of the Corpus Christi Radio Club. HQR has 522 and A 
five-element beam mounted on telephone pole and i• looking 
for 144-Mc, contacts. All ARRL appointees, please check 
the date on your certificates and send them to me for re
newal where necessary. Don't forget, we all have a date 
May 29~0 at the STEN Convention in Cuero. See you 
there. Traffic: W5MN 371, DAA 78. NYY 19, JPC 14; 
LWY- 8 AOL 5 HIF 4, KSW 4. 

NEW MEXICO -BCM, Lawrence R. Walsh, W5SMA 
- BQE is back in Albuquerque operating 3.5-Mc. c.w. 
VWU is blasting the traffic net with hls 5 watts from Sandia 
Park. 6UVA/5 is operating 7 Mc. with 5 watts a.nd NJR is 
on :{.5-1\Ie. c.w. with 10 watts- both from Los Alamos. 
U8VB gave HJF a listener's report of Q4-5 85-6 one night 
and DV,T Qa-4 84-5 tbe next on 3855-kc. 'phone. NSZ, of 
Las Ve.gas believes in keeping ham radio in the familv
daughter Betty is NQT and son Harold is NQU. All three 
operate 3.5-, 7-, and 14-Mc. c.w. and 14- and 3.85-Mc. 
'phone. MYA is on 28- and 27-1\fo. 'phone/c.w. and 7-1\fo. 
,,. w. B11rney wants to contact other New Mexico hams on 
7.1 Me. NKG is operating 7 Mc. from Bayard. ROX, with 
OB V's ""8istance, is helping EVY get a. rig on the air. RUBty 
is interested in formi!l(!; a ham club in Alamogordo. KWP is 
building a gang-tuned VFO. NZQ is gradually overcoming a 
severe case of ''brass fever." OCb uion 7- and3.5-i.\fo. c,w . 
with a 6L6. The introductory issue of the New Jfexico 
Bulletin, edited by NXE, was sent out in March. An.v New 
Mexico amateur who did not receive a copy should notify 
the SOM. Traffic: W5ZU 76, NXE 72, HJF 24, ROX 22, 
NRK 11, KWR 6, DUH 4, SMA 2. 

CANADA 

MARITIME DIVISION 

M \tll?c¥l. SE8~tI~~E~\t;:~if,;nf!lE8iic1.c¥~ 
Fundy Net is divided into c.w. on 3750 kc. and 'phone on 
3803 kc. PC wants to contact his brother at SOE, Notting
ham Island. GP is tmprovi~ the beam to England - and 
G3AOW. FVwouldliketo ra,sea YV on 14 or28 Mc. CG is 
asst. supt. East Coast Radio Services (Chief R.I.). DV is 
senior inspector of the St. John area. QU reports nice con
tacts on 3.8-Mc. 'phone. MD and MN have been worked 
regularly. When BB's home town of Shediac was threatened 
by fire, he put out a call via Alaska. and Boston on 14-Mc. 
'phone for assistance from the town of Moncton. LY had 
nice long QSO with his brother, 7 ABJ, on 28-1\Io. 'phone. 
HO baa some pl:,.ns for 144-1\Ic. work. 8OE/8NB ia working 
well through DQ, FQ, and PX. PX handles the St. John 
tra.llic on his new n.tm. 3.8-Mc, 'phone. ET piled up record 
score in the DX 'Phone Contest using 28 and 14 Mc. DB 
holds Sunday schedules with EY and V02AJ. EX built 
new amplifier and divides time between 3.6 and 14 Mc. 
QZ worked TR on 50-1\Ic. ground wave, and got 8 points on 
two bands in VHF SS. Traffic: VEIHJ 31, l)Q 28, PX 24, 
~'Q 16, RB 12, DB 6, QZ 3. 

ONTARIO DIVISION 

(···)NTARIO-SCM, David S. Hutchinson, VE3DU--· 
.. VD schedules W5AQE and W3MWD on 7 Mc. and 

QSOs LA, G, F, and P~ with 60 watts. New ofilcera of 
Frontier Radio Assn, are BUR, pre11.; AWJ, vice-pm1.; 

(Continued on page 114) 



Philip Rand started a new trend to real, badly-needed 
receiver-selectivity with his Q-5er. Byron Goodman 
carried it forward with his '"Lazy-Man's Q-Ser". We 
applaud both steps, but felt that even more could be 
attained by special design to really give every ham 
super-het, new or old, the "New Look" selectivity QST 
advocates. 
Our answer is Model 805, l00kc. I.F. Amplifier. Connect 
it between your last i.f. secondary and your audio volume 
control and you get a small boost in gain. But what you 

178•GA8•88!50 

really get is single-side-band selectivity- a selectivity curve 2.4kc. wide across the flat top, 
skirts falling so steeply as to be only 4.7kc. broad 1000 times (60 db.) down, only 7.2kc. 
wide 10,000 times down! As Byron Goodman says of this new look selectivity, it will "cut 
thru the QRM and pull out the desired signal like nothing you ever saw or heard". 
Take Model 805, only 3 718" wide, 4 15/16" long, 5 5/8" high, make. 6 simple connections 
to your 455/465 kc. i.f. receiver, (which can usually supply 6.3 V. a.c. at .75 Amps. and 
110 to 250 volts d.c. at 25 ma.' to the 805) and you have that post-war receiver with the 

"new look" Model 805 Price, less 1- 6 BE6, 1- 6 BA6, 1-6C4 tubes, only $18.90 

703 FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER Model 
703 Pre-Tuneci Band Pass Fre
quency Multiplier is now in stock 
at all progressive amateur jobbers. 
All you need is an 80 meter v.Lo. 
or xtal oscillator putting ·out about 
1 watt to drive 703 - which, at 
the flip of two knobs, gives you 40 
watts output 80 thru 10 meters, 20 
watts on 6 meters. Whether you 
use it to feed an antenna tuner di• 
rectly, or to drive a kilowatt "final", 
Model 703 short-cuts all usual in
tervening doubler stages - replaces 
them with a c..-ompact, quick means 
of getting anywhere in any band 
80 thru 6 meters in a jiffy. Net 
price, less 2 - 6AG7, 2 - 6L6, 
1 - 807 tubes, and 300 volt, 250 
ma., 400 to 600 volt, 100 ma. 
power supply is only $49.90 net, 
ready to go. 

Model 805K - kit complete less tubes, $15.90 

903 WAVEMETl:R & 903A FIELD 
STRENGTH METER That Model 903 
absorption wavemeter nicely meets 
a basic amateur need is proven by 
the thousands in use. "HAND
BOOKS" have recommended such 
a wavemeter with crystal rectifier 
and meter for visual indication and 
field strength measurements. We 
are glad to offer Model 903A 
companion meter-rectifier unit -
for direct ·attachment to top of 903 
panel. 
Model 903A matches, and becomes 
part of 903 wavemcter. to which it 
adds 1N34 rectifier, new Silver 0-1 
ma. 0/100 division meter, meter 
sensitivity control and phone jack
to make the sweetest wavemeter and 
field-strength meter we've seen. 903 
wavemeter is $3.30 net; plug in coils, 
1600 kc. to 500 me., $.65 each net. 
Model 903 A Rectifier-Meter Panel 
i1 $14.50 :net. 

701 TRANSMITTER, 75 WATT CW, 30 
WATT PHONE Following "HAND
BOOK" teachinll'.s for maximum 
transmitter efficiency vs. cost and 
complexity. 701 Transmitter has 
proven itself in tens of thou
sands of QSO's. Compact to save 
space in home or mobile installa
tion. it's the sure-fire answer to 
75 watts of clean CW, 30 watts of 
AM phone signals. A 6AQS xtal 
Tritet drives an 80 7, 80 thru 6 
meters. Two 6AQ5'• turn out 14 
watts audio to 100 % speech modu
late 807 plate/screen. Power supply 
requirements are satisfied by Model 
301 Power Supply for 40 watts 
input or by a simple "HANDBOOK" 
assembly for 7 5 watts input. 
We think you'll :,gree that 701 
is the trimmest, smallest 0 power• 
house" you've ever seen. Price less 
tubes, coils, power supply only 
$36.95; coils (3 per band) $.50 ea. 

OVER 37 YEARS OF RADIO ENGINEERING ACHIEVEMENT 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 1240 MAIN ST., HARTFORD 3, CONN. 

FACTORY OFFICL 1249 MAIN ST •• HARTFORD 3, CONN. 
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Red Hot for Television! 
DUMONT INPUTUNER 

NOW AVAILABLE FROM STOCK! 
The complete front end, continuous tuning from 
44 to 216 MC. Covers all 13 television chcm

Price 5865 Less 
Tubes Amateur 

Net 

nefs, as well as FM. 
amateur aviation, tele
phone and commercial 
services within the 
range. Complete with 
dual edge-lighted lucite 
dial and carries diffe
rent colored targets de
signating TV, FM and 
othi.,r bonds. Usus a 
6V6 grounded-grid in
put, a 6AK5 mixer, 6J6 
separate oscillator. 
Overall gain approx. 
15. Operates from a 
low-Impedance or 73-
·ohm unbalanced line. 

3 Tubes, Escutcheon, Wiring Diagram and 100 
Tuning Knob fo Complete Above Unit 

PERMEABILITY 
TUNED 

OSCILLATOR 

PRICE - Complete with 
tube, slide rule and 
vernier dial assembly 
ond Instruction book 

Has a linear range of 
1600 to 2000 KC. Can 
be used as on exciter 
or in many types of 
meosuring instruments 
such as hetrodyne 
frequency meters. Sto.~ 
bility and accurate ca
libration distinguish this 
unit as a 900d V.F.O. 
Dial calibrated to 1 KC 
on 80 and 40 meter 
bands, 2 KC on 20 
metersf and 5 KC on 
1.5, 11 and 10 meters, 

$40Amaleur 
Nel 

SPECIAL! PYREX 
ENTERING INSULATORS 
• NUMBER-67076 • BOWL-67037 

• GLASS - OPAQUE 
• LENGTH, CENTER PIN - 11 Vz" 
• OUTSIDE BASE DIAMETER - 8¼" 

Furnished with a template 
ring 1 /16" thick for lo
cating mounting holes tor 
the 2-9 /16" studs. Tem
plate can also be used as 
backing ring or washer. 
~q..iipped wi:h two 3/8'' 
jamb nuts for lower end 
of center pin and two 
1 /2" jamb nuts for each 
stud. Some as illustration, 
but opaque. $

5 REGULAR 
PRICE 

A R•sco Special! $29 

~~ 
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IT~ AND ARCH STREETS, PHILA. 6, PENNA. 
Bianches:S930 Market St. and 3145 N. Broad St. in Phila. 
Also in Wilmington, Def, Easton, Pa., Allentown, Pa., Camden, N. J. 

A:\'.P, secy.; BPB, treas.; PP, WA, aud AUL, executh·en. 
RPB and BOB are new calls on 7 l\lc. FP and LA purchast'tl 
SCR-522. The Hamilton 144-Mc. Emergency Net ia on 
every Sunday noon. A WI sets good reports wit.h bis 12 to 
18 watts. BMG worked DX Contest on 28 Mc. The Hamil
ton Club collected $16 for food for Britain. AHL. A.TR, 
AWE, AWJ, BME, BMG, DH, DU, BCS,.GI, or, Tl\I, 
aud XO keeJ)BN going, AWE, TM, and Du are on T. L. 
" I." BBQ, Kirkland Lake, reports the club held annual 
meeting and banquet April 8th. A.ZN is on all bands with 
2,50 watts 'phone or c.w. AQW is doing well on 28 Mc. BIIU 
has 6Ll'i on 14 Mc. with dipole in attic. BJE is on 14-Mc. 
'µhon• and BGI is on 28 Mc. BNI is a new-comer on 14 and 
7 l\Ic, PA has three Comlll&nd transmitters Ill! VFO to 
T35s on 14, 7, and 3.5 Mc. BTC, with MKIII, h1111 ip-emlins. 
,\NH and BBQ worked WAS in a month. BBQ has p.p. 
811 s in place oi 813. API says all he can hear from Kirkland 
Lake is BBQ. ALU has dga.rette-packet-size rig for local 
QSOs. Toronto East AFARS consists of AFW, ALO, 
AU\V, A .. "'{Q, BCE, BCZ, EF, and IR. The latter is NCS. 
AFW got 35-w.p.rn. and ALO 30-w.p.rn. Code Proficiency 
Certificates. BCZ is on 3.5-l\ic, band. EF has incorporatea 
the "silent break-in" system, as per F'eb, '47 QST. ROAF at 
Trenton has call BRG with 300 watts on 3545 kc. In Hamil
ton ABP, A.QA, BQF, BIK, CJ, AVK, BKR, BMG, and 
BFE' are on 28 Mc., with BHS, SP, AYW, KM, YR. JU1 and ARB on 14-Mc. 'phone . .BHX has :12 countries and 
(:JU has 78, with 60 postwar, DC, BHX, and FT are on 7 
Mc. AQA, KM, and BMG, are on OPN. Traffic: VE3TM 
!ll, XO 56. ATR 54, DU 4t GI 47, AWE 31, AWJ 23, 
Bl\IG 20, Kl\I 16, VD 16, Dn 14, A WI 1, BCP 5. 

QUEBEC DIVISION 

( ')UEBEC - SCM, Gordon A. Lvnn, VE2GL - BB 
.,. maintains schedules with W2OUT and VE2LO. LO 
~ s<ihedules WlLM and is interested in ORS apj)ointment. 

ACZ is new-comer in Lachine and is one of NR s trainees. 
ACS has 260-ft. long skywire. KT has p.p, 6L6s. WR now 
has pair of 807s with 150 watts, is on 14 Me,. is planning to 
erect a llock of hall-wave dipoles, and is off tuned lines for 
keeps! EC continues schedules on Quebec 'phone net and 
reports that DD now is n.f.m. ZG in Grand Mere, has 
regular schedule with BY on 144 Mc. YP has 100 watts into 
a long-wire antenna on 7- and 3.5-Mc. c.w. and uses CSR-5 
and NC-24OD receivers. CA still is using nothing but n.f.m. 
and has worked 5 continents and 22 countries and is search
ing for the Asian to complete WAC on n.f.m, GM ia reported 
rebuilding and plans push push 807s with 100 watts. AB and 
JN took part in Frequency Measuring Tests and made good 
showings. XB, on 3.5-Mc. c.w.isinterestcdin traffic. Heis on 
during early mornings with the dawn patrol. JS reports that 
AFARS c.w. net operates weekly between there and Daw
son. EO has departed for VE7 Land. TQ now is in Se,·en 
lalands. ZA, in Mont ,Joli, is on 28-Mc. 'phone. A.CA is 
DY's XYL. Regular schedules are being maintained on 50 
Mc. by many of the Montreal gang, including LP, AG, OS, 
.AA V, and KIL The Montreal Amateur Radio Club con
tinues to send food parcels to British runateura. Traffic: 
VE2BB 50, EC 35, GL 32, LO 15, XB 9, CA 3, HH 3, RJ 3, 
WR3. 

VANALTA DIVISION 
,\LBERTA-SCM, W. W. But<:hart, VE6LQ-RP L, 
ft new Edmonton call. WB is showing interest in getting 
bark on the air. HM has Hammond beam up and ready to 
go. EE, ex-2EE, needs Africa for WAC. MJ finally worked 
not one, but two Africans. F'G heard SOS from VP6RC on 
7 Mc. PE works 7 Mc. HI is on 7, 14, and 28 Mc. 8AV, of 
Watson Lake, visited NARC meeting. WS is rebuilding. 
AK sa.vs, "It's a hoy this time!" AH landed in the hospital. 
DF is sporting new 1948 model ir, operator. She also is new 
ORS. RL met with an auto accident, OD, HZ, MP, and TA 
handled QRR traffic when snow storms knocked out tele
phone and telegrar,h lines in South Alberta. CARA will hold 
a skating party. rhe club will raffle off it.s C2 frequency 
meter and turn the proceeds over to CAROA/RSGB aid to 
British amateurs. WG is new RM for Alberta. CJ is new 
ORS in Razmond. IN wants to know the best formula for 
working DX with Ilea power. Can anyone get him started 
with a DX contact? LQ has low-power rig finished and finds 
it works F'B on all bands. NR hit 28 Mc. recently. VB is the 
call of HQ's jr, operator. He's been after DX already I 
Traffic: VE6LQ 34, QS 13, MJ 11, BN 10. 

PRAIRIE DIVISION 

MANITOBA-SOM, A. W. Morley, VE4AM-Con
grat.s to YW, of .Brandon, who handled the first 

emergency traffic out of Wilmington, N .C,, and acted as a 
relay station between Wilmington and Raleigh until the 
deck cleared. When Cec had to go to work he got AO to 
carry on. A Manitoba 'phone net ha.s heen started and HS, 
MM, CI, AP, GE, AW, and AM have shown interest. The 
net meets on approximately 3805 kc. each night at 7 P,M, 
DT has 811 final finished. EH and MX have returned from 

(Continued on pp.11e 118) 



New dope on germanium crystal circuits 

.···•·· ·• '< ' .·· ... 

·Written 
J,iyand 

. ,for;hams 

Here at last is a t.:ompilation of out
;,tanding practical applications for Sylva
nia Germanium Crystals. Circuits were 
designed and tested by leading radio ama
teurs and submitted in a recent nationwide 
contest sponsored by Sylvania Electric. 
This new 8-page Sylvania booklet shows 
21 receiver, transmitter and test and con
trol circuits. Get your free copy-you'll 
find plenty of ideas in it to Rpark your 
thinking on Crystal Diodes. 

Just mail the coupon for 

of idea-sparking bulletin 

Radio Tube J)ivision, Emporium, Pa. 

MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES; CATHODE RAY TUBES; ELECTRONIC DEVICES; 
FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES, WIRING DEVICES; ELECTRIC LIGHT BULBS 

r--------------------7 
Sylvania Electric Products Inc. 
Radio Tube Division 
Advertising Dept., Room R,1805 
Emporium, Pa. 

Gentlemen: 

Please send me a copy of bulletin "21 Circuits for 
Sylvania Germanium Crystal Diodes." 

Name ....................................... . 

Address ..................................... . 

City ............................ Zone # ...... . 

State ........................................ . 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

L--------------------J 
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New T-54 13 Channel Push Button 
TELEVISION RECEIVER 
A wonderful new Hallicrafters, advanced design 7" TV 
Receiver at an Amazing Low Price! Has fM sound and 
13 Channel Push Button Tuning-viewing tube installed. 
Terrific performance on both video and sound. 

T-54, Complete with 19 tubes, in• 
cluding 7" Picture Tube, plus 3 Rec• $169 50 
tifiers. Ready to operate on 105-125 
·V, 50/60 cycles AC. Shpg: Wgt. 35 
lbs. Cat. No. A·2071 •........•... 

Only $33.90 Down-12 Months at $11.98 

This TV Receiver is really a "knockout." It offers quality 
Television at a price everyone can afford, in a streamlined, 
handsome cabinet. A complete unit, ready to operate-No 
Special Installation Required-No Extras-No Additional 
Costs! And a world-famous name to back it up. Here are 
some of the outstanding featuras: Uses inter-carrier modu
lation type FM sound system with 4" x 6" oval PM dynamic 
speaker • 19 tubes including 7" Picture Tube, phrs 3 

Rectifiers • 13 Push Buttons for instant channel selection • 
23 square inches of sharp, clear pictures • New type auto
matic gain control circuit assures minimum noise interference, 
steady reception and excellent sensitivity • Front panel 
controls: Contrast, Brightness, Volume, Hori,. Hold, Vert. 
Hold, Fine Tuning, Channel Selection • Tubes: 2-6AG5, 
2-6C4, 6-6AU6, 6H6, S-l2SN7, 6ALS, 25L6GT, 25Z6GT, 6X5, 
1B3GT and 7JP4 • Size: 20" W x 16" D x 91/•" H. 

HALLICRAFTERS T•56 
AM•FM BC RECEIVER 
Again • • • Hallicrafters tops the field with a new, 
Complete AM-FM Receiver designed for high fidelity 
sound reproduction on standard broadcast bands. 
Superbly engineered, compact, incorporating finest 
components, in typical Hallicrafters manner. Here's a 
line receiver that's perfect for custom installation and 
for realistic performance on both AM and the new live 
FM programs, at a very low price. Available in 
streamlined cabinet or chassis alone. 

Features include: 11 Tubes-2-6K6, 6SJ7, 6J6, 6AU6, 2-6BA6, 2-6SH7, 
6H6, SY3GT/G • Frequency Response: AM-50 to 4000 cycles, FM-
50 to 14000 cycles • Tone Control and High Fidelity Position • Auto• 
matic Frequency Control prevents drift • Phono Switch and Jack • 
Push Pull Pentode Output • For 117 Volts, 50/60 cycles AC only. 

S•56 AM-FM Chas~ls, com1;>,l•te with tubes, built-in power supply, less $99 SQ 
speaker. 12'1/a x 7Y2 x 11¾ D. Wt. 18 lbs. No. A-2074. ---.,.... • 

Only $19.90 Down-12 Months at $7.03 

5•55 AM-fM receiver with cabinet, tubes and built-in power supply, $119 50 
less speaker. 181/2 x 8% x 12½" D. Wgt. 25 lbs. No." A-2073. _ ..... _ .. 

COMPLETE HALLICRAFTERS LINE ALWAYS IN 
STOCK fOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

Use Your Credit-Take One Year to Pay for Receivers, 
Transmitters, or Parts Totalling 575 or more. Only 20o/. 
Down and the balance In 12 Monthly Payments. Send for 
Order Blank Today. 

NEW YORK 
Offices & Warehouse 
242W.55thSt,N.Y.19 
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Only $23.90 Down-t2 Months at $11.45 

RECOMMEN . 
. FOR HALI.ICRAFTEDED SPEAKERS 

;~~•d s~und reproductio!S reAM_-FM RECEIVER 
excellenfe.pa~~- Any of thes!"";~~/h1e "~• of a 
J ormance • s will give 
10,0i~nc ~125H-l2" .Extended 

Jense,n P . Wgt. 7 lbs. No. A-2ofojnge Spe~ker. 
50-/2 000 JCP40-/2" CO A • • "----$10.58 

• cps 16 lb · • X<al Speak A.ltec . s. No. A-20205 er covers 
Su i,lonslng Model 600 I • . ....... $19.60 

Ptr reproduction 15 - 2" Dia-Cone S k 
fltec•lansfng Mod j lbs. No. A-20010 f:s 09c, 
or deluxe installa/ 603-Mulficell /5" s k. 

sound. Wgt. 17 /b ion, maximum dist "b tpea er 
s. No. A-200/1. " u ion of ........... ffl.oo 



"i,tete't- 'Ce«Jd-
Exceptionat values in top-grade 

d d brand new meters. 
stan a_r. 1· ·ted - order now! 
Quantities· 1m1 

e S-437-2" Round DC Micro• 
ammeter. Scale $3 45 
reads O• I SO ........... • 

0 
S-614-3" Round, AC Volt
meter. Scale 3 49 
reads 0·8 volts....... • 

. S-615-3" Round, Milliam• 
meter. Scale reads 2 95 
SQ-Q.50, zero center.. • . 

;,f: _ . Scale reads . 4 9 
,.;,; O• I Rf' Amps...... • 
··~•: 

THORDARSON 
Filament 
Transformers 
Terrific Value! Pri. 105 
to 250 V,' 50•60 Cy. Sec. 

6.5 V @ 20 A, b.3 V @ 3 A, 5 V @ 3 
A. Supply power to 80, 83, 52.4, ,1'3. 
5V4, .5W4, de. 43/s x 6'% x 63/4''.. 

;:;'o:\.~!1 1~.~: ...... _ ........................ $3.49 

THORDARSON 
Scope Transformers 
Pri. 115 V, 60 Cy. Sec. 750 V, Cf @ 
160 Ma., 1450 V @ 2 Ma., 6.3 V @ 1.0 
A. Limited Quan. 41/a < 37/a x 53/a". 
ifo~\-~~2 1.~.'..: ................................ $3.49 

N~ Batter,es 
quire~! E:xce//eor \?We~. Re
~ffiEWect1ve up to (snt ·1 >ens,t,vity 
• ! Per£, t rn, es. BRAND 
installation ~~ 1 for le/evision 

Qntenna et uning ,a be 
sturdy!. Wgt:° tari forever • .;::; 'i 

No. S-667 '· $ · ·',•-~_I.,!_., 

2 i~",:·"·fi'i:'9;ach J 5 .m 
~.,:,;: -~~ 

LAST MINUTE SPECIALS 
Include Postage to Cover S-616-3" Square, Rf- Am· 

tf fa--• . meter with ·thermocoupl5e. 

.,&l· ~~------:------

H-16u Phones~ 

Dial Light Assemblies 
S-735-BJack metal, amber 
lens. For 6.3 V, Miniature 

bay. Base. Mts. in %" hole. 
13 Adjust. light. Only................. ¢ 

SHURE T-178 HANDMIKE 
BRAND NEW-200 ohm carbon mike -

, ~-single button, press•to
__:__ • talk switch. 5 ft. rubber 
· cord, PL·68 plug. Dust 

cover.Sealed Pkg. 88¢ 
No. S-467 ............. .. 

Stoc:k up NOW-while 
you c:an, and save 
PLENTY! All new -
guaranteed. 

2AP1 .... $2.25 \ 872A/872 $1. ~~ 
l2Ab .. . . .15 954 . , · · · •25 38 95S . · • • · • 211 · · · · ' 3. 75 957 /VT237 .30 
304TL , · · · ,saA 38 
so1A/B01 4-~~ 16251v'-i1'3i, :15 
m1,-iF:1·30" 3:1s 1626/VT137 -~~ 
845 3.75 1619 '25 
865 .75 9006 · · · · • 

Smashing Reduction on 

HAMMARLUND FS-135-C 
FREQUENCY 
STANDARD 

$ Tube & 6 95
- with 

• Crystal 

(formerly $14.251 

Be Sure You're in 
Your Band! With th!• 
tiny (2" x 2") unit 
comply with Sec. 
12.135 of the F.~~~ becomes an ac• 
rules. Your rece All Brand New 
curate freqf•",j°Y 'cet~plete with 6AK5 
-b Gufrion K: Cryst~I. and instructions. 
tu e, Ho. S-774 

Offic.es & Warehouse 
242 W. 55,h St., N.Y. 19 

8,000 ohm, magnetic 
phones with cord and 
plug. Ear-plug )'ype 
with rubber cushions, 
ddj. head-band. 

~~iv 
5
.:~~-

1 
......... $1.29 

10 Mfd. • 600 Volt 
Oil Filled 
Capac:itor 
Brand New-· Made by 
leading Mfr. 3¾ x 
4¾ X 13/s". 69¢ 
N.o. S-516 ............ . 

Magnavox 12" PM Speaker with 
PP6V6 Output XF. 21 oz. Magnet. 
Big value. 9 lbs. $8 95 
No. S-755............................... • 

10" Television Chassis with 4 
Brackets. Heavy steel - punched 
and formed for RCA 630 TS re• 
ceiver. Fits. all RCA parts. 
19 x 16 x 4" H. 10 lbs, $ 70 No. A-19751.. ............. - 7. 
-1// RC ,t Tt' cr>mfu,uents in stod~. 

bh1gr"ms fo, "" /"111,,11.,, TV H'A 
t t:ic'(I$ ,111d /}rojc, tir111 ty/u:J 
,u difob/e. Jl 'lilt! 01 info, llhltiou. 

~~~c~~Jf:=-:~.~~='. ... ~~~: ........ 69¢ 
Sig. Corps Key-Sturdy, 49¢ 
efficient. No. S-143 .................. . 
Test leads---Weston type, insul_. tips 
for slnd. jacks. 4 ft. rubber teaca. 
6" insul. prods. 69¢ 
No. S-665-0nly ....................... .. 
RCA,' 12" PM Speaker-Alnico V 
magnet. 6-8 ohm VC imped. Less 
Output XF.· 7 lbs. $4 95 
No. S-756-Special ............ • 
6" PM Speaker, with SOL6 Output 
XFormer. 3.2 ohm, VC. $2 49 
3 lbs. N~. S-726.................. • 
5" Dynamic Spe-aker with Output 
XFormer to match 50L6 or similar. 

tsi. tr2:~ .. ~i-=I.~: .. ~ .. '-~-~: .... $2.29 
MICRO-SWITCHES 
S-747 - $PST, normally 
closed. Steel mtg. Frame. 
Handles 10 amps @ 125 · 
V. Very sensitive, very 

~:,~.:.: ......................... 29 ¢ 
Micro-Switch Assembly-Corri"plete 
housh1q for Mtq. above or any 
standard micro-switch. Plunger assy. 

~~-

0 ~~74;.~.~-~ ... ~~.~.~'.: .. ~.~-~~.~~ .... 12 ¢ 

Silicon Crystal Diode 49¢' 
IN23A-No. S-269-0nly ........ .. 

Quce tp>u/1, d.i<j,na/ Q. pud,, u,.it/,, 3-Element 
Close-Spac:ed ELINCOR 10 Meter BEAM ANTENNA 

Model 400 EA Folded di.pole · =··· ····jE driven element. Complete with 

~;;i~~i~:i::~~ilf~il re== 
ohm coax cable. Wgt. $3l 20 17 lbs. No. A-30007... • 

lf/e stock a wmplete line of Beam Antennas, 'TV and FM Antennas, etc. 
of all leading 111anufactu1"ers. Let our Hams solt•e your antenna problems. 

Call or u•rite for complete information, 

323 W. Madison SI. 
Chicago 6, Ill, 

ew York City Stores: 115-17 W. 45th St. & 2l2°Fulton St. 
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SQUARE HOLE PUNCH 
The answer to your square hole problem 

• Cuts clean 

• No filing 

• Simple operation 

%" Sin - Special 

$2·95 Net 

Shurife Panel Meters 
2" SQUARE CASE 

Stock No. 
9305 0-25 D.C.M.A ...................... . 
9306 0-50 D.C.M.A ••••••••••• , ••••••••••• 
9307 0-100 D.C.M.A. •••••••••••••••••• • • •• 
9308 0-150 D.C.M.A •••.••••••••••••••.••• • 
9309 0-200 D.C.M.A •••.••••••••••••••• , ••• 
9310 0-300 D.C.M.A ........... , , ....... • •• 
9311 0-400 D.C.M.A ........... , ••••••• , ••• 
9312 0-500 D.C.M.A ••••••.••••••• • ·• · •• • •• 
9402 0-6 A.C. Volts •••••••••••••••• , ••• 
9403 0-10 A.C. Volts .................... . 
9404 0-15 A.C. Volts .................... . 

{Please order by stock number) 

TUBE SPECIALS 
{All new and b<>xed) 

Each 
$1.45 

1.45 
1.45 
1.45 
1.45 
1.45 
1.40 
1.40 
2.50 
2.50 
2.50 

6J5GT ••.•.•••• $'.44 5T4 ............ $ 
.49 6H6 •••••.••••• 

,79 
,30 
,39 
,69 

6K6GT ••••••••• 
6K7G •••••••••• 
6K7GT ........ . 
12SK7GT ••••.•• 
83 ........... . 
VR-90 •••••••••• 

.49 77 •.•••••••••• 

.49 6AC7 / 1 852 ... .. 

.49 VT127 ........ . 

.89 872A ......... . 

.89 5D21. ••••••••• 

3,50 
2,25 
4,50 

All prices F.O.B. Los Angeles {California Purchasers add 2½% sales 

tax). Include 25% with order-balance on delivery. $ l OO 
Foreign orders cash. Minimum order ••••••••••• • • • •. • • 

Get YOUR NAME on our mailing list. We'll keep you posted on mer
chandise available, new equipment and specfal bargains: Address 
c:orrespondence to Dept. C5. 

When in Los Angeles drop in for a rag chew. 

RADIO PRODUCT$ SALES INC. 
1501 South Hill Street • Los Angeles 15, Calif 
Phone, PR. 7471 · Cable Address: RAPRODCO 

us 

(Continued from page 114) 
visiting the GMs but neither ran across the other while ov~r 
there. AW reports for the Da11phln gang. He is active on 
:J.8, 14. and 28 Mc. with p.p. TZ40a to folded dipole on each 
band. RH is running 810 to 200 watt.s on 14-Mc. c.w. PA is 
rebuilding to 6E5-6L6-804. TQ has HK54s on 14-Mo. XP is 
rebuildinp; to 818. AD and LH visited AW. RX is in new 

~~1; ~t;!!lo1:;~U~hn~.nsbc-~f!:~J:te~ ~:t~~~ 
522;, are being used by YW and DN. RT wa., heard testing 
on :{.8 Mc. Someone commented recently that he was never 
mentioned in this column. All I got for an answer when I 
requested information on what he was doing was "nothing 
Ilf~·" Please send in. your do~e. AJ, LS, BF, and 3AWZ 
YlSlted AM. Traffic: VE4AM 82. 

SASKATCHEWAN-SCM, Norman Thompson, 
VESCO -The Saskatoon Club has a strong turnout these 
days, with JI<' on 28- ""d 14-1\fo. 'phone and e.w. l!'L, new 
XYL member of the clnb, is going to town on :i.5- and 14-
l\ic. c.w. YF, another XYL in the club, was active on 3.5-
and 7-1\fo. c.w. until her rig blew up. FY put up a 3.5-Me. 
folded dipole. DR is working DX on all bands. EE is 
graduating to c.w. OB is on 28- and 3.8-Mc. 'phone. KQ is 
on l4-Mc. c.w. and is heating up 813s on 28 Mc. UC is work
ing all bands now that his new aerial is up. RC is running 
the new rig on a.5, 7, and 14 Mc. RC worked a KL7 on 71\Ic. 
with the new 19 set. The annual Christmas Party of the 
SARO wa.s held Jan 16th in the I.0.0.1''. Hall The Saska
toon gang wishes to express its deep sorrow at the passing of 
6WE. HI is running 2 watts on a.8-Mo. 'phone. IC is running 
:JOO watfa. A Q's XYL is on o. w. GE has a regular schedule 
with 7YI on 3.8-Mc. 'phone every night. GC and YF are on 
7-Mc. <1.w. FD is handling traffic on 3.8 and 14 l\Ie. RV is 
most consistent on 3.8 Mc. MW keeps OBS schedules on 
Mon., Wed .. Fri., 7:30 P.M. CST, 3839-kc. 'phone. KJ kept 
TLI schedules Hl out of 20 nights in :February. Traffic: 
VE5KJ 110, 

25 Years Ago 
(Continued from page I :8) 

With Operating Department traffic totals reading 
like the Treasury Department balance, 8ZD, 
Pittsburgh, operated by Parker E. Wiggin and 
F. B. Westervelt, rolled up t.he all-time-high 
traffic total of 28/i/i messages. On the emergency 
front, SAUV and 8AJO, eoi'>perating with the 
Coast Guard, were instrumental in saving the 
life of a man dangerously ill and stranded on Lake 
Erie, off Chweland. 

To round out this issue, the Who's Who in 
.Amateur Radio section pays its respects to Parker 
E. Wiggin, already reported in this issue as Traffic 
Handler and .Antenna Designer Supreme, and to 
W. D. Wood, Canadian 9BD. 

;'b:Stray~ 
You've heard this one before: "Heck, I could 

have worked him with a piece of string for an 
antenna!" Well, WIIIN has proved that it can be 
done. Doc took 15 feet of clothesline, soaked it in 
salt water, and then hauled the "antenna" into 
the air. The tran,smitter end was connected to thr
pi-section antenna coupler in the usual manner 
and the half-kilowatt 7-1\lc. rig fired up. Adjust
ment of the coupler produced an ampere of cur
rent and clouds of st.earn from the "skywire." 
Putting the lash-up to test, a short call raised 
W2GB for a solid QSO. 

Witnesses to the t.est were WIJMY, WlNJl\1, 
WIQMI and W9BRD/1- but W2GB still 
thinks he was being kidded. 

SWITCH.\ 
TO SAFETY! ... , 



RADIO PRODUCTS SALES Inc. is FIRST TO 
1,f nnounce the NEW- R. P. S. POWER 

CONVERSION UNIT 

"'CONVERTS ALL WAR SURPLUS d-c RECEIVERS AND TRANSMITTERS, etc., 
INTO a-c USE." !NO REWIRING NECESSARY-INSTALLED IN A FEW 
MINUTES-UNITS AVAILABLE FOR ANY RATING-A FEW POPULAR 
MODEL SETS EASILY ADAPTED TO THE R.P.S. POWER CONVERSION UNIT: 
BC-453, BC-454, BC-455, BC-312, BC-348, BC-433, BC-624, BC-733, BC-946, 
BC-1206, R-89 / ARN-SA, ARB, BC-457, BC-458, BC-459, BC-375, BC-625,. 
BC-654, SCR-522, SCR-274-N, ARC-4. 

* INSTANT 
WARM UP 

SELENIUM 
RECTIFIERS 

* NO 
MAINTENANCE 

NO TUBES 
LOW COST 

COOL OPERATION 

FREE INSTALLATION DIAGRAM SENT WITH EACH PURCHASE-R. P. S. POWER CONVERSION 
UNITS ARE AVAILABLE FOR ANY VOLTAGE AND AMPERAGE RATING. The R. P. S. POWER 
CONVERSION UNITS were designed especially for the radio amateur by VICKERS ELECTRIC DIVI- · 
SION, Vickers Inc., a unit of THE SPERRY CORPORATION, manufacturers of selenium rectifiers. 
The transformers were designed by The Thermador Electrical Manufacturing Company and operate 
,efficiently in conjunction with the rectifier prescribed. 

'.IMPORTANT-HOW TO ORDER-The input rating of your dynamotor must not exceed d-c output 
rating of the rectifier. For example, dynamotor series DMDX- 12 v. 2 amps. - requires Rectifier 
INo. S-295A and Transformer RPS-8883. 

Shipping weights ore listed-please ·contact your local freight agent for cheapest means of shipment 
-and include shipping charge with remittance. 

ALL NEW-FULL WAVE VICKERS SELENIUM RECTIFIERS ALL NEW-THERMADOR TRANSFORMERS 
50/60 Cycle-117 Volt Primary Rating 

Code Number d-c Output Ship. Wt. Amateurs Code Number Secondary 
Taps 
See Ship. Wt. Amateurs 

Rectifier Volts Amps. in Lb,. Net Price Transformer Volts Amps. Note in Lbs. Net Price 
A 

S-295A 14 2 1.25 $ 6.95 RPS-8883 18 3 3.5 $ 3.65 
S-458A 14 '4.5 l.75 7.25 RPS-8884 18 5.2 5.5 4.15 
S-167A 14 10 3.75 10.95 RPS-8885 18 12 12 5.95 
S-292A 14 40 12 29.95 RPS-8886 18 46 35 19.35 
S-296A 28 1.8 1.25 5.75 RPS-8888 36 2 5 3.95 
:S-344A 28 5 5.75 11.50 RPS-8889 36 6 12 6.55 
S-172A 28 10 6 16.50 RPS-8892 36 12 25 11.35 
S-291A 28 20 12 29.95 RPS-8890 36 23 32 18.65 
S-297A 28 40 23 45.00 RPS-8891 36 46 78 50.25 

NOTE A: All transformers have 3 extra toppings-for example: 20, 19, 18, 
17 volts and 38, 37, 36, 35 volts. 

All prices F.O.B. Los Angeles (California purchasers add 2 ½ % sales tax). Include 25 % with order 
-balance on delivery. Foreign orders cash. 

RADIO PRODUCTS SALES, INC. 
DEPT. C-35 1501 SOUTH HILL STREET, LOS ANGELES 15, CALIF. 

EXCLUSIVE PACIFIC' COAST DISTRIBUTORS OF 
THE POWER CONVERSION UNIT 
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I IARRISO.,, HAS IT/ 
I 
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*By "HAS" I don't mean "at the Factory" 
or "on order"-but right here, Now, waiting to 
be Immediately shipped to you. 

/J;/ ~Jlarri.ion, W2A VA 

COLLINS 75A-1 RECEIVER 
It's su,eet/ lt'i;i- HOT! It has everything you could possibly 

want!-
Low noise leYel - high sen~itivity ~ du.al conversion 
(triple detection} - crystal contro\led HF oscillator -
diredly calihrated dial reading frequency accurately to 
2 kc on to and 11. to 1 "-con 15, 20, 40, and 80 - image 
rejection hettf'r than SO db- practically drift-frel', ei•en 
from cold start - plus many other fe.atures that put tt in 
tt <'lass by i t:.qelf, 

Such a honey you don't tune stations -- you Just caress 'em 
in! Just listen to the Ham who is fortunate enough to own on,-, 

Complete. with speaker-·• $375, and worth ill 

NOW ON DEMONSTRATION AT BOTH OUR 
NEW YORK AND .JAMAICA STORES 

COLLINS 32V-1 TRANSMITTER 
A triumph of Engineering slci/1 / 

ALSO 

150 Watts of clean CW, 120 Walts crh1p phone (that's 
typical Collins' ultra-conservative input power rating!) -
O.Jmplete band ~wi.tc.hing, no plug-in roils- et.able '"PTO" 
VFO and multip1iers tuned by Ringle dial showing t.-xac...-t 
frequency of output - antenna makhtng netwoi:!,:: -• .. push
to-t.a.tk control - chirpless k(!ying e,-en at high speed -
~nd lots more F B foatures . 

.-\It thit1 in a handsome cabinet only 
11½'' wide, 12 ~{" high, 13¾" rleep 
(same as the 7.'5A-1 Rc.,__-civer)l 

This compact. completely self-contained Transmitkr is 

~~fly fd~1f.!,r!:1;~itk\~ g~!':tt~o!iti1~flt!1~~!~~If~r~!~ ~~ 
.Son ohm tap). Complete, less only key, high $475 
impedance microphone, and antenna, , , . , , , . 

COLLINS 30K-1. 500 Watt CW, 375 Watt Phone input, Complete 
•,vith 310A desk cont.rot PTO unit,, ....... , ... , ... , ... $1450 
(\Ve can't ke,ep enough of these FR transmitters on hand at alt 
times, so we may have tn ship your,,; from th~ factory.) 

COLLINS 70E~8. 1--'ermE"ability Tuned Oscillator. The \YFO heart of 
all C:otlins Transmitters. Complete with direc-t calibrated dial 
an<i instructionR ........• , .••....... , ........ , ........ $40 

COLLINS 310<!-1, regulat~d. better-than-c.rysta1-stab1~ VFO, Out
put can be fe<l into your present 8.0 meter crystal so~ket or used 
to driv(': an 807. etc......... . . . . . . . . . . $!;{5 
\\'ith huilt.-in AC pack, model Jl0C-2... . . . . . $100 

COLLINS 310B-t F:xciter. Puts out 1$ Watts on all hands, 10 to 80. 
Has all the v<'ry desirable Collins features., .......... , .$190 

Jf fo'r~ ;~~~1n~~1e~~r!ji~t
0 D:1~~;J ~i 

~:rnf~J!fJ' 1f~('r;f~;~:r f~~~Pt!.hi~~~~11ta~~ 
any pal°t of the world direct iron~ our Ne.w 
\'ork warehouse or from the- l•adory m 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, a~ you prefer. Prices 
are F.O.B. Fad.ory. 

Remember, the best coi:.ts le::i.s in the 
long run! Send your order to m(' NO\Vf 
Liberal trarllc'-in allowance for ynur old 
TransmittPr and J{ecciver, 

Tnx, 73, /Ji/ 



ARRISON ~~SJ~/ HARRISON HAS IT,,/ 

Nobody, but NOBODY 
THE VERY BEST 
TRADE-IN DEAL 
FOR YOU! can give you a better one than Harrison/ 

I have all Receivers and Transmitters in stock-
Let's do business. 73, Bil Harrison, W2AVA 

PLATE TRANSFORMER SENSATION! 
A ffarrisan Super-Value in a rugged 
xformcr to power your entire rig. 
t 170 volt center-tapped $e~:ondary 
will deliver up to 150 mils at 500 ¥'olts 

~{_c oO~th 
\9~ft~e !~lf~t ~~de~~i~o~~~!t 

FB re~ulation ! - plenty of good 
grade tron and copper! 

COmpact! - O~l" x 6½" x 6" high 
(overall), 

(delivers 7 50 volts at JUU ma load}. 
Use branch or duplex: rectifiers and 
filters for added flexibility and stabil
ity. \Vith half-wave or bridge re.dili.er 
will gh·c 1200 volts, JOO ma. TWO, 
with secondarv windinq:s in series will 
ec1.momically make available 1200 volts 
at 600 ma! 

Husky! - .U¾ lbs .• unpa.ckcd. 
Dependahte! --· mad~ to Gov't spectt. 

by reputable manufacturer. 

ft~1!:~!t~~~?~ ~:~~~~: ~- $ 5. 94 
(add packing charge of 8Uc each) 

your order the rest of the 
items you need for that new 
power supply-filament 
xformers, rectifiers, sockets, 
bleeders, condensers. switches, 
chassis. etc! [ 

Don't for~et to Include In ] 

Primary is 115 or 230 vr.1lt, 60 CYde, 
with taps to n;ducc output 1'-:)% and 
20%. \Vith 11:S volt .Jine on 2.3!1 tap 
output at 500 ma is JOO volts DG; JOO 
ma. 350 volts. , Harrison has it! 

TIME TO FIX UP THAT ANTENNA! 
WIRE - llest e;rade enamelled copp('r. Full coils. 
14ga: 100'- 82c 2~'50'-$2.10 
.1 ':! ga: 100' - $1..24 2.'i0' ---~ 3.25 
li&\V CC-50. \Veath<'rproof ·nfl.ulator and housing to 
suspend coaxial cable from 1~11t.t~r of wire flat-top, A 
necessity tor a permanent splice that wi!J keep moisture 
out of the cable .............................. $5.00 
300 OHI\1 RIBBON LEAD. Newr.-$t brown type. 
100' coil-$l.49 500' spool- $10.95 IM'-· $19.50 
ANTENNA INSULATORS. Strong, gla,ed white 
eeramk 111 tlia., 12" long. List price $l,2S. Three for $1 
EL.E.MENTS: Per pair to make one hatf-wa\·e -

10 .fiJeter 20 Meter 
Hy-Lite. . . ., . • • • • • • • • . • . . . $4.40 $8.95 
Premax «co:rulite" •.••••••••• ,. 5.40 tl.40 
G-urdon , - , .........•. , . . . . . • . 10.50 16.00 
HY-LITE BEAMS- Well <iesi,:ned, with sturdy 
aluminum <....-astin&$, heavy ~teat ltc insulators. s.trong 
adjustable elcmr.nts with secun:· locking clamps. Easily 
assembled and tunt?d. 

THREE F,LEMENT FOUR ELEMENT 
Band Junior S'tn.ndnrd .Junior .._\'tandard 

6 $18,50 $24.00 $24.00 $19.00 
10 19.95 29.50 25.95 .37.00 

(Standard has much more rugged construction) 
.Folded Dipole radiator, or r match - $4 r:-x:tra each. 
MIMS. Amphenol Dual 10/:lU beam. complete with 

~;~{{.
000~ !.ri°~~i~ 'ciUa't",i ·e1e~erit 10· ailCi ~3 ~r('~~~~ 

20
k~tator·~·it'.h illdi~~t~r: •.A.A.•:::::::::::::: :J~~t:88 

ABBOTT liM-2 Five element 2 meter beam. All 
aluminum. T-match for JOO ohm feed. List $23.S0. 

fi¥fz~1 'ioWias: ·stii~;,-. · irei ·1igiit~~ii1;c ciaol8d:~ 
t«ign, all dural. Self supporting, Climbable. Compte~e 

wi
th l~~r~~i:O· 20' - 8147 ;~O' - $216 : 

OIRECTION INDICATOR RHEOSTAT. Ohmltc 
.RB-:.!. Use v,ith 1 or 2 ma meter for inexpensive fool-
proof indicator ....•.•••...•.........•.•...•. $4.88 
MICROJ\.fATCH. An lndispensabJe instrument for 
tuning beams, measuring output, etc. 
JONES - $19.50 SILVER - $19.90 

SSSR 
~~;~?~~ Si!1cf!~r~~-eb~~~ 
signed by .Jitn McLaughlin 
(see April Qs·n. built by 
Tim Millen {sec l.L.~) it's a 
}IM-DANDY d~,-lcc to 
cut down Ql<.M! The 
"Simple Simon'' is at
tached to your receiver in 
a few minutes and gh•es 
you razor-edge s•·h•cti\•ity. 

Complete with tubes 
and crysta1,'i, read.v to lift 
yonr QSO's far 

~~~1;;Jfe.~~~~.i~~ $7 5 
,, ALUMINUM CHASSIS 

New, dean - a joy to ~hold! Die cut am:?, ~~Med, 
heavier guage. hard stock gives strength and ng1d1ty
yet P...asy to work. 
7x5x2 $ ,72 Dx!Ox3 $1.54 
7x7x2 • 79 13x7x2 I. 10 
9x7x.l .93 14xlux3 1.61 
9 \jx5 ¾x2 .82 l 5x7x3 1.46 
10x5x3 1.05 17x4x3 1.32 
llx'/x2 1.10 17x!Ox2 1.61 
12x7x3 1.30 !7xlOx3 1.82 

17x!Ox5 
! 7xllx3 
I 7xllx3 
17x:1Jx2 
17xl3x3 
17xl3x4 

ALUMINUM BOTTOM PLATES 

$2,91 
2.33 
2.37 
2.49 
2.74 
3.:u 

17" x!O - 90c, xll - 94c, x12 -- $1.00, xl3 -· $1.07 
• The space inside these chassis is mighty handy for 

fto\ti~~o~~ r~cl:df~~1ii~:~r~ ;~~;s~r~~1i~rR:mi~! 
b<-r, Harrison has all standard lines in stock at lowest 
pric-es. THANKS. 

OPEN NIGHTS UNTIL 9:00 

12] 



NOW ... for The first Timel 
A Rotary-Beam 

TOWER 
At A Price You Can Afford I 
Attractive - Self- Supporting 

NO GUY WIRES 
• Galvanized Steel-Will Last 

A Lifetime! 
e SAFE-Ladder to Top 
e COMPLETE-Ready to Assemble 
• Easy to Assemble & Erect 
• Withstands Heaviest Winds 

LOOK AT THESE LOW PRICES! 
Three popular sizes. Assembled on the ground with a 
wrench in a few hours. Made by one ot the oldest manu
facturers of steel towers. 

33 ft.-$89.75 39 ft.-$107.25 -61 ft.-$199.75 
Ship.Wt.5161bs. Ship.Wt.6161bs. Ship. Wt.1246 lbs. 

Shipped FOB Kansas City, Mo.~ 4th class freight. Prices 
subject to change. Send checK or money order or write 
today for complete FREE Information! 

Vesto "Tilt-Top" 
MOUNTING 

HEAD 
Makes it possible to swing boom to a vertical 
position where elements may be easily adjusted. 

• Easy to attach to any type pole or tower 
• Any Rotary Head will fit it 
• Made of heavy cast aluminum, 

16" x 16", hinged, with automatic steel 
stop bar. Heavy steel hinge rod. 

Shipping Weight 22 lbs. Price $24.50 fob Parkville, Mo. 

VESTO CO., PARKVILLE, MO. 

"MOBILE MIDGET 
for 144 MC." 
February QST, p. 21 

ADAPTABLE FOR 
MANY BANDS 

144 Mc. Kit, unwired •••••••• $41.32 
4 miniature tubes........... 4.50 
48 Mc. crystal............. 6.95 WRITE US OR ASK 
Plug-in form, for other bands 7 5c each YOUR DEALER 

RADIO TRANSCEIVER LABORATORIES 
11623 Jamaica Avenue Richmond Hill 18, N. Y. 
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Revised WWV Schedule 

STANDARD-FREQUENCY transmissions are made 
continuously, day and night, as a public 

service by the National Bureau of Standards over 
its standard-frequency station, WWV, on the 
following frequencies: 

Power Audio Freq. 
Mc. (kw.) (cycl••i 
2.5 0.7 l and440 
5.0 8.0 1 and 440 

10.0 9.0 l, 440 and 4000 
15.0 9.0 1, 440 and 4000 
20.0 8.5 l, 440 and 4000 
25.0 0.1 1, 440 and 4000 
30.0 0.1 1 and 440 
35.0 0.1 l 

A 0.005-second pulse may be heard as a faint 
tick every second, except the 59th second of each 
minute. These pulses may be used for accurate 
time signals, and their one-second spacing pro
vides an accurate time interval for physical 
measurements. 

The audio frequencies are interrupted at pre
cisely one minute before each hour and each five 
minutes thereafter (59th minute; 4 minutes past 
hour, 9 minutes past hour, etc.), resuming after 
an interval of precisely one minute. This one,
minute interval is provided to give :Eastern 
Standard Time in telegraphic code and to afford 
an interval for the checking of radio-frequency 
measurements free from the presence of the audio 
frequencies. Ionospheric-disturbance warnings 
applicable to t,he North Atlantic path are given 
at 19 and 49 minutes past each hour. If a dis
turbance is in progress or is anticipated within 12 
hours, the time announcement is followed by 6 
Ws; if conditions are quiet or normal, the time 
announcement is followed by 8 N s. The announce
ments of the station's services and of the station's 
call (WWV) are given by voice at the hour and 
half hour. 

The accuracy of all the frequencies, radio and 
audio, as transmitted, is now better than a part 
in 50,000,000. Transmission effects in the medium 
may result in slight fluctuations in the audio 
frequencies as received at a particular place,; the 
average frequency received, however, is as accu
rate as that transmitted. The time interval 
marked by the pulse every second is accurate to 
0.000001 second. The beginnings of the periods 
when the audio frequencies are resumed are 
synchronized with t,he basic time service of the 
lT. S. Naval Observatory. 

):,.-Stray~ 
.Photostats and microfilm. - and in a few in

stances mimeographs - of instruction books of 
war-surplus apparatus may be purchased at cost, 
on special ordm·, from the Office of Technical 
Services, Department of Commerce, \Vashington 
25, D. C. It is necessary to contact this office first 
for information as to t,he availability and price of 
desired reproductions. - JT"2MOL 
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~ama ~ ~ 
stAN<'.OR'S St-202-A TRA 

"FINE JOB Uf ENGINEERING" .•. Capetown 

YES! Literally hundred's of enthusiastic amateurs 
have written us praising this versatile transmitter. 

AND 
HERE'S 
WHY! 

These impor
tant features 
have made 
the ST-202-A 
the most up
to-date, talk
ed about kit 
on the mar• 
ketl 

e 100-125 WATTS INPUT TO FINAL AMPLIFIER 

• CW OPERATION 

e ALL AMATEUR BANDS BETWEEN 3.5 and 30 MCS. 

e BAND-SWITCHING OF EXCITER• STAGES 

• ONLY TWO TUNING CONTROLS (Exciter and Amplifier) 

e SELECTION OF SIX CRYSTAL POSITIONS 

e ADJUSTABLE LINK OUTPUT CIRCUIT 

e TWO SEPARATE POWER SUPPLIES INCLUDED 

e EASE OF CONSTRUCTION ( Cabled Wiring Harnesses Supplied) 

e COMPACT DESIGN - APPROX 14" X 13" X 9" 

e AMPLITUDE OR FREQUENCY MODULATOR MAY BE APPLIED $ .SQ 
e PRICED TO PLEASE THE AMATEUR AT ONLY • • • • • 92 

(LESS ACCESSORIES} 
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Extremely High Voltage Rating 
In Proportion to Size 

WHEN space is limited, yet you need extremely 
high voltage rating, fine adjustment with uni
form voltage breakdown rating throughout 
the foll capacity range, the JOHNSON Type 
N Neutralizing Condenser is the perfect 
answer. 

Because of their design, these condensers 
will withstand much higher voltage than con
ventional flat plate condensers of the same 
spacing. 

High in quality - low in cost, .JOHNSON 
condensers are always a wise choice. 

For Complete Details Write for 
Latest JOHNSON Catalog 

E. F. JOHNSON CO. 
WASECA, MINNESOTA 

ANOTHER ~ BROWNING DEVICE -
Amateur Frequency 
Meter-Model MJ-9 

Now most widely used ham 
frequency meter. Accuracy: 
.05% on all frequencies. 
Direct frequency reading on 
7 ham bands 

frequency meters 
WWV ,tandard 
frequency cali
brator Osdllo
scope. Power sup
ply and square 
wave modulator 
Capacitance Re-
1 a y. FM-AM 
Tuners. FM Tuner. 

KNOW THE ENTIRE BROWNING LINE • ENGINEERED FOR ENGINEERS 
WRITE TO DEPT. A POR CATALOG 

~ DRO· WNI.NG· LABORATORIES, INC. 
~ I[) · • · • • WINCHESTER, MASS. 
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Happenings 
(Continued from p~ue 39) 

Section shall be constmed to apply to any person 
who holds a valid amateur radio operator's li
cense issued by the Federal Communications 
Commission and who operates a duly licensed 
portable mobile radio transmitter and in connec
tion therewith a receiver or receiving set on fre
quencies exclusively allocated by the Federal 
Communications Commission to duly licensed 
radio amateurs." So a permit is no longer required 
of New York State amateurs operating their sta
tions mobile. 

It might be well here to caution amateurs 
everywhere, regardless of the local existence of 
such laws, to make certain they have their li
censes along when operating mobile. Last year a 
New York amateur traveling through New Jersey 
with a mobile installation passed a parked police 
cruiser and, because their respeetiv.e frequencies 
were quite elose, caused interference to police 
communications. The cruiser gave chase, to find 
out who was causing interference. The ham told 
the officer he was a licensed amateur, of course, and 
had federal authority to operate. When asked for 
his license, the amateur was quite embarrassed 
to discover he'd left it at home. The officer then 
asked for identification in the form of a driver's 
license; but the amateur had left that at home, 
too. His suspicions thoroughly aroused, the officer 
made an arrest and trotted the amateur back to 
the state police station, which needless to say 
caused a great de.al of difficulty for the ham. 
Don't let it happen to you! 

CLIPPINGS WANTED 
If you sec a reference to amateur radio in your 

newspaper, magazine or other nonradio publica
tion, please clip it out and send it to your League 
Headquarters. Many of our friends have been 
doing so through the years, resulting in a sizable 
file of such material. We hope that each of you 
will help keep it growing. Favorable publicity for 
amateur radio is a factor in promoting excellent 
public relations, as we've said many times.2 The 
extent of such publicity can be accurately gauged 
only by collecting press mentions from media in 
all sections of the country and this we are unable 
to do without your help. Reference to a file of 
clippings can also be helpful in determining the 
effectiveness of a planned publicity campaign or 
of a particular press release. If a ham radio story 
is picked up by editors everywhere, it must have 
had salient features appealing to them as being 
especially newsworthy and hence deserving of 
careful examination for possible future applica
tion. A bulging file of clippings also constitutes 
excellent tangible evidence of the good will en
joyed by amateur radio, evidence which can be 
used to advantage when occasion demands. So cut 
out anything you see relating to ham activities 
and send it along. TU, OM. 

(Continued on prifle 11!6) 

2 Kg., "It Seems to Us," QST, Aug., 1947; "Public Re: 
lations for the Amateur," QST, March, 1948. 



POINT OF 
GREATEST SAVING 
SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS are constantly calling for new advance in types of 
transformers--a challenge for which MERIT, with its long specialization and 
plant facilities, is well equipped to meet. With MERIT only one thing remains 

MERIT Model "D" unchanged in this changing science-MERIT QUALITY. 
I 

MERIT MODULATION TRAl':ISFORMERS-For Specific Applications 

Ohms Impedance 
Type No. List Price 
A-3110 $10.50 

Output Tubes 
PP801, 6L6, 10, 46, HK-24, HY-25 ••••••.• 

Pri. 
10000-6600CT 

A-3113 15.75 PP800, 809, Tz-40, T-55, HK-54, RK-31, 15000-6900CT 
HY-40, 811,807 ... 1 •••••••••••••••••• 

Max. MA Watts Dimensions 

Pri. Sec. H. w. D. 
175 150 60 4¼ 3½ 3¾ 
250 300 175 4% 313,16 5% 

• • • 

TELEPHONE 

Sec. 
4000-5000 
7500-10000 

12000 
3000-4000 
5000-6000 

Mtg. 
D 
D 

4427 North Clark St. Long Beach 631 l CHICAGO 40 ILL. 
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• • 3S00-3600 IN FAR EAST 

new operating l§~(jj 
. . . w i. t h n e w N a t i o n a I 

. "'-s, 

Hold your National _ =-:: :.:-_ 
receivers at the right angle _ - _ 

- dress up your shack, too! Punched - - = 
holes for accessory switches or jacks. See 

them at your nearest National dealer's. 

OFF PRESS! 

THE NEW JAMES KNIGHTS 
CRYSTAL CATALOG 

You'll want a copy of the new James Knights catalog of 
"Stabilized" crystals. It contams photos and specifica
tions of many new crystals, crystal ovens, holders, in
cluding new filter crystals with standard RMA pigtails. 
If your distributor cannot supply you, write for your 
free copy direct. 

The JAMES KNIGHTS Co. 
SANDWICH, ILLINOIS 
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Word reaches us that, following action by the 
Philippine government assigning its amateurs the 
use of both Al and A3 emission on the frequencies 
:3,500-3600 kc., the Far East Command has 
similarly opened up these frequencies for both 
types of emission for U. S. amateurs in all of 
.Japan (J), the American zone of Korea (HLlAA
ZZ), Okinawa, Ryukyu Ids. (KR6AA-ZZ), Bonin 
Ids. (KG6IA-IZ), Marshall Ids. (KX6AA-ZZ), 
and the Marianas Ids. (KG6AA-AZ). Frequen
cies previously authorized by the Far East Com
mand in this band were <!560-0660 kc., which the 
new figures replace. 

RENEWALS 
i,;:.1If you are still operating under a valid old-style 
FCC three-year license that has received suc
cessive extensions, both your operator and station 
license will expire on the 1948 anniversary of the 
date of issuance of the operator license. You arc 
a candidate for renewal this year. Vi'e recommend 
that you make a note of your date, get your ap
plication blank in plenty of time, and send your 
papers into Washington two months before the 
expiration date. Don't forget to attach your old 
licenses. 

I.A.R.U. News 
(Continued from page 47) 

of licensees. That is to say, citizens of the United 
States can use that band for contacts with the 
continental United States only, United Kingdom 
citizens may have communication with British 
Isles only, and citizens of Australia to Australia 
only. 

Amateurs operating in this additional 'phone 
band will be required to observe the highest 
standards of equipment, emission and operating 
practice. Any violation may result in immediate 
withdrawal of the privileges. 

Effective May 26, 1948, only Class A licensees 
may employ A3 emission in the 14,150-14,300 
kc. band. 

QSL BUREAUS 
For best service on delivery of your (JSLs to 

foreign amateurs, simply mail cards directly to 
the bureau of the proper country, as listed below. 
Do not send foreign cards to ARHL Headquarters 
except those for whfch no lrureau is here listed. 
Alaska: J. W. McKinley, Box 1533, Juneau. 
A.lr,eria: Via France. 
Argentina: R.C.A., Av. Alvear 2750, Buenos Aires. 
,lustra/ia: W.I.A., Box 2611 W., G.P.O., Melbourne. 
Austria: O.V.S.V., Kierlingerstra.ase 10, Klosterneuberg. 
Azores: Via Portugal. 
Belgian Congo: P.O. Box 271, Leopoldville. 
Belgium: U.B.A., Postbox 634, Brussels. 
Bolivia: R.C.B., Casilla 15, Cochabamba. 
Brazil: L.A.B.R.E., Caixa Post.al 2353, Rio'de Janeiro. 
British Honduras: D. Hunter. Box 178, Belize. 
Burma: Via Great Britain. 
Canal Zone: Canal Zone Amateur Radio Association, .Box 

407, Balboa. 
Canton Island: Kenneth G. Neifert, KB6AD, o/o C.A.A., 

Canton Island, South Pacilio. 

(Continued on pao• lfB) 



rERMINAI. IS YOUR BEST BET 
TRANSMITTING (o;e FM, TELEVISION & 

ANTENNAS 
,INCOR Fltl Antennas or• mod& of •!a" aluminum 
ing and furnished with steel pole for easy mounting. Excep
,ally high performance and sturdy construction. 

200D Straight dipole ··············-·······•······ 3.49 
200DR Straight dipole w/reflector •.••••.••• 6.43 
200FD Folded dipole --··-----·· 4.23 
200FDR Folded dipole w/reflector ··-····-·· 7.17 

•IPIIENOL FM Anteiwas feature mast, swivel 
Jnting bracket and most head permitting C1diustment in two 
:tes. Strong and light, professional appearance. 

107-114 Dipole antenna ................... -....... 3.23 
- 107-113 Dipole w/reflector array··········- 6.17 

ELDEN FM Antenna, popular folded dipole with 
;f, neat and practical with 65 feet of 300 ohm twin lead. 

#8320 folded dipole •••••••...••.•.••..•.••••••••••• 4,93 
#8321 Reflector kit for #8320 •.•.•••••••••••• 1,93 

KPHENOL'S All-Wave Antenna out.gains 
best double doublet. Combines FM dipole with broadcast and 

rtwave antenna. Complete with mast, base mtg. bracket, two 
orate lead-ins, all hardware (except guy wires), guy wire clamp 

installation instructions. 
#124-001 ..................... ·-·····-····-............... 17 .69 

'ARD folded dl1tole television antenna, complete 
n mast and 60 ft. 300 ohm twin lead. 

TV-94 Folded dipole •···············-·············· 7,05 
TVR-92 Reflector kit for TV •9-' ....•............. 3. 79 

WE ARE ANTENNA SPECIALISTS - Consult 
us an your antenna needs - we have them all for 
every application. Bring your antenna problems 
here to Frank Miller, W2BUS and Ed Man
delberg, W20TV. 

ELINCOR Television antennas are constructed 
of 5/a" aluminum tubing tapering to ½", fully adjustable for 
length and tilt. Supplied with 1" diameter steel mast. These 
antennas will give the finest performance possible both electrically 
and mechanically. 

300D Straight dipole ............................. . 
300DR Straight dipole w/reflector ......... . 
JOOFD folded dipole ............................... . 
300FDR Folded dipole w/reflector ...........• 
310FDR Folded dipole w/reflector ½" 

4.68 
8.82 
6.44 

10.58 

tubing non•adjustable ................ 9.05 
250 13 channel Amy Aceves & King 

type for multi-band television.,ar 17 .64 
250R Same as 250 w/reflector .............. 24.69 
3505A "H" stacked array--quality re• 

gardless of price .......... - ............ 17.64 
31 OSA Similar to 3505A but 'I•" tubing 

at an economy !)rice •u•~-·~·······- 12.64 
SHUR lnte1•ceptor antennas are popular for de• 
pendable television reception. Supplied with 11/," dia. wood 
poles, impregnated and treated for weather endurance. 

1•62 A two element television dipole 
and direCJor w/mast.................... 5.S8 

ID-62 Same a, 1·62 but folded element.. 7.35 
010-62 Deluxe folded dipole-two element 

-variable spacing ...... _.............. 9,70 
JID-62 Two element - folded dipole -

simple and almost instant as-
,, s~mbl_y .,··············--..... v ........ ., •••••••• 

3E·62 H1•Ga1n -3 eleroent .............. -
SH-65 Stacked double "H•' array .•....•...•• 

8.62 
14.11 
13.52 

Most of the antennas listed here are more fully 
described in recent ads in QST and other radio 
magazines, but we'll be glad to mail you com-

plete literature on any antenna in which 
you are interested. 

11,IUOUS "SIGNAL sqmRTER" 
IMPHENOL 140-005-The ultimate in deluxe 
ofary beam antennas is Amphenol's famous 
,ignal Squirter, dual 3-element beam for 10 
ind 20 meters. Kit includes Rotator (117 volts, 
,0/60 cycles) with double mounted pair lnduc
ostubs assembly, Direction Indicator, center 
ection, elements, insulators and all hardware 
eady for installation.. For economy in shipping; 
he center section is shipped with cross arms 
1nmounted. Holes are drilled for assembly. 
'he kit is complete ready for installation ex
epting the tower or other support, motor 
ontrol wires and the open 35800 1ire feed line. 

Antenna ACCESSORIES 
AMPHENOL 

ELINCOR 10 METER BEA~IS 

400 EA-3 element 10 meter beam, .1 wave
length spacing for director and .15 for reflector. 
Driven element is folded dipole for brooder 
response and may be fed with 50 ohm coaxial. 
furnished complete with aluminum ladder. 
Elements ore 3/4" aluminum telescoping to 5/a". 
Each element adjustable 14 to 18 feet. 

300 ohm twin lead, per 100 ft ..... 2.85 
150 ohm twin lead, per 100 ft ..... 2.37 
75 ohm twin lead, per 100 ft ..... 1.96 
75 ohm twin, kilowatt, per ff •.•.•• 07 

For twin lead, screw eye standoff .09 
For Coaxial, screw eye standoff ...... 09 
for twin food, pofystyrene dip ....• 09 

Polydyrene Feeder Spreaders 
2" - 9c, 4" -12c. 6" -15c, 

Wt. 17 lbs. ·······················-· .. ········-···-····30•57 

Net 
I-LITE Fold::a~pole ANTENNAS 

SOLID ENAMELED Antenna Wire, 
per 100 ft. 

400 BA-2 element 10 meter beam with .2 
wavelength spacing. Designed to be fed with 
RG8/U or similar cable. Furnished complete 
with 7 ft. aluminum ladder. 

GUARANTEE 
Every item, re
gardless of its 
low price, is fully 
guaranteed by 
TERMINAL. 

#I4-95c. #12-1.35 #10-2,10 
SHUR MC pole mount for mast poles 
of 11/," diameter. Sturdy construction 
of cast aluminum, permits easy mount• 
ing on roof topS, sloping sides, straight 
sides, anywhere! Complete with uni-
versal brackets. . ........................... 4. 98 

Wt. 12 lbs ................................................. 19,98 

200 EA-5 element beam for 2 meters. Folded 
dipole driven element. 3 directors and 1 re• 
fleeter. All aluminum with steotito insulation. 

9.23 

Distributors of Radio & Electronic Equipment 
85 CORTLANDT STREET 

MAIL ORDERS 
If unable to visit 
our store. send us 
your mail orders. 
Please remit in 
full all orders 
under $5.00. 25% 
deposit for 
COD's. Prices are 
FOB New York. . _ _ N.ll..W.._Y.Oll L... N. Y. - Phone:. WOrth 2-4415 



A good volt-ohm-milli
ammeter is usually the 
first test instrument pur
chased hy any radio 
man. Chicago Feather
weights offer so great a 
value in accurate quality, 
small size, in a wide selection 
of ranges and sensitivities, that 
they are the first choice of amateurs everywhere. 

Chicago volt-ohm-milliammeters are priced from 
$5.25 to $26.00 depending on sensitivity, ranges, 
etc. At our modest prices, no ham shack need he 
without the benefit of this most useful instrument. 

See your Jobber or write 
us today for Bulletin No. 11 

Chicago Industrial Instrument Co. 
536 W. Elm Street Chicago 10, Ill. 
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Chile: Radio Club de Chile, Box 761, Santiago. 
China: K. L. Koo, P.O. Box 409, Shanghai. 
Colomfna: L.C,R.A., P.O. Box /i84, Bogota. 
(',wk Island,: Ray Holloway, P.O. Box 65, Rarotonga. 
Costa Rica: F. Gonzalez, Box. 3651 San Jose. 
Cuba: James D. Bourne, Lea[tad 660, Habana. 
Czechoslovakia: C.A. \'., P.O. Box 68, 'Prague L 
Denmark: E.D.R., Box 79, Copenhagen K. 
/Jominica: VP2DC, Roseau. 
Egypt: Box 360, Cairo. 
Eire: R. l\looney, "Eyrefield," Killiney, Co. Dublin. 
Ethiopia: ET3AF, P.O. Box 8,58, Addis Ababa. 
Fiji: S. H. Mayne, VR2AS, Victoria Parade, Suva. 
Finland: P.O. Box 306, Helsinki. 
France: Service QSL, R.E.F., 6 rue du Pont de Lodi, Paris 6. 
Germany: (02 calls only) Capt. J. S. Howe, Entries and 

Exits Branch, 100 liq. CCG (BE), Bad Salzuflen, 
B.A.O.R. 

Germany: (D4 calls only) M/S A. R. Varney, OPM, 
EUCOM, APO 757, c/o Postmaster, New York, N. Y. 

Oreat Britain (and British Empire): A. Milne, 29 Kechill 
Gardens, Hayes, Bromley, Kent. 

Greece: C. Tavaniotis, 17-A Bucharest St., Athens. 
Greenland: 1385th AAF Base Unit, APO 858, c/o Post-

master, New York, N. Y. 
Grenada: VP2GE, St. Georges. 
Ouam: G.R.A.L., APO 234, c/o Postmaster, San F'rancisco 
Guatemala: Manuel Gomez de Leon, P.O. Box 12;,Guate 

ma!& City. 
Haiti: Roger Lanois, c/o'RCA, P.O. Box A-153, Port-au

Prince. 
Hawaii: A.H. Fuchikami, 2543 Namauu Dr., Honolulu. 
Hong Kong: Hong Kong Amateur Radio 'Tran.smitting 

Society, P.O. Box 541, Hong Kong. 
Hungary: A. Sass, Dohany-u 1/c, Budapest. 
Iceland: Islenzkir Radio Amatorar, -.P.O. Bo,c'1080, Reyk

javik. 
India: ,r. Nicholson, c/o Kanan Devan Mills" Prorluce Co. 

Munnar P.O., Travancore. 
Ttaly: A.R.I., Via San Paolo lO, Milano . 
• fomaica: Thomas Meyers, 122 Tower St., Kingston, 
Japan: :F.E.A.R.L., APO 500, c/o Post.master, San Fran-

c:isco, Calif, 
Luxembourg: W. Berger, 20 Louvigny St., Lwcembourg. 
Malta: Via Great Britain. 
l>fauritius: V. de Robillard, Box 155, Port Louis. 
Mexico: L.M.R.E .. Apartado Postal 907, Mexico, D.F. 
Montserrat: VP2MY, Plymouth. 
Morroco: C. Grangier, Box 50, Casablanca. 
Morroco: Tanqier International Zone Only: EKlMD, Box 

57, British Postoffice, Tangier. 
Netherlands: V.E.R.O.N .• Postbox 400, Rotterdam. 
Netherlands Indies: Via Netherlands. 
Newfoundland: N.A.R.A., Box 660, St. Johns. 
New Zealand: N.Z.A.R.T., P.O. Box 489, Wellington, U.!. 
Nicaragua: L.B. Satres, Bolivar Ave., 106, Managua. 
Northern Rhodesia: VQ2DH, Box 93, Livingstone. 
Norway: N.R.R.L., P.O. Box 898, Oslo. 
Pakistan: Via India. 
Palestine: P.O. Box 4099, Tel-Aviv. 
Panama: R. D. Prescott, P.O. Box 32, Panama City. 
Paraguay: R.C.P., Palma 310, Asuncion. 
Peru: R.C.P., Box 538, Lima. 
Philippine 1.,lanm: E!pidio G. DeCMtro, Radio Training 

Institute, Manila. 
Puerto Rico: E.W. Mayer. P.O. Box 1061, San Juan. 
Portugal: R.E.P., Travessa Nova de S. Dominll:OS, 34-1° 

Lisbon. 
Roumania: Nestor, Box 326, Bucharest. 
Salvador: J. F. Mejia, 7• Calle Poniente #76, San Salvador. 
South Africa: S.A.R.L .. P.O. Box 3037, Capetown. 
St. Vincent: VP2SA, Kingstown. 
Sweden: S.S.A .. Stockholm 8. 
Switzerland: U.S.K.A., Postbox. Berne. 
Trinidad: Edgar H. Borde, 52 Mucurapo Rd., l"ort-of-

Spain. 
Uruguay: R.C.U., Casilla 37, l\Ionte\"ideo. 
UJ{.<J.R.: Central Radio Club, Postbox N-88, i\loscow. 
'Venezuela: R.C.V., Apartado 1247, Caracas. 
Yugoslavia: H. Oton, Ljubljana-Povsetova No. I. 

Following usual custom, the May am.l Oetober 
issues of QST each year will carry the above list, 
with revisions and additions as necessary. 



AL[IED Gives You Every 
· ·auying Advantage 

Get Everything You Need 
from Amateur Radio's 

LEADING BUYING GUI DE 

You'll find everything you want in receivers, trans
mitters instruments, parts and station gear in pur 
up-to-the-minute 1 72-page Catalog. Get it today. 
And get every buying :id vantage at ALLIED-spe~dy 
shipment, money-saving values, top-grade eqm~
ment ideal easy. payment terms, square trade-in 
deals' and real, down-to-earth help from ALLIED'S 
staff ~f oldtime Hams. Get the full satisfaction and 
friendly personal service Amateurs have enjoyed at 
ALLIED for over 20 years. Be sure to keep your 
ALLIED Catalog handy-it's the complete, authori
tative Amateur Buying Guide. 

Save on Carrying Charges 

Exclusive ALLIED Time 
Payment Plan - Most Liberal in Radio 

YOU'LL FIND ALL THE NEW GEAR IN YOUR 
ALLIED CATALOG - WRITE FOR IT TODAY 

/mmediat.e Delivery on Latest Receivers! 
Hallicrafters S-Sl... ..... $129.50 National NC S7_ ......... $ 89.50 

Hallicrafters S-53........ 79.SO National NC-173 .......... 189,50 

Hallicrafters SX·43 .....• 169.SO Hationa·I NC-183 •......... 269.00 

Hallicralters SX-42 ...... 275.00 National NC-33............ 65.95 

Net FOB Chicago. Prices subject to change without nolice. 

Get a Square Deal on Trade-Ins 

Want to make a happy swap? Just step into our Ham 
Shack-or drop a line to Dayton Warner (W9IBC) 
to get a square trade-in deal. Give us the dope, and 
we;ll see to it that you get the most for your trade-in 
dollar. A good break for you is good business for 
us. 'Nuff said? Check with us before you trade
you'll do better at ALLIED. 

Save on carrying charges with ALLIED'S exclusive 
Easy· Payment Plan! You get full refund of carrying 
charges if you complete payment in 60 days; you get 
50% refund of carrying charges if you pay in half 
the required time. Minimum order is only $45-
take up to 12 months to pay. Carrying charges are 
only 6% of balance after 20% down payment .. No 
finance companies-we handle each deal ourselves 
to save you money. No red tape-no delay-you 
save more on ALLIED'S exclusive Easy Payment Plan. 

Keep This Buyin~ ,-;;;-;-., 

r---Guide Handy .. ~I 
THE ALLIED HAM BULLETIN 

looking for new dope and really useful "buysu? 
You'll want to be on the mailing list for our lively 
Ham Bulletin. It's free-ask for it. I 

I 
I ALLIED 

RAD I 0 
&~~fnMe~am 

ALLIED RADIO CORP., D. l. Warner, W91BC 
' 833 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 27-E-8 

Chicago 7, Illinois 

O Send FREE New ALLIED Catalog 
• Enter order for ................ .. 
, • Enclosed$............ [] Fu!] Payment O Part Payment 

(Balance C. O. D.) 
O Put my name on mailing list for the Allied Ham Bulletin. 

Name ......................................................................................... . 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

NATIONAL ARRL CONVENTION! 
PLACE: Milwaukee, Wisc. TIME: Sept. 
4-5-6, 19411. WE'LL /IE THERE. Plan to 
allend this year. 

I .1ddress .................................. ~ ................................. •···· • ... • • • •·· •· • I 

L-~~·:--:.:::=:.:.·:·:·:·:.:~:.-:..-:'~-:.:::..··:·~ _, 
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398-11 Broadway New York 13, N. Y. 

CUT HOLES ½" to 3½" 
IN RADIO CHASSIS 
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WITH A GREENLEE RADIO CHASSIS PUNCH 
Save hours of work ••. eliminate tedious reaming 
anq filing. Just turn GREENLEE punch with an 
ordinary wrench for accurate, smooth holes ..• in 
a hurry. There's a GREENLEE for each of these: 
sizes:½'·%'; ¾'; 311'; 1 '; l½':; 1½'; 11,{,'; ll{{; 
l¼'; 1%'; n~•: 2~,· ••• also GREENLEE Knockout 
Punches and Cutters for conduit and merer holes 
up to 311'. Write for facts. Greenlee Tool Co., 
1865 Columbia Avenue, Rockford, Illinois. 

How's DX? 
(Continued from page 54) 

W3GAU can't get any sleep until some light is 
thrown on PXlV and PJ3X. W6BIL has been 
playing tag with PIBX, supposed to be a Dutch 
ship off the coast of FB8. And W6ZEN wants to 
know who the Lis LL2NL whom he bagged on 
20. FR3CE turned up to haunt W6ZCY; "QSL 
to Mr. Le Blanc, Post Office, Papeete, Tahiti.'' 
VElEA makes the team with TLlA who gave his 
QTH as FTT! We think it rhymes with "Psst!" 
WlAII reports in with CZlA on 14 Mc. and 
W2CYS donates a FPlC from 28 Mc. Golly, 
there hasn't been such a boom in the phonus
balonus section since the days of that 7-
Mc. gadabout, PB4ICU, prewar._._._ :From 
\V6HG we learn that W6RLD has gone to put 
Tahiti on the air. One hundred watts, a States
beamed diamond plus an F08 call are planned. 
The man plans to inhabit the place permanently 
so we may all get a shot at him. ___ ._ Military 
personnel in the French German Zone have been 
authorized limited operation using the D5 prefix. 
They can probably be reached through the REF 
. _. _. _ This DA business over there is un
authorized stuff and until the air clears a bit 
there'll be no recognition of it in this pillar. 
Okay'?.·-._._ Well, that leaves ns tidbitless 
until next time, gang. 

;Jeeves is all tuckered out calling CM2s in the 
Contest and has turned off the .filaments. Ile 
made some uncomplimentary remark under his 
breath to the effect that he had just as good a 
chance with mental telepathy as he had with our 
heap. He must mean it, too - now he's in the 
corner with his thinking cap on! We must remind 
him of what happened to one of the local boys 
here, a Mr. C. W. Svengali. After 684 calls in the 
Test without results, Sven resorted to m.t. Did 
right well, he did, until he blew a concentration 
fuse trying to raise a ZD9. Then the men in white 
nabbed him for running over the legal will-power. 

May V.H.F. Party 
(Continued from pago 58) 

changes. This gives WlAQE 7 points (1+1+5-7) and also 
3 section-multiplier credits. (If more R. I. stations are sub
sequently contacted on these bands they do not add to the 
multiplier but they do pay off in additional contact points.) 

9) Each sect.ion multiplier requires actual completed 
exch!l,IlgeS with at least one station. The ea.me section can 
provide another multiplier point only when contacted on a 
new v.h.f. band. 

10) Awa.rd Committee decisions shall be accepted as 
final. 

J.1) All reports must be postmarked no later than June 7, 
1948, to be entered for awards. 

Reporting 

Submit contest logs to Headquarters immedi
ately, even if your score is small, to help in cross
checking the claims of others. Use the contest log 
form shown in the example or, if time permits, 
write to ARRL for free ones. 



''TOPS ALL 
DX RECORDS'' 

A message from LEO W<6GFQ • • • 

-----------===:::;, Hams the world over are praising the WRL-275 watt Globe 
King XMTR Kit. The WRL-275 watt Globe King Is a versatile 

Get Acquainted Offer 
New up to date Giant 
. Radio Reference Map 

Just right for your control 
room wall. Approximately 
28"x42". Contains· time 
zones, amateur zones, 
leading shortwave sta
tions, monito~ing stations, 
Mail coupon today & 25c. 

~~ 

advanced design transmitter kit which will give you efficient 

tW:0~~~~}~~ ~~it~ :~1-n ~OE~:r~o bildK~ :~g~H~~ 
LOOK AT THE PRICE. Front panel control of link to final 
input-automatic fixed bias for good regulation-voltage con
trolled buffer and oscillator stages-provisions for ECO
new speech modulator circuit-modulates up to 350 watts
dual power supply for oscllator buffer and RF stage-most 
compact transmitter on the market-stands 28¼" high. For 
only $20.00 we wire this kit. complete ready to go and all you 
have to do, in most cases, is hook on your antenna, plug in 
your mike and YQU're on the air. Write for complete de· 
scriptive literatur~plus names of users In your area. 

XMTR Kit 
Amateurs the world over are 
praising the performance of 
this high quality, low cost 
rig. It's a 40 watt input kit 
including all parts. power 
supply, chassis panel and 
streamlined cabinet. Write 
for export prices. 
Less tubes ................ $69.95 
Wired ...................... $79.50 

I .set of coils,meters,tubes, extra ... $17.49 

WRL Exciter Kit 
From our own labs. Uses 
6L6 regenerative Osc. intc 
•an 807 driver or final. 
Similar to unit described 
in A. R. R. L. Handbook. 
Output 35 to 40 watts. 
Mounted on standard re
lay rack panel 3!/,"x 19". 
Less accessories .... $ I 9. 95 
Wired .................. 25.95 

Set of coils, meter 
tubes, extra ........ $10. 78 
Power Supply wired 
with tubes ...... .... $22. 7 5 

TRY LEO'S PERSONALIZED PAYMENT PLAN-IT'S EASY 
20% DOWN-PAYMENTS TO FIT YOUR BUDGET 

75TL XMTII Tube!>, nrw ................ $2.49 ~Al"'rovox 1!509-MFD-1500 V Oil Filled 
6 ft. Cable and 2 plugs to fit 654 and Condenser ........................................ $ .49 
PE 103 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ......... $1.95 1 Mfd. liii 5000 V Oil Filled ........ 3.49 
274 N Series VFO and XMTR. Complete 2 Mfd. IA' 1000 V Oil F'ille!d ........ 1.19 
with tubes and .crystal. Used BC•457A- 1 Mfd. (~ 2000 V Oil Fillod ••.••••• 1.55 
4 lo 5.3 MC .................................... $3.95 4 Mfd. (.Ci) 1500 V Oil Filled ........ 1.59 
Kit of 4 new Original Type Tubes for 50 F't.. RCSU Cable and COAX Connector 
274 XMTR•s ........................... ~•··•·····$1.95 83-lSP ••••••••••••••..•.••••.•.•••••••••••• , •••••. $1.95 
New completely Shielded Transformers BC-654 Factory reeonditionod with spare 
to operate with all 274 s«-ries XMTR's. sot of tubes export crated ........... S22.50 
1200 v.c.T. 200 MA, SV ~ 3a-Two • rand New H23U-T1'."lephone Handset 
G.3 v.c.T. fil @ 3 A l!'a. Seric.-s these with switch •••• H ............................ $3.95. 
for 12 Volts to operate XMTR ........ $5.95 Brand New T•17B Mike ••• u. .. •••·····$ .98 

WRL Guarantees Fast, Personal, Service · 
• Complete Parts Stock 
e Ham Gear Our Specialty 

Please send me: 

I 
I 

D Radio Map 
D Parts Catalogue 

O Globe King Data. I 
• Globe Trotter Data I 

Name ..................... Call Letters ...... . 

Address ...................... ,, .. , ...... ,,,, 
I 
I 
I 

.;':· ~· ·.;_: ~ •· ~· ;o;:·~·-s:t~ -~·~ ... 
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HAMS SWL'S 
• ALL·ALUMINUM 
• FULLY ADJUSTABLE 
• STRONG AND RIGID 

• 15 and .1 
SPACING 

3 ELEMENT 
10-11 MTR. 

ROTARY 
JR. MODEL 

$)995 
COMPLETE 

¾"&¾" 
TELESCOPIC 
ALUMINUM 

TUBING 
ALUMINUM 

CASTED 
SUPPORTS 
6 FT. MAST 

~,U, FOROUR 
LOW PRICES AND CATALOG 
WITH VARIOUS COMBINATIONS 

HY-LITE~INC. 
Makers of Fine A~tennas for AMATEUR· FM· TELEVISION 
528 TIFFANY ST., BRONX 59, N. Y. 

ESPEY TELEVISION KIT 

Designed around modern circuits. and manufactured 
of the finest materials, this ESPEY Television Kit 
offers you the opportunity of building your own per
sonal television set at unhelievabl y low cost.. Kit is 
supplied complete (less tubes and cahi- s 

6 9 50 
* 

net) with all parts, punched and welded 
chassis, instruction book, etc. for only • 

Magnifier gives 20 sq. in. picture! 
*Prices 6% higher West of Rockies 

For full details. write to Dept. B 

ESPEY MANUFACTURING CO., INC. 
528 East 72nd St. New York 21, N. Y. · 
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Your QSL Manager 
(Oontinued from page 59) 

fir8t VK and wantf)cl lo be sure the svstem was 
functioning so .that he would get his ca;d on time! 

Allen's pet peeves are with the fellows who do 
not bother to 8end for cards at all, those who send 
an envelope without call or who fail to send post
age, but these are more than offset by the many 
letters received complimenting him for his excel
lent work . 

Although his employment at Patterson Field, 
his duties as QSL manager and his operating con
sume practically all of his time, Fred still finds 
time for color slides and movies and, in common 
with many hams, stamp collect.fag. 

50Mc. 
(Cnntinued jrom po.ge 6'5) 

Several other i\leis.ican stations have been work
ing the South American DX, including XEl A, 
XElGE, XElQE and XE2C. l\lost of the signals 
have a rapid flutter, but they are generally quite 
Htrong, though often not more than Readability 
:i bceause of the flutter effect. It is interesting 
to observe that though XElKE has worked 
OA, CX, and scores or" LUs, he has as yet been 
unable to hear CElAII. The great-circle path 
from Mexico City to Chuquicamata, Chile, 
passes almost directly through Lima, Buenos· 
Aires and Montevideo. 

With all this DX activity in Latin America, it 
would appear that there should have been 
something doing in other regions of t,hc earth in 
similar latitudes, but only as we write has it, 
begun to show up. Several stations in the 
Capetown area have been watching /i{) I\Ic. 
regularly, and ZSlP has been carrying out his 
previously-established practice of checking m.u.f. 
and reporting his observations at 15-minute 
intervals on 28 Mc. for the benefit of the 6-meter 
stations of Europe. In the early afternoon 
of .March 27th, Henry found the m.u.f. up to 
50 l\lc., and so reported, announcing that his 
50-l\fo. rig was partially dismantled, and that he 
would get it on the air as soon as possible. Thus, 
it fell to his brother, Charles, ZSl T,. to make the 
first DX contact of the season, with G5BY at 
l:l0,5 GOT, and to follow it up with one with 
ZB2A, believed to have been the first 50-i\Ic. 
DX worked from Gilbraltar. Despite the daily 
Rporadic-E DX in South America, the stations in 
South Africa report no evidence of such things 
on the African continent. 

To check for possible DX conditions, a station 
signing PAlKWK is being operated automati
cally with 800 watts input on 52.59 Mc. at 
Kootwyk, Netherlands. It is on daily, except 
Friday, between 0715 and 1600 GCT, with the 
beam <liruction heing shifted !JO degrees every 
15 minutes, starting with north on the hour. 
A choice bit of DX on 6 is waiting in Java, Dutch 
East Indies, where PK2RK has 200 watts on 

(Continued on page 184) 



HARVEY Has Them All 
Hammarlund FS-135C Frequency Standard-Makes your 
receiver an accurate frequency standard with marker slc;i
nals every IOOKC, includes low-drift IOOKC crystal, 6AU6G 
tube complete instrudions. Brand New . . . . $6.95 
Ord~• one or more spare tubes, 6AU6G • , • each 65¢ 

RCA Sound Powered 
Phones-Navy type, self 
contained, with neces
sary cords and plug, 

, work up to 2000 feet 
over any 2-conductor 
wire; many uses around 
transmitter, home, barn. 
Brand New, in original 
cartons . each $15.00 

per pair $24,50 

TV components, kits and tubes of all makes In stock at 
Harvey's all the time. RCA coils and parts, Transvlsion 
kits, Vision Assembly kits, Telectron coils and transformers, 
Mallory lnducto tuners, RCA front ends, Essu· RF power 
supplies and many others. Immediate delivery from stock, 
send your order for same day shipment. 

Tele•Booster-pre
a m plifier for TV, 
boosts woak signals, 
improves contrast, 
often eliminates out
side aerial. Com• 
pletely self-con
tained with power 
supply • • $26. 95 

Type 1616 Tube: Half wave high va.cuum 
rectifier. Filament 2.5 volts, 5 amps; peak 
inverse 5500 volts; peak current .8 amps; 
surge current 2.5 amps; average plate cur• 
rent .130 amps. List .Price $7.50. Harvey 
special price, while they last , • • 95¢ 

Signal Corps Model LS-3 
Speaker-6" PM in ruc;iged, 
crackle finish steel case, com
plete with self-contained out
put transformer to match 4000 
ohm load. Originally used 
with BC-312-314-348 receivers. 
Ideal for many uses around 
the shack. Speaker voice coil 
impedance 6-8 ohms. 
Harvey Special • $4.95 

Spertl Hand Transcelver-144-148 me, bat
tery operated, good bandspread, stable, 
negllc;iible frequency shift, low noise level, 
hlc;ih sensitivity, retractable dipole antenna, 
weighs only 31/z pounds, net price with 
tubes and batteries . . , . . $38, 12 

Go11-S.+ Converter-6-10-11-15 meter bands in one 
converter without changinc;i 
coils! 8 tubes, actually 3 
separate converters In one 
with selector switch, large 
bandspread dial, output fre
quency 7 me. Built-in power 
supply, net price . $75,00 

MIiien Single Sideband Selector - Model 92105 as de
signed by J. L. A. Mclaughlin. See article pac;ie II, April 
QST. This is the miracle unit all 
hams have been waiting for. Use 
selectible single sideband recep• 
tion and remove 95% of your QRM 
difficulties. This unit is an absolute 
must for our crowded bands. Can be 
used with any receiver with 455/456 
IF. Use with other IF by changing the 
crystals to your IF± SOWC • $75,00 

Crystals-You can't beat Harvey for crystals. Not off-frequency surplus but crystals right on your 
frequency, or within a few kc. 20-40-80 meter and 6 and 13 me bands for only • • • • • • $1.00 
Special 8 me crystals for 2 meter xtal control, only • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • $1.50 
Also in stock, a complete line of BIiiey AX-2 & AX-3 crystals. When ordering crystals only, include 
10¢ postage with your order. All crystals mounted in holder with 112" pin spacing, lucite adapter for 
5 prong socket , , , • , , • , • • • • • , • • , • • • • , • , • , • • • • 35, 

NOTE: All prices are 
Net, f. O. B. NYC and 
ore subject to change 
without notice. 

103 West 43rd St., Now York 18, N, Y. 

Get Your Order 
In Early For Im• 
mediate Delivery. 
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Enjoy noise-free reception~ eliminate B.C.I. 
- by NFM transmissions! Low-cost National 
NFM adaptors are now available at your 
National dealer's. 

FOR NATIONAL RECEIVERS: 

NFM-07 for HRO-7 •....... $16.95 
NFM-83 for NC-183 .....•.• $16.95 
NFM-73 for NC-173 ..•.•.. $17.95 

IF YOU BUILD YOUR OWN: 
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New small units now available aJ your favorite 
distributor. Model F 5069 delivers 24 volts al 
3 amperes-$3.90 net. Model F 5075 delivers 
24 volts at 1 ampere-$2.40 net. Other models 
for 12 and 24 volt operation. 

Write for your free copy of the new ST ACO 
Relay and Transformer Catalog. 

Standard Electrical Products Co. 
406 Linden Ave., Dayton 3, Ohio 

Standings as of March 31st 

WlCLS 
W3Cffi/1 
WlLLL. 
WlHDQ 
WlCGY 
WlHMS 
WlJLK 
WlLSN 
WlCLH 
WlCJL 
WlAF 
WlNF 
WlEIO 
WlHIL 

W2BYM 
W2AJv.lJ 
W2IDZ 
W2QVH 
W2RLV 

.{4 

42 
40 
:19 
:,s 
!l6 
35 
mi 
32 
:m 
27 
25 
24 
21 

39 
as 
37 
37 
87 

W30R 35 
WlKMZ/3 33 
W3MKL 33 
W3RUE lll 
W3MQU 15 
W3GKP 12 

W4GJO 46 
W4QN -10 
W4GIY 40 
W4EQM 40 
W4EID 38 
W4WMI :l3 
W4FBH 31 
W4HVV 29 
W4FJ 26 
W4FNR 25 
W4EMM 25 
W4,JML 20 

W5VY 40 
W5ML 38 
W5AJG 38 
W5JLY 88 
W5FRD :!8 
W5ZZF :l4 
W5FSC 34 
W5LIU 24 

W8UXN 48 
W60VK 38 
W6ANN 38 
W6BPT !34 
W6IWS 32 
W6FPV 31 
W6WNN 24 
W6EUL 22 
W6HZ 13 
W6BWG 12 

W7BQX 43 
W7ERA 43 
W7HEA 40 
W7DYD 37 
W7FDJ 36 
W7FFE 35 
W7KAD 35 
W7JPA 34 
W7QAP 30 
W7ACD 27 
W7JPN 19 
W70WX 1.5 

WSQYD 39 
W8RFW 25 
WSTDJ 22 

W9DWU 48 
W9PK 43 

W9ZHL 
W9JMS 
W9ALU 
W9QKM 
W9UIA 
W9AB 

Wff[JSI 
W0QIN 
W0Z.TB 
W~DZM 
Wl!TQK 
W0SV 
WIJBJF 
WIIHXY 
"W!llNI 
W0YUQ 
w0ms 
W0PKD 

43 
36 
34 
3:l 
:30 
23 

45 
43 
4a 
42 
42 
-42 
42 
41 
41 
a9 
38 
:m 

VElQY 28 
VE3ANY 27 
VElQZ 24 
G5BY 2! 
VE2KH 19 
VE2GT 14 
XElKE 13 

Not•: This list covers states worked since March 
1, 1946, Send in monthly reports of states worked in 
1948 on 50, 144, 235 Mc. and higher, for entry in 
the 1948 Most-States-Worked Contest, See January 
QST, page 150, for details. Standings will be pub
lished when sufficient eutriP,.s have been received. 

50.48 Mc. And speaking of choice DX, Mr. DX 
himself, AC4YN, is reported by WlPPH/MM to 
be te-St.ing daily on 50 Mc.!! 

As far as most \Vs are concerned, the pos
sibility of further //2 DX seems rather remote. 
Across the southern part of the country there 
may Le chances to work South America through 
the end of April, and the W6-KH6 path may be 
open during the same period, but most of us are 
looking forward to the spring and summer 
sporadic-E season, whi<'.,h should be the biggest 
ever this year. There is little doubt that more 
stations are now equipped for 50-Mc. ope,ration 
than at any time since we have had the band, 
and few openings should go unnoticed. Then, 
too, the spring-summer-fall period brings the best 
tropospheric propagation, and there will be 

(<Jontinued on page U/6) 



St0~.:~:::,.~ur l~E.115 
_X_M_I_T-TE_R ___ R_E_C_E_I_V_E_R_, 'lie Home or RADIO ATTENTION 

All SCR-S22 Owners 

Brand New, complete with 
the following 15 tubes; 
4-7F7; 4-7H7; 2-7E6; 
2-6F6; 2-955; and:1-W.E. 
Co. 316A. Door Knob, can 
be easily converted for 

' phone or CW on 420-
450MC Bands. 

A Real$] 95 
Buy at • 

1 Mfd,, 7SOVDC. Sprague •••.•••.•••••••••.•••.••• 15c 
7 Mfd., 330YAC. G.E. •••••••••••••.••••••••••••••• 98c 
10 Mfd., 330YAC. G.E ••••••••.•••••••.•.•••.• •• $1,25 
10 Mfd., 600YDC. Capacitron •••.••••••.••••••••••• 98c 
16 Mfd,, 400YDC. W.E. Co •••••••••••••••••••••••• • 98c 
2 Mfd., 1 OOOVDC. Aerovox •••••••••••.••.•••.•••• 69c 
0. 1 Mfd., 7 SOOVDC. G.E. ••••••.••••••••.•.•.••• $1.50 
2 x O. 1 Mfd., 7000YDC. G.E •••••..•••••••.••••• $2.00 
1 Mfd., 5000VDC. Solar ........................ $2.95 
2 Mfd., IOOOOVDC. C.D ..................... ••• $13.95 

METERS 
5-0-5 Amps. D.C., Charge and Discharge Scale 2" Round. 69c 
0-1 Amp. RF, G.E. 2" Round ••••••••••••••••••••• $2.45 
100 Amp-6 Volt D.C. 3" Scale, 4½" Square, Gray finish, 

with shunt. A swell buy ••••• ·•••••••···••••·••••$2.95 

TUBES At Real Prices 
5BP1, CR Tube 5" Green Screen. New •••..•••••••• • $1.45 
832, Dual Beam Power Tetrode. New ••••. , .••.••• • $2. 15 
6J6, Twin Triode Miniature. New •••••••••••••••••• , •• 50c 
3C24, Triode, 100 Watt Power Output. New, ea •••••••• 39c 

TO for $3.50 

WIRE 
No. 1 O, Copper Enamel 100 ft. coils. Each •••••••••• $1.7 5 
No. 12, Copper Enamel 100 ft. coils. Each •••••••••• $1.2 5 
No. 14, Copper Enamel 100 ft. coils. Each •••••••••••• 83c 
300 Ohm. Twin Lead per 100 ft •••••••••••••••• •• $2.95 
72 Ohm. RG-59-U Coax Cable per 100 fl ..••••••• • $6.75 

CS-DIFFERENTIAL RELAY-S.P.D.T. 
Dual Coil with Armature Pivoted between coils. All contacts 
normally open operates 220-250 volts. 8000 ohm, each coil 
contacts Rated 2 amps @ 110YAC. Ideally suited for bal
anced or bridge type circuits where limited current or power 

____ ....., is available. ,
95 

¢ 
for Only .................. . 

G.E. 2500 Ohm Ralay-S.P.D.T. 
4MA D.C., 5 prong, plug in type, her• 

;~~~al~0 ~~'.e.d:.. •••••• ••••• 9 5 ¢ 

Items You May Be Looking For 
1N23A Xtal Dlodos ••••••••••••••• • 3Sc Ea. 3 for $1.00 
APC-25 Trimmers screw driver adiust. silver plated. 

15cEa.10for$1.2S 
Da Jur W.W. 20,000 Ohm Pot. 12 watt ••••••••••• ••• 49c 
ARC-5 Banana Plugs silver plated, per dozen •••••••••• 1 Oc 
PL-259 Coaxial Plugs Silver Plated. 19c Ea., per 100 $15.00 
¼ Watt Bayonet Basa Naons. Each •••••••••••••••• 20c 
RS-8 Sockets Low Loss. Each ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8c 
110 Volt 1" Bulls eye Pilot assembly with dimmer (Red) 

Candelabra Base ••••••••••••••• 39c Ea., 10 for $3.75 
6V Bayonet Basa Pilot A11ambly with dimmer Red and 

White. Each •••••••••••••• : ................... .' .. 19c 
11 prong magnal 1ocket for 58Pl. Each •••••••• .' •• 55c 
lllenemann 5 Amp, circuit breakers ••••••••••••••••• 9 Sc 
150 Watt, 5 ohm W.W. Rheostat 4" Diameter ••• ... $1.95 

Remote Control boxes for SCR-
522's, Brand New in original 
packing; consists of 5 push button 
switches, 5 Western Eledric Pilot 
Assemblies witn Pilot Bulbs ond 
Dimmer and lever switch, all fin 
ished in Black Crackle. Order 

yours today. $1 25 
Only............ • 
Antenna Plug 46-Ps-1 for 1 S ,1. 
522A. Each. • • • • • • • • • 'F 

STEEL CHASSIS 
7 x 7 x 2 .......... 63c 4 x 17 x 3 ......... 90c 
7x9x2 .......... 73c 7x17x3 ....... $1,26 
7x11x2 ......... 90c 8x17x3 ....... $1.22 
7 x 13 x 2 ......... 96c 11 x 17x3 ...... $1.86 
5x10x3 .......... 87c 12x17x3 ...... $1.62 
6 x 14 x 3 ......... 93c 13x 17x3 ....•. $2.22 
10 x 1 4 x 3 . ...• $1.35 All Black Wrinkle Finish 

Steel Cans and Boxes 

4x5x3 .......... 78c 12x7x6 ....... $1.68 
4 x 4 x 2 .... ..•••• 68c l Bx 10x 10 ...... $2.06 

5 x6 x9 ......... $1.41 11 x 12 x 8 ...... $2.25 
6 x 6 x 6 ........... 98c 15 x 9 x7 •. .•• •• $2,35 
Sloping Front Meter Casa, Cut for 3 inch Meler. 

Size 4½ x 4 x 4 ........................... •••••• 92c 

Size 
3½ X 19 
5¼ X 19 

7 X 19 
8¾ X 19 

10½ X 19 
12¼ X 19 

14 X 19 

All Black Wrinkle Finish 

PANELS 
Steel 

66c 
87c 
96c 

$1.10 
$1.22 
$1,46 
$1.62 

All Black Crackle finish 

Wire Wound Potentiometer 
100,000 Ohm Precision made G.R. Type 
25 watt 6 inch diameter. $ l 9 5 Brand New •••••••• •••..... • 

MICA CONDENSERS 
.O 1 600VDC Postage Stamp ••••••••• Sc 
.003 2000VDC Postage Stamp .••••• Sc 
.006 600 VOC Postage Stamp ....... Sc 

$4.7 5 per 100 

Direct Callbratlon Dials-511 Drive Ratio 

Aluminum 
$1,38 
$1.74 
$2.15 
$2.25 
$2.87 
$3.38 
$4,10 

ACN-7¼" W x 5" H .......................... $3.00 
ICN-7¼" W x 5" H with illuminated scale ••••••••• $6.00 
SCN-6¼" W x 4~6'' H •••••••••••••••••••••••• $3.00 
MCN-3¾" W x 2¼" H ••••••• ................. $2.70 
NPWOGaarDrlve20:l Ratio;Shaftperpendicu- $7 20 

Jar to Panel with Micrometer Dial. • • • • • • • • • • • • 
PWO Gaar Drlva 20:1 Ratio; Shaft Parallel to $9 00 

Panel with Micrometer Dial. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

DYNAMOTORS 
MDL 5047 DC Input 27V@, 1.75 Amps. output 285V 95¢ 
@ 0.75 Amp,. Continuou, duty. Brand New •••••••••• 
DM 43A Mfg. by G.E. Input 24V @, 23 Amps. 7500 RPM; 

g~t:.rN~~~i,~!~{~~:. ~ ~.1!!.~~~ .~~ ~'.l'.~r.°.d:$2.95 
If not ratad 25% with order, balance C.O.D. All prices 
11'.0.B. our warahousa Naw York. No order under 

$2.00. Wa ship to any part of the globa 

LEEDS RADIO CO. 
75 Vesey Street 

COrtlandt 7-2612 
Dept. Q55 

Naw York City 7 
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SSSN M'l4U6HUN ADAPTER 

MILLER is now supplying 

50 KC Transformers $7.50 List 
Cat. No. 1898-A. for moderate selectivity. 

Cat. No. I898-A.X for super selectivity. 

50 KC Lo-Pass Filter 

Cat. No. 3423 $10.00 List 
Use the same quality transformers Jim Mclaughlin 
used for his original design and be sure of best 
results. 

See your Jobber Now-he will have them. 
'"QST" April, 19•8 

:.tlLUi 
8RODU(T~ 

Do you have the new 36-paie 
Miller Catalog #41? If not, 
write for your free copy. 

J. W.,MllLER COMPANY 
5917 S. Main St:, Los Angeles, Calif. 

HEADQUARTERS 
for 

* * * 
AMATEUR EQUIPMENT 

* * * RADIO PARTS DISTRIBUTING CO. 

l36 

128 W. Olney Road 
Norfolk, Va. 

CONTINENTAL 
SALES COMPANY 
195-197 CENTRAL AVENUE, NEWARK 4, N. J. 

plenty of opportunities for interesting contacts 
when the band is not, open for any sort of skip . 
We should not lose sight of the fact that this 
sort of work is really the heart of 6-meter 
operation, for th.is band is probably the best one 
we have for reliable QRM-free contacts over 
a 100-milc radius, and beyond. DX, whether it is 
F2 or E., is lots of fun, but the reliability of 50 
Mc. for working local and extended-local ranges 
should not be overlooked. Plan 11uw to include 
50 Mc. in your operating program - you'll 
be glad you did! 

2-Meter News 

Since there was no phcnomerm\ DX worked 
on 144 l\fo. during March there is little of a 
headline nature in the 2-mcter news as we go to 
press. In the polarization argument, this de
partment Le; taken to task in some quarters for 
having admitted that there may be some merit 
on the horizontal side of the question. A number 
of people have pointed out that the considera
tions which caused eommercial interests to 
standardize on horizontal polarization are not 
necessarily applicable to amateur work. The 
numerous tests which have been made 1mder 
commercial auspices have not be•'n aimed at 
solving the most important problem with which 
we are concerned; namely, which polarization 
is most effective in working over indirect paths 
several hundred miles long? 

There is no way we can expect to get the 
amiwcr except through our own efforts. Digging 
through published literature will not help us 
much, for even th.ere we can find conflicting 
evidence. \Ve know from our own Hxperience 
that there is no great difference -- some mighty 
Dice work has been done with both types of an
tennas. But we should find out whether there 
is any appreciable difference, and then we 
should all standardize on the method which can 
be demonstrated to be more effective. We should 
standardize anyway even if both polarizations 
are equally good. Somebody has to give way, 
and we will gain nothing by ill-considered state
ments which purport to prove that the polariza
tion we happen to be using is best. 

Both vertical and horizontal polarization have 
been given good trials, and both have proven 
effective. Both have their advantages. It must 
be admitted that for all-around work in heavily
populated areas, where one likes to be able to 
listen in all direct.ions with equal effcdivcncss 
(high-gain antenna addicts will say "with equal 
lack of effectiveness!"), the vertical antenna is 
superior. Vertical polarization best serves the 
nc,eds of the mobile station. More stations, 
unquestionably, are using vertical, and thus 
standardization on it would require less work. 

On the horizontal side it may be said that, 
generally speaking, it is somewhat easier to get 10 
db. or so of gain with a horizontal array than with 
a vertical. In really high-gain arrays there may 
be little difference, since any array which will 
provide 15 db. or more gain is bound to be quite a 

(Continued on page 158) 



A FEW OF THE ITEMS 
WE STOCK ARE LISTED BELOW 

Collins 75Al ••••••••••••••••••• $375,00. 
Collins 32Vl. .................. 475,00: 
Hallicrafters S38. • • • • . • . • . • . • . • 47.50 ' 
Hallicrafters S53............... 79.50 
Hallicrafters S40A.............. 89.50 
Hallicrafters SX43............. 169.50 . 
Hallicrafters SX42 ..••.......•• 275.00 
Hallicrafters HT18 ............. 110.01) 
Hallicrafters HT9 ...••.•....••• 350.00, 
Hallicrafters SP44.............. 49.50 
Hallicrafters S51 ••••.•....••.• 129.50 
National NC3 3................. 65.9 5 
National NC57................. 89.50 
National NCl 73............... 179.50 
National NC183. . . . . • • . . . . • • . • 269.01) 
National NC240D •.....•..••.•• 225.00, 
National HR07. • . . • . . . . . . . • • • . 279.00 
Hammarlund HQ129X ....•.•.• 177.30 · 
Hammarlund SP400X. . . . . • . . . . 398.2 5 
RME VHF152A................ 86.6,o 
RME HF-10-20................. 77.0,0 
RME DB22A................... 77,00 
RME84........................ 98.7,0 
RME45 ........................ 198.7,0 
Signal Shifter model EX. • • • • • • • 99.5,0 
Bud VF0-21. • • • • • . . . . . . • • • • • • • 52.50 · 
Millen 90700 VFO......... .... 42.51[), 
Millen 90800 exciter. . • • • . . . . . . 42.51[) 
Millen 90281 power supply..... 84.51D 
Millen 90881 RF amp........... 89.51[) 

Silver, Sonar, Gordon, Amphenol, Prema,\, 
Workshop, Gonset; we have everything. 

Some prices slightly higher on the West Coast. ; 

USE BOB HENRY'S 

PERSONAL SERVICE 
l personally promise that you can find nowhere 
else lower prices, more complete stocks, quick
er delivery, easier terms or more generous trade
ins. I give you 10-day free trial and 90-day free 
service. You can't go wrong in dealing with me 
because I personally guarantee that you will be 
completely satisfied on every deal. Write, wire 
or phone me today. 

Orders and iml11iries from 011/side U.S. A. welcome. 

Butler, Missouri HEN RY 
"WORLD'S LARGEST DISTRI 

ADIO STORES 11240 Oiympic Blvd 
LOS ANGELES 2 5 

CALIF. 

BUTORS OF SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS" 
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i The A.n.R.L. I 
: ANTENNA BOOK f 1 Has Whatever Yoll fl'ant! ) 

f CHAPTE~ J 
( 

1. Wave Propagation : 
2. Antenna F'undrunentals 

•· 3. Ground Effects 
11 4. Feeder Systems ) 
( 5. Half-Wave Antennas 

· 6. Long Single Wires : 

(

( 7. Multiband Antennas 
8. Driven Arrays 
9. Parasitic Arrays 

( 10. "V" Antennas ) 
•· 11. Rhombic Antennas .·• 
11 12. Antennas for 160 Meters J 
i 13. U.H.F. Antennas ) 
11 14. Special Antenna Systems 
11_· 15. F'inding Directions J 
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We've gathered the finest technicians and equipment 
for locating and removing the troubles that attack the 
delicate precision of your receiver. 
Factory trained specialists-ultra modem equipment
and Winters' natlon~wide reputation for quick, quality 
service-are your guarantee of perfect reception after 
a trip fo Winters. 
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11 Warren St. New York 7, N. Y. 
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construction job. In most locations the signal-to
noise ratio is likely to be better with horizontal, 
and this ean be pretty important if one is working 
with weak DX signals in a noisy location. The 
horizontal systems lend themselves to st,acking 
above ot,her arrays for lower frequencies more 
readily, both mechanically and electrically. 

These are all relatively minor arguments. 
None of them should be sufficient to keep any 
progressive amateur from changing his position 
if it can be shown that the ehange will improve 
his operating range. Can it be shown t,hat 
horizontal is better than vertical when con
sidered solely from the standpoint of the strength 
of the signal at a point 200, 300, 500 or 1000 
miles away? We doubt it, but we'd like to know, 
and so would hundreds of other progressive 
v.h.f. workers. To find out we will have to try, 
and that's why we've been urging the boys in 
the East who have the facilities for doing so to 
give horizontal polarization a t,horough and 
unbiased trial in the 2-meter DX season now 
just coming up. 

RECORDS 
Two-Way Work 

50 Mc.: CE1AH-J9A.AO 
10,500 Miles-October 17, 19-H 

144 Mc.: W3GV- W~WGZ 
660 Miles-September 18, 1947 

235 Me.: WlCTW-W2HWX 
210 Miles - October 12, 1947 

420 Me.: W6VfX/6 - W6ZRN/6 
186 Miles-July 27, 1947 

1215 Mc.: W3MLN /3 - W31IFW /3 
12.5 Miles - September 24, 1947 
2.100 Mc., WUSM/1- WllLS/1 

66 Miles - October 5, 1947 
3300 Mc.: W6IFE/6-W6ET/6 

150 Miles - October 5, 1947 
5250 Me.: W2LGF/2-W7FQF/2 

31 Miles - December 2, 1945 
10,000 Me.: W4HPJ/3 - "W6IFE/3 

7 .65 Miles - July 11, 1946 
21,000 Mc.: WINVL/2 - W9SAD/2 

800 l<'eet - May 18, 1946 

We need cociperative tests over long paths, 
wherein an array which has uniform performance 
in both planes can be rotated, while the station 
at the receiving end makes a similar switch. 
We need to do this many times, under varying 
conditions, over divergent types of terrain, and 
over different distances. We cannot put up a 
12-element horizontal array after having used a 
vertical folded dipole, and then claim that the 
results obtained prove the superiority of horizon
tal. We cannot even take a 4- or 5-element 
parasitic array and rotate it from vertical to 
horizontal, for it may well prove to be better in 
the horizontal position. We will have t,o use 
some sort of array which has a uniform number 
of elements in both planes, the simplest being 
made up of two half-wave dipoles side by side 
(or one above the other depending upon whether 

(Conlinmd on pag• 1¥)) 



· EUONOMY LINE 
OF POWER SUPPLY COMPONENTS 

:ff:15634 POWER PLATE XFMR 

$1470 1750-0-1750 VAC 300MA 
OPEN FRAME MOUNT 
110V 60 CY PRIMARY 

:ff:15635 SWINGING CHOKE 
5-10 HENRIES-300MA 

COMPLETE POWER $ 3 4 9 0 PEN FR A ME MOUNT 
SUPPLY KIT 5 0 0 0 V D C I NS U LA Tl O N 

15 0 0 V DC :ff:15636 FILAMENT X FORMER 
AT 3 0 0 MA. $3995 5· LESS TUBES , $ 2 7 5 2 • V. CT AT 1 0 AM p S 

5000 V D.C INSULATION 
. , OPEN FRAME MOUNT 

CARDWELL CON DENSER 
SO MMF .07 SPACING 
MYCALEX INSULATION 
POLISHED PLATES 
IDEAL FOR 813 OR 814 
SINGLE - ENDED FINAL, 
ANTENNA TUNER, ETC. 

THE NEW' 

MILLEN SINGLE SIDE BAND 
SELECTOR 

COMPLETELY DESCRIBED IN 
APRIL ISSUE OF QST IN $7500 
ARTICLE ON PAGE 11. 
COMPLETE- READY TO USE. 

T21F18-10VCT SA 
T21F19-10VCT 10A 

ALL AT 

ARROW ELECTRONICS, INC. 
HAM DEPT., 82 CORTLANDT ST., N. Y. 7, N. Y. 
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The MILLEN No. 92105 
SSSR 

The Mclaughlin principle of selectable sirtgle side band 
reception with your present communic.ations receiver now is 
possible with !he new Millen No. 92105 Single Side Band 
Selector. See April QST for technical details. Price, including 
crystals, tubes, and builf•in power supply: $75.00 net f.o.b. 
Oakland. 

\\ w Jl"l \ \ l'l) l"I')) \ f ~ t \ t, t,I ( (';\ 'J :J.,.. 'D~ ~LrJuc!.!J~ .~ ,~ .... 
198 TENTH ST • OAKLAND 7, CALIFORNIA 

W6KLO W6SSN W6FJX 

•-·-•-•-•-·-·-· I ;W8CFK ALUMINUM 
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I 
Yourcallcastinaluminum • f with black background I 

• ~~J0!!~~i~'~elJ;r~l~s~ea!'~ bl) ~tfJe{:t~~~~: $1;.~q~ • 
I each postpaid. I 
• P 8c II SALES CO. • I 619 Jasper St. K<llamazoo 31, Michigan I 
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Polished 
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Parts 

ONLY 
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Don't worry if you lack sending skilL Sending is easy for anyone with 
' a Genuine OeLuxe Vibroplex key. No special ~kill 

0 The "BUG" 
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r(•quired. No tiresome effort involved. The se.:ret is 
in lhe Patented JE\VEJ.. Movement feature, Harder 
than metal, the jewels in DeLnxe VibroµIex keys a~ 
the jev,1els in the finest-made watc-hes reduce friction, 
maintain smoother. easier operation and lengthen life 
of k:ey. Try this amazing key! Note its confidence
inspiring feel, aupe.rior signals and ease of operation. 
Your choice of three DeLuxe models. Ori1Unali Blue 
Racer and Lil!htning Bug. Order yourt' to-dRY! 
Money order or re-'(istered mail. FREE catalog, 

THE VIBROPLEX CO., Inc. 
833 Broodway, New York 3, N. Y. 

it is vertical or horizontal) a half-wave apart. 
Two such arrays, backed by reflectors, would be 
a logical test set-up. A 12-element array (three 
above three, backed by reflectors) would be good, 
as would the a2-element (four high, four wide, 
with reflectors) jobs now in use at some of our 
better stations. Until we have tried at least this 
much, let us not be shouting about which 
polarization is best! 

In reporting results of 8Uch tests, let's be sure 
we have all the facts! The gain of t,he systems 
used for both polarizations should be known, and 
the types of arrays used at the other f'nd also. 
And we should be sure not to let one big night 
sway us into believing that "t.his new antenna is 
it!" In reporting activity of any sort br. i,ure 
to mention which polarization you and others in 
your area are using. Not all of us can put up a 
bunch of antennas, and a lot of newcomers want, 
to know how to start off. 

Around the Country on 144 Mc. 
and Higher 

Halifax, Nova Scotia - VElQZ has heard no 
W signals on 144 Mc. since last fall, but he is 
ready to go when conditions are right. He will be 
active most nights during the spring and su=er, 
and if not actually in communication he will leave 
an automatic transmitter running when condi
tions are promising. He asks that we make it 
known that, if the automatic is heard, it means 
t,hat he will be on for DX QSOs later in the 
evening. He has an ARC-5 converted for 6, 2 and 
1 ~1, and is getting gear together for 420 Mc. also. 
Polarization is vertical, except on 50 Mc. 

Orlando, Fla. - Will we sweep the Atlantic 
Seaboard on 144 Mc. this summer'? Florida ac
tivity to this end is being furnished by W4GJO 
and W4NEE, the latter having a Hi-element 
vertical array and p.p. 24Gs in the final They 
are considering changing to horizontal. Contacts 
are made with W4EID, Jacksonville, and some of 
the gang in Tampa. Other Jacksonville sta.
t,ions include W4s JMU, IPL, RU, FBL and 
K4NAR. 

Altoona, Penna. - Ten members of the Horse
shoe Radio Club are active on 145.26 Mc. nightly 
at 6:30. All use vertical dipoles for the local 
work, but several have horizontal beams for 
DX: W3RFM, 3-element; W4KQD, 4-element; 
W3LQD, 6-elem.ent. WaLJQ says that the club 
will operate from a high location on Field Day, 
with a 522 and 6-element array hoping to work at 
least t,0 Pittsburgh and .Mechanicsburg over the 
mountainous country in both directions. 

Sacramento, Calif. -- W6PIV reports that the 
operating range has held up to at least 100 miles 
consistently, with occasional contacts up to 200 
miles or more. W6YLO reports reception of sta
tions in Los Angeles and Van N uys, a distance of 
more than 360 miles. 

Louisville, Ky. - A. cup is being offered to the 
member of the Louisville Amateur Radio Trans
mitting Society working the best 2-mct,er DX this 
year. Twelve stations are active, with conversion 
to crystal control gaining headway. 

(Continued on pauo I 4J!) 



OPPORTUNITY 
TO BUY TUBES 

Transmitting - Special Purpose 
Every tube is '8't4Hd 1te«t in original unbroken factory package 

Magnetrons 

2J22 ....... $16.00 
2138 • w/magnet. 
2148 ...... . 
4126 •••••.• 
6123 •••..•• 
5129 •••••.• 
714AY ...... 
726A •..•••• 

16.96 
16.96 
16.96 
16.96 
16.96 
9.80 

12.60 

Cathode Ray 

3CP1/Sl •.•. 
6AP1 ....... 
6JP2 ••••••• 
12GP7 ...... 

$.96 
2.49 
3.96 

12.60 

Klystrons 

417A ....... $9.80 
723A/B. . • • 3.96 
726A ....... 4.76 

Rectifiers 

CRP-72 ..... $2.96 
260R....... 4.96 
WLS31 ...... 29.96 

I ~66A/866 

WL869B .... 29.96 
1641/RK60. .69 

Receivi,:ig 

VT-26A ••.• (Special 10) ••.•.••••••• 
VT-62 .•••• (Special 46) .•..•...•.• 

I 6J6 .••• Twin Triode .......... . 

717A ...... (6AK6 w/octal base) ••• 
9002 ••.•.• Miniature UHF Triode .• 

. 98 

. 96 

Transmitting 

6D21. ..... Tetrode ................ $9.96 
lSE ........ UHF Triode............ 2.96 

24G ••.. UHF Triode-Plate Dies. 
26W.-2000V. at 76 ma. 
good up to 300 Mc .•••• 

VT-168A •.• UHF Triode with Tuned 
Circuits Built-in ••.•..•• 

388A .••••• Door Knob Triode ..•.•• 
GL434A •.• Lighthouse •...•.•.....• 
GL446A ••• Lighthouse (2C40) ••.•• 
WLS30 •••• Water Cooled Triode .. .. 
716B •••••• Tetrode ............... . 

804 .... Pentode •••••.•.•.•...• 
807 ••.• Beam Power Tetrode ...• 
813 ..... Beam Power Tetrode .... 
829 •••• Beam Power Tetrode ••.• 

841. ....... Triode ............... .. 
1626 ....... Beam Power Tetrode ... . 
1626 ....... Low Drift Osc. Triode .. . 
7193 •••••. UHF•Triode ........... . 
8011 ••••.. (VT-90), Micro-Pup ••••• 

.69 

4.90 
4.96 
7.96 

.74 
39.60 

9.96 

3.76 
1.19 
6.96 
2.96 

.69 

.49 

.49 

.39 

.98 

Special Purpose 

TERMS • Orders under $3.00, cash with order; 
orders over $3.00 require 20% deposit, balance C.O.D.' 

All PRICES ARE NET, F.O.B. DAYTON, 0. 

2061 ••• Thyratron .•.•.•..•.•.• 
" " (in lots of 100) 

each ....... 

.49 

.35 
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Valpey Xtalector provides 

INSTANT QSY 
with UNEQUALLED 

STABILITY 

The VALPEY Xtalector 
is BETTER than a 
"rubber" crystal XT ALECTOR ONLY 

$1.35 
• Pravldes 3 exact spat frequen-

Spe.di'y u'l:J." for V2 11 

iockets or 0 X3" for ¾" 
sock.eh. Each designed 
for crystals with ½" 
spaciog, .094 diameter 
pins. 

cies at your finger tips, 

• Eliminates erratic operation. 

• Maintains constant activity. 

• Actually costs you less! 

If your dealer cannot supply you, write to 

* * * 
Valpey type CMS cry,. 
tals for 80 and 40 meters, 
only $2.80; for 20 meters, 
only $3.50; for 10 meters, 
only $4,50. 

VALPEY 
CRYSTAL CORP. 

Holliston, Mass. 

Craftsmanship in Crystal, Since 1931 

WlATP • WlHVP • WlDZJ • WIPLX • WlPFX 

hlrJ;i~~="f1= w:~:::,~ 
Learn to send and receive 

l_v gr3de~P~~~e~f s~~~ 
and commerce need thou
sands o! better trained 

<.1perators. Air commerce, man. t:ragbt. 
etc., demand expert, reliable operators. 

g~~!>~ Cg~J~ii,f~~11:c~~t;riii it: 
•· knack•• or sound sense. alertness, speedy 
sending and receiving without strain. 
Adventure ---- good pay. Learn at home 
or wherever yciu are. Rush name today 
!or free book. · 

CANDLER SYSTEM CO. 
Dept. 4 .. £1 Box 928, Denver 1, Colorado, U.S.A. 
and at 121 Kinarawa:,, London, W. C. 2, Enarland 

Nou ~-• #.- . _h#~. 
wa'rain ~~ 

Announcing the opening of a new branch 
· store in Palo Alto for the convenience of 

those residing in the Peninsula area. Here 
you will find the widest variety of nationally 
advertised supplies and the same prompt, 
courteous service always extended at 
our well-known San Francisco store. 

~ 1nADloTSUPPLY1C~ l~,T"' I I ~ lioooo·ooffi· WHOLE;...,1..r. ELECTRONIC. ,,,sTR1suroRs 

225 Hamilton Ave., Palo Alto, Calif. 

1426 Market St.., San Francisco 2, Calif. 
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lUchmond, ·va. -- W4FJ says that several 
stations are using broad-band converters built 
by W4JFU and W4CYW. W4CLY, Cape Henry, 
Va., worked W4HVV, Raleigh, N. C., more than 
160 miles distant, on March 7th. W4HVV has a 
100-watt rig, 8-element array, and a new con
verter employing a 6J4 r.f., 6J6 mixer, and a 
crystal-controlled oscillator. Polarization in that 
area: horizontal. 

Columlrns, Ohio - W8WRN reports that the 
gang gets on 144 each Monday night, with W8s 
UZ, AER, YBF, YHQ, ZHS, CCS, U.TV and 
WRN usually active. Polarization is vertical, 
but a swing to horizontal is in prospect, pri
marily on the strength of the results obtained by 
WSNBM, Cambridge, Ohio, who is working into 
Akron and Cleveland, the latter about 100 miles. 

Sequim, Wash. - W7BQX ponders the DX 
records of other sections of the country and 
wonders whether openings are possible in the 
Pacific North west. Distances of 85 to 100 miles are 
p,asy, with their 16-element vertical arrays, but 
nothing has been heard much beyond this. Wait 
until late summer and early fall before you give 
up, Ernie. 

.Portland, Ore. ·····- Horizontal-vertical tests are 
being conducted over the Portland-Albany
Corvallis route, a 70-mile hop, according to 
W7DIS. The Snake-Eye Net operates nightly on 
146.25 Mc., with 100% reliable coverage up to 50 
miles, and ,,11th nearly solid communication up to 
90 miles. In the Portland area are W7s A VV, BQD, 
OUJ, DDG, DNB, DIS, ENU, GAN, G.JY, 
HIK, IIA, ,TGY, JPQ, .JRZ and VT; in Van
couver, GFZ; in Salem, BVV; in Albany, OU, SO 
and ESY; in Corvallis, GLN, HUY and .TMW; 
and Richfield, Wash., ,JNQ. Most, stations are 
using 522s, with hopped-up receivers. There are 
five 16-element arrays, one 24-element, and 
numerous eight-, six-, and four-element jobs, at 
this writing all vertical 

Roanoke, Fa. - W4CA reports t,hat W4JFV 
and W4KQC took portable gear to a 4000-foot 
elevation west of Roanoke and worked into 
Richmond and Norfolk, 160 and 200 miles re
spectively, despite adverse weather conditions. 
Roanoke is now rnprf',sented on 144 Mc. by W4s 
KQC, ISA, CYK, JXE, KAK, BTL, KPZ and 
CA, most of whom are able to work over the 
mountains to Lynchburg, about 50 miles distant. 
The DX record locally is held by W4JXE, who 
has worked W4FJ, Richmond, more t,han 150 
miles to the east. 

Houston, Texas - W5FSC says that W5SM, 
Beaumont, 75 miles, and W5DDJ, Galveston, 48 
miles, are consistent signals in Houston. W5NCD, 
Port Arthur, 82 miles, and W5BD, Angleton, 
have been worked with strong signals when con
ditions are good. W5s IGL, KFY, BHO and FSC 
are all set for the 50-Mc. DX season. FSC has 
gear for 235 Mc., but no signals have been heard. 

Beaumont, Texas -The best 2-meter DX re
ported since last fall has to go undated for the 
present. W5SM has worked W5LOW, W5NIF, 
W5EXO, W5IFU and W5AQK, all of Corpus 

(Continued on paue 1,f.4) 
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t :J/ie Radio .Amaleur ~ ~ 
* * % :c 

! HANDBOOK i 
% :c * The twenty-fifth edition of the Handbook is featured by the * 
;. complete rewriting of the material to give a more understand- f 
:C able discussion of those basic facts that an amateur should :C * know to get the most out of constructing and using his ap- * 
:C paratus. Owners of previous editions will recognize immediately :C i that the over-all plan of the book has been changed - achiev- i * ing, we believe, the object of segregating the material so that * 
:C it can be most conveniently used. A great deal of new equip- ::C ·* ment has been constructed especially for this edition. As * 
; always, the object has been to show the best of current tech- .f 
:C nique through equipment designs proved by thorough testing. :C * As the art grows, the problem of presenting a representative * 
:Z: selection of gear grows with it - a state of affairs that is re- :C * fleeted in an increase of well over a hundred pages in this * 
;. edition. New chapters on ultrahigh frequencies, station as- f 
::C sembly,. and the elimination of interference to broadcasting :C * have been added to round out the treatment of all phases of "'#( 
::C amateur radio. The material on operating has likewise been :C 
~ greatly expanded. Altogether, this revision is the most com- ~ 
·f.f prehensive of recent years.. * 
::c :c 

* * :J: PRICE $2.00- UNITED STATES, ITS POSSESSIONS AND CANADA :C * $2.50 ELSEWHERE • BUCKRAM BOUND $3.00 * :c :c 
t American Radio Relay League, West Hartford, Conn., U.S.A. t 
* * % % *H*H*H*H*H·1kH*H*H*H*H*H*H*H*H*H* 
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Christi, more than 250 miles down the Gulf 
Coast, within the past two months, but he gives 
no date or time. He lists a total of 43 Rtatioill! 
worked in Angleton, Houston, .Beaumont, Port 
At'thur, La Porte, Orange and Galveston, which 
looks like things are rolling on 144 l\Ic. along the 
Gulf Coast. 

Rockville Center, L. I., N. Y. --- On the after
noon of March 15th, between 4:15 and 4::30, 
W2CHK heard a station on 156 Mc. signing GOQ 
and sending Vs. He was 83 on m.c.w. Does anvone 
know who GOQ might be? 

Stratford, Conn. -- Activity on 420 l\Ic. is pick
ing up along the Connecticut shore. \VlPBB, 
WlIYO, WlJKC and WlJW operate on 420 in 
conjunction with their 2-meter work, and have 
stirred up interest on Long Island in this way. 
Wl.JW has an APS-1.3 receiver and p.p. 2O4.JR 
for transmitting. WlIYO also receives with the 
APS-13 and has a pair of 8012s in the transmitter, 
as does WlJ.KC. WlPBB uses the oscillator
mixer section of an APS--13 as a converter, work
ing into a 80-Mc. i.f., and has a pair of 2C44s for 
transmitting. Down at Rye and Port Chester, 
N. Y., are W2BA V and W2RH. Schedules are 
kept each Sunday at 12:30 P.M., but no two-way 
work has yet been accomplished over this path. 
Polarization is vertical at present. 

Yarmouth, Nova 8cotia ---· VEIQY, encour
aged by his success in working Ws on 144 Mc. 
last fall, hopes to do it on 420 this spring and 
summer. He and VEIDW have APS--13s working, 
and will have beams directed at New England 
whenever conditions appear good. An all-water 
path, this one may be good for some surprising 
distances down the Atlantic Seaboard on 420. 

In this connection, it is almost certain that 
propagation conditions will be more favorable as 
we go higher in frequency. We know that t,here 
are many nights when 2 is hot for tropospheric 
propagation when 6 is only slightly above normal. 
On good nights, the signals on 144 Mc. from points 
:mo miles or more distant hit levels never en
countered on 50 Mc. Th1L~, 220 l\Ic. should be 
better than 144, and 420 superior to either. The 
stumbling block, however, lies in the dev£>lop
ment of comparable equipment for the higher 
frequencies. 

Results on 144 Mc. really began to develop as 
soon as we had some efficient transmitters and 
sensitive and selective receivers. These features 
come somewhat harder on 220 and 420, but they 
are not impossible. 'The key which will eventually 
unlock the door to grca tcr DX will be the develop
mcn t of sensitive low-noise receivers, and these 
will come only when we know how to build good 
r.f. amplifier stages. 

The simple mixer-oscillator, as in the APS--13, 
is no problem, provided it is used with a wide
band i.f., and even such an arrangement is well 
ahead of most superregens, but it will take some 
r.f. gain, and a more selective i.f. channel to get 
the performance we need. Let's hear how these 
problems are being solved! 

One way of getting the r.f. gain was demon
(Oontinued on page 146) 



CRYSTALS 
In thr greatest purchaRe of ra<lto 'tram1mittina: crystals e-..~r made by 
one whoh~l'lait:"r in the hh,toty of the Radio Parts Industry, Sun Radio 
aequitcd title to ovet a half million dollars ($500,U00.00) of Army 
Sutplus, µrcdsion built, exai.:tly tooled cryf!tals in moisturf;" proof 
holders which are shock mounted. Plea~e note that crystal shipments 
of 6 or less are oacked in doth containers to expedite handling ...• No 
\VOITY becaust.: all cryHtals art! ::ihock mounted and guarantC'ed delivP.n•d 
perfect. All crystals have Army MC harmonic ratings but Sun encloses 
directions for drriving the corn•d fundamental frer_ii.tenr•y in kilocycles. 

CRYSTALS WITH A MILLION USES 
kc 
41Z 
413 
414 
415 
416 
418 
419 

kc kc k, 
4ZO 429 437 
4ZZ 430 438 
413 431 440 
424 433 441 
425 434 442 
426 435 443 
427 436 444 

1.F. Frequency 
Standards 

ke 
445 
446 
447 
448 
451 
453 

ke kc kc 
450 454.166 461.111 
451.388 455.556, 464.815 
45%.777 459.259 465.Z77 

99¢ each 

Fractions Omitted 
kc ke kc kc kc 
46Z 469 479 490 497 
463 470 481 491 498 
466 472 483 492 SOI 
468 473 484 493 soz 

474 485 494 503 
475 487 495 504 
477 488 496 sos 

Crystal Frequency 
Standards 
98.356kc 

Easi1y altered for 100 
kcStandard.1\ilounted 
in low loss J prong 
holder. 

$3.89 each 

kc kc 
506 516 49c 507 518 
508 519 
509 szz 
511 523 each 512 
515 

For Cl"f'lal Controlled 
Signal Generators 

'525kc 
5Z6.388 531.944 536.111 
5Z7.777 533.333 537.500 
529.166 534.7ZZ 538.888 
530.SSS 

99¢ each 
ASSORTED MISCELLANEOUS 

CRYSTALS 
FOR HAM AND GENERAL USE 

Fractions Omitted 
Fractions Omitted 

370kc 376kc 381kc 3~4kc 387kc 390kc 
3
3
7
7
z
4 

377 383 386 388 m 395kc 40Zkc 405kc 408kc 
396 403 406 409 

m 39¢ each 393 !:~cecl at a fraction of the cost of 
394 

397 404 407 411 m 79¢ each 
their holders alone. 

• Payments must accompany 0rder. Enclose 20i for poHtagc and 
handling. Minimum order - $2.00 plus postage. 
• Crystals are shipp('d packed in doth bags inasmuch as thl'y are Bhock 
mounted. All Rhipmcnt~ g11arante-ed. 

Stromberg Carlson and 
RCA waterproof speak
en. Brand new in origi
na I cartons. 2 5 Walt PM 
driver unit with profector 
mounted in heavy duty 
round metal baffle. Ideal 
for communication re
ceivers and sound sys
tems at the lowest 
priceever $14 95 
offered.. • 

TUNING UNIT 
A wealth of expensive 

parts. Contains: 6-A.P.C. 

Condensers, 6 coils, 3 or 

more mica condensers 

and resistors, 1 porce

lain two gang wafer 

switch and dozens of 
other useful $ 
units...... 1.29 

V.H.F. TRANSMITTER 
Here is one of the greatest offer
ings in war surplus! Hundreds sold 
at $20 and now dosed out at an 
amazingly low price. Brand new. 
Battery operated (67½ v B and 
1 ½ v A). Frequency 80 to l 05 
me. Complete with 2-1 G4 tubes 

and lull i_nstruction ma~ual. Ready to go $6 9 5 on the oar. Less batteries. • . • • . . • • • • • 

G.I. RECORD C!1ANGER 
Plays twelve 1 0" or ten 
l 2" records automati
cally. Standard changer 
used in Westinghouse, 
General Electric, 
Emerson, etc. at a 
new low $15.95 price •••• 

5-Gang Tuning Condenser 
Brand new ••• 5 gong, 365 mmfd. 
per section ••• a truly precision built 
condenser with ceramic insulation. A 
$13.50 value in the greatest offering 
ever mode in tuning con-
densers for only ••••••• $2.95 

All Brand New and Guaranteed 

West 2" Round 0-300 D.C.-M.A •••• $2.97 
' GE 2" Round 0-500 D.C.-M.A .••• 2.97 

Simpson 2" Round 0-15 D.C.-V .•••••• 2.97 
Triplett 2" Square 0-40 D.C.-V .••••.• 2.97 

Sun 2" Round 0-300 D.C.-V .•..••• 2.97 
GE 3" Square 0-150 A.C.-V ...... 3.49 

, TERMS: All items F.O.B., Washington, D. C, All 
orders $30.00 or less, cash With order. Above 
$30.00 25 per cent with order, balance C.O.D. 
Foreign orders cash with orders, P,lus exchange rate. 

'Hot Radio 
VALUES 

at SUN RADIO 

RADAR RECEIVER 
BC-1068A 

Guaranteed excellent con
dition. It is a "Hot" receiver 
for the "Ham" and short 
wave experimenter cover
ing the 174 to 210 MC 
television bond. Contains 2 
R.F. and 5 I.F. stages 
detector and video am
plifier. Complete with 
11 0 volt AC power sup
ply and 14 
tubes ••••• $39.95 

SCR-522 VHF 
TRANSCEIVER 

Tunes 100-156 MC. Don't 
confuse these with other in
complete and abused 522,. 
Sun Radio offers electroni
cally perfed and guaran
teed 522s ••. AND COM
PLETE with tubes, remote 
control box, 2 8 volt dyne
motor {can be converted 
to 11 0 V operation), 4 
crystals and ALL CABLE 
CONNEC-
TORS but 
less cable •• $24.95 

100 WATT 

BENDIX 
TRANSMITTER 
4 separate E.C.O. 

These can be easily converted to 20-40-80 meters. 
Crystal required for I 0 meters. Each electronic 
coupled oscillator dlal hos 3000 divisions enabling 
quick precision shifting. This transmitter was con
structed of the highest quality of precision parts, with 
laboratory precision. Four separate output tanks; one 
4-position selector channel switch having seven sec
tions which changes the ECO, IPA and output tanks 
simultaneously.-BRAND NEW, com- $49 95 
plete with tubes. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER 
This crystal fixed frequency receiver comes with full 
conversfon instructions for variable tuning of all ham 
bands and broadcast. A highly selective super~ 
heterodyne receiver, 110 V.A.C. power supply built in. 
Comes complete, brand new, with one $ l 6 9 5 set of coils and two sets of tubes. • • • • 

~UN RADIO 
938 F STREIT. N. W. WASH. 4. 0. C. 

OF WASHINGTON, D. C. 
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AMATEURS ATTENTION I 
WE CARRY 

A MOST COMPLETE STOCK OF 

STANCOR 
TRANSFORMERS 

We carry a complete line of 
matched plate transformers and 
filter reactors covering all amateur 
applications. 

These power supply combinations 
will deliver Well-Regulated, 
Adequately Filtered Output 
that will dependably meet the 
voltage and current demands of 
Continuous Duty, 

FOR THE MOST COMPLETE UNE OF TRANSFORMERS 

IN WISCONSIN ••• CALL, SEE OR WRITE 

-· . 
CENTRAL RADIO PARTS CO. 

1723 W, Fond Du Lac Avenue 
Milwoukee 5, Wisconsin 

- WHOLESALE DISTR,IBUTORS -

ANOTHER ~ BROWNING DEVICE -
FM· AM TUNER 

MODEL RJ-12 
Superb FM rttception; quaf
lty AM reception. Single 
antenna for both bands. Sep
arate RF and IF systems on 
both bonds. Armstrong FM 
circuit. 

Frequency meters 
WWY standard 
frequency cali
brator Oscillo
scope. Power :5Up• 
ply and square 
wave modulator 
Capacitance Re-
1 a y. FM-AM 
Tuners. fM Tuner. 

KNOW THE ENTIRE BROWNING LINE • [NGINErnlD FOR ENGINEERS 
WRITE TO DEPT, A POR CATALOG 

~ BROWNING· LABORATORIES, 'INC. 
~ · . . WINCHESTER, MASS. 

ELECTBl.t)IT 
FOR RADIO ANP ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS 

y 

ONAN ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANTS 
supply electric service for electronics applications 
and general uses. mobile or stationary. Driven by 

Onan 4-cycle gasoline engines. they are 
of single-unit, compact desia:n and sturdy 
construction. 
ONAN Electric Plants are available in 

many siz~_a and models. 
ALTERNATING CUR
RENT: 350 to 35,000 watts 
in all standard voltages and 
frequencies.DIRECT CUR
RENT: 000 to 10,000 watts, 
115 and 230 volts. BAT
TERY CHARGERS: 500 
to 6,000 watta; 6, 12, 24, 32 
and 115 volts. Write for de
tailed literature or engi
neering assistance. 

D. \V. ONAN & SONS 
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4671 Royalston Ave, 
Mlnneapolla 5, Minn. 

strated to the writer recently by WlPMS and 
WICTW. The former has a !¼-meter converter 
employing a push-pull r.f. stage with a 6J6 oper
ating, not as a grounded-grid amplifier, but as a 
neutralized grounded-cathode stage. It looks 
good, and we hope to have more dope on it soon. 

Hints & Kinks 
(Continued from paq• 69) 

S-501. Connect the right-hand terminal of S-501 
to ground. Connect R-51O between the center 
terminal of S-5O1 and the coil-socket prong from 
which the ground lead was disconnected. Connect 
C-515 between this prong and ground. The unit is 
now modified for oscillator keying. 

T 
201-206 

L-201 

C-207 

R-201LJ. C-206 
~ 

" 

tl600 

F'ig. 6 - Adding a "damper" tube to the screen grid 
of the 813 amplifier of the Meissner 150-B for c. w. opcr• 
ation. The 6 Y 6 holds screen voltage to a reasonable 
valne when the key is open, preventing it from soaring 
to almost the full plate•snpp)y voltage. 

To correct high screen voltage on the 813 with 
the key open, an adaptation of the screen-clamp
ing system used in the 813 amplifier described re
cently in QST * was used, as shown in Fig. 6. 
It was found necessary to retain the voltage-di
vider resistor to improve the voltage regulation. 
In my case the 6 Y6 is mounted horizontally below 
the chassis near the 813 socket. Screen voltage 
will be of the order of 200 to 300 volts with the 
key up after modification, and over-all operation 
is much improved. 

-- Bob M. Simmon.,, lV0ARII 

* Smith, "A Stabilized 813 Amplifier," QST, February, 
1947. 

Modulation Monitor 
(Continued from page 72,) 

tubes of types other than the 2051 are used. Next, 
apply the carrier and tune C1 for maximum meter 
reading, then move the pick-up lead around until 
the meter reads near full scale. Now R1 can be set 
for any desired percentage of modulation and the 
neon bulb will flash when that modulation is 
reached or exceeded. If you are a stickler for 

(Continued on paqo 148) 



"tl,e most simple and fool-proof Xmtr I /,ave ever handled" 

W6BOV 

it's the 
See it - Try it - at your local supply house, TODA Y! 

Manufactured by HARVEY-WELLS ELECTRONICS, INC., SOUTHBRIDGE, MASS. 

a sweet performer and low priced too! 

Here's a new hand micro
phone that offers response 
characteristics usually found 
in higher priced mikes. The 
model 20X features a high 
quality crystal. New circuit 
design results in exceptionally 
high output level and ideal 
response for sharp, clear 
speech reproduction. Range: 
50-7000 c.p.s. Level: 54 db 
below 1 volt/ dyne/ sq. cm. 

IIIEW TURNER MODEL lZOX 
List pri~e only $12,85 

Natural to hold. Has convenient hook ring for hanging. Weighs only 
8 ounces. Finished in I ich baked brown enamel. Also available with 
sHdelock switch at extra cost. 

At your dealer or write for Bulletin 

THE TURNER COMPANY 

Microphones licensed under U.S. patc:nts of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, and Western 
Electric Compony, Incorporated. Crystals licen1ed under ootents of the Brush Development Company. 
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Well known brand. Ceramic pillar term• 
inals, in hermetically sealed metal 
case, size overall 1 ¾x3¾x5Vi" high. 
Comes with handy removable mtg. 
bracket and solder lug terminals. ~~cr~n:~g: ......................... $2. 95 

RCA0!!!h!!!~~:!:':!:,.INC. 
in all technical phases of 

RADIO and TELEVISION 
WEEKLY RATES DAYS-EVENINGS 

VETERANS: ~Se~nc:it•s11i• :ip11'i;1•.~ 
For .Free Cataloa- write Dept. ST-48 

RCA INSTITUTES. INC. 
A Service of Radio Corporation of America 

350 West 4th St., New York 14. N. Y. 

Founded in 1901 

RADIO TELEPHONY 
RADIO TELEGRAPHY 

~~=~::fi~n~ ~nn 1~~~hu!~?fh/ ~lt~~ g1i;:!tP ~C.Sii({q 
broadcast station with studios iocat~d on campus. New 
atudcnts accepte~ 1_11o_nthly, If interested in radio training 
necessary to pass F.C~C. ex.aminations for first-class telephone 
and second-class telegraph licenses. write for cietaila. 

PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE PORT ARTHUR 
TEXAS 

Approved for G~I. tralnlnQ 
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accw·acy, you might apply sine-wave modulation 
to your transmitter, adjust it for exactly 100 per 
eent as checked with a 'scope, set R1 for 100 per 
cent and then adjust Rs until the neon bulb just 
flickers. With the rough adjustment described 
earlier, the bulb may flash at about 95 per cent. 
Luckily, the error is in the legal direction and is 
of small magnitude. 

The only caution in regard to adjustment is in 
connection with tlie point where the r.f. is picked 
up. If r.f. is picked up from some stage ahead of 
the modulated stage, the meter cannot flash 
at HID-per-cent modulation, because the r.f. can 
never reach zero a~ it should, at t,he negative 
modulation peak. Once the thing is adjusted it 
probably can be operated indefinitely without 
readjustment. M.ine has been operating for 18 
months and is still accurate enough so that it 
isn't, worth adjusting it. Perhaps when tubes are 
changed, adjustment should be made. 

This instrument flashes the neon bulb when the 
modulation down-peak reaches the selected per
centage. The instrument could have been de
signed to operate on up-peaks, but it was thought 
that "ncgative"-peak indication would be more 
desirable. Inequality between "negative" and 
''positive" peaks can be seen by motion of t,hc 
meter when the carrier is modulated (carrier 
shift). A slight flicker of the meter occurs when a 
strong peak causes the grid of V2 to go positive 
and draw some grid current, but this is accom
panied by a flash of t,he bulb, warning that the 
modulation is excessive. Correction of the modu
lation corrects the slight flicker. 

The DX boys should find good use for this 
gadget because it will give them means of keeping 
the modulation right up there, and at the same 
t.ime warn them when excessive modulation is 
taking place. 

Correspondence 
(Continued from pao• 79) 

thirty seconds simply becau.se the other fellow got my 
number OK on this first sending, tapped his bug and broke 
in. I did the same. The exchange was over one-two-three. 
Full break-in will do more to eliminate QRM on the bands 
than anything else. With it you know immediately (with the 
exception of very weak DX) whether the follow you're 
calling is still listening or has come back to someone else, 
,ind instantly you can stop and thus eliminate whatever 
QRl\f you may be causing. There are many more decided 
factnrR in its favor . ... 

····- Chades 0. F'i;Uer, HO/ES, WGZ\'L, •.e-W9fH!P 

SWITCH TO SAFETY 
Washington, N. J. 

Editor, QST: 
Perhaps tbe following will persuade more of our fraternity 

to stop taking unnecessary chances. 
On the evening of Jan. 28th I got a had shock and burn 

from tuning my antenna where I thought there Wll.S no 
voltage. However, my clip for high voltage (2000 v.) leaned 
over and touched the antenna link, making it hot. Then in 
pulling the clip off the antenna coil. I moved that coil 
enough to make it touch the link. With my left hand against 
the grounded relay rack I got the full 2000 v. into my right 
fingers, through my arms and out of my left palm. I stiffened 

(Continued on pao• 150) 



Booth 125 Radio Parts and Elec
tronic Equipment Conference al)d 
Show ••• Stevens Hotel ••• Chicago 

May 10 to 14 

IIIHl'll'I..UII l'C'ICj,,IIIUIIC UIIU ICIC\J'Uj,,111 .....Ulllj,,IUllf, 

/7J' Ill TIIEBA/l. .. 
• As we catch the train for the 
Annual Electronic Parts Show 
at Chicago, we are very anx
ious to see you. We have some
thing extra special to show you 
this year. And you'll certainly 
be interested in this outstanding 
new development, too. We have 
it "in the bag" - the Astatic 
Magneto-Induction Phonograph 
Pickup. It is new, it is different. 

Be Sure to Stop at Sooth 125 

EI/ERY .PAY--E//ERr PA/"'-
..ZJA.l> /3LA/J,1£ Tr/'19 T /V'e-u/" 

}f/lA"eri'4/?<iE"?. 

/OK/ER II 
f , 

AAJ1olowett "De-,r A--f 
t411HCHAA~&R (cAA)RA,tON 
$IOUX CITY, IO\VA 

PLEA~E ~ENI> ME WITHOUT 
O6Uc:ATI0N LITE'RATUR"t t)t-4 YOlJ~, 
TOWSR, FOR AMATEUR 'RAOIO Ujc. 
NAME ________ _ 

ADORE'~~-------
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! THE ! 
I //J I 
i f<.adio i a a 
I /J I I ....Almaleur ~ I 
I ofltraru I 
a II a 
I I a THESE ARE THE PUBLICATIONS C 
I WHICH EVER y AMATEUR I a NEEDS. THEY FORM A COM- a 
I PLETE REFERENCE LIBRARY I a FOR THE AMATEUR RADIO a 
I FIELD; ARE AUTHORITATIVE, I 
C ACCURATE AND DP TO DATE a 
I 'l'itle Price I 
C QST . ................ $3.00 per year* a 
I Operating an Amateur Radio Station - I 
1111 

Free to members; to others ...... lOc 
1111 Ill The Radio Amateur's Handbook, $2.00** 1111 

I The Log ..................... , .. 50c I 
Ill How to Become a Radio Amateur .. 25c 1111 

Ill The Radio Amateur's License Ill 
I Manual ............. .' ......... 25c I a Hints & Kinks for the Radio a 
! Li::i:=;1<~~l~~i~t~r~; · · · · · · · · · · · · SOc ! 
1111 a. Radio (Type A) . . . .... $1.00 1111 I 1,. Ohm's Law (Tvpe B) ..... $1.00 I a A.R.R.L. Antenna Book ........... 50c a 
I 

The Minilog ..................... 25c I 
Learning the Radiotelegraph Code .. 25c a A Course in Radio Fundamentals ... 50c C 

I • Subscription rate in United States and Posses- I 
1111 Irion~ $3.00 per year, postpaid; $3.50 in the Dominion 1111 
11111111 of Canada. $5.00 in a11 other <"Ountriee. Single copies., .. 

I 35 cents. I 
•• Postpaid $2.00 - United $tates, its possesAions a and Canada. $2.50 elsewhere. Buckram bound $3.00. a 

I I 

i· :Jlie American i 
j RADIO RELAY LEAGUE i a . INCORPORATED • a 
I WEST HARTFORD 7, CONNECTICUT I a a +a•a-a•n•n•a•n•a+ 
1eo 

right up and the only thought I can remember WM, "Thia 
is the end." The next thing I can remember was myself on 
the floor kicking at the 115-volt switches on the panel, 
trying to turn them off. However, in falling to the floor I 
had pulled out the plug which fed the transmitter, so the 
Hne voltage was shut off already and the danger was over. 

My wife, who had been present when it happened, said I 
was trying to reach the switches with m.v hands before I 
started kicking. The whole experience was a terrible shock 
to her. I have some very sore fingers on my right hand which 
keep reminding me that even though one may think every
thing is safe, it may not be! It i, safe only when the high. 
voltage switch is off. Here i,, my resolution, forced upon me 
the hard way. 

l) Make everything in front of the panel safe to touch 
with the switches on. -

2.1 Never touch. anything in back of the panel or t,he 
antenna with the h.igh voltage on. 

I hope some of my ham brethren will profit from my ex
perience. Even though you don't care whether you live or 
not there are others who want you to stick around. 

--· Arthur E. Ji'liegauf, W.l!RZO, ex-WSBGL 

THE NEW LOOK 
General Delivery, Millington, Tenn. 

Editor, QST: 
Your editorial entitled "The New Look" in February 

QS1' was read with great interest here and I'm 8\lre glad to 
see Headquarters plugging for a narrower i.f. for selectivity. 
I m,yself cannot understand why hams want liner audio 
quality, etc., when tb.e percentage of completed QSOs 
would really go up if we had receivers using double conver
sion and a super-sharp selective i.f. If the major receiver 
manufacturers would look in that direction in place of 
"b.c. quality" in their design, the ham bands wouldn't 
seem so crowded after all. 

--C. W. Wade, ff5JfKL/4 

192:i "N" St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. 
Editor, QST: 

Ever since hearing about a mercury-trough delay line in 
radar work, I'Ye been wondering if there weren't other 
"electromechanical" systems that might replMe our usual 
networks made up of impedances purely electrical in origin. 
In other words, why not find various solution.,, emulsions, 
suspensions or simple compounds which have e. sharp cut-off 
frequency characteristic? It would seem that certain ionic 
resonances might be possible (in solutions) at usable fre
quencies. Possibly a system of suspending charged particle.a 
in a sort of jelly or soft-flow plastic could be made to have 
a chosen~frequency characteristic. 

Now these ar'e wild ideas, of course, hut has anyone ever 
t-ried them? Here at Carnegie's Department of Terrestrial 
Magnetism I asked one of our senior staff members about it 
and .. he said, "Now that's an idea, and it might be a good 
one." So what, so what? ,lust thought I'd get the idea out 
of my head by telling somebody. Maybe you can kick it 
around. 

,, __ Don Gleason, lf,'-lf1"T 

POWER 
30 Broad Street, New York, N. Y. 

Editor, QST: 
As one of those whose honesty W2POC's power gripe on 

J). 64 of February QST wa., intended to shame, i iust wonder 
if maybe he hasn't a little sour grapes or just doesn't stop 
to figure economics. I paid more for A udiotrons and even 
UV202s than 450THs cost this winter. After all, they are 
nice tubes and handle well. so why pass up an opportunity 
Just because someone can't believe 450TIIs are efficient at 
a half kw. and actually as cheap, dollars per cold watt (sur
plus I, as we have ever had. They are! 

--- J' .. l. Stvbbe, Wi WZ 

Route 2, llox 501, Lodi, Calif. 
Editor. QS1': 

Several hams in W6 have worked out a deal whereby the 
hams of England send us the names of honestly-needy people 

(Continu«l on pag• 15£) 



At BliW they lcnow how to build parls the 
way Amateurs lilce them ••• and they have 
been doing just that for a long, long time, 
Baclc in 1933, BliW pioneered the now 
famous "Air-Wound" Inductor which cre-
ated new standard• of performance. Through 
the yea.rs a continuing program to refine 
and improve production finds the B&W W3DGP W3GC 
Inductor preferred by experienced Ama• 
teun who lcnow the value of top performance and dependable service. 

B&W TYPE B INDUCTORS 
for powers up to 150 watts input 
The B&W "B" Series Inductors are supplied in four types: Type B, without 
link; type BEL, end link; type BCL, center link; type BVL, variable link. 
The variable link is particularly useful where variable loading is desirable. 
A steatite base and plug-in jack mounting provide maxim~ efficiency 
and flexibility. 

WRITE FOR B& W CATALOG 
Inductor,, Turrets, Rotary Coils, Accessories for 
all Amateurs 

BARKER & WILLIAMSON, Inc. 
DEPT. Q-58 • 237 FAIRFIELD AVENUE • UPPER DARBY, PA. 

,-I"" A CAR~~R WITH A FUTURE! 

I~ I .. E ,~ I S I O N 
SHOP WOIIC • SHOP l'KIIIIIQUIS • THIOIY • IUllY IQUIPPID IAIOIATOIIIS 

• BA.BIO SERVICE & BEPA.IB 
• F. M. & TELEVISION 
• TBA.NSMITTEB COIJBSES 

l'teporln1 for F.C.C. UCENSIS .,. 

• BA.BIO TECHNOLOGY 
MOINING • Af!IIIIOON • EYINIHG CIAS!IS • MIIOEIAff IATIS • INSTAIIMIIITS 

AVAILABLE UNDER G. I. BILL 

DELEHANTY SCHOOL OF 
RADIO • ELECTRONICS • TELEVISION 
105 EAST 13th STREET, NEW YOltK 3, N. Y. DEPT. T 

-------LICINSID IY STATI Of NIW YOH _____ __ 

ANOTHER 1'teeu, BROWNING DEVICE -
FM TUNER 

MODEL RV-10 
Small, compact, easily 
mounted high fidelity FM 
tuner. Armstrong FM circuit. 
Range: from 88 to 108 MC. 

Frequency m~ters 
WWV ,1andard 
frequency cali
brator Oscillo
scope. Power sup
ply and square 
wave modutator 
Capacitance Re-
1 a y. FM-AM 
Tuners. FM Tuner. 

KNOW THE ENTIRE BROWNl~G LIN( • ~NGINITREO FOR ENGINEERS 
WRITE TO DEPT. A POR CATALOG 

tKirA BR· o··w• ·NIN' {\lJ\BORJ\TORl£s: ING. 
~ · .. ll . WINCHESTER, MASS. 

HAVING TROUBLE GETTING OUT 
ON TEN? ••• Put Up Our New 

8 ELEMENT 
TEN-METER BEAM 

and work more DX · 
ACTUAL POWER GAIN OVER FOLDED DIPOLE UP 

TO 20. 
FRONT TO BACK RA TIO, IN POWER, 625 TO ONE. 
SUPER LIGHT AND SUPER STRONG FEATHER

WEIGHT ELEMENTS. 4 SECTION TAPER, WEIGH
ING ONLY 1½ LBS. EACH. 

•cl DRIVEN ELEMENTS, 4 REFLECTORS. 
PRETUNED, PRESPACED, l'R~;MATCHF.D, NO TUN• 

ING TO DO AT ALL. JUST ASSEMBLE, PUT UP 
AND USE. 

THIS rs A SUPER DX BEAM HAVING VERY LOW 
ANGLE OF RADIATION! 

34 feet wide, 16 ft. top to bottom, 5 ft. front to back. Very 

:i~~e~°ts~~~7t fg:1~lS2!~g~~:r:: s~~~t~~~~ ff.°of&;!;u~ 
eal rotating 3 inch Dural tubing mast (beam uses top 16 ft. 
<>f this) , two terminal plates. hard ware, instructions and 

~r~!l~vt~aas:r,r~lt~':i J~f;,/!!~n~!. 0&~: 
l,lletely air tested and gUaranteed to be as stated by the 
undersigned. 

Don't Forget our 8 and 16 Element Two Meter Beams, 
Ideal for 522'• 

Weh!hlnll 4 and 9 lbs. priced at $20 and $35 
shipped prepaid 

U.H.F. RESONATOR CO. 
GUION ROAD RYE, N. Y. 

W. F. HOISINGTON, W2BAV 
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MODULATION '.& DRIVER TRANSFORMERS 

These transformers are suitable for use with type 
811, 809, TZ40, TZ20, etc. to modulate either triode 
,;r beam tube RF amplifiers. Two secondaries are 
provided. Impedance ratio primary to secondary 
number one, 2 to L Primary to secondary number 
two, 16 to 1. Will modulate up to 300 watts input. 
Modulation transformer, driver transformer, circuit 
diagrams and other information all for ........ $6.90 
Please include 50 cents for postage and handling. 

Send /ult amount to speed delivery and save C.O.D. 
charges. Shipped only in the ll. S., its possessions and 
Canada. 

ELECTRONIC NAVIGATION, INC. 
Box 735, Church Street Station 

New York 8, New York 

NOW120-PAGE SURPLUS 
CONVERSION MANUAL 
SCR522 
BC 4 l 2 (Tel. Rec.) 
BC 348 
PE 103A 

BC 342 
BC 312 
BC 645 
BC 9468 

1068A/1161A 
TBY 
SCR 274N 
(Rec. & Trans.} 
BC 221 

Manual contains the surplus conversions listed above, 
along with complete instructions and 
original Schematic of every unit, plus ap
prox. :35 photos and explanatory diagrams. 
Plus-11 page listing and description $ 2 SO 
of available electronic surplus-Cross 
index of A/N tubes vs commercial 
types-Amateur frequency chart-
;;'tmerclal television and FM chart, Postpaid 

TECHNO-GRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS 
Post Office Box 877 Los Angeles 35, California 

EASY TO LEARN CODE 
lt is easy and plPm~ant to \("arn or increase 
speed the modern way - with an Instructo
graph Code Teacher. Excellent for the 
begmner or advanced student. A quick, 
practical and dependable method. Available 
tapes from beginner?s alphabet to typical 
messages on all subjects. SJ?eed range 5 to 40 
\VPM. Always ready, no QRM, beats having 
~t0meone send to you. 

ENDORSED BY THOUSANDS I 
•rhe Instructograph Code Teacher liter~ 
ally takes the place of an operator-instructor 
and enables anyone to learn and master oode 
without further assij:;jtance. rhousands of suc
\':e'Ssful operators have ··acquired the code'' with the lil.structograph 
System. Write today for full particulars and convenient rental plans. 

INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY 
4709 SHERIDAN ROAD, CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS 
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and we on this end']are finding donors and sponsors who a.re 
warmhearted enough to do something to help those in 
actual need and distre.ss. Up to the present writing we have 
found over 300 donors who have assumed the responsibility 
for sending aid to some deserving needy people in England. 
Anything you ean do to help us find sponsors or donors 
among your ham organization will he gre:itly appreciated. 

·-- H'. J. El'ich, IV6A.L 

BEAM PATTERNS 
Blue Bell, Pennsylvania 

Editor, QST: 
Your comment at the foot of W7QC"s "Hints and Kinks" 

item, page 48, December QST, crystallizes a thought I've 
had for some time. 

The center line of any beamed signal goe• straight to the 
,mtipodal point and back to the starting point around the 
globe. As any line leaving the starting point will pass 
through the same antipodal point, the distance in feet across 
the ~,xtremities of a signal beam 11.t its point of origin will 
be the same, roughly, at the antipodal point. Therefore the 
pattern is not one of constantly-expanding width, indefi
nitely, but one something like this: 

® -
' 

Thus it should behoove us to be much more careful in 
aiming fixed arrays at stations near our antipodal points, 
since a slight error might completely nullify our efforts. 

Perhaps it would be clearer for some if it were said a little 
differently: Up to 6250 miles from your station (halfway 
to the point exactly opposite you on the globe) your beam 
patte= is as advertised, but from this position on to the 
12,500-mile point it narrows down again. It is exactly the 
way the longitudinal lines run on your globe between the 
North and South Poles- expanding toward the Equator and 
narrowing toward each pole. 

-JohnB.Morgan, WSQP 
!Editor's Note: Before too many start to worry about their 
antennas, it should be pointed out that, while the geometry 
of Mr. Morganrs letter is correct, in practice dispersion ef
fects tend to reduce the strict accuracy of the beam and 
it never does focus back to a pin point at the autipode.J 

PREMIUMS 
4529 N. Greenview Ave., ()hicago 40, Illinois 

Editor, QST: 
.•• Listening on 10 'phone I heard a VE calling "CQ 

British Isles - the first Britisher to QSO me gets a free 
Christmas ba•ket." If th.is is ham radio, goodnight! Why 
not offer $50 or so. especially to hams in a country where 
food is short? Just think of the fun that VE could have 
bragging that" rn.v ·w AC co.st $8783 and a new car." I don't 
remember the call of this particular ham and I'm not so up.. 
set by one incident, but I hope sincerely that not many fel
lows are like this. 

- Milton G. Hawkin•, IV98RO 

VAGABOND DE LUXE 
St. Johannsring 132, Basle, Switzerland 

Editor, QST: 
••• I have the intention to begin next year (1948) a 

round-the-world tour which will last 5 years. Some Swi88 
newspapers and magazines have assured me their assistance. 
l have not much money; however, I must have lodgings all 
over the world. I will visit New Orleans, i'lt. Louis, i'lalt 
Lake City, San Francisco, Portland, Seattle, Vancouver, 
J·uneau, Cordova., Seward, Anchorage, Fairbanks, Norman, 
Edrnonton, Churchill, Winnipeg, Toronto. Buffalo, Pitts
burgh, Baltimore, Washington, Philadelphia, New York. 

- Harry Wauer, HE9RKD 



•••• Worked 25-countrles In 12 days! - Mass. 
•••• Stood up beautifully during recent wind storm! - Penn • 
• , , , Working occupation forces In Japan 'consistently! -

Canal Zone, 
These enthusiastic comments from owners of Workshop 10-meter 
beams are the result of many months of painstaking research and 
testing to obtain constant gain, impedance match, and "front-to
back" ratio over the entire band. For structural strength, clean
cut design, and maximum performance, you cannot equal the 
Workshop 10-meter beam antenna. Model #29, price $39.50 

The WORKSHOP ASSOCIATES, INC. 
Specialists in High-Frequency Antennas 

63 NIIDHAM STREIT, NIWTON HIGHLANDS 61, MASSACHUSETTS 

COMPLETE RADIO TRAINING! 
Prepare now to accept a responsible position in Commercial 
Radio. New developments will demand technicians with thor
ough basic training, plus a knowledge of new techniques dis
covered during the war. Training open to high school graduates 
or those with higp. school equivaJency. Courses 6 to 18 months' 
duration in RADIO AND ELECTRONICS. Approved Vet
eran training; in Radio. \Vdte for Particulars. 

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
DEPT. TN Valparaiso, Ind. 

COMMERCIAL RADIO INSTITUTE 
A RADIO TRAINING CENTER FOR 28 YEARS 
Resident Courses Only • Broadcast, Service, Aeronautical, Televi
sion, U.H.F., Preparatory Course. Frequency Modulation and Marine 
telegraphy. Classes now forming for Summer term June 1st. Entrance 
examination May 17th. 

Literature upon request. Veteran training 
Dept. a, 38 West Biddle Street, Baltimore t, Maryland 

for a career in a radio school run 
by radio men for almost a decade. 

/!"rank Melville, W.9A QK 

MEL VILLE RADIO INSTITUTE 
Melville Bid!., IS W. 46tlt St., N. V, ID, N. V, 
Send for Bulletin "B" or call L0n1acr1 4•0340 

Workshop Antennas and 
Equipment 

2-Meter leam Antenna 
Hl46AI $21.50 

6-Meter leam Antenna i52AI $9.00 
10-Meter Dipole Antenna j29AD 

10•Meter :S•Element leam 
Conversion Kit H291 

20-Meter :I-Element leam 
Antenna #14 

Antenna Mast Kit !AM 
Model #AMI 
Rotating Accessory Kit HAM2 
Workshop Rotator 

$8,00 

$31,50 

$120.00 
$1,25 
$1,:SO 
$5.00 

$157,50 

Available at better dealers 
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Brand New PE-103A Dynamotor for Your 
Mobile Rig ••• Yours Without Additional 
Cost When You Purchase the Following 
Essential Items of Mobile Equipment. 

GON-SET CLIPPER 
A simple inexpensive noise 
silencer designed to aid in 
reduction of ignition interfer
ence, etc. A must for all mobile 
installations. Shpg. Wt. 2 lbs. 

ONLY •..•• $8.25 
SONAR MB-611 TRANSMITTER 

A small compact NBFM 
Transmitter for 6 or 10-11 
meter operation. Can be 
installed for any type 
mobile operation. Ideally 
suited for use with PE

., 103A dynamotor. Sup
plied complete with tubes. 
Specify band desired when 
ordering. Shpg. Wt. 18 lbs. 

ONLY ••••• $72.45 
GON-SET CONVERTER 

The ideal converter for 
mobile installations. Has 
1500-2000 Kc output. 
Single dial control. De
rives power from car radio. 
Available for 6, 10-11 or 
20 meters. Specify band 
desired when ordering. 
Shpg. Wt. 5 lbs. 

ONLY ••••• $39.95 
ALL PRICES F. O. B. ST. LOUIS 

11 tit!! II/ 

Shpg. Wt. 81 lbs. 

#/ 
4' 

PE-103A DYNAMOTOR 
Walter Ashe has done it again! Long 
famous throughout the country for his 
"Surprise" Trade-In Allowances on used 
factory-built communications equip
ment, Walter Ashe now turns his atten
tion to the Mobile market ... offering 
this Supreme Value "Scoop" to help 
make your dream rig come true. Pur
chase one each of the mobile equipment 
items illustrated and described and get 
brand new PE-103A Dynamotor in its 
original overseas shipping crate. This 
amazing offer is good only as long as our 
limited supply of Dynamotors lasts. So 
don't delay. Send your order today! 
Wire, write, phone or use the handy 
coupon below. 

·---------------------------------·--------------------..1 
SPECIAL DYNAMOTOR COUPON ••• MAIL TODAY! 

• O.K. Wll.lter - ~:nter my order tor one (!) Gon-Set Clipper at 
$8.25; one (1) Gon-8et Converter at $39.95, and one (1) Sonar 
MB 611 Tran.emitter at $72.45. Plea.so send me at no additional 
cost ~•.o.B. St. Louis, Mo., one (1) PE-103A. Dynamotor In 
or!g!nal ahlpp!ng crate. 

i~ii\\'f';Jl/?J'.'£; tii1 ttfi°g:i~~1•ffie'?e3~tlfled Check In the 
O I enclose deposit (minimum of 20% of above total) In the amount 

of$ ................ ···- .. Send balaBce C. 0. D. 
(All prices ~'. 0. B. St. Louis) 

0 SEND YOUR BIG FREE 1941 CATALOG. 

NAME .................................................. . 

ADDRESS ......................... .,., ................. . 

CITY ....•......•...........•.. ZONE .•.... STATE •.•.•.• 
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HAM-ADS 
nat~eAjv~u:;:l ~~~rt;lil~at~r~~~O e~~i::1~te~: r! 
their pursuit of the art. 

(2) No display of any char.icter will be accepted. nor can 
any special typographical arrangement. such as all or part 
capital letters be used which would tend to make one adver
tisement stand out from the o.thets. 

(3) The Ham-Ad rate is 30¢ per wore\, except as noted in 

P(;frrfe1:n)~)t~if~win full must acc6dipat1Y::_co·pt. No= 
cash or contract discount or agency commission will 
be allowed. 
tn~~lh ~~~i~:~ut~ic!ir~-~::e.is the 25th of the second 

(6) A special rate of 7~ per word will apply to advertising 
which. in our judament. is obviously non-commercial in 
nature and ls placed and signed by a member of the Ameri
i:an Radio kelay League. Thus, advertising of bona fide 
aurplus equipment owned, used and for sale by an individual 
or apparatus offered for exchange or advertising inquiring 

~~!1~~~i~1r~:~\~~! % ~n::~t:r ~t\~p1rrirJ~aJ fn~~~ 
paratus in quantity for pro.fit, even if by an individual, is 
1.,·ommercial and all advertising by him takes the 30.¢ rate. 
Provisions of paragraphs (1), (2), (4) and (5), appiy to all 
advertising in this column regardless of which rate may 

apf¾f"aecause error is more easily avoided, it is requested 
~ignatnre and address be printed plainly. 

(8) No advertiser may use tnore than 75 words in any one 
issue. 

H avinz made no investigation of the advertisers in the classified 
wlumns, the Publishers of OST are unable to vouch .for their 
inte,:rity or for the uade or character of the products or sttr11ices 
advertised. 

OU ARTZ•··- Direct importers from Brazil of best quality pure 
~~t;n sc~:~~If 9 f~0 ;fJ-1ylfJ'g.~iNe~e~:-~cC~tals. Diamond Drill 

'..).SL&. 100 for $1.50. Stamp for ~amples. Griffeth, WJFSW, 1042 
Pine Heights Ave-.. , Baltimore 29, Md. , 

COMMERCIAL radio operators examination, question-and-an
swers. One dollar per eleme11:t. G. C. Waller, W5ATV, 6540 E. 
Washington Blvd., Tulsa 15, Okla. 

.<\ MAT EUR radio licenses. Complete code o.r theory preparations 
for passing amateur radio E".:x.am.inations. Holll;e study an.ct resident 
courses. American Radio Institute, 101 West 63rd Street, New York 
City. 

QSLS, Kromkote cards at fair price. Dauphinee, WlKMP, Box 
219, Cambridge 39, Mass. ' 

DON'S QSLS: "Leaders in the Field.'• Samples. 2106 South sixteenth 
Ave., Maywood, Illinois. 

PATENT attorney, R;.egistered U. S. Pate-nt Office, Electronics? 
mechanics, chemistry. L Jordan Kunik, 7 5-S Pearl, Hartford, Conn. 

WANTED: Early wireless equipment, and literature prior to 1925. 
Franklin Wingard, Rock Island, Illinois. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS to all radio magazines. Earl Mead, Huntley, 
Montana. W7LCM. 

CRYSTALS: Precision low drift units. Type l00A in 80, 40, aiid 20 
meter bands. Two units plua: in one octal socket. Plus or minus .5 Kc. 
One dollar each. Exact frequency. $1.95 ea. Rex Bassett, Inc., 
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 

ERECO Beam Rotator. 110v Ac., heavY duty., variable spt-ed, 
selsyn indicator. weatherproofed. Complete indicator and rotator 
~eady to plug in, $69.95. Satisfied users all over the country. Buy 
trom YOU! dealer or direct. Free literature •. Dick Rose, Ereco, 2912 
Hewitt, Everett, WashlnKton. 

FOR SALE: Practically new Collins 30-K transmitter and HR0-7. 
Complete. Used as demonstrator only. Kolp, 2209 Azle Ave., Fort 
Worth, Tex.u. 

f.O-METER Beams. $19.50. Send card for free information. River
side Tool Co •• Box 87, Riverside, Illinois. 

MEISSNER 150B xmttr, used one month. aignal shifter. tubes, 
ifo~i{i~ }~~~1~e;'t~~.i~3:°1pshire, $240.00; Collins KP4BR. 

RESISTORS: popular sizes up to 2 watts: $2.00 per kit ol 100 
Precision (IRC) 1 watt wirewo~nd :::k 1 % (1.0, 0.5 mea:s, 40¢ ea.) 

\tlcJ;1tA(~\;~:z8st~ 6s~j; J:c\I~, ~fs!g~1 '.'?.~K 1 :0lui~->isi'!.~~ 
tVR75, VR105,50¢ ea.). No order• out of USA accepted. Chalmer A. 
Klink, Ho:x: 122, Verona .. Ohio .. 
QSLS. Design your ow_n ___ a_t _r_eg_,i_l_ar_p_r-ice-. -P-las-t-,-ics-, .,.B-r-,-is-t-oi-,-s-u-ed.,.e 
~nd other stocks. 600 cuts, stamp for samples. Reber Print, R.p. 1, 
s,we!l, N. J. 
J:IC-348-J, N, Q OWNERS. 8pecial Service Manual now avallabl~. 
Contains schematic, wiring diagrams, alignment, etc, Martin, J516 
Sacramento, El Paso, 'I'exa.,~ 

WANTED: old wireless 11:ear from 1905 on up, State condition, 
price, details. W1CPI. 

~a~!t~~:1r6~ ~e~
1;:0~~!iiu~~::1!~~ 1~!~~1ro~~1l=~~i~aml.~ 

volts, 50 Ma. battery or rectified DC. Price: $4.50. Add 25¢ for 
postage in U.S. W. C. Newman, 1728 Hood, Wichita 3, Kan8aa. 

SELL new Wilcox F3 receiver with coils arid tube.s, fourteen dollars. 
Wanted: clean RME-69. Harold Miles, W2JKB, 204 Sherman Ave., 
NYC. 

CW Men: double your operating enjoyment with Duomatic keyina. 
Automatic Belf-c0mpleting dots and dashea. Instant speed change. 
Twelve to fifty \VPM. Write for data. Electronic Signal Devices. 
Ruth Bartlett, Box 283, San Carlos. Calif. 

NATIONAL FB7A built-in presele~tor 80, 40, 20 coils, two sets 
n("W blank coil forms and 8" PM speaker. less power supply. $20. 
Also S-47 UTC 1000-1250-1500@ 300 mils plate transformer, $15 
both F .. o.b. Montgomery, Alabama. W4KWG, Gunter Air Force 
Base. Quarters 427-C. 
QST file with most years complete, runnin1t back to May 1924. 
Will be sold for best offer. List, description and details free. Hough
ton, 39 Green St., Jamaica Plain JO, Mass. 

¥EISSNER 150-B complete original condition. No changes made. 
Spares. $200 W1HPS, Earle H. Wi!liams, 34 Heath St., Somerville 45, 
Mass. SOm. 6-6536. 

NEW HQ-129-X with speaker and tubes: $147.50. Full factory 
ffnfv~fw: ~~u:~~~:t, Engr., Radio Sta.. WEW, St. Louis 

-:i~w~r~_1t9i!.r&~'c~;,,1:,o'i,~lg~df~!. attachment, SE1420 

~---OR Sale: complete ham station and various surplus equipment. 
Including PR-16 receiver, Gonset converter. mobile fone xmttr. 
disc recorder, Jensen sound equipment, vower packs, rectifier stacks 
W.dRfv~~~GI~~~v~~M~:fa~~~W7t'x18~mptly. F. F. Knapp, 1316 

~~~~ :~~:b;~,i4Wt~ur~~ l18. ~~~cYi~:, rag~~: r:r,~: 
Grass Valley. Calif. 

STURDY Munzig 4" Polystyrene line spacers. 12; ea. plus c.o.d. 
Earle Curtis, 942 E. Central Ave., Redlands, Calif. 

QSLS,SWLs.Samples. W1HJI, Cushing, P.O. Box 32, Manchester, 
N.H. 

~-!? 1~~1.'.:Mi~~tr.~: fz~~J'iea~~liJ e~~t {v1'k~'if /tti1$~~~: 
ster, Phila., Pa. ----------------------8 INGLE .sideband: "crystal filters, Nomogt"aphs? Group III", 
using surplus crystals. Lattice, T, and single-element broadband, 
not the familiar receiver type. Full information, one dollar postpaid. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. Nomographa, Inc., Lawrenceville, N. J. 
ARR-5 receiver, 27-150 Mc, new, $60. W!CLS, 82 Marianne Rd.,' 
Waltham, Mass. 

\VE rewind burned 01,1t transformer• reasonably. Guaranteed. 
Frampton Transformer Shop. Box 109, Blackwell, Oklahoma. 

FOR Sale: ::ionar XE-10 N,B.F.M, exciter, like new, used 15 hrs, 
$34.50. Also lnstructograph. Senior, with 10 tapes and oscillator, 
used .3 mos. $25.00. Robert Sanford, W5OCX, 1705 Independence, 
Conway. Arkansas. 

R ME-45 with Cal-0-Matlc dial, in A-1 condition. First $100 talces it. 
Robert Banks, W8K08, 455 Fulton, E., Grand Rapids, Mich. 

ALMOST complete run QSTs, Jan. 1920-Dec. 1940. A few in the 
"Ban Offt•• 1919 period. Will consid~r offer partial or complete file. 
Excellent condition. J. IJ. Ogle, R.:B\D. Avon. Conn. 

SELL or trade: BC454, BC455 receive.rs BC458, BC459 transmitters, 
Z{Jlli~z'.'rted. Want Millen VFO 90700. State price and condx. 

WANTED: Aluminum case for BC-221-AA. Must be in excellent 
condition. C.R. Kendall, Rt. 2, Box 128, Elmhurst, Ill. 

WANTED: 80-meter coils for Wilcox CW-3 receiver. Robert Kell. 
2410 Clarendon, Louisville, Ky. 

~1!t «:n~:!~~f~R~~~f~ ~~Jt:;vi~s~~. %1:~!;te equipment, 

CULURTONE QSLSI Outstanding! Ask the Ham who uses 'eml 
Colortone's new cartoon QSLs are '"nifty". Reasonable, tool Color
tone Press. Tupelo,,_M_iss~--------------
SALE: RCA fiti""i6-tube receiver, with ,:; meter and speaker, $is: 
G. McClellan, 706 Summerlea St •• Pittsbw-gh 6, Peuna. 
BE~;1.;··otter: ARR7, Hallicraf~ers airborne_S-,{6, range 27-144 mega-: 
cydes, RF. Af gain controls, S meter, BFO, coax input for antenna. 
Panadaptor, FM and AM all frequende$, convertMi for 110 VAC 

~~~;~
0~.:::.vo~1 :~gEfY5 ~t;:1~~e~~;=~~~d ah~Jr~r~i;,~ 

wavemeter, Type 758A, range 5.5 to 400 megacycles, direct readina, 
lists $28.00. All above equipment exceJlent condition. Will consider 
trades. W90NO, McKinley, 6149 N. 07...ark Ave .• Chicago 31 • 111. 
BC-610 exciter d~~k for sale. F:xce.11ent condiiion. Particulars!' 
Best offer F.o.b. W2COY, 220 Bird Ave., Sidney, N. Y. 
T-23/ARC-5 with tubes, l~s crystals, $10. Conversion data avail
able. W2GVF, 98 Bodine, Staten Island, N. Y. 
F(ii:i.°Sale: SX-24, in excellent condition. New tubes, with speaker. 
$55. ARR-S like S<J6, like new, bass boost phono input l7.5 to 149 
mc/s. $105. W9BYG, 1635 Farwell, Chicago. 

SACRIFICE: New Meissner deluxe signal shifter, model 9-1090, 
all coils, slightly used. B'irst $80 takes it. W. Z. Ferguson, W5LCK, 
Ko,qciusko, Miss. 
WANTED: Manual BC223AX tran•mitter, WYUZV 
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B¢348-Q1 used six months. ~~xternai Kenyon power supply. 13est 
offer ove.r $55. W 4M V M. Saraland. Ala. 
SWAP Hallicrafters S-38 receiver. used two weeks. r .. ood as new. 
Will exchange for Abbott TR-43 or similar transceiver. Grady Wood. 
Rt. 1. Box 141. Jacksonville, N. C. 
SELL: Hallicrafters S-40 with t:>-meter, in exc~Uent condition. $75, 
or trade for V.HF, 152A. \Vanted B,C.-221. J. P. Mc.Atee, 1615 
I't~.rracc Way, Bakersfield, Cal.if. 
MU BILE power, p.m.--d.-'y-n_a_m_o--,-to_r_s_, --,6-, ""'1""2-, ·2·.,-,-. ..,.in-p-,-c,tc-,-n-o~in""'ue_rn_a"'l 
change&. 6.3V gives 240 v. 100 :ti.la. continuous. Rated 12-24 V to 
500 V. New, guaranteed, with data. $4.50. F.o.b. W2SYG. J75 Oak 
Place, Mineola, L. l., New York. 

i~:;;~~TiJi~~hatf:r1.xfrmr. New, cased, tapped primary, at cost. 
TRANSMITTER: 100-watt CW. Band-switching (no plug-in-~oils). 
S0-40 meters. All stages metered, VFO. voltage-reg'ulated. Complet(': 
,vith power supply, a commercial job. $125. Also have .JO-watt xta1 
xmtr 80-40 mctere: complt:'tc with aeparate power KU_pply, coils and 
,tals: $JO. Larry Steeg, 22 West 91st St., NYC. 
QSI.,S. Get urs from Powell, WjlDGH, 2005 N, .lrd Ave., Minne
apolis 5, Minn. 
WANTED: Pierson KP-81, receiver. Ross, 2105 East 35th St., 
Brooklyn 10, N. Y. 
WALKIE-Talkies: operate on 10-meter band,--·18-52 Mc. Complete 
,vith battery, tubes, handset, ready to op-crate. $4S l:'ach. Also 
,::•i viUan "Handy-Talkies", operate on 144-148 Mc. $.H.50 each. 
Robert G. Harris, 1336 W. Chase Ave., Chicago 26, Illinois. 
W~J\.NTED: Howard 4.30 receiver in good or serviceable condition, 
W. Kirsch, Box 792, Spangler, Penna. 
FAC~ORY custom-built phone :x:.tntter, one kilowatt, seven f00t 
radc. Completed January, cost $1400. Gordon rotator with direction
fii:i,der, forty foot steel tower, Hallicrafters SX-28A. Will accept best 
t)ffer or trade for property. W2MWV. 
f-KW transmitter: lineup: T emco 7 5·c:-;A-,-fin~al~P-r-. -2-50-T~H-,-P-r_6_f-,6-l-n 
spt.:eC'li amplifier, Pr 100THs in modulator. 7 meten;. Coils for 80 and 
10. Temco 75GA is new and so is final. etc. S power supplies. B&W 
butterfly condensor in final. Absolutely complete KW. Nothing else 
needed. Comes in 6 units and one wower transformer. Reason for 

';:t_l:f.'f.~'.ffg~fJf. 'fJ1efi'o.~~gj0~9J.\:~r:.!~"ife. ffii~:,~ffer over $600. 

~~OR tiale: Approved FM. tuner. Sensitivity 10uv/m, only $45. 
Howard E. Van Winkle, 20 Peoples Drive East, Troy, N. Y. 
FOR Sale: like new, in perfect c0nditi0.ii:·5p_4,f"E>anadaptor. $37.S0, 
National 1-10 with speaker and AC power supply, $75. Hallicrafters 
HT-17 with 40-meter coil. $40; National NC-100ASD rcvr complete 
but for speaker, $SO. Must sacrifice. \Vilt pa<:k <:arefully and shi.p 
F.o.b. Brooklyn, W2AOM, 1600 West 5th St., Brooklyn 4, N, Y. 
Phone DEwey 9-1614. 
SUPER-Pro. SP-4:00X cabinet, mounted. used short while, in new 
<;oi::iciitio~. Po-wt:~ supply and ep~alcer. $250. W1MP, Ervin.. Crandell 
& May, ,l56A Longwood Ave., Boston, M._... 
SUPREME AF-100 transmitter. Like new. HQ-129X, ~od condi~li~·a~tJ:~. sgr.~~tely. Make reasonable offer: W2T\V , 61 Hart 

Q~L,S? Swi.s? Super-gloss stock! No cheap trash! Samples, toe. 
~,r.:;.L Printer Sakkers. W8DED, Holland, Mich ... One-day QSL 
S~rvice" <Veteran). 
TRADE: complete 9 volume set S_teinmetz Electrical Engineeritli 

!i?5~o~nst1;r~~~~k1iJ!~fl1~~iiR1~fel EYi~~r gH?;,~t0 Xlt~~ 
signal~enerator4 Model 288X. Instrument must be in perfect condi-

i~?:>li gj~1a:indN~e~~·!TI~~Nttf~~1
J~{i'd~~~~°r~u!:d r:;~~ 

hours. $200 cash. Reason: need the money, Irv Fishelberg, l23 
Pacific Ave., Atlantic City, N, J. · 
~ELL-VHF152 converter, sliihtIY····used.:~-$70. Hallicratten1 SX.-28 
r.cvr, .used, bµt in~od condition. Needs alignment, $120. Stancot" 
model, 110C phone 1.."W :nnttr, 100 watts, with tubes. some coils, $40. 
Fred Manion, W3 IL, 90.5 W. First St., Oil City, Penna. 

SR(.,L: National 1-10 receiver, all coils. $35. With matching speaker 
and cabinet, $38. W2\VHK, 175 Delaware St., Tonawanda~ N. Y~ 

~Y;~1~i:tJ1¼:&~ ~Ft~1gor~~d~r,(;xs;~~J.~i~dt/{;1 v~lt~~~ 
~nilliameter@ $15i Par~MPtal cabinet, back-top hinged doors, 36"x 
11" x 15" grey crackle finish@ $15; 'loo-volt power s\lpp1y, parts 
mounted but not wired, Kenyon transformers. circuit ARRL '47 
Handbook. fig. 1316, room on chassis for screen-grid bias supply 
with holes punched, fig. 1315A, sacrifice at $30. Alan Stein, 552 
Parkside Ave~. Brooklyn, N. Y. 

MICROWAVE receiver SPR-2A, l0n0-3100 Mes l!S V.AC 6ll-2600 
cps, 15 tube!!, 30 Mc, i-f 10 Mc. band-width, plug-in L-0 and mixer, 
video and audio outputs, tuning meter. Like new, \Vith instruction 
r.ook givingcircuite. shock mounting, and SO-ohm 1000 Mc high-pass 
rnput filter, $175. C, P. Smitb WlPMJ, 34 Linneau St., Cambridge 
38, Mass, 

GON-SET 6-1.5 3~band convertt:'r for unexcelled recepti~~- 12'' 
handspread complete with built-in power sufpJy and 8 t!,Jbes, $75. ;~~Jgd,c~:i7~~1::· Murray Black, W6UVF • .39 N. June St., Holly-

WANTED: Jensen JAP-60, JHP-52, A-J2 True-Sonic P52FR, or 
~imilar speaker. Harry Gingrich, 4613 Derry St., Harrisburg, Penna. 

Eo~OR Sale: Nc-200, practically new NC-200. Available at sacrifice 
price, $175 Cffl'lh. \iVilJ not ship unless at your expense. Dr. \V. C. 
Miller, 4 'Bushclifi Rd., \\Tinchester, !\.1ass. 

PANELS for any QBT de.sign. Gilpin, Box 638R4, Mt. Clemens, 
'Mkhipn. 
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SELLING Out: radio service equipment, 800 tubes, bench, all test 
equipment. Parts, less than net. \V0AQ1, Howard Burton, Creston, 
Iowa. 
QSLSI Quality cards µriced right . .Samples. Ream rotaton, pro
prlJer pitch changing mechanisms. Dt"scriptive sheet free. \V9UTL, 
1768 Fruitdale. Indianapolis, lnd. 
GEN'ERAL Electric Model St wire~re-corder. Cost $600. !<leaf-for 
e~perimenter to mak.e work. Price $100. Curtis, WSAQC, c/o 
KFRO, Longview, Texas. 
FOR Sale: BC610E, E~c""•o=--o-n~l~u-.~z~u-, -an-d~1s:\Vorks beautTiii'iiv-;-fSO 
to 850 watL"1 input. Highest offer above $600 takes it. G. Sherman, 
l15-16th Ave., Belmar, N. J. 
SE<5LL Qi:fi'S: r.omplete from. January, 1927 through DeceffibCf~ 
1946. Make offer. WSATD, 2605 N.W. 15th St., Oklahoma City 7, 
Okla. 
PH<5NE···transmitter for sale. l.50-watt, 10-riic-t"r, rat".'k mounted. 
complete with speech amplifier and ECO. Also DB20 .Preselcctor and 
.lot of extra tubes, $200 complete. C. Deppen, 26J4 Fairview Ave., 
Reading,Pennar·=-,----,--..-,---,-~ 
T~;~~~~ ~ttf!H~atr11r::r~~~ffie.~1rsh sound mirror.1Ikenew: 
FOR Saie: Meck 1'60 transmitter, comolete with coils. for 10-10--80 
f'.v1". Be-.st offer ove,r $75.00 takes it, Shipped rollect~ J. R. Doherty, 
W7AFR/4, Station WHLF. Soutb Boston, Virginia. 
GF.:T-on···IM immediately with thls T"rl-4. Complete inclurlfng AC 
supply. mike, coax, antenna. Swap for 6M Gonset or make offer. 
W2MQB·--.--~-==~~ -==~--~~~~-~ 
i:1J~~~1{~J:~w~~~firt~21~ilX11!~~-. ~\?hlt~!~~t~· post-
_FoR Sale: 4~0~watt Class B modulator complete with high ,raill 
speech amplifier and all power supplies 6C6 -56-56-56-2A3-2A3-
ZH1208 CL B. All Thordarson components, incloSM in steel cabinet. 
Also RME-69 receiver and speaker. Both $150.00 F.o.b. New York 
~i_tV'_W2IID, Sid Bera:, 237-31 Fairbury Avenue, Bellerose 6, L. I., 

TEM.CO 250 GSC x.mitter for sate.: 250-watts phone, C\V, IC\\". :woo through 16,000 Kc. Complete with mike, most spare tubes, 

~~-~~-~~~
0~idws~~§~· t~~~~cii~~~~J{!.b'i~· ::i~~~~fl~~~~ 

crystal controfled. Photos, description on reQ.uest. $400 f.o.b. 
Wingard, .3706 Sutherland Road, Shaker Height,,, Ohio. 
S!:<~l,L 900-watt fone/c.w. xmtter, coils 80-40-20-10, Millen exqtie'.i
to 812 to Pr. VT127s. Plate mod, Pr 805.s, speech c-0mpression •. f:n
dosed atx foot grey cabinet, fully metered, complete relay control 
Y>:otr'7l6~·11~!:l~f~~:q~~- mike. Selling; because joined navy. 

h cilibration book for Amert.ran transformer 

58 
Bi -~ti~~-Ts,'fi:'{,~ Ma. Soc,) or equivalent. W2EXX, 

SELL: SO-watt c.w. transmitter absolutely comQlete with power 
supply, antenna tuner, tubes, etc. $75.00. Robert Gardner, \V2VlV, 
Fulton, N. Y. 

liSE those surplus rig sockets!. Plugs for BC-348, 43¢~ 52".f, 274 (also 
22 H" flexible shaft), 223, 31.~. others, ;!0¢. W6Z[J, Wolfe, 2638 
Benvenue, Berkeley 4, Calif. 

BEST offer takes untampcre<l SX-42. No speaker. \V3TLH, Susque~ 
hanna University, Selins,2:rove. Penna. 

NATIONAL 240~D. Latest- model with separate v"rnif'r logging dial. 
Perfect condition. Use.cl only four months. Externally wired coaxial 
tine and fitting for panadaptor. Special factory alignment of IF and 
Xtal. Best offer accepted over $180.00. Reason, bought 75A. W~CVU, 
P. 0. Box 224, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 

HAMMARLUND HQ-120-X $100.00.General Radio 726A, VTVM
0

, 

$150.00. Millen VFO. $32.00. National. power ,rupply SPT.T607 for 
HRO receiver, $1S:.00. All above like new. scarcely used. New 
Triplett 24.32 signal generator, $65.00, also some microwave parts. 
John Sutter, 2465 Knapp, Brooklyn, N. Y, 

SELL.: RME-45, Calomatic, speaker, exccllent, $140.00. Howard. 
Model 4.50, 12~tube rcvr.,speaker, $40. Both sets completely realigned 
and in top operating condition. \Vang Gonset 10-mPter convc'rtcr. 
H. Sayers, W9NZS, 6804 Northwest Hwy., Chicago, Illinois. 

QSTS: September 1930 through 1946, complete. $35. F.ditb Rot<:h, 
W1ZR, Nonquitt, Mass. 

SELL Sonar VFX 680 complete, working, fine. Prepaid $75. Brown~ 
i\~Ii§i-.s20c31cg~iJt.PEV::[·:J~'¾e:S~~: t~a._'4$. E. Kelly. 

BC-348R converted to AC, $50. W, H. Grant, JS-40 82nd St., 
Jackson Height,,, N. V. 

SELL S40-A, $60. Trade: S-40A forS-53. W9BAY. 

\V2KYV, Hank Fank, is at your service in Harrison's Jamaica 
.Branchf 

QSLS, SWLS. Ne\.'\l'est designs, finest stock. Fairest prices~ Fastest 
service. Write W9BHV, Dossett, QSL Factory, 857 Burlington, 
Frankfort~ Indiana. 
SIGNAL shifter, nearly new. 5 hands, power supply, will guarantee. 
$80. W2OZS, Tribes Hill, New York. 

SX28A~ latest prodt;1ction model, with 10-meter improvements, 
Excellent c--0ndition. Best otter over $125, Wl PTE, Bill Robinson, 
Box 1015, Williamstown, Mass. 



!'\UJ>ltil-PRO, Model SP-400-X rcvr, compiete, 54 to JO Mc., $265. 
C. Hom, 325 East 163rd St., New York .56, N. Y. 
QSLS, SWLs. Write McEachron, 1408 Brentwood, Austin, Texas, 
for samples of distinctive cards. 
UtiF:D juke boxefl, at price1:1 hams ran pay for a good horn,.. record
changer. This includes a big 1.'i-inrh Rpeaker and a good 20-watt 
amplifier. AU chan2ers are in good working- order. For information 
on prices and type, write \\'~HHE. 245.5 Eaton St .. Denver, Colo
rado. 
:T'F'~,C~H=N~I~C~A~L~m-a_n_u_al_s_, -tl-ft_y_c-en_t_s_u_p_.-w-1Q-L-, _8_6_B_o_h-emi_a_s-·t-., 
Plainville, Conn. 
WANTED: Enclosed relay rack. State size, condition and price. Don 
Henrie, 1206 East ith St., Plainfield, N. ,I, 
~~:f:'"LP-air EimaC 4-125As, new, never used. $20 eac.~h. \V6KEV, RL 
1, Box 185, Acampo, Calif. 
'TRADE: HT--9-t~.r~an~s-m-it-ter-, -p-o-st--w-·-ar_m_o_d_e_l,-c-o-u-.-, x-t-a-ls_!O ___ t_t_.-2-0-, 
40, and 80 meters for F2 Leica or Contax camera or $275. W6AOE. 
Moreno, Riverside Co., Calif. 
°METERS. new Simpson 0-50 MA Sq. case. hke Triplett Model 
No. 327, $2.49 ea. Also Rotary beam mountings like Premax, 
RBM46 but heavier frame, weather-proof bearings, guaranteed. 
Price: $6.95. Acme Radio Supply, 516 Quincy Street, Topeka, Kansa.R. 
ALMOST hrand new National NC-240-D with speal«:-r, $175. 
BC610, perfect, complete, $69.5. Dumont 208 o.scillosc.ope, $100. 
Kodak Medalist, $150. RME 152 converter, $70. John Sutter, 2465 
Knapp St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
'FOR Sale: BC-348-P, excellent condition, 110v AC, $65-. David Dill, 
1513 York St., Sheffield, Alabama. 
QSL..'S, SWLs. Fritz, LHJ Briar.gate, Joliet, Illinois. 
·WANTED: Radiola 06 and .RCAM 90-T-2 rec-,eivers in working con
dition. Will pay any reasonable price. Farley 140 ,l.ti-S8 Road, Flush
ing, L. I., New York. 
fiAMS: Experiment 7" Transvision kits, ready wired, $159. Racuo 
Hospital, 113 Factory St., Trenton 9, N. J. 
SX-28, excellent condition $137°i~S~P~4T4-J"':'a_n_o_r_a_m_ic_M __ a_p_t_o_r,-ne-w-, 
$39.50; BC348Q, 110 A.C., new ~65; Six BCt'.>96-A (3-4 me), good, 
$6.SO each: new tubes: 810,813, $5.00 each; 250TH, $10.00: 100th, 
$7.00; microphon~s. D104, new, $10.90; Brush crystal BA-106, new, 
$7.50: Shure cr.vstal Stratoliner, '/08--A, excellent, $8.UO; 3500 Kc 
mounted xtals, 75t each. E. L. Sielke, W3IYQ, Box 6000 Torresdale, 
Pbila. 14, Penna. · 
SEt:.LING Supreme AF-100 transmitter-. _n_e_w_c_o_n_d~it~l-on-,-co_m_p~le~te 
$J2S. James Knight frequency standard, $45; Miller R-9-er with 
power supply, $20. Write Joe Tabor, 20420 Riopelle, Detroit, Michi
gan. 

NC-240--D with speaker. Used less than two months. Perfect. First 
$170 takes it. James Leonard, 21 College Avenue, Salem, Va. 

WASHINGTON area only: 250 mil 750V choke input, power supp
0

ly 
on breadboard, complete $25. 150-watt p,p. 807 amplifier c.ontaining 
Bcreen power supply, J large me~ers, tubes and coils for 80 through !0 meters. Link Input, output, $30. Bonner, W4MXP, FA 4736, 

NEW, different QSLa, stationery, envelopes. Qnality printing: 
Prompt service. Samples, 10j. Walker, \.V00KI, Bartlett, Nebraska. 

CRYSTALS: Fine commercial units for SCR-522'a, police, taxi, air
~'Tillt, marine, geophysical, and o-f:her services. Commercial regrind
ing; many crystals can be ecunomically reground to new frequencies. 
lnquire. Over twelve Years of satisfaction and fast service! Try us 
first. Eidson Electronic Co .• Temple, Texas. 

VHF-152A, DB22A. Bargain! W8ZTV, Box 218, Hollard, Mich. 

BEAM _motor 110V. AC-reversible Hi-Torque ,1: RPM. No free 
~_:Ving. F1at mount.ing surface._ Light Weight, Sturdy. Brand new. 
~-.urpluv. $5.95. Postpaid in U.S. Alvaradio, Dept. ST-1, 903 S. Al
varario, Los Angeles 6, California. 

\VIRE recorder (Pi~rce} for sale. ideal for ham operators. Complete 
rJ~i i~~<tt,:~~ iil~~~°Ctkc;;!o ~~ M:o\~i-dges. Bell & Thorn, Inc., 

$100 takes alll Steel mounted 200 watt phone transmitter: 150-watt 
modulator, microphone, Tobe communication receiver. AU my spare 
parts. Sidney Kaufman, 3023 Mondawmin Avenue, Baltimore 16, 
Md. 

FOR Sale: 6UO-watt c.w. rig. P.P. 100Tb final, and NC 101-X rcvr. 
.Both for $200. All inquiries answered. Fretl Galla, W2LSN, 780 Gar
den St., Bronx 60, N. Y. 

J::ATTERS.ON-16 com.m~~icatio_ns re-('eiver~~with speaker~ $55.00. 
(TOod condition. Wong's, Bend, Oregon. 

SELL: BCM348-0, 110v. AC, 110ise limiter and added audio stage. 
$55~ FOB, R.H. Maverman, 2.35 Ravenwood Ave .• Rochester it, 
N.Y. 

DON'S QSLs, leaders in the field. Samples for stamp, 2106 .South 
16th Avenue, Maywood, Illinois. 

41 Model SX-2S with speaker, fair condition, $05; Howard 435, fair 
!::onditim;, $12.00.Swap new type JA, JH, JC, JD general coverag;e 
HRO calls for band spread type A,B,C,D. Pay difference. ... Doc" 
Childers, WSATQ, 2100 Commerce, Dallas l, Texas. 

SELL: Back QSTs, new condition. 19~i2 and 1933 unbound; 1934 to --
1944 inclusive, bound, $45 lot. F'.o.b. W3KB, 214 Runnymede, Jen
kintown, Penna. 

I\ICM101-X receiver, $15. Douglass Phelps, Sidney, N. Y. 

qsLS, SWLa. Sample free. DeLuxe, !Ot. \l\'¢KXL, Meade; 1507 
Central Ave., Kansas City, Kans. 

NC-173 for sale. Latest model • .Original carton. Used four niontha 
ii!-nrI in excellent_condition. Complete, $167.S0. \V1KC, :240 Moreland 
:-:.t .• Worcester, Mass. 

BARGAINS: new a~d used transmitters, receivers. Collins 32B, 
$7~.0U: RCA-AC!-20, complete,. $7~.o.~.~ 60-watt pho?e,. $99.00; 
75 watt, $120.00, RME-45, $99.50, S11.-28, $149.00, RME-69, 
$79.50; HRO Senior, $149.00; many others. Large stocks. Trade-ins. 
Shipped on approval. Terms financed by Leo, W~GFQ. Write for 
catalo&" and best deal to World Radio Labs, Council Bluffs, Iowa. 

HEARING aids make wonderfui subminiature transmitters and re~ 
t~ivers. Reconditioned J.tube Zeniths. others, complete, lt-ss bat
teries, $20. Shelby Instrument Co., 321 West 7th St., Lon2 Heach, 
Calif. 
FOR Sal~: s:.x-~25 and PM-23 speaker, perfect condition, $80, Lai-CY 
Chilton, 2900 Alton Road, Fort \Vorth, Texas. 
FOR Sale: $300.00: 300-watt rack and panel transmitter, completely 
metered. Cllpper circuit, 812 final. Grey wrinkle finish. Fone, Cw, 
very stable. AU cable wiring, excellent condition. W9OB, 1010 Iron~ 
\Vood Drive, South Bend, Ind. 
~)SLS for discrfmi';,:;;..n...;acct:;cinc:g~h=a=m'-s-. ~D~. i~st~i-nct--iv-e~,~~C-o~lo-rt~.u~l~I ~N~e-.w~l~s~·-a·tis-
faction guaranteed t Stamps for samples. Firman, W7JPX, 6338 23rd 
S.V'I/. Seattle, Washin_gton. 
\~'ANTED: Factory transmitter, Collins 32Vl, Supreme model 
AF-JOO, HT-9. Wl!GLR, Box 14, Mason City, Iowa. 
P()w ERFUL beam motors, operate from 110 V. 60 cycle, gear re
duction to 1 R.p.m., schematic furnished, only 200 available. $3.95. 
~ew TUSB's with case, $3.95. Harris Radio & Sound, 136 South 
Commerical Street, Steubenville, Ohio. 
:H.Q.129.X with 100 Kc. crystal. Standard and ceramic oscillator 
trimmers, $155. E. P. Sadler, 90 Chippewa Rd., Tuckahoe 7, N. Y. 
S!l-:LL-buy-trade: Have Superior 450 tube tester, used 4 months. 
Want Precision E-2()0-C or similar signal generator; tube tester; 
cash. \V. H. Bauer, Outwood, Kentucky. 
NO.MOGRAPHS: Send for free catalog and samples. Nomographa, 
Inc., Lawrenceville, N. J. 
QSLS. Samples. Albertson, W4HUD, Box 322, H'igh·~c:·
\VANTED: APR-SA and 1ffi"R-4 re-,('.eivPrs anO tuning: units, also 
other VHF gear, for cash or trade. Charles LitteIJ, 222 Lonsdale Ave., 
Dayton 9, Ohio. 
SUR.PLUS new 6-volt dynamotor starting rela:ys exact PE.:103 re
placement heavy duty contacts, weatherproof case, complete with 
copper cable connectors, $1.75. VT127A transmitting tubes HK and 
Eimac, 2 for $5.00, heavy rJuty micas Sangamo ".FJ 0.0047 µfd 2000 
volt WKG 8 amps, 3000 Kc, $1.00: 2 for $1.75: maps of USA or 
world, SO"x 3811 five colors. '15 cents, both, $1.25. All items postpaid. 
Powell, W2PLH, 68 Lyall Road, Clifton, N. J. 
'i'RANSFORMERS: 1875-1560, Centcrtap, 1560-lR75, 325MA, 28 
lbs. $14.50. Spear Engineering Co., 3003 121st St .• Toledo, Ohio. 
SAi~EI 5" scope converted BC-4-12, 4 µfd, 3000 v. condensers, 
5BP4 H,V. supply, many other parts, A. Sorens('n, 814 4th Ave., 
Bristol, Penna. 
}<'-()I~ sa1e:·}J-a°'ll,-icra-,1"'·t-er-s"'s"·2"o"'R'".-p-e-,f,,.e_ct,_co-n-d"'i.,,tl,...on-,. s""s"'o~."'c"";e-o-rg_e_c"·;r·een: 
~tein, 2532 University Ave., New York City. FO 5-4493. 
)'RADE: Kilowatt phone-c.w. transmitter, complete, for late model 
Contax or J,ek·a camera. Also trade test equipment, RME-69 re• 
ceiv<~r. parts, for camera e(JUipment, Omega enlari,?e-r, Le.fca lenses, Rt: 1~~~:hts:2~~~:nv~iries. Burt L. Zimet, W2JUX, 2017 E. 24th 

SELL: Collins 30FXC 250-watt transmitter, now on 7.5 phone, 
fJ~ll:'d{RO-STAt, $200. Army Super-pro (BC-~79A), $135.00. 

SF.:LI. .. Navy G-P-7 125-watt xmtr $15. Coils cover 80 meters. 129 
Hawkeye, Iowa City, Iowa. 
\VANTED: SX-28A in reasonable condition, with matching speaker. 
~11 cot:Tespo_ndence answered promptly. W7LRN, 1022 Elrod Ave., 
Coos Bay, Oregon. 
WA-NTED: ARi'cT"'°'/.,.13"'t""r_a_n_sm"'""it.,.te_r_w-,"·t'"h""lo-w-o,fr-e_Q_u_e,-,c-y_o_s_c~il,,.Ja.,.to_r_,~d,...~-n~a
motor, antenna loa<lini? unit and shunt capacitor, mounting base. 
~C-'{48 with dynamotor. BC-221. Brosseau, \\'~BSU, 711 West 
Eudid, Pittsburg, Kansas. 
FOR Sale: BC-610 modulation transformer, $20. HT-7 frequency 
-'i'ttandarrl, $1.t;,OO. RME-69, factory ovt>rhaulP.cl and Rpeaker. $75.00. 
James Bu('k, VV~ZDS, 1224 Orchard Drive. Ames, Iowa. 
SEJ . ..I.,: WRL Globe Trotter. Meter, coils, xtals indudCd·-.-B~e-st~ott~e-r-. 
W2UNU, Mexico, N. Y. 
FOR Sale: Abbott 2~meter transceiver with tubes. $JO •• with power 
it1tpply, $50. Like. new. Herbert Paskin, 14 Marklaw Drive, West 
.Brighton, Staten Island, N. Y. 
SELL BC-24'.?-N, in good operating condition, $39. W6NXP, 1015 
H. Wilson Street, Berkeley 2, Calif. 
i)SLS.best quality gloss two color samples. £. Mc?\.1illan, WSOIL, 
2002 W. 10th, Texarkana, Texas. 
BEAM control cable, new material. 2 #16; 6 120 rubber insulated, 

~h!1a: ~½nE'J1;~~1~<:l)~~~~vtif?:~g~~V::;~?ett7~:~: ~~!~!~~IJ 
Radio-Tele-vision Corp., 6639 S. Aberdeen St., Chicago 21, Illinois. 

f~~i~ISB~~!~~ifa~~in &~:r~~~~~~? !{fciaTIA~~:11~~~@ani~t 
!i~~~;i~~V~e~bt~!:8l~~ if~~~•. ti~g: Postpaid, write for list. 

HALLICRAFTERS HT-6 bandswitching -1-S-watt input CW•Phon~ 
transmitter; 80-40-20-10 coils; ECO coils 80-40-20~ like new; cost 
$150. Take $95 or up. Astatlc T-3 xtal mik~ wi_th stand; cost $19.32. 
Sell $14. Percy C. Noble, WlBVR, 37 Broad St., Westfield, Mas•. 

QSLS, SWLS, samples. Jaggi, WSFAY Press, 6118 Goliad, Dallas, 
Texas. 

SELL ARR 5 (AAF version of SX-36) for $60 and ARR (AAF ver
sion of SX-28A) for $90. Both with 60C'i power supply, $160. Cover 
540 Kc to 144 Mc. :Full manuals included. Like new, hardly used .. ::;:5~:J:!YU.given SX"42. Dwight Baum, 1308 .EC. California, 1-'asa" 
sx .. 2g less speaker, realigned A-1, $110.00 W8MGP, 3066 Port.
mouth, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

QST superheterod.yne, eight tubes, $40. Overton, R.F.D. No. 1, 
Paterson, N. J. 
COMPLETE Mark II (40, 80, 11/4 meter) transmitter-receiv.er
pbone/c.w. Paid $75, Sell for $SO postpaid. Aircoy's code practice 
set, $20 postpaid. Lee Kingsley, W~AC'rU, 2627 Wyandotte, Denver 
11, Colorado. 

HAMFEST. June 6 ha.<1 been chosen as date of Starved Rock Radio 
Club hamfest •. Fbr details, write W9MKS, Utica, Illinois. W9QLZ, 
G. E. Keith, jr. Box 22~A, Utica, Illinois. 
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THE NO. 92105 
SSSR 

Single Sideband Selector 

We announce the No. 92105 Single 
Sideband Selector, see April QST for 
technical details, which permits single 
sideband selection with your present 
receiver! Produced In co-operation and 
under exclusive U.S. patent license 
(2,364,863 and others) with the J.L.A. 
McLaughlin Research Laboratories. 

JAMESM·1Lt1:·~, 
M··•FG•.····.•··.C:Q.1• tf!C. 
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NOW AT YOUR DEALERS 

'R. 

s\\T75 
SONAR-ORIGINATORS OF N BFM EQUIPMENT FOR THE HAM-

WA flT TO SAVE YOU MONEY! 
TO-DAY'S BEST BUY! 

THE C.F.C., Sonar's Calibrated Frequency Control, has 
been hailed as the finest VFO on the market today. The 
variable oscillator is extremely stable and can be checked 
against the 1000 kc crystal provided in the unit. With 
fundamental output on 80 and 40, and harmonics for 
20, 15, 11, and 10, all plainly marked on the Large 5" 
Dial, you can chase those elusive DX boys and get 'em. 

A TERRIFIC BUY... s5915 
COMPLETE - READY TO USE • • • • . • 

HERE'S HOW - in keeping with our policy to 
keep prices as low as possible, with the highest 
possible quality - Sonar now offers the ham an 
opportunity to buy a complete 75 watt all-band 
transmitter, factory tested and assembled as a 
complete unit.-OR-to purchase the units sepa
rately and assemble them in a rack or cabinet of 
their own choice. These units are available indi
vidually. The SRT-75 comes 
complete with tubes and $ 2 0367 
one set of coils for only .•• 

AMP 50 ~~~P;E~Ec:i~!~. ~~-B_E_s_ -~~~ $5745 
PS-50 COMPLETE WITH TUBE ........ $3345 
VFX 680 COMPLETE WITH TUBES AND $8745 

• ONE SET COILS .•.........• 

COILS FOR ALL BANDS AT YOUR DEALER. 

YOU AO 'EM UI' ANO SAVE 

RADIO CORPORATION 

59 MYRTLE AYE., B'KLYN 1, N. Y. 
CREATORS OF FIN~ ,-tAM EQUIPME~TXE 10 • VFX 680 • MB 611 • CFC • SRT 75 

159 



The Collins 32V-1 Amateur Transmitter 

This compact, band-switching ham trans
mitter is as satisfying a companion on your 
vacation as on your desk at home. It is 
complete, with power supply, in a cabinet 
21-1/8" wide, 12-7 /16" high and 13-7 /8" 
deep, and weighs only 106 pounds. All it 
asks is a 115 volt a-c power source, and 
almost any random length of wire for an 
antenna. It is conservatively rated at 150 
watts input on c-w, 120 watts on phone, 
and covers the 80, 40, 20, 15, 11 and 10 
meter amateur bands. 

The heart of the 32V-1 is the Collins 
70E-8A permeability tuned oscillator, 
which is used as the VFO. The dial cali
bration is very accurate, and the frequency 
stability compares favorably with most 
crystals used by amateurs. 

The 32V-1 is a smart buy for any ham. 

It is an outstanding performer at its rated 
power, and in case you decide to increase 
power at a later date, none of your invest
ment need be sacrificed. The r-f output of 
the 32V-1 is sufficient to drive a kilowatt 
final amplifier using standard triodes, and 
its modulation transformer has a 500 ohm 
tap making available 60 watts of audio 
power to drive the modulators of the kilo, 

, watt final. 
Order now from your Collins dealer. If you 
do not have the name of the dealer in your 
community who is carrying Collins equip
ment, we will be pleased to furnish his 
name and address promptly. The net price 
of the 32V-1 complete with tubes and in
struction book, F.O.B. Cedar Rapids, Ia. ex
clusive of any state or local taxes .. $475.00 

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 

11 West 42nd Street, New York 18, New York 
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458 South Spring Street, Los Angeles 13, California 

PR\N'fE.0 lN U.S.A. 
RUMP'ORD P1'ESS 
CONCORD, ff, H, 
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Height 29", width 20¾" depth 14¾", 
Net weight 95 lb,. 

• The incomparable HRO-7 

• Power supply 

• 1 0" speaker 

• Coils and coil compartment 

• All in one convenient unit 

• 



In doubler service emission counts ..• 
. . . and RCA power tubes have plenty of it 

YOUll CHOICE OF 
llCA TUBES FOR DOUBLER SERVICE 

It takes a lot of cathode emission to back up those he: 
peak plate current pulses when you're driving a frequen 
multiplier tube for optimum gain. 

Tube 

2E26 
2C43 
807 
808 
811 
815 
826 
829-B 

Heater Max. plate 
(or Fil.) dissipation 

Type watts walls 

beam 5.0 13.5* 
triode 5.7 12 
beam 5.7 30* 
triode 30.0 75• 
triode 25.2 55• 
beam 10.8 25• 
triode 30.0 75• 
beam 14.2 45• 

• Class C telegraphy (ICAS) rating 

That is why the RCA 2C.:f3, 808, 811, and 826 high-J 
triodes ... and the RCA 2E26, 807, 815, and 829-B hiJ 
transconductance beam power tubes are preferred tYI 
for medium-power doubler and tripler service. They p1 
duce maximum plate-current swing for a given grid sigi 
voltage. And they have the high-power filaments a 
heater-cathodes required to handle high peak pl 
current ... tl'ith emission to spare. 

For complete information on doubler and tripler ope 
tion, see the January-April, 1947 RCA Ham Tips. Ask ye 
local RCA Tuhc Distributor for your copy, or write RC 
Commercial Engineering, Section EM54, Harrison, N 

THE FOUNTAINHEAD OF MODl;RN TUBE DEVELOPMENT IS RCA 

TUBE DEPARTMENT 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
HARRISON, N. J. 
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